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Massive GRAND GRAB Giveawa
£2,000 worth ofprizes from Gremlin, KIXX Software and Golden lma<

Keep this number safe! _

You could win a
fantastic prize.
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Where you can
stick it.

Viruses, disk swapping, single sided internal drives, disks which won't back up. Is there no end to the whingeing
of the Atari user?

At Power, wewant totell you just where you can stick your disks and worries. In fact wewill show you. The slot in
this picture belongs to our PC720B, the first intelligent disk drive. Insert a disk.

Now you can boot from'it*, back it up at lightning speeds using the inbuilt Blitz Turbo hardware, with free, new
software, (even if the disk is from a PC). And if your computer picks up a virus, the switchable virus blocker will
protect both your drives (a bit like a hardware write-protect).
3oot from this drive

—

Virus blocker

Blitz hardware

Top Quality Mechanism

on-off switch

When you do not want these features, switch them off and the PC720B will pretend to be simply an extra dri

rive.

The PC720B, the only drive to include Blitz Turbo, lets you boot from an external drive and combat viruses, is
only available direct from Power, priced at just £65.

We have noticed how pricey unintelligent drives are. Perhaps, its your turn to tell people
where to stick it.
'Internal drive is disabled while this feature is in use. Compatible with most models of Atari ST
1988 COPYRIGHT ACT

Cower Computing Ltd., neither condones nor auth
orises the use of it's products for the reproduction of
copyright material.
The backup facilities of this product are designed to

£65

reproduce only software such as Public Domain
material, the user's own programs or software where

permission has been clearly given.
It is illegal to make copies, even for your own use, of

copyright material, without theexpress permission of

Only available at

the copyright owner, or the licencee tnereof.

POWER COMPUTING LTD

Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN
Tel: 0234 843388 Fax: 0234 840234
Price mi luck':. VAT and issubject to change. Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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NEW
New Series 900 Hard Disk

S

LOW

L I M L

PRICES
ORIGINAL SERIES 900

New Atari TT workstation

i

a

'•/'•

available

40MB Slimline Hard Disk

100MB Slimline Hard Disk

£449

» Powerful 68030 32MHz processor
• Upto26MBRAM
• Many graphics resolutions

For Quantum & Sony 11mS Access
a Super-slim metal case
• Low profile mechanism
• No need for a cooling fan

drives, add £35

Series 900100MB Hard Drives
POWER

• Buffered Thru'port

DRIVES

• Optional battery backed upclock
• High speed 20mS seek rate
• Write protect switch, protectyour
valuable data

• Power supply
• ICDInterface&Utilitydisk

SPECIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•

High quality NEC mechanism
Auto booting as standard

32MBpartitions on STE
Thru'portfor external devices

•

Fast 20mS drive

•

ICD utilities included

The ideal high-power mach ne for
office word processing nd publishing

£329

100MB

£479

40MB

100MB

with clock £339

with clock

4MB

8MB
-li-res colour monitor

B

POWER SPECIAL OFFER PACKS

With any Power Hard Disk
Lattice C Version 5, £55 (normally £89)

Built-in power supply

NEW! 512K RAM Expansion

£55

1

£499

•

Powered through joystick

• PC720 Power floppy drive

ICD

• Power supply
• Power mouse

Ad-SCSI with Thru'Port

£89

• Any two pieces of software from:
Hisoft Devpac v2, Hisoft C,
Hisoft Proflight, Neodesk v3, PC-Ditto

Micro-SCSI Internal MegaDrive

£69

£499

PACK

£65

PC720I

£35

Atari internal drive
PC7200I

Official internal drive

• 100MB SERIES 900

£499

£169
£40

Power Co

s

0

F T W

• Power supply

Lattice C V5

•

Devpac V2

Lattice C v5

MEGA
STe 1

Including PSU

£50

\IEW Supercharger

5-25 External drive

£95

PowerMouse

R E

A

£89
£29
£29
£29
£45
£24
£29
£29
£34
£189

HisoftC

• Power mouse

STe 2

PC720P

2MBRAM Expansion

4MBRAMExpansion
1MB Simms for STeExpansion

£45

|no case cutting, but must be small button)

£199

3

The prices are only for the packs described and cannot be split

Plugs directly inside the ST
Full fitting instructions
Uses latest high capacity RAM chips

Add-SCSIPlus with Thru'Port &Clock £99
AdSpeed

^

Built-in Blitz Turbo and virus blocker

No soldering required
Expandto2MBor4MB

INTERFACES

ICD interfaces are idealas a start for building
yourown deskunit.Theyare compatible with
the powerful ICD hard diskutilities and come
withfull fitting instructions.

• 100MBSERIES900

& bootsfrom drive B

£20

Power mouse

ST RAM Expansion

•
•
•
•
•

40 seconds

• Switchable between drive &Blitz

PC720E

PC720B

external drive

» Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk
controller chip

• Back-up an ST disk in around NEW

• 100MB SERIES 900
• Power supply

£45

for all STFM Machines

PACK

PC720

T U R R 0

• Back-up yourdisks at lightning speed
• Copiesfrom the internal to the

Other sizes available

£489

£1879
£2229
£2449
£469

2MB

• 1 year guarantee
40MB

now!

s

T

e

1799
£1 149

Pro Flight
Harlekin
Wercs
Knife-ST
PC Ditto
NeodeskV3
AT-OnceST +

f 249

£15

CHIPS
MMU

£28

DMA

£28

mputing Atari ST tech support telephone 0203 661136 Mon-Fri 5pm-8pm

All prices include VAT.delivery and are subject to change

All trademarks acknowledged.

Specifications are subject to change without notic

POWER COMPUTING LTD

Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK427PC
Tel: 0234 843388

VISA

Fax: 0234 840234

Next day delivery £4-50
POWER COMPUTING ENQUIRIES TOACL Engni
(09)4810555
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our GREAT offers for
new subscribers!
Turn to Page 152

We regretAtariSTUser cannot offer technicalhelp
on a personal oasiscither by telephoneor in
writing. All readerenquiriesshouldhe submitted to
the address above for possible publication.

We proudly
present the complete Atari ST User

guide to successful desktop
publishing. The fun begins on page 18

Atari STUserwelcomes articles for publication.
Material should be sent on an ST readable disk. The

return of material cannot be guaranteed.
Contributions can only he accepted by Europress
Publications on an all rights basis.

THE COVERDISKS

©1991 Europrcss Publications Ltd.Nomaterial maybe

reproduced inwhole or in partwithout written
permission. While every care istaken, thepublishers

This month Atari 5T User brings you TWO disks
crammed with goodies. No less than 17 freebies ranging
from arcade action to desktop utilities. No other ST mag
gives you such choice and variety!
On disk one we present not one but two fully playable
demos Armalyte and Thunderhawk.
Disk two includes three top quality arcade games,
Grav, Maze and Dungeonz - all great fun, plus five
useful desktop utilities and much more

cannotbe heldlegally responsible foranyerrors in
articles, listings or advertisments.
News Trade Distribution: COMAG (1895 444055

turo
For over six years AtariSTUserhas
been the leading magazines for ST
enthusiasts. As a key member of
the Europress magazine group,
AtariSTUser, promises to inform,
educate and entertain its readers each

month with the most dedicated coverage of
the ST available,

AtariSTUser • AmigaComputing • PCToday
SharewareShopper• TheMicroUser
GamesX• AmigaAction • STAction
ComputerTradeWeekly

Although Atari pulled

Pat Winstanley on how

What sort BBS user are

This month, a hard disk

out of the British Music

you? Jon Brooks, the
sysop of MAX BBS, gave

disaster leads to the

evidence at the show.
So was our die-hard

robots and a wife's
determination to rescue
her husband after he's

been turned into a frog I

categories to consider.

muso, Ian Waugh.

can aid children's

Fair, the ST was still in

E3

learning.

ieh

Eddie McKendrick a few

iEEI

discovery of utilities to
improve the Mac user
interface. And where
will the Dos emulation

arms race end?

[VTI

The DISK starts

Mathew Ward gazes
deep into Crystal
Dragon then leaps
without looking into
Labyrinthe.

na

Charles Michael on

problem-free bitmap
images and perfect text
framing.

EB

The complete package for every ST owner

SPECIALS

REGULARS
TATAR/ ST USER NEWS
If it's EXCLUSIVE news, it's here

PUBLIC SECTOR

^

Upgrading the ST

/

Turbo charge yourST with theAtari ST User
lowdown on the best ways to upgrade

.Q

A regular look at PD and shareware

HT /

BEGINNERS GUIDE

,

Starting offwith your ST

O I

MASTER CLASS: GDOS

Get togrips with Gdos

--

I Vv

ADVICE SERVICE
Turn to the best in technical help

45

- ,
I vU

Hard disk management
Advice on how to get the most from your

fifl

hard disk, and avoid data loss

S S

REVIEWS

PaintJet
Give your printouts a splash of colour
with the HP PaintJet printer...'..

GALLERY
A selection of fine ST art showcased

114

Encore
Mozart goes techno? Nowyou too can

m m

117

create music scores on your ST

sj

WRITE NOW!
Love us? Hate us? - Write to us!

H
RUNTIME: MIDI C

30

. nr 7

#-'

-_

Aguide tocomposing Cshanties

\ Af

Home Accounts 2

RUNTIME: STOS

. -Q

Could the latest Digita financial wonder

«• tm

keep your account out ofthe red?

CJ /

How to format a disk from STOS

I JL\J

RUNTIME: STE

on page

mry
TtO

0Q

A further dissection of the STE

\ tJl

THE LAST WORD

_

Almost outof breath - but notquite!

I J"t

Seikosha 9-pin
Does cheap always have to mean nasty?
A budgetprinter to change your mind
,.

^ m
UTI

.

Megapaint II
The weird and wonderful Megapaint II once-* -g -g

GRAND GRAB
The Atari ST User GRAND GRAB

gets underway this month
with

some

massive

giveaways!

again defies description, but is itgood?

X A A

That's Write!
The latest version of Germany's favourite
wordprocessor comes under scrutiny

-g r» r%
A Z> ^

Find out how the number on this

month's cover could win you a Golden Image
scanner, or one of over 80 top games.

Harlekin 2
A bundle of utilities from HiSoft.

-a r% m

Can it beany better than Harlekin?

103

.adbroke

offers

\ customer service policy which means that we test al Hardware/Software prior to
i despatch to ensure that goods arrive in working order. Althoughour prices are not

\ alwaysthe cheapest we do endeavour to offer consistently good service and backup.
i This isn'tjust ouropinionwe were voted 'Best Dealer 1983 by the readers of ST World:
• magazine not tor 'the number of boxes shifted', but for quality service.

I; On Site Warranty We have recently extended our backup programme by otferhg on sitei

iii^i^v.

International
Spe cial

\ We are Hie longest established Ataridealer in the UK.We have developed an extensive \

»(N
TfJ
kV^jL^ ;

omputing

.„i

Please Plead:^rmsbYSaW

is~^0

ZIP Stick Autofire joystick
Galcfen MQ ppfca/ Afouse (ST/Airiga)

Ett99

MCS Mouse 1ST)

£1639

£3499

That's Write (ST)

£7999

Star NB/24-W

£200

Trak Bull (ST or Amiga)C149i

Tempos2

£2939

Write On (ST)

\warranty as an option on all STs. We already offer this service on. AH Star printers and |
:| Philips monitors listed

^

i AH prices are correct at copy date 24/08/91 and are subject to change without prior
• notice. AH prices are accurate whUe stocks last. Phone for up to date prices. AHprices

s

i include MAT. thereare no hiddenextras(WYSIWYG). Delivery fin Mainland UK) is free, on 1

| orders over £100 (add £10 lor next day courier delivery. AH prices available on Mai

£4499

| Order. Shop prices may differ

j:

AMsystems include 12 Mnths
on site maintenance and
DOS 401

Mono VGA
286 '12MHz
Md RAM supplied, upgradable to 4Mb.80287 Co-Processor socket
Colour VGA

£734.99
£839.99

40Mb 24ms Hard drwe. 2x AT and 1x XT free expansion stots. Mouse
Colour S-VGAE839.99
GEM a 1stWard, choice of 1x 525" floppy or 1x a5" floppy

388.,, -16MHz
2Mb RAM supplied,upgradeable to 8Mb 80387sx Co-Processor
socket 40M) 24ms Hard drive. 4x AT and 1x XT (fee expansion slots
Mouse, choice oJ 1x 525' floppy or 1x 3.5' floppy.

386™ -20MHz
2M3 RAM suppled upgradeable to WMd.80387 Co-Processor

Mono VGA

£1049.99

Colour VGA

£1159.99

Colour S-VGA£1259.99
Mono VGA

£1259.99

Colour VGA

£136999

socket 40Mb 24ms Harddrive. 4x AT and 1x XT free expansion slots
Colour S-VGAE1469.99
Mouse. 1x 525" floppy and 1x 35" floppy

386.x-25MHz
4Mb RAM supplied, upgradeableto 16Mb. 32K Fastcache RAM
80387 Co-Processor socket 40Mb 24ms Hard drve 4x AT and 1x

XT free expansion slots Mouse. 1x 525" floppyand 1x35" floppy

Mono VGA

£1789.99

Colour VGA

£1889.99

Colour S-VGAE1999.99

Roctec ST 3.5" drive.

£59.99

Roctec Amiga 3.5" drive.
ST Internal drive upgrade.

£54.99
£54.99

The ST internal onvereqiiros ST case nxri faction M

Sonv Brand

Bulk Sonv or Kao

Loose

Quantity

Boxed in 10's

Boxed
rt

4."

£— QQ Includes xlQ

4-

N

o\*

+J •

^Ryfbniblick

£

8."

r 9C2oS^i4° £
JL**J m
discbox

32.49

£

79."

10

£

40

£ 19.20 &<*}

100

£ 44."

3^

150

£ 59."

JU

*J +J •

pUstic box

disc box

p 7£99i?r"150
/ U«

Suckxbfc

diic box

Q 100 tracks storage, 20 tracks playing

Midistudio
Master Now
£99.99

simultaneously.

Q 240 ppq resolution.
Q Md Standard File format option.
Q Realtime scrolling arrange window.

Q 11 levels of quantise, nckxfng humanise.
Q
Q
Ql
Q

Pipeline/Module system
Loop record.
Mid soft keys
Works on 1040STRMXE)

Midistudio Junior

Now €29.99

Use your ST or Amiga to send faxes.
Fully featured modem accesses
bulletin boards/commercial systems.
Q Fully Hayes compatible.

Q
Q
Q
Q

Autodial/answer
300/1200/2400 Baud
For ST or Amiga
Cannot receive faxes (tot BT
approved.

£224.99

PC Emulators for ST

PC Soeed. XT Erratetor
AT Once. AT Emulator

AT SPeed (16MHz)

Processor
Norton factor of 8.2

t5Mb Amiga board unpop
E 37.99 15Mb Amiga brd .5Mb instated E 55.99
15Mb Amiga brd 1Mbinstalled E 7299 15Mb Amiga brd 15Mb instated E8&99
Zydec 15Mb board requires connection to Garry & 1.3 Kickstart Includes clock.
TOS14 kit (8 or 2 ROMs)

E 3999

STFM Bitter chip, kit

upgrades priced under EO0.

Q Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.

Spectre GCR V3
£290-i*

520STE discovery Extra
£299.39 1040STE CurricukimPack
£379.99 Q 30% bigger screen area than Mac Plus.
Amiga 500 Computer
£299.99 CDTV
£599.99 • Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.
We can supply upgraded STE packs for the extra prices shown below

8
a

3

add £25 1040/520STE to 2Mb
add £150 See aries upgrades

PC version £42999.

Requires Mb RAM
while stocks last

IMP scanner £49.99

39.99

upgrade and have your machhe open when you phone. AM upgrades/repairs carried out by our
service centre carry a 90 days parts and labour guarantee Or service centre can repair/
upgrade any ST. Amiga. Please phone for repair/upgrade charges. Please add EIS0 P6P for

Q Compatible with STE Stacy.

Atari SM124 Mono

E

Amiga 512K no clock
E 2899 Amiga 512K with clock
E 29.99
Exchange STFM PSU
E 5999 ROM switch ♦ TOS 14
E 49.99
Please check the configuration of your machine with our staff before ordering any

Q Supports Hard drive and second floppy.

200 Dpi scanner.
16 grey scales or Black/White mode.
High quality thermal image printer.
Acts as photocopier.
ST & Amiga £399.99

E249.99

Includes DR DOS 5
Socket for 80C287 Co-

£ 118.49 "Power of the Mac, without the price."

Alldisks hdude labels & carry a ifeSme guarantee. Please add 80p P&Ptor ouch 10 disks.

520STEto*fo
1040/520STE to 4Mb

£ 99.99
E 19999

addE75

£

139.99

Phaps 8833Mkll Colour £ 249.99
Phlips 15" cube TV
£ 269.99
Includes; FST. remote control. Scart input
(giving near monitor quality display). 60 tuner
presets, sleep timer and Fastoxt
Al displays come with Scart cable. Deduct
£10 from Monitors only, if bought with

Phone for 128K
ROMs

We are the consistently longest serving supplier

Alldot matrix printers come complete with IBM Centronics cable. Al Star printers include
12 months on site warranty. UK Mainland only.
StarLC-10

VfO/36cps E 139.99

StarLC-24/10

E 199.99

Star LC-200 colour printer
£ 20999
Star LC24-200 222cps
£244.99
Star LC24-200 colour printer £ 29999
Atari SLM605 Laser

Star NB 24/10 E

Citizen Swift

192/64cps

StarXB/24-10Colour
Star LC10 colour ribbon
Star LC10 dustcover
E 104999 Printer stands from

19999
E
319.99
£ 33999
E
5.99
£
399
E
T199

computer.

How to Pav

You can phone your Access or visa card
details or send a cheque/postal
j orders made payable to Ladbroke
Computing International. Please
allow sufficient clearance time for cheques.

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071
Shop & Mai order premises.' 33 Ormskirk Road. Preston. Lancashire. PR1 2QP Open Monday to Saturday
930am to 5O0pm Phones answered from 900am Dealer enquiries welcome Ladbroke Computing
International is a trading name of Ladbroke Computing Ltd All trade marks recognised

MORE details have been leaked to

Atari ST Userabout the specification
and launch date of the new ST

which has a PC emulator fitted as
standard.

Since our exclusive report in
August the machine has been
dubbed the STPC by the computer

press, and we can now reveal that
the PC side of its operation will be
based on a 286AT.

It will almost certainly run at
16MHz and could even be fitted

with a maths coprocessor, says an
insider. The price difference
between it and other STs will be

marginal and the 1040STE will be
the first of the ST range to be made
into a split personality machine.
The computer will swap between
the two computers' operating sys
tems using software packed with the
machine. Other specifications of the
PC will follow third party boards
already available, and there has
even been industry talk of the emu
lator being based on Compo
Software's AT-Speed C16. Neither
Atari nor Compo could confirm
this.

AT-Speed C16 is normally bun
dled with the DRdos operating sys

STPC to

Germany first
however, a very large library of qual
ity PC software packages which ST

By JOHN BUTTERS

CAD comi

users will be able to access, and the

Cermai

tem and supports many graphics

main benefit of such a machine will

emulations including VGAand EGA

be for people using PCs in the office

monochrome and colour CGA,

who will be able to continue work at

COMPUTER aided d

Tandy 1000, Hercules and Olivetti.

home on their ST.

DynaCADD is set to have a nev
petitor with the imminent rele,
a program that has been turning
heads in Germany for six months.
But Silica Systems (081-309 1111),
the UK distributor, are not going
head to head with DynaCADD.

286s no longer fast enough to cope

Our source says STPC is to be
launched in Germany very soon but
has no details of UK availability. But
an Atari spokesman said: "I don't
think it's going to be talked about in

with the latest software. There is,

Dusseldorf".

It is still unclear where the

machine will be aimed. Most people
interested in PCs for business

choose 386 or 486 models, with

Reports say the STPC will be
fitted with Compo's AT-Speed C16

Technobox's Drafter/2 will be aimed

Worldwide ST shortage
A WORLDWIDE shortage of STs has
led to Atari customers being told they
will have to wait for a computer.
Dealers running out of stock are
being forced to wait for new deliveries,
which started drying up soon after the
sale of the company's Taiwan assem
bly plant in July. A reduced number of
computers are making their way to
retailers and Atari say there are still
some STs in distributor's hands.

Atari bosses say new STsare being
built by subcontractors in Taiwan but
a dealer reported that new machines
have Made in China stamps over the
box and machine, adding confusion
to the situation.

"Distributors are going to be jolly

"We sold the factory Instead" say Atari
lucky to get what they need because
we haven't got the massive production
facilities", says Atari's Peter Walker.
"There is such a high demand - it's
like Apple Classics. We are not making
a lot of noise about it but we are way
ahead of forecast for sales during a hot

world and "it's just a question of
choosing a plant".
Atari say their second quarter
results have been adversely affected by
the transition to subcontractors for

assembly operations. Sales for the
quarter crashed by 42 per cent, from

summer".

$84.9 million to $49.2 million and the

But the projected ST sales figure for
the year has been reduced. "We won't

company reported a net profit of $30.4
million. This compares to a profit of
$1.15 million for the same period last
year but has been boosted by the
$40.9 million sale of the Taiwan plant.
Other reasons given for the poor
figures include economic difficulties in
Europe and effects of exchange rates.

sell 200,000 STs because we haven't

made them - we sold the factory
instead", said Walker.

The firm is looking for a new assem
bly plant. Atari say negotiations are
going on about factories around the

primarily at the education sector,
although Silica's Andy Leaning says
the program is perfectly suited to the
normal computer aided design mar
ket place.
The direct descendant of Campus
Draft, the original best-selling ST

CAD package, it supports drawings
between A5 and A0 in size and has

an isometric 3D grid.
There will be support for Metafile,
DXF, Mega ST and TT graphic card
high resolution colours. Extensive
output drivers are supplied which
include Postscript, HPGL, HP and
most 9 and 24-pin printers.
Other features include automatic

dimensioning, icon-based drawing
tools, unlimited layers, pro
grammable hot keys, over 1,600 sym
bols, and perspective grids.
One megabyte of memory is
required and it will be supplied with
a 350-page manual. Cost £299.

STs travel with

family
A TRAVELLING family has

headed into mainland Europe in
a double-decker bus packed with
ST equipment and software to
teach children throughout the
world about computers.
The bus was donated to the

Stern family by the Swiss Simon
Patino Foundation and Rolex

Watches, and carries various

teaching aids. The family's eight
children are aged between two
and 14, and the older ones help
with the school activities such as

demonstrating computer soft
ware at various schools - to

which they are regularly invited.
The STsare powered without
mains electricity, using a wind
generator, solar panel and
inverter. Mr Daniel Stern and his

wife Lisa started touring schools

with the computers after educat
ing their own children by them
selves.

"We were doing work in Africa
in the seventies", says Mr Stern.

ATARI, Philips and Sony have
denied rumours in other sections

of the computer press suggesting
that the ST is to be built with new

Is the ST getting CD-I?

CD-I technology.

Philips, who designed CD-I,
have held talks with Atari presi
dent Jack Tramiel but officials at

both firms say no final decision
has been made. A Philips boss
said Atari were just looking at an
alternative to rival firm

Commodore's CDTV technology.
"We are not putting the invest
ment into CDs that other manu

facturers are", said an Atari

spokesman.
"We will probably collaborate
with Sony and Philips using a lot

Will Atari develop a CD-I drive? The Philips COI601 is a
typical unit, accepting normal compact discs

What is CD-I?

of equipment they manufacture
in association with our machine.

"It's all vapourware until it's
real. It's just a demonstration that
there is very healthy R&D
investment at Atari and they have
lots of development machines.
It's early days yet".

Philips plan to launch CD-I
machines in the States this year
and will follow with a European

launch next year. With the

CompactDisc Interactive isa compact disc-based home entertainmentsystem
that combinescompactdisc-quality audio with video, text, graphic, animation
and interactive capabilities.
The systemwasinvented by Philips and co-developed with them by Sony.It

is controlled by a thumbstick remote control, mouse or keyboard. Although
aimedprimarily at home users CD-I hasapplications in education and industry.
increased data storage and access
speeds that compact discs offer,
much improved sound and graphics
are capable. Digitised pictures

which eat disk space are a reality
and the increased speed means
they can be played back at reason
able speeds.

"At a barbecue with a Polish

friend and his family we noticed
that their five-year-old daughter
was reading aloud to our two
young boys".
"They had taught their daugh
ter to read from the age of three,
and now she was reading flu
ently. We soon began to teach
our children. By the time they
were old enough to go to school
it had begun to dawn on us that
they might not really need to go.

New Frontier ram

and price cuts

XTRA-RAM Deluxe comes at a time
when Frontier have slashed the

"Our work demanded that we

travel frequently and their educa
tion was proceeding nicely - why
disrupt it for the sake of trying to

prices of their product

MANUFACTURER of STperipherals,
Frontier Software (0423 567140), have

conform to other's expecta
tions?", said Mr Stern.

Evesham joins in BBC charity
IT will be up, up and away for
10,000 balloons at the end of
November, when ST dealer
Evesham Micros (0386 765500)
release them in a bid to raise

loon travelled furthest to become

the winner. The firm are taking

donations at any of their show
rooms or by telephone. A few

£10,000 for this year's BBC
Children in Need charity event.
The Mighty Balloon Marathon
will offer customers the opportu

they were likely to overtake their

nity to win an Amiga 500 with a

initial aims.

colour monitor, or goods to the
same value, and the winner will

also receive an Atari Lynx hand
held games console.
The balloons, each costing £1,
Three STs were set up at a

will be launched from the BBC

campsite in Barcelona to
demonstrate desktop publishing,

Pebble Mill studio near

graphics, video digitising and

Birmingham on November 22,

music. Here Emmanuel Stern

with a name and address tag

demonstrates MidiGrid, wearing
sun visors given to the family by
Atari Spain

able period of time has elapsed, the
company will announce which bal

attached to each. Once a reason

weeks after the sales started
Evesham boss Richard Austin said

Atari ST User and other

Europress Publications are support
ing the Evesham Micros event. A
free advertisement will promote
the campaign in the November
issue of the magazine.
Organiser, Richard Hicks, said:
"We are confident of getting a good
response and hope to add to the
excitement and fun in our region".

announced a new ram upgrade and
massiveprice reductions for their other
products.
XTRA-RAM Deluxe is the follow up
to the company's XTRA-RAM which
sold nearly 10,000 units. The board fits
inside all types of STin lessthan one
and a half hours and in more than 98

per cent of casesdoes not require sol
dering. It givesthe STSIMM sockets
and enables users to have an ST with

between one and four megabytes of
memory. Pricesrange from £39.99 for
an unpopulated board to £199.99 for a
four megabyte version.
The Harrogate-based firm have also
cut the prices of other products by as
much as 50 per cent.
Frontier's Marketing Manager said:

"Due to recent drops in the world pric
ing of memory Dram chips and savings
we have made through much larger
production runs and other economies
of scale, we have managed to greatly
reduce our retail prices".

ff

... with Protext 5.5 because the pop-up thesaurus will
provide you with inspiration whenever you need it. With
words provided by Collins the thesaurus has 43,000 main
entries and 827,000 responses!

Protext 5.5 introduces enhanced text formatting options.
Automatic hyphenation lets you produce a well-spaced
page layout without the bother of manually putting in
soft hyphens. Protext determines the correct hyphenation
points by algorithms and look-up tables. Elimination of
widows and orphans is also provided. You will no longer
need to worry about those infuriating single lines at the
top or bottom of pages. Protext formats the text to avoid

these os you edit the text. Extra blank lines at the top of
a page can be suppressed.

New document analysis features provide awealth of
information about your text. You can examine a list of

all the words used -alphabetically or by the number of
occurrences. Other statistics shown include average word
length, average sentence length and a table of the
number of lines on each page.

irttfinov&Me"to/ • • •
>V Enhanced file selector with different sorting

i% bloody brilliant"

ST FORMAT

one hell of a performer"

//

COMPUTER SHOPPER

>V Conversion to andfrom WordStar 5.5 and

if you need a professional word
processor Protext is perfect"
//

nothing else available comes close

//

PROBATA U
New version of Prodata now with pull-down
menus, mouse orkeyboard operation,
automatic record numbering, merge database,
instantaneous filtering, prologue form, edit
fields in any order, 2-across label printing. Full
details available from Arnor.

Price: £85+VAT, upgrade from vl.l £30+VAT.

methods, bulk copy and erase.
i.Y Prodata users - mail merge directly from Prodata
files, no need to export.
?< Mail merge: nested repeat loops.
-,Y New window-based help facilities.
,Y Improved line drawing.
,V Spelling checker finds repeated word and missing
capital letters.
Microsoft RTF

>V Full printed documentation of new features.
AMIGA COMPUTING
//

ST APPLICATIONS

iHILtj (including VAT and delivery)
For Commodore Amiga, Atari ST orTT.
Protext 5.5

£152.75

Upgrade from 5.0 to 5.5

£30

Upgrade from 4.2/4.3 to 5.5

£60

Please return your original disks when upgrading
French orGerman spelling dictionary £35.25
When upgrading please return any extra spell checking
dictionaries for afree update to the revised version.

0$ cactruie r&iotext
tfMwtct"^ • • •
Choice of pull-down menu or keyboard operation,
extensive printer font support and proportional
formatting while editing, up to 36 files open, split screen
editing, characters for 30 languages, index and contents,
footnotes, newspaper column printing, file sorting,
macros, indent tabs, mail merge programming language,
exec files and the fastest search and replace around.
Altogether the most comprehensive word processing
software for your Amiga or ST.

tit Both Protext 5.5 and Prodata require 1Mb of memory

Amor Ltd (sw), 6 77 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE 7 3HA. Tel: (0733) 68909 Fax (0733) 67299

Philips monitor
takes off

A Star is born

tion.

A SUCCESSOR has been announced

for Star Micronics' (0494 471111)

ASPART of a promotional campaign
Philips (081-689 4444) are bundling
Microprose's flight shoot-'em-up, F19 Stealth Fighter, with their

ageing LC-10dot matrix printer.
The new entry level 9-pin model is
targeted at home and small business

CM8833/II colour monitor.

The LC-20has a draft print speed
of 180 characters per second and has
eight near-letter quality fonts
including italics. Other features
include a 4K buffer, push tractor

Buyers also have the opportunity
to enter a competition to win one of
33 flights at the controls of a Boeing
737 simulator. Three winners will

also have lunch at a top country
manor hotel, with helicopter trans

feed with short form tear off, paper
parking and Epson and IBM emula

users.

A Star spokesperson described the
printer as robust and said its overall

design is in keeping with current
design trends. It has an RRP of
£233.83.

A new range of colour printers
has also been released by the giant
for professional users. The four
machines in the Pro-to-Col series are

mixed between 9 and 24-pin models
and cost between £399 and £599.

14 September 1991
All Formats Computer Fair
Organiser: Bruce Everiss
(0225 868100)

Venue: NationalMotorcycle Museum,
Solihull

22 September 1991
Venue: CityHall, Candleriggs,
Glasgow

fers to and from the Britannia

Airwayssimulator at Luton Airport.
Competitions will be held during

6 October 1991

October, November and December.

Brunei Centre, BristolOldStation,

A Philips spokeswoman said F-19
was chosen after looking at quite a
few software packs and finding that
flight simulators were popular and
broad-ranging. Microprose were the
specialist in that market, she said.

Bristol

A touring show with plenty of bar
gains and heaps of public domain
software.
The LC-

20,
flagged
by Star as

The bundle costs £269.

the LC-10
for the

Multimedia on
the ST
A PACKAGE being marketed as a multi
media database manager has just
started shipping from Canadian JMG
Software International (010 1 416 575
3201).

The main use of HyperLink is to link
information from a database to sound,
graphics or text modules. The database
is described as also being a text editor,

90s

and will run on all types of STand the
TT. The price has been set at $149 but
at the time of going to press there was
no UK distributor.

DON'T?

^though Atari ?r rr \

Fantasy comes

01c°"tacts™hSeTs^^ scores

true for On-line

msJohnButtersTl tnews

graphics handler and sound and speech

FEDERATION have joined forces with
On-line Entertainment to supply the
award winning space fantasy to UK

manager.

modem users.

To illustrate the program's capabili

SOMETHING WE

now on 0625 87sZ news-d?sk

(021-773 9090)
Venue: Rex Centre, Birmingham

Aimed at all computer users who
want to pick up software and hard
ware bargains.
5 to 8 December 1991

Computer Shopper Show
Organiser: Blenheim Pel
(081-868 4466)

Venue: Wembley Exhibition Halls
An opportunity to buy some bar
gains before Christmas. It's
expected to be much larger than
last year's show with more than
50,000 visitors.

It is the world's most widely played

ties, an example application is included
on one of the package's two disks.

multi-user game and has a massive fol
lowing in the States on the giant

the Imperial throne.
On-Line's Michael Hodges said: "We

Baseball Card Collector's Database uses

online service, GEnie.

are really excited about having
Federation on our system. It gives us a
game with amazing depth and paya
bility".

HyperLink by linking data on the
player with a scanned image of the
baseball card and a text file containing
further information about the player.
It requires one megabyte of memory

11 to 13 October 1991

The Computer Market Show
Organiser: Rex Centre

A simulation of a free market solar

system populated by free-booting
entrepreneurs, players trade and fight
their way up a slippery pole of galactic
commerce, with the ultimate goal of

Gasteiner g oes cordless

Log on to Federation and Online on
081-539 6763.

7 to 9 February 1991
5th International 16-bitComputer
Show

Organiser: Westminster Exhibitions
(081-549 3444)
Venue: Novotel Hotel, Hammersmith

The first post-Christmas show for
ST owners.

Golden Image

A CORDLESS memory upgrade

300 dots per inch, a solid pad and

hand scanner

and mouse are among a line up
of new products set to be added

mouse holder, a two year guaran
tee, tracking speed of 600 mil

CHANGES to the Golden Image hand

limetres a second and three

scanner software have been

20 to 22 September 1991
Atari Expo Benelux
Organiser: InterExpo &Media

microswitch buttons. No price

announced. The Mark II hand scan

Holland

ner is now supplied with upgraded
Touch-Up, version 1.65.
Scanning Utility gives an almost

(010 31 040 528191)
Venue: FairBuilding, Eindhoven, The

to the Gasteiner Technologies
(081-365 1151) range.
The Alfadata memory expan
sion has a fitting for inside the
computer and communicates

has been set but it is available
now.

A new gimmicky pointing

Netherlands

"like remote control" with the

device is due for a Christmas

instant Zoom full feature, and a Save

Promised to be on show is the ST

extra memory which can be put
nearby, in places such as a desk
drawer. The price of the four
megabytes of memory has still to

release from the London-based

As Grey enables pictures scanned
using the dithered mode to be saved
as greyscale images.
This takes dithered pictures from
the scanner and turns them into logi
cal shades of grey so they can be sized
without distortion. Existing users can
upgrade for £15. Golden Image are

Notebook and plenty of other new

be fixed and it is due on sale by
October.

Mega Mouse is an optical
rodent featuring a resolution of

distributor. Crystal Trackball will
operate like a normal trackball
but whenever one of its three but

ton is pressed, the unit will illu
minate, its colour determined by
which button is used.

Cost, about £40.

on 081-365 1102.

ST products.

• If your company is organising a
show relevant to the Atari ST and

it's not listed, let us know so we
can include the information in the

diary.

protar - Looking after number one

r

protar are unashamedly committed to looking after number one, here's why.
protar are the Number One manufacturer of third party Hard
Disc Drives for the world's Number One small computers, the

Atari and the Amiga, protar are Number One
European market leaders in our field. Because of
our many years of expertise in this field and the

pr<#tar

Number One in-house software and hardware

high performance ProGate DC range.
Because protar listen to the needs of both, Dealer and End - User
alike, we offer the Number One range of
products in terms of variety and flexibility. Our
;ellence

by
design

dedication

to

excellence

and

three

years

extensive research have resulted in us producing
the

Number

One

Hard

Disc

management

technicians the quality of all protar products is
absolutely second to none.
Because we batch test one in five of all components that go into

Read/Write access and Password privileges, up to 12 partitions

our products, we are Number One in terms of quality control
and reliability. This is supported by our minimum 1 year

per device, full utilities package and de-bugging software. Full
DMA capabilities also allow the End-User to "Daisy Chain" any

replacement warranty on all our products and 2 years on the

combination of our products.

software package. Included are features such as

Finally protar never forget that you, the customer are Number One.
protar Ltd Park House • Greenhill Cresent • Watford Business Park, Watford, Herts, WDl 8QU • Tel: 092354133

Fax: 0923 212046

IEvesham mcr<

•

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY •

372" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
LOWEST EVER PRICE I

£54.95
including VAT & delivery

Is*

PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY
AND VAT @ 17.5%
Express Courier Delivery (UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE from one of the longest
established companies in their field, with a
reputation for good service and prices. We have
invested heavily in a computer system to enable
our Telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute
stock information, coupled with highly efficient
order processing. Our fully equipped Workshop
enables us to carry out almost any repair on our
premises. We feel sure that you won't be
disappointed if you choose Evesham Micros.

INCLUDES ITS
OWN EXTERNAL

•
•
•
•
•
•

Very quiet
Slimline design
Cooling Vents
Sleek, high quality metal casing
Suits any Atari ST
Quality Sony/Citizen Drive Mechanism

•

On / Off switch on rear of drive

PLUG-IN PSU
Beware of other makes of

drive that take their power
from the joystick port I

Also available:
5.25" External Drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity
• Long reach connection cable

40/80 Track Switchable

Only £99.00 inc. VAT & delivery

HOW TiH OJIPm

SOLDERLESS MEMORY UPGRADES FOR STs

0386 765500

& Fits STF, STFM and MEGA
series computers

Lines open Monday-Saturday,
9.00am - 5.30pm

Send Cheque, Postal Order or

•

£d ACCESS/VISA card details to :

Effortless Upgradeability

Evesham Micros Ltd

*f Probably the neatest ST RAM
Upgrade available!

Unit 9, St Richards Rd.
Evesham, Worcs
WR11 6XJ

^

ACCESS/VISA
Cards Welcome

Uses SIMMS RAM Modules for

RAM Upgrade with board unpopulated .... £ 44.95

%

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible
Express Courier delivery £6.50 extra
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed
for personal cheque clearance.

I Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354

Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily
with our new, fully software compatible RAM upgrade
board. Designed for pre-STE machines, the unit
accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making
RAM fitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge
needed! Available with or without RAM modules.

Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 / 2.5Mb and 4Mb,
as and when necessary. Straightforward installation full, comprehensive instructions provided.

RAM Upgrade With 512K RAM Installed upgrades a 520 to a total of 1Mb RAM
£ 74.95

RAM Upgrade With 2Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega1 to 2/2.5Mb.... £119.95
RAM Upgrade With 4Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega ST to 4Mb

£199.95

N.B. Due lo the large variance in design of the Atari ST. there is a small
minority of boards in existence whch may require a littlesoldering.

RETAIL SHOWROOMS
Allour Showroom outlets hold large stocks of most items and also
supply from a far wider product range than advertised. Please do
not hesitate to ring any of our showrooms and discuss your
requirements with a member of our highly trained staff.

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham
Worcestershire WR1I 6XJ

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS RAM
UPGRADES FOR MOST

520/1040 ST COMPUTERS

520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit, requires soldering.. £ 49.00
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, titled by ourselves
£ 79.00
Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
£ 149.00
520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit, with full instructions.
Requires very slight case modification
£ 49.95
Atari Megafile 30Mb Hard Disk
£ 439,00

B? 0386 765180
fax : 0386 765354

Open Mon-Sal, 9.00 - 5.30

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA
©

RAM & DRIVE ACCESSORIES
520 STE 1Mb RAM upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
£ 30.00
520/1040 STE 2Mb RAM upgrade (2x1 Mb SIMMS)... £ 80.00
520/1040 STE 4Mb RAM upgrade (4x1 Mb SIMMS)... £ 160.00

Atari Megafile 60Mb Hard Disk

£ 589.00

0223 323898
fax : 0223 322883

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS

Open Mon-Fri, 9.30 - 6.00
and Sat., 9.00-5.30

Corporate Sales Dept. •

IBMdealer

1762 Pershore Road, Cotteridge
Birmingham B30 3BH
BT 021 458 4564

With our compact plug-in RAM
Upgrades, you can expand the
memory of your ST to as much
as 2.5Mb, quickly and cheaply!

fax: 021 433 3825

Open Mon-Sat., 9.00 - 5.30

T

TECHNICAL SUPPORT T

2 versions allow upgrade to 1Mb, or 2/2.5Mb • Compactdesign
• Quick installationprocedure • Simple, fast and effective
RAMupgrade path • Designed to fitalmost any 520 or 1040 ST

Our fully equipped service department is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our price include
return postage and covers any faultoccurringin normal use including drive
problems. We reserve the right to refuse any machine lhat we consider to
have been damaged other than in normal use. eg. substandard repair
work, lightning and physical damage • these are quoled for separately.

ATARI ST FIXED RATE REPAIR

£ 65.00

If in doubt, please contact us on 0386-44644 1

Atari ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies
£ 35.00
Atari ST Power Supply Module available separately for... £ 55.00

model • Requires no soldering or technical know-how

S- 0 3 8 6 - 4 0 3 0 3

Please note: Not suitable for STE machines

Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5.30
512K VERSION:

IE

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS

US

All details correct at time of press
All goods subject to availability, E. & O.E.

In

Please note: Prices that include On-Site Maintenance

(On-Site Warranty) are UKMainland Only.

UPGRADES 520 STs TO
1MB RAM

2MBVERSION:
UPGRADES 520/1040 STs
TO 2/2.5MB RAM

ONLY

£49.95
ONLY

£99.00

LYNX Hand-held Games Console

Only £109.99

INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY AND
GAMECARD OF YOUR CHOICE !

Electro Cop

£21.95

Slime World
Klaxx
Roadbfasters

£21.95
£21.95
£21.95

Paperboy
Rygar Warrior
Zalor Mercenary

£21.95
£21.95
£21.95

Ms Pacman

£21.95

Xenophobe
Blue Lightning

£21.95

£21.95

Gates of Zendocon... £21.95

Chips Challenge

£21.95

Shanghai
Rampage

£21.95
£24.95

Gauntlet 3

£24.95
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY •

NEW! TOP VALUE 400dpi

ST FORMAT GOLD AWARDS I 9 9 0

HANDY SCANNER

ST Company of the Year 1990 • 2 to 1 Majority Winner

QUALITY
SCANNING
AT THE
RIGHT PRICE

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY
Ml

Representing outstanding
value for money, this complete
package combines top quality scanning
hardware with the distinctively powerful

Incorporating new technology NEC SCSI hard disk

DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL software.

mechanisms, these units combine excellent

Al a genuine 400dpi scanning resolution, this new scanner produces truly
superb quality scans. The scanning head itself is a full 105mm scanning
width, featuring variable brightness control and selectable resolutions of
100, 200, 300 and 400dpi. Also supplied is DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL
scanning and editing software which features the special Real-Time
scanning display, and allows scanning in either line art or in up to 16
halftones. Provides powerful editing features including image crop, rotate,
flip and invert as well as pixel touch-up. Saves as IMG, TIFF or DEGAS file
formats, giving excellent compatibility with all major Desktop Publishing and
Paint packages, eg. Fleet St. Publisher, Timeworks DTP and Touch-Up.

performance with quality and high capacity.

ONLY £129.00

including VAT
and Delivery

HARD DISKS FOR ST's
it Latest technology NECSCSI Mechanisms withfast Access
tir Fully Autoparking Hard Disk
it Features ICD Hard Disk Interface and Software

vV Includes DMA Throughport and Cooling Fan
•> High quality compact grey metal casing

<J Extremely easy installation procedure

40MB VERSION ONLY £325
100MB VERSION ONLY £469

TRUEMOUSE

PRICE INCLUDESCABLES& DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY WE STR0NGL YRECOMMEND AGAINSTUSE OF HARDDISKS ON THEST WITHOUT INDEPENDENTPOWER SOURCE.

WE GUARANTEE that this Is the

smoothest, most responsive and
| accurate replacement mouse you

KICK OFF

lean buy for the AtariST. Excellent
performance, amazing low price I
GUARANTEED

ST/Amiga compatible - excellent travel & accuracy
E 29.00

TRACKBALL
=nt new high performance trackball, directly
ipatible to any Amiga or Atari ST. Operates
from the mouse or joystick port. Supersmooth, accurate and versalile • you
probably won'! want to use a mouse again
a
after using this Trackball ! Total one-

* 'TRACKSUIT MANAGER 90'

GAZZA *
SMEUD
G22E3/

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE I
assured. NEW LOWER PRICE!

* 'GAZZA 2'

With

p-|7 QC SATISFACTION

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ATARI ST

PACKAGE OFFER ON A LIKE-FOR-LIKE BASIS

p handed control. Top quality construction

520 STE DISCOVERY

* 'SUBBUTEO'

* 'THE BALL GAME'
* 'TREASURE TRAP'

* 'ASTERIX'
*

SKIDOO'

* 'LEONARDO'
* TOP QUALITY JOYSTICK

* 10 X 3.5" DS/DD DISKS

(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £20.42)
(RRP: C2S.53)
(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £25.53)
:.. (RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £9.99)
(RRP: £9.99)

TOTAL BBP OF EXTRAS: OVER £180.00 !

ALL OUR ST prices include mouse, user guide, etc. PLUS 5
Double Skied disks full of specially selected Public Domain
software including paint program, two word processors, games,
graphics & sound demos, desk accessories and utilities.

EXTRA PACK

1040 STE FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK

Specially featured package representing top value, including the
Atari STE which features 1Mb Drive. 512K RAM,full digital stereo
sound, PLUS extra software including;
'Dragon's Breath'% 'Super Cycle'% 'IndianaJones''•
'Anarchy • 'Neochrome'% 'FirSTBASIC • 'AtariST Tour'

Special pack features five categories of extra software, including :
'Read & Learn' word recognition & sentence construction •
Quizzes. Spelling & Primary Maths • GCSE Maths, French &
Geography revision • Wordprocessor, Database & Spreadsheet
(RHP over £100) • Hyper Paint, Music Maker and FirST BASIC

and opto-mechanical design, delivering
high speed and accuracy every time. No

Ivri

3

driver software needed !

ONLY £29.95
GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY
SCANNER & TOUCH-UP
Outstanding quality, excellent value for money - this package
includes a I00-400dpi scanner with dither options, plus the
amazingly powerful TOUCH-UP software package which

drives the scanner directly. Scanner includes viewing
window & backlight for accurate scans every time.
Scan either line-art or grey images up to 400dpi.
Many image enhancement & special effects
available from within Touch-Up, A sensible
investment lor Desktop Publishing work.

NEW SUPER LOW PRICE!

£145.00

Certified 'FORMAT GOLD'
Refer lo the Jan.1991 issue of ST FORMAT

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR
With lis dedicated monitor Input, this model
combines the advantages of a high quality medium
resolution colour monitor with the convenience of

remote control Teletext TV- at an excellent tow price!
NEWVersion features dark glass screen for Improved
contrast, plus full range 3-way speaker sound output.

pQCQ AA Including VAT,
delivery & cable

£299.99
inc.VAT & delivery

£329.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

£439.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

PRINTERS

delivery and cable

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL OFFER I

inc.VAT &delivery

£499.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

NEW! STAR LC20 9-Pin Printer
MANY FEATURES AND A FASTER PRINT SPEED
Providing superlative paper handling, four excellent NLQ fonts and a
new super-fast print speed of 180cps in draft and 44 cps in NLQ. the

LC20 appropriately supercedes the phenomenally successful LC10 !

Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour, 4 (onls, 180/45cps
NEW! STAR LC20 last 180/45cps super 9-pin, excellent value

£ 209.00
£159.99

Star LC 24-10 24-Pin, 4 fonts. 180/60cps

C 209.00

INCLUDES CONNECTION
CABLE & 12 MONTHS
ON-SITE MAINTENANCE

Star LC 24-200 24-Pin, 5 fonts. 2O0/67CDS
Star LC 24-200C 7 colour vsrsion of above

£ 249.00
£ 289.00

Automatic Sheet Feeder for above printers (pis.state model)

£ 64.95

SPECIAL OFFER! STAR XB24-10 WrTH COLOUR UPGRADE &
AUTOMATIC CUT SHEET FEEDER - While Stocks Last

£ 359.00

NEW! Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin, 80 col. power printer
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 Good quality 300dpi Inkjet printer
Olivetti JP-150 Inkjet 300dpi, firstdass quality - exceptional value

£399.99
£ 399.96
£ 249.99

Olivetti JP-350 Inkjet Fast 300dpi with superior features to Deskjet

£349.99

Panasonic KXP1124i Fast 24-pin with many features

£279.00

ST SOFTWARE
£57.95
£49.95

Data Manager Professional .... . .. £ 29.95
Cyber Paint 2.0

£37.50

Atari SM124 Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

E 129.95

Cyber Studio {CAD2.0)
Degas EMe

£ 37.50
£22.50

Atari SC1224 Colour Medium Res. Monitor

£269.00

Deluxe Paint

£44.95

DtghaHomeAccounts
£ 23.95
Personal Finance Manager Pro... E 28.95
Timeworks DTP

Replay 8

draft, 66 cps in LQ mode (5 true
letter quality fonts) UFull control
from front panel ^Graphics res.360 x
180dpi UFarallel and Serial Interfaces,
ractor & Single Sheet Feed as standard
3 2 Year Manufacturers Warranty
Normal RRP: £ 746.35 inc.VAT

ONLY £269.00 inc.VAT, delivery & cable

graphics import facilities.

Available with any
hardware purchase

Olivetti DM124C COLOUR
Professional 24-Pin Colour
Printer with full 12 Months

£44.95
£115.00
£29.95
£37.00
£ 22.00

MavisBeacon Teaches Typing . £22.50
£29.95

PLUS' &

On-Site Warranty Cover!

TIMEWORKS
D.T.P.'

3 200 cps in draft. 50 cps in LQ mode
• 7 Colour output: Graphrcs res. 360
X180dpi • Huge 40k buffer •
Tractor & Single Sheet Feed

©KEY

Simply the best replacement desktop I
file management environment for ST's.

AU3AH3Q tf IVA 3QmDNI S3DIUd 77 V

- at a budget price!
3 Highlyversatile letter quality
printer Q 200 cps output in

'FIRST WORD

£ 37.95

NeoCLI

Professional 24-Pin Colour Printei

£ 63.95
£22.50

NEODESK3

Wordprocessing and
Desktop Publishing
package complete with

Citizen PRODOT-24 COLOUR

over £75.00.

GFA BASIC 3.6

Atari Archive .

We are offering a complete

ONLY £159.95

£69.95

GFA BASIC Compiler
HtSoftDev3ac2.23
Lattice C 5 06 02
Power BASIC
Atari Fastcom2

SPECIAL

OFFER lit

Z.

NEW SUCCESSOR TO THE STAR LC-10, WITH

£129.95

Star LC-10 SPECIAL OFFER- WHILE STOCKS LAST!

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll (stereo sound) - latest model inc.cable .. £ 239.00

Joystick/ Mouse Porti AectMbllNy Adapter lor STF/STFM/STE
£ 4.95
Dust Covert - available for any ST
£ 4.95 available for any MEGA...£ 9.95

Prices include VAT,

All STAR Printers include 12 months On-Site Maintenance

First Word Plus
Write On

VID^T wtth VIDt-Chrome Video Digitiser Package, great value
E 99.95
VIDfChrome colour separation VIDI accessory for B&W camera users.. £ 16.95
VIDt-RGB automatic colour separator VIDIadd-on for colour input
£ 64,95
PC-Speed Hardware PC emulator which fits neatly inside the ST. Please
state either STFM or STE version when ordering
£ 99.95
AT-Speed Hardware PC emulator (16MHz 80286) with Ofl-DOS v5.0 and socket
£229.95
lor maths co-processor. Supports VGA/EGA (with SM124) and EMS
AT-Onc* 80286 based hardware emulator with support for extended
memory and hard disks
£ 149.95
Supercharger External V30 CPU-based multi-tasking PC emulator with
1Mb RAM & MS-DOS 4. Plugs into DMA port. STE compatible
£ 289.00

pOfiQ QQ £419.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

£369.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

£24.95

MJMUU CtfS3A3| •

012 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY

DM124C Normal RRP: E 389.95 inc.VAT

ONLY £269.00 inc.VAT, delivery &cable
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THIS year's Atari Messe, held in
two giant halls at the
Dusseldorf Messegelande dur
ing the last weekend of August, was
once again the launching pad for
scores of new STproducts - many of
which will be heading to the UK

lator, Spectre GCR, showed their new

By JOHN BUTTERS

Another hardware manufacturer,

Although Atari had few surprises,
the company demonstrated their two
portable computers which were pre
viewed earlier this year at CeBit.
STbook and STPad - which is to be

At heart both ST-based machines

are similar but, apart from their liquid
crystal display, they look very differ
ent. STBook is a notebook computer
controlled using a Qwerty keyboard
while STylus is operated by stylus pen

in Germany

with two buttons and is intended for

users of single applications.
The machines on show were run

ning Tos version 2.06 and had
between one and four megabytes of
memory. STBookhad a 40 megabyte
hard disk, though 60 and 100
megabyte versions will be available by
the time it goes on sale. STylus uses
memory cards with a maximum four
megabytes of capacity.
Neither machine has a floppy disk
drive and users will have to use a spe
cial high density drive from the firm.
This will be switchable between 720K

and 1.44 megabytes and will include
all the necessary controlling circuitry
which in other members of the ST

family is included inside the com
puter.

Now complete and ready to go for
FCC testing in the States, both com
puters are expected to be on sale in
Germany by the end of October.
Their developer, Tracy Hall, told
Atari ST User that a price of between

US$1,000 and US$1,500 was likely for
STylus and US$2,000 for STBook,
which would include rechargeable
batteries. Each charge will last for
between 10 and 15 hours.

With only a quick glance at the
stands, the TT is quite noticeable.
Along with Mega STEs and
monochrome monitors, TTs were to
be seen at most firm's stands.

Its importance is set to grow with
the release of Atari System V, which is
a TT-running Unix system 5.4. The
setup is an important development
because it is running the latest version
of Unix - which is compatible with
other Unix computers, making it a
cheap option for developers.
Many of the new software arrivals
were linked with desktop publishing.

tion of publishing solutions. Didot
Professional is their new layout pro
gram which is set to fight against
Calamus SLand can be supplemented
with colour and monochrome versions

of their Retouch image manipulation
software.

Over here, 3K's packages will even
tually be available from Copycare, who
will also put together total publishing
solutions, including all the necessary
software and hardware.

While results from the professional
setup compare favourably with the
Apple Macintosh, it is doubtful that it
will be recognised as a true option by
publishers in the UK until Atari UK
manage to sell the ST as more than a
games playing machine.
Another top-end DTP package being
previewed was ImPrint 2000. Designed
primarily for the TT, it requires a hard

recently begun to show for the ST.
Canadian firm JMG had HyperLink
(see news item this issue), and Compo
Software were previewing Combase.
With an easy-to-use interface and
its own programming language, it
requires at least one megabyte of
memory and runs in either colour or
monochrome on the ST or TT. In

Germany it will sell for DM398.
Compo also launched utilities: CFont which operates as either a desk
accessory or program takes Calamus
fonts and converts them into Gem

fonts for use with other programs,
such as wordprocessors Write On and
That's Write. In about six weeks it will

A new version of the ProFilerange
of drives was displayed with additional
features which include a SCSI in/out

port and the ability to expand it with
another drive. A fan operates at a regu
lated speed, and by using software the
drive can be write protected. Up to
seven drives can be connected to

ProFile drives, however, it will be sev
eral months before the UK sees them.

The Berlin-based company also had
graphics cards to enable Mega versions
of the ST to connect to the ProScreen

A3 monitor. These are to head our way
by mid-October.

disk, one megabyte of memory and
two colour monitors. System Solutions
are to be the UK distributor.

be sold. Available in the UK for £199

Centre. Composer Ratko Delorko

ImPrint 2000 has a zoom facility of
1:10,000,000 and accepts up to 1,000
layers. Features include PostScript sup
port, CMYK colour separation and type
at any point size. Proving this feature,
the programmer showed Atari ST User a
character with a point size equal to

by Christmas.

demonstrated excerpts from the first
electronically controlled opera, Die Ey,
due to be premiered in Dusseldorf at
the end of the year. The music came
from an ST running a copy of C-Lab's

normal DTP features such as hyphen

Working in the opposite direction,
That's Write PSis the only STwordprocessor designed for PostScript
printers and produces PostScript files
for typesetting. It costs DM698 and
will be in the UKduring the first few
months of next year.
Compo also had a "NeoDesk killer",
CoCom selling for DM149 and new
versions of programs included That's

ation, unlimited columns, rotate, mir

Pixel 2 and That's Write 2.

PUZZLING ABSENCE
During the three-day event there were
several forums, many involved with
Midi for which there was also a Midi

sequencer Notator SL.
Most of the 180 exhibitors were sat

There was some interesting ST

isfied with the show but reported fewer
visitors than last year. UKfirms were,
as always, impressed with the German
show but walked about puzzled as to
why Atari UK refuses to offer the same
for this country.

undo option works with all elements

hardware on offer too. A Swiss firm

And the most noticeable absentee?

on the page.

caused the most interest with

one kilometre.

With this size of type large paper is
needed, and this is also unlimited. All

ror and skew are included and the

their new plug-in VGAboard
which enables most versions

CROWDED MARKET

of the ST to have colour

VGA graphics. Said to be
compatible with all soft

Calamus SL, is now available for

has been made tidier and has a few

Friesstr 23, CH-8050

DM1,489 after being previewed last

new features to give it more life in a

Zurich, Switzerland.

year.

crowded market.

Hot on the heels of DMC, 3K

ST board to offer it.

CompoScript takes PostScript files
which usually require special
PostScript printers to any dot matrix,
laser or ink jet printer and displays it
onscreen. The program has 35 resi
dent fonts and a library of 1,000 will

one DTP package and its colour son,

ComputerBild now have a wide selec-

GEsoft, had Mighty Mic Profiline
memory upgrades for the STand TT.
The ST's memory can be increased past
the normal four megabyte limit by
using a board and software to give it
either 8,12 or 16 megabytes. Prices
range from DM2,498 to DM3,498, and
they could soon be in the UK.
Vortex displayed the latest version
of the ATonce emulator running on a
Mega STE. ATonce-386SX runs at
16MHzand has a Norton SI rating of
12.3 in 16MHz mode with cache. By
adding the company's 512K Fast-Ram
the Norton SI jumps to 15.6. Many PC
applications, including Windows 3.0
require 386 power and this is the first

sell in the UK for £14.99.

From England, GSTwere showing the
latest version of their basic desktop
publishing pack, Timeworks. Version 2

Calamus has become the ST's number

increases the speed of the computer to
33MHz - which is a little quicker than
theTT.

soon.

renamed STylus- were making first
appearances at a Dusseldorf show.

68030 accelerator for the ST which

Relational databases which enable

records to be linked with images have

ware, Odin is available
from Marvin AG at

Gadgets by Small,
who are famous for the

Apple Macintosh emu

You guessed it. Atari UK.

IJ:ll?tH;H
FREE DELIVERY

Silica presents some great
offers on the award winning
range of high quality dot
matrix printers from Citizen.
Each Citizen printer is built in
the UK to exacting standards,
ensuring superb reliability
and a very high quality of
output. Our confidence in the
quality of Citizen printers is
such that we are pleased to
offer a unique two year
guarantee with every printer.
Plus, if you purchase your
Citizen printer from us, we
will give you a Silica Printer
Starter Kit (worth £29.95),

Next Day - Anywhere in the UK mainland

FREE STARTER KIT
Worth £29.95 - With every Citizen printer from Silica.

FREE
COLOUR KIT
Worth £39.95 - With Swift 9 and Swift 24 printers.
2 YEAR
WARRANTY

Silica offer a 2 year warranty (including the printer head)
with every Citizen printer purchased from Silica.

WINDOWS 3.0
Free Windows 3.0 driver - In the Silica Starter Kit.

Technical support helpline open during office hours.

MADE IN THE UK

FREE OF CHARGE!

Citizen printers are manufactured to high standards.

4 Q 9 CPS

192 DRAFT 24 PIN

1 9 £ DRAFT

CITIZEN 120D +
The Citizen 120D+ is one of the UK's best selling
printers. It has a stylish appearance and excellent
features and performance for such an inexpensive
printer. The 120D+ is available with either a serial
or parallel interface and is an ideal first printer.

•
•
•
•

9-pin Printhead
Print Speed 144cps Draft
30cps NLQ
Epson & IBM Graphics Emulation

•

Pull Tractor & Bottom Feed

CITIZEN 124D

SWIFT 9 - COLOUR!

SWIFT 24 - COLOUR!

The award winning Citizen 124D brings high quali
ty 24-pin dot matrix printing within every computer
users reach. It is the ideal choice where high quali
ty printing is required at a budget price.
• 24-pin Impact Printer

The Citizen Swift 9 is perfect for those who require
high quality dot matrix black or colour printing at a
budget price. The print quality of Swift 9 rivals that
of other manufacturer's 24-pin models.
• 9-pin Impact Printer

The Citizen Swift 24 is one of Europe's best selling
printers and has won awards including Printer Of
The Year 1990. Its rapid print speed, quality and
black or colour options, make it a natural choice.
• 24-pin Impact Printer

• Print Speed 144cps Draft
• 2 LO Fonts (48cps)

• Print Speed 192cps Draft
• 3 NLQ Fonts (4Scps)

• Print Speed 192cps Draft
• 4 NLQ Fonts (64cps)

•

8K Buffer

•

• Superior Graphics - 240x216dpi

• Epson, IBM & NEC P6+ Emulation
• Advanced Paper Parking
• Superior Graphics - 360x360dpi

•

•

FREE Starter Kit

RRP
£233.83
STARTER KIT .... £29.95
TOTAL RRP: £263.78
SAVING: £112.20

£129

SILICA PRICE: £151.58

PRINTER
ACCESSORIES

FREE Starter Kit

RRP
£292.58
STARTER KIT .... £29.95
TOTAL RRP: £322.53
SAVING: £112.20
SILICA PRICE: £210.33

8K Buffer

£71.38
£42.00

SERIAL

EBB.70

INTERFACES
£56.45
£32.25
£26.38

PRINTER STAND
£24.03

ORIGINAL RIBBONS
RIB 3520 120D/Swift 9 Black
RIB 3924 124D/Swlfl 24 Black
RIB 3936 Swift 9/24 Colour

£4.11
£4.70
£15.63

COLOUR KITS
PRA1236 Swift 9/24

£39.65

All prices include VATand Free delivery.

•
•

•
•

FREE Starter Kit
FREE Colour Kit

RRP

£428.88

STARTER KIT .... £29.95
COLOUR KIT .... £44.65

£189

TOTAL RRP: £503.48
SAVING: £199.15

£259

SILICA PRICE: £304.33 I

+VAT= £304.33

Every Citizen printer from Silica, comes complete with the Silica
Printer Starter Kit, including everything you need to get up and run
ning with your new printer immediately, FREE OF CHARGE!
• 315" Dual Format Disk with Amiga & ST Printer Drivers
•
•

3Vi" Disk with Drivers for Microsoft Windows 3
2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 Sheets of High Quality Continuous Paper
•

200 Continuous Address Labels on Tractor Feed

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on Tractor Feed

If you already own aprinter, and would like aSilica Printer
NORMAL R^"^
Starter Kit, you may order one (ref: KIT 5000) for the special CrOCl Cl •*
Silica price of £24.95 - £5 off RRP!

•
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of PC technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product-Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
£13M TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid and reliable with maintained growth.

•
•
•
•
•

BUSINESS/EDUCATION/GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your PC requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you buy it.
Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may require additional

peripherals or software, or some technical help and advice. And, will the company you buy from contact you with
details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. Silica Systems
is one of the UKs leading independent computer dealers and provides a quality service to users at home, in education
and in business throughout the nation. Silica have been established for over 12 years, and have an annual turnover
of £13 million. With our unrivalled experience and

experience the "Silica Systems Service".

FREE Starter Kit
FREE Colour Kit

EZZaH3mHM3D

MAIL ORDER:

literature on the Citizen printer range and begin to

COLOUR
KIT

• Epson, IBM & NEC P6+ Emulation
• Advanced Paper Parking

TOTAL RRP: £355.43
SAVINS: £133.35

SILICA
SYSTEMS

Til f c l j l j j

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sal 900am-6.00pm

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFERS YOU

and return the coupon now, for our latest Free

BK Buffer

FREE!

SHEET FEEDERS
PRA1215 124D7Swift 9/24
PRA1228 124D/Swlft 9/24

PRA1242 124D/Swifl 9/24

to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete

•

SILICA PRICE: £222.08

PRA1200 120D

PRA1189 120D+
PRA1209 Swift 9/124D
PRA1709 Swift 24

expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers
requirements with an understanding which is second

COLOUR
KIT

• Epson & IBM Graphics Emulation
• Advanced Paper Parking

RRP
£280.83
STARTER KIT .... £29.95
COLOUR KIT
£44.65

£179

FREE!

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours

LONDON SHOP:

Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:

Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

No Late NightOpening

Fax No: 081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax Np: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Mon-Sat 9.3Qam-6.00pm

Late Night: Thursday until 8pm

Tel: 071-629 1234

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-530pm

LateNight: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

To: Silica Systems, Dept ATSTR-1081-55,1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd,Sidcup, Kent

DA14 4DX

j

^1

11 PLEASE SEND CITIZEN PRINTER INFORMATION
Initials:

Surname:

I
Postcode:

I
Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

* Company Name (if applicable)

Ii~y1

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specific.

..M
n the coupon lor the It

GRAPHICS AND

PRESENTATIONS

COMPUTER
SUPPLIES

Timeworks DTP

see

'Special Offers"

Easy Draw2

£36.95
£59.95

Supercharged Easy Draw 2
Deluxe Paint ST

Suppliers of Discount Software since 1984

£44.95

Canvas

Educational, Local Authority and government orders welcome. Overseas orders please callorwritefor quotations.
All goods subjectto availability, pricessubjectto changewithoutnotice. E&OE

Prices Include VAT and delivery by post, Courier delivery available on any item £5 TO ORDER: Please call the telephone number listed below to place credit card orders(Access/Visa) or send a cheque/POs made out to MJC Supplies to:

Progate 20 (20.4 Mb formatted
Progate 30 (30.7 Mbyte)
Progate 40 (42.9 Mbyte)
Progate60 (61.9 Mbyte)
Progate 80 (80 Mbyte)

DisCache Models

£280.00
£327.00
£341.00
£437.00
£486.00

£39.95
£39.95

CyberPaint

PROGRAMMING
£29.95
£15.95
£39.95

Lattice C version 5

PROTAR PRODUCTS
PROGATE HARD DRIVES

£22.95

Cyber Studio (1 MB req'd)

Tempus2-Programmers Editor
GSTC Compiler
Hisoft C Interpreter

WIJC SUPPLIES (STU), Unit 2 The Arches,
Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts SG61UJ.
Tel: (0462)481166 (6 Lines)

Protar's superb range of fast hard drives, fully com
patible withall ST's, offering up to 12 partitions per
disc, selectable boot partition and a wide range of
configurationsto suit all requirements, from
20Mbyte to 160Mbyte.

£10.95
£19.95

DegasElite
Spectrum 512

are fitted with 64Kb cache memory, which can
reducedisk access times by up to 50%. Guarantee
extended to 2 years.
Progate 50DC
Progate 100DC
Progate 160DC

£423.00
£565.00

£922.00

PROTAR MONITOR
Protar's VISTO C141M is a medium resolu

tion monitor based on the Philips8833, but
with improved circuitry. Supplied complete
with ST cable.
£248.00

includes free courier delivery
ORDERANY PROTAR PRODUCT & YOUCANADD TIMEWORKS DTP & FIRSTWORDPLUS FORJUST £49.00

£99.95

Nevada Cobol (CPM Inc. emulator)

£33.95

Hisoft High Speed Pascal
Hisoft WERCS Plus (inc.GDOS)

£33.95

£69.95

STOS THE CREATOR
STOS- - Interpreter
STOS-- Add on Compiler
BOTH THE ABOVE- STOS AND COMPILER
STOS-- Sprites 600
STOS-- Maestro software
STOS-- Maestro Plus sampler

£19.95
£12.95
£29.95
£7.95
£15.95
£39.95
£11.95

TheGameMakers Manual (Book)

DATABASES/FINANCIAL
Prodata

£55.95
£29.95
£24.95
£21.95
£12.95
£29.95

Data ManagerProfessional
Super Card 2, by B.Ware
3-d Calc Spreadsheet
Mini Office Spreadsheet
Personal Finance Manager Plus

WORD PROCESSING
Protextversion 5 (1 Mb)

THE COMPLETE COLOUR DIGITIZING SOLUTION

Protext 4.3

Word Flair (1 Mb)
VIDI-ST

ROMBO RGB SPLITTER

The best valuedigitiser for the Atari ST. Grabs16
shade mono imagesfrom any moving or stillvideo
source, including your homeVCR. Monoimagescan
be saved in Degas or Neochrome formats for use
with your favourite DTP or other graphics program.

Fitsin line betweenyour video source and the VidiST unitto filter out red, green, and bluefor use with
the coloursoftware. With a cable, (add£4.95)grab
bingwith Vidi can be automated.

Included is the Vidi-Chrome software, which allows
you to digitise from your camera three times, each

time using a different coloured filter (supplied) in
front of the lens. Also allows you to use an RGB
splitterwithany stillvideosource, grabbedthree
times. 512 colours on STFM, 4096 on STE. Also

includesSpectrum512 coloursoftware, and STGBase, graphics database.
RRP £129.00

OURS £89.95

£59.95

THE COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION

The complete package, comprising
VIDI-ST
VIDI-CHROME
ROMBO RGB SPLITTER
SPECTRUM 512
ST G-BASE
AND ALL LEADS AND POWER SUPPLY

RRP £179.00

OURS £139.95

First Word Plus
Word Writer

SAMPLERS
Mastersound 2, playback viamonitor

£29.95

Replay 8, output forHi-Fi or monitor

£59.95

Replay Stereo, twin outputs for both

Replay Prof, mono, Hi-Fi/Monitor

£12.95

Mini Office, Presentation Graphics

£12.95

Flexidump (for9 pin mono)
Flexidump Plus (all dot matrix)

Forget Me Clock 2
TIMEWORKS DESKTOP PUBLISHER
PLUS

VIDI ST(as £89.95 packabove)
and FIRST WORD PLUS (no mail merge)
£134.95

TIMEWORKS DESKTOP PUBLISHER
PLUS
CUMANA CSA 354 SECOND DISC DRIVE

and FIRST WORD PLUS (no mail merge)
£124.95

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
SPREADSHEET
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
COMMUNICATIONS
£12.95 EACH
£25.00 FOR ANY TWO

£36.95
£24.95

Mini Office Communications
Harlekin 2 new version

TIMEWORKS DESKTOP PUBLISHER
PLUS
GOLDEN IMAGE MOUSE
£69.95

£64.95

£99.95

MISCELLANEOUS
Quartetv1.5 4 voicemusic synth
Playback gives stereo to STFM's

Hisoft Knife ST

SPECIAL OFFERS

£99.95
£64.95
£57.95
£49.95
£36.95

£34.95

£19.95
£17.95
£31.95
£24.95

CUMANA CSA 354 DISC DRIVE

Quality external, double sideddisc drive, including
PSU and cable.

£69.95
NAKSHA MOUSE

Upgrade version including Mat, Mouse House, and
Operation Stealth game.
£21.95
GOLDEN IMAGE

400 dpi OPTICAL mouse; completely without balls
Includes optical mat, and mouse holder.
£34.95

EDUCATIONAL SPECIAL
DISNEY SOFTWARE

SOFT-STUFF
Spellbook (4-9)
Thingsto Dowith Words (5-12)
Thingsto Dowith Numbers (5-10)

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

Let's Spell at the Shops (4-10)
£14.95
Let's Spell at Home (4-10)
£14.95
Let's Spell Out &About (4-10)
£14.95
All of the Lets Spell range show pictures of various
locations, and the child selects an object, and is
asked to spell it's name. Mouse controlled.

Puzzle Book 1 (5-Adult)
Puzzle Book 2 (5-Adult)

£14.95
£14.95

Fromthe world's best animators comes a range of
educationalsoftware including all of your favourite

LEARN TO READ
WITH PROF.
Prisma Software's complete reading coursefor 4 to 9
year olds. Assumes no initial reading ability.

characters.

For 2 to 5 year olds
Goofy's Railway Express
£19.95
(Learn about colours andshapes)
Donald's Alphabet Chase
£19.95
(Learn aboutthealphabet)
Mickey's Runaway Zoo
£19.95
(Find andcounttherunaway animals)

1. Prof Plays a New Game
includes story tape &5 reading books

£19.95

Teaches a sight vocabulary to beginnerreaders
2. Prof Looks at Words

£19.95

Teaches spelling to beginner readers
3. Prof Makes Sentences

£19.95

Teaches writing sentences to beginners
4. Prof Hunts for Words

£19.95

Develops and demonstrates theability to reason

KOSMOS EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE
Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11)
£14.95
An excellent, expandable program. Suppliedwith
general knowledge questions on 15 subjects, with
extra more specific 'Factfiles' available.
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
£7.95
Factfiole Spelling (6-11)
£7.95
10 other subjects available.
Factfiles are data for Answerback Quiz only.

KOSMOS LANGUAGE
TUTORS
The ideal aid to learning vocabulary for anyone
approaching GCSE's or who remembers 'O' levels
and wishes to brush up. Add your own vocab. lists
for homework or business jargon.
French Mistress
German Master

£14.95
£14.95

Spanish Tutor

£14.95
£14.95

Italian Tutor

FUN SCHOOL
The all time best selling educational software from
Database Educational. A number of programs per

package covering a wide range of subjects.
''An excellenteducational experience''

STU Sept. '91
FUN SCHOOL 2
8 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE
FOR 2 TO 6 YEARS
FOR 6 TO 8 YEARS
FOR THE OVER 8'S

£12.95
£12.95
£12.95

FUN SCHOOL 3
8 PROGRAMS PER PACKAGE
FOR 2 TO 5 YEARS
FOR 5 TO 7 YEARS
FOR THE OVER 7'S

£15.95
£15.95
£15.95

LCL SOFTWARE

SESAME STREET
COLOURING BOOKS
show looking at letters or numbers. INCLUDES FREE

Letters for You
Numbers Count

£15.95
£15.95

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION

maths".

Micro French (12/adultto GCSE)
Includescassette for pronunciation.

£19.95
£19.95

Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)

£17.95

Subtitled "Fun Maths", and rightly so.
Henriettas BookOf Spells

£17.95

B.WARE
EDUCATIONAL
Asuperb range of educational software from a well
established and highly rated company.
B.Spell (5 to 8 years)
£10.95
A classic program featuring digitised speech.

Schooltime Maths (over5's)

£10.95

An animated school teacher talks the child through
subtraction, addition, and multiplication.

Primary MathsCourse (3 to 11)
£19.95
includes book: "Helpyour child withthe new

For GCSE self-tuition or revision.

SCETLANDER
SOFTWARE

WATCH.

teachers.

Micro Maths (12/adultto GCSE)

£2.95

More fun with Henrietta and words.

Use the mouse to colour in the characters from the TV

Eachpackage is designed as a complete course,
including a 100 page plus paperback book,with 24
programs. All LCL titles are produced by practising

KEYS TO PLEASE

Oneof the problemswith most computers, espe
cially for younger children, is that the keyboard
shows onlycapital letters. This is a set of lami
nated stickers showing upper and lower case. A
brilliantly simple idea that makes you wonder
why nobody has done it before! FITS ALL ST's.

We have producedour own "Educational Supplement'
to givea little more detail on our range of educational
software. Ifyou would like a copy please send a selfaddressedenvelope or ask when placing an order.

Piayspell (over7's)
£10.95
Aplatform and ladders typegamewhere you need
to collect letters in the correct order to spell various
words.

Master Time (3-11)
£12.95
Teaches time telling and more. Amemory game and
Doodle "etch-a-sketch" game.

CREDIT CARD HOLDERS
TELEPHONE YOUR

ORDER ON
0462 481166

COMPUTER

M

SUPPLIES

Suppliers ofDiscount Software since 1984

.

y o u don't need an Apple Mac
and a mass of expensive
equipment to produce a
leaflet, a newsletter or even a fully
illustrated brochure. The ST is as good
a platform as any for desktop publish
ing, and this in-depth tutorial aims to
show you just how to get the most
from a low-cost package such as
Timeworks.

To appreciate the real power of
desktop publishing, you need to
understand how a publication is pro
duced by conventional means - and
don't forget that even with the

advent of relatively low cost DTP,
most brochures, leaflets and maga
zines are still produced this way.

The publishing process

y

After the text needed for, say, a

E2ZB -g

abc«

newsletter has been written, it is

checked for spelling and accuracy.
The designer checks whether it all fits
by calculating the total number of
characters in the text or "copy" and
working out how much space they
will take up - a process known as
"casting off".
The copy is then sent to the type
setter who types it into a typesetting
machine which produces high resolu
tion output on special bromide paper.
The "bromides" are then returned to

the editor who proof-reads them
again in case the typesetter has made
an error.

Andrew Wrisht shows you
how to make the most of

your STs desktop publishing
talents with GST's Timeworks

Desktop Publisher

Finally, the designer lays it out on
the page, cutting and pasting the bro
mides to fit. At this stage it is known
as "camera-ready artwork" - ready for
the printer's camera which will turn
the design into film and plates for the
printing press.

The DTP revolution
With DTP, you become the editor,
graphic designer and typesetter rolled
into one - you have total control
over the publication. In this article,
we'll look at the planning, design and
production process surrounding a
two page school newsletter.
Hardware requirements:
Firstly, what do we need? Timeworks
runs quite happily
on a basic

520ST with a

single disk
drive, albeit

rather slowly.
More memory
and a hard disk
is a definite

advantage but

you'll produce
the same thing at
the end of the

day.
Clearly, you
will want a printer
for checking your
work and produc
ing the finished masters A cheap dot

Edit

matrix printer will enable you to

pencil and a few sheets of paper. The

Demystifying DTP

check that what is on the screen is on

the page, but for producing final art
work, a laser or an inkjet is the best

also needs to be able to save text files

There is no mystique to DTP - it is a science rather than an art, with a
number of rules to help you to get the best from your efforts. On the
other hand, breaking the odd rule now and then adds a little creative
flair to your pages and can lift an ordinary publication, making it both
visually appealing and exciting to read.
0 Don't be afraid of looking through other magazines orpublications simi
lar to the one you are planning. Thereis no shame in using other designs
as inspiration - there are even a number ofDTP source books which con
tain hundredsof good ideas and sample layouts.
0Don't mix and match typefaces and try to stick to a maximum of three
different ones on any page.
0 Don't use the italic, bold or other text options without good reason. Too
much emphasis can irritate the reader.

in a format recognised by Timeworks

0 Don't have more than 40 to 50 characters to a line - research shows

- First Word (Plus) and Word Writer

that lines longerthan this are difficult to read.
0 Don't try to justify narrow columns - it can be too much for the pro
gram's routines to cope with and will often leave single words at oppo
site ends ofa line, or one word spaced across a whole line.
0 Don't feel that you have to use all ofa program'sfeatures in each docu
ment. Be particularly careful with lines, boxes and tints - overuse can
look very amateurish.

bet.

If you are a dot matrix owner,
however, there are other cheap and
convenient methods of producing
good quality masters which will be
discussed later.

Supporting software: Typing text
directly into a DTPpackage isn't rec
ommended so a good wordprocessor
is a must, preferably one with a
spelling checker to make life easier. It

are ideal Timeworks companions but
any wordprocessor capable of saving
text in Ascii format will be up to the
job.
The facilities for creating and
manipulating drawings in Timeworks
are rather basic so have a good art
package handy if you anticipate
doing your own illustrations. If, how
ever, you only want to include clip
art or scanned line art images - pic

several important things. All publica

converting your clip art from one for
mat to another. A good Gdos font

tions, from leaflets to books, have a

tures which are either black or white

and have no grey scales in between Timeworks is quite capable of resizing

in detail later.

Should you need to create your
own graphics from scratch, such as
logos, an object oriented drawing
package such as EasyDraw or
Hyperdraw is recommended - the
.GEM files they produce can be
rescaled to almost any size without
losing detail.
You might also
need a col-

these "roughs" - also known as "visu
als" or "thumbnails" - before you
proceed.

A live one
St Gilbert's primary school in
Stamford wants a regular newsletter
to keep parents up to date on events
in the school. Let's look at the stages
involved in taking the design brief
and turning it into the real thing.
The most economical way of pro
ducing the newsletter is to use the
school's own photocopying facilities
to run off the required number of
copies. Timeworks can be used to
print master copies straight on to a
good printer, in this case a DeskJet
500.

lection of file conversion utilities for

editor is a must and will be discussed

them.

most highly paid graphic designers

do the same thing - it is quite simply
thinking with a pencil.
Try several ideas out in rough - if
you are producing the publication for
someone else, they will expect to see

Switch off the computer!
The golden rule when planning a
publication of any kind is to switch
off the computer first. Long before
you can start to put a design
together, you need

to know

^-^^$S

purpose - namely to communicate
information or ideas. Look carefully
at your audience. How old are they?
Do they have a common interest?
You must write for them - not your
own ego.

Consider how you will be repro
ducing the publication. Short runs of
a single page news-sheet can be pro
duced on a photocopier but if you
need 300 or more, traditional print
ing methods usually work out more
economical and will produce a better
quality result.
Finally, armed with all this infor
mation, you can start to "rough out"
the design of the publication with a

A rough design is put together
using the school's logo - a line art
drawing of St Gilbert himself and the
school's name in an old style type
face. We don't want too frivolous a
title for a serious newsletter so we'll

opt for "NEWSLINE" but there is
plenty of scope for creative thought.
It's time well spent at this stage there's nothing worse than coming
up with a brilliant title after the first
issue hits the streets!

Choosing a typeface
Typography is a fascinating subject
that becomes more and more com

plex as you look more closely into it.
I would strongly recommend that
anyone taking up DTP seriously get
hold of a good book on typography an understanding of how different
typefaces are used can be very useful.
Serif or sans serif is the major ques
tion. For our purposes, typefaces can
be divided into two major classes,
serif and sans serif - serifs are the lit
tle tails on the ends of certain letters.

The most popular serif face is
Times, developed for the newspaper
of the same name in
the 1930s.

I Timeworks Dutch is a

similar typeface.
Other serif faces
include Garamond and

Palatino, designed hun
dreds of years ago but
still widely used today.
Sans serif faces, with no
serifs at all, include
Helvetica, the same as
Timeworks Swiss, and
Avant Garde.

W^^m^-JSit^Z^ios can be

Typefaces in each class can
be further divided into body
faces and display faces. Body
faces are suitable for the main

text and they need to be easy >•

>• to read at small point sizes.
Display faces, however, are used to
attract attention. They are not
designed for readability but for
impact and some can be extremely
elaborate. Drury Lane Capitals is an
example of a purely display face.

Scanners
In a short space of time, scanners have evolved from "Tomorrow's
World" technology into valuable aids at a price that mostof us can
afford.
Costing less than £150, a hand-held scanner can digitise drawings,

diagrams andphotographs from a variety of sources including books,

Body or display

magazines and comics. These digitised pictures can be stored on disk
as datafiles in thesamewayas graphics fdesfrom artpackages.

As a rule, sans serif faces are more

widely used as display styles while
serif faces are used in the body of the
text because they are generally
accepted as being easier to read below
about 14 points in size - there are 72
points to the inch. Newspapers usu
ally use the classic combination of
sans serif headlines and serif body
text.

None of this stops you from
throwing away the rule book and
using sans serif as a body face. It can
be used very effectively to convey a
fresh, modern look - this article is set

I make no apologies for taking so
long to get to this point - where you
actually boot up Timeworks. If you
skip on the planning and don't put
enough thought into your publica
tion, it is unlikely to be as effective as
it could be. So now you can boot up
the package.

number of columns? To some extent

File

Edit
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Options
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Page

Style

Text

ordinary publication and transforming it into a truly professional
pieceof work.
The scanner itself is made up of thousands of tinyphotosensitive
elements which register whether the surface beneath them is black or
white. In the case of the more expensive grey scale scanners they can
recognise up to 256 shades in between, but the image files produced
can be several megabytes in size.
However, the ability to distinguish only black and white leads to

Giving it some style

On the other hand, the typeface
has to be carefully considered. There

difficulties with photographs which are made up ofvarying shades of\
grey. Most scanners get round the problem by a technique known as \

"dithering", which means they can simulate shades ofgrey by using \

it is a matter of taste - excellent

designs are possible with two to eight
columns but there are a few things to

groups of pixels together in different patterns.

consider.

A two column page is easy to set
up but the lines tend to be too long

The standard set of Timeworks
A

matching screen and printer fonts to

First of all, how do you decide on the

horribly. Don't mix two serif type
faces or two sans serif typefaces, for
example.

page. Specialised editingsoftware evenallows them to be manipulated
andaltered using several special effects.
Scanners are particularly useful for transferring logos, signatures,
diagrams orother line artdrawings intoyourown documents with the
minimum of effort. The results can be excellent, lifting an othenvise

be installed.

in a sans serif face.

are certain combinations which clash

They can then be imported into DTP programs and placed on the I

Both new fonts come in several point
sizes, enabling a good range of

Graphics

to read comfortably

gling the margins and adding
another frame. The classic book style
is to have a lower margin about twice
that of the upper one which gives
good results in other documents too.

and short stories can

^

end up only a line or
two long, looking
rather odd. At the

other extreme, five or

A newsletter needs to look a little

more columns leaves

busier and fuller than other publica
tions to convey importance and
plenty of content, so I have chosen
fairly narrow side margins but added
more space above and below. The
space at the top is for the header
and logo.

himself has been scanned in

Type size

The normal choice

for an A4 page is a three or four col

In most publications body text ranges
from 8 to 12 points. For an A4

umn newsletter and in this case four

columns gives a more balanced, for

newsletter, a balance has to be struck

fonts - Swiss, Dutch, Rockface and

mal look. For the more adventurous a

Drury Lane - allows little room for
manoeuvre but there is a wide range

two, three or even four and a half col

between the readability of larger
point sizes and the need to fit a lot of
information on a page. Ten points is
a good choice. For headlines, any
thing up to 72 point size is acceptable
but smaller headings might range
from 14 to 36 points.
Leading (pronounced "ledding") is

umn layout - an inside or outside col

of fonts available which can be

umn narrower than the rest - can be

installed with a little effort. For a

extremely effective.

quick guide see the accompanying
panel on page 21.
If you are in doubt, the classic

of equal size but it is simple enough
to create an extra half column by jug-

In Timeworks, all the columns are

combination of Helvetica and Times

- Swiss and Dutch - is as

good as any. For

A
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a measure of the space between each
line. Timeworks sets the default lead

ing of 10 point text to 12 points. In
fact, this is only 2 points of leading in
the true sense of the word but it con

forms to the widely used method of
expressing point size and leading as
being set "10 on 12".
Reducing the leading to nothing,
or in Timeworks, reducing it to the

I have also installed

another public domain

Horizontal page offset:

Gem font, Camelot, an old

Q

people to read it - if it looks packed
full of information, it is more likely

0

to arouse interest.

cn.

Top nargin:
Botton nargin:
Left nargin:
Right nargin:
Gap between colunns:
Vertical page offset:

Roman.

4

CRHCEL I

5,50

:

3,00

1.50

•:::-

1,50

0.42

0.10 1*
0.40

Setting the
column guides the extra space
at the top is for
the header

bsa
i
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Remember that the idea is to invite

headings but replacing the
rather poor Dutch typeface
with the ST Club's Fontpac
Plus typeface, Castleton

Text
• IIHTTTI F

| FONT FIND POINT SIZE for

Schoc

be attractive in a newsletter.

SET COLUMN GUIDES

Swiss for headlines and sub

manuscript style typeface
which closely matches that
used in the school's logo.

Edit

same as the point size, is known as
setting the text solid. It gives a more
closely packed appearance which can

Text Graphics Help

a:\UHTITLED.DTP

on the classic style, using

File
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•

plenty of room for
creative layout which
is ideal for larger A3
or tabloid pages but
on an A4 page the
short line length can
cause problems.
The St Gilbert's school logo - the
typeface is Camelot and the man

A\

Having decided on the type size
and face, change to paragraph mode,
double click on the body text para
graph and define the body text para
graph style with appropriate typeface
and size. For NEWSLINE, the body
text is to be Castleton Roman 10

point with leading set at 11 points. It

i \ llrour
|;;i;-]
HHL
:..-.

.

.

want paragraphs to be indented or
not on the first line - largely a matter
of taste, but it depends on the width

Getting the most from
Timeworks - Fonts

of the columns and the size of the
text. For narrow columns and a small

text size, 0.2 cm is about right.
Before we look at placing the text on
the page, we need to create the
header - the top of the newsletter
which will be the same in following

It doesn't take long to realise that the fonts supplied with Timeworks
are rather limiting in terms of document design. However, there are
literally hundreds of others to choose from and most are freely avail
able in the public domain.
The ST Club has one of the largest collections of Gem fonts, many
of which have been created by users of the Club's excellent commer
cial utility Fontkit Plus. Examples include Century, a neat serif face;
University Roman, a classic ornamental style; and Derwent, a calligra
phy-style typeface.

issues.

There are usually four elements to
a header: the title, the logo, some
graphics such as a simple line or box,
and information such as the issue

Converting other formats

number and date. In this case, the

name of the school, St Gilbert of

The Club's commercial Fontpac Plus series includes the Castleton
Roman typeface used in the newsletter. Many others are conversions

Sempringham is to be in the old
Camelot typeface and, in contrast,

from another font

the word "NEWSLINE" is to be set in

format or even from

large bold Swiss.

another computer
such as the Apple

Importing a scanned

..

Mac.

The image of St Gilbert was scanned
from existing printed material using a

If you cannot find
what you need in the
PD libraries, you can

hand-held scanner and then saved as

a large .IMG file. After some experi
mentation, the PD utility
Snapshot.ACC was used to grab a
screen display of the image and save

ics

Selecting the

Help
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lic domain and font

a lot of working memory when using

If you don't have a scanner there
are various bureaux advertising a
scanning service with costs varying
from £1 to £5 for each image.
Another interesting trick with
Snapshot is to incorporate an image

:'•;•;:>;'..:

1

You can also decide whether you
jV File

Edit

E
1

Toggle

Width: 76

offset: p/n

Morkspace: 75120 bytes

Font installation
The key to the procedure is the ASSIGN.SYS file on the Timeworks
STARTUPdisk. It tells the rather clumsy Gdos system where to find all
the available font files. To change the original fonts installation, you
will need a text editor or a wordprocessor capable of handling Ascii
text files.

First of all, make back-up copies of your Timeworks STARTUP and
FONTS disks and then copy the new screen and printer font files into
the \GEMSYS\ folder on your FONTS disk.

back into Timeworks and resized

be less - about half a line.

Diiasjintinni

large display point sizes they require very little work.

saving the screen to disk as an .IMG
file. The file can then be imported

is a good idea to define paragraph
spacing and indents at this stage. The
default paragraph spacing is equiva
lent to an extra line between para
graphs but for a newsletter it should

ijIJrUJnni ml

and then export them as GEM fonts in any point size. Occasionally
they need tidying up, pixel by pixel, in smaller point sizes, but for

Frames and Columns turned off, and

I*

Esftobouiiybl

import them directly

it fills some white space around the
First Issue story. It simply involves
displaying the full page, with Show

.
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font being converted into a Timeworks
display font using Fontkit Plus

Fontkit Plus can

can't do it too often but, in this case

I

M

sabcdefghij
pqrsT.uvHxy:

This elaborate letter is from a PD Calamus

editors such as

of the newsletter within itself. You
-^'i;;;^

Make a note of all the filenames as the next step is to load the

without even leaving the program!
If you want to do more compli

ASSIGN.SYS file into the text editor and add them to the list under the

cated things with graphics such as
modifying images or rotating them, a

appropriate heading. Don't be too adventurous if you have a 520 since
it will not take many more fonts than the basic installation allows,
but owners of 1Mb or larger machines can add up to three extra font

dedicated art package is required.
However, Timeworks is well-equipped

families.

- better so than Calamus - in terms

Options Page Style Text Graphics Help

Timeworks peculiarities

>

Timeworks does have its fair share of peculiarities. Each font family
has a unique ID number (Swiss = 2, for example) and all fonts have to
be listed in the ASSIGN.SYS file in ascending order of ID numbers.
ID numbers should never exceed 127. To find out ID numbers you
will need a good font editor or a PD utility to display font file infor
mation.

Swiss screen fonts should never be removed because Timeworks

uses them to represent others when the screen magnification is
changed. It is also advisable to retain at least one Swiss printer font
and the bullets font.

While the Timeworks software licence only allows one back-up

copy of the master disks, there is no limit to the number of different
sets of STARTUP and FONTS disks permitted or \PUBLISH\ folders
installed on your hard drive.
So long as they are only installed on one computer at any time, you
can make up several sets of disks for different tasks with different font
sets on each.

Using Timeworks graphics tools to place a circle around the logo. The
frame is given a clear tint while the circle is filled with opaque white

•

0123456789;
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Calamus vector fonts

available in the pub

Castleton Roman

4U*

own. There are a

large number of

involved little loss of detail but saved
Timeworks.

10 point

always convert your

it as a much smaller file. This

body text -
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File
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> of internal drawing and image editing
tools. Graphics can be cropped (parts

The text is created in

Word Writer ST-a

fully-featured
wordprocessor

of them removed) or re-scaled to fit a

arate them when run

ning Timeworks.
Secondly, with a dozen

verted into low resolution images
using Snapshot or a similar utility
and placed on the page. They can
then be cropped or resized as as a
guide for the printer to follow when
inserting or "stripping in" the
halftones before printing.

Whether you write it yourself or
assemble contributions, you will need
to enter it into the computer via a
wordprocessor, a tedious task unless
it is supplied to you on disk as an

vert them into lower resolution

Ascii text file.

The second method relies on the

printer to insert the photographs at
the printing stage as screened
halftones which is quick, cheap and
easy to do.
If photographs have to be cropped
to fit a particular space, it may be best
to use a compromise method. The
scanned photographs can be con
Page

Style

Text Graphics

Words
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HELP!

<subhead>School to get extra staff
>t

The school is to get two extra teachers fron next Septenber, folloNing
a decision try the governing body at a neeting earlier this tern. The
cost Hill be spread over two financial gears and will be paid for out

Importing text

I wrote NEWSLINE using Word

Mill be nade by sensiblg reducing other expenditure and enploying the
nost effective service providers wherever possible. One of the extra
teachers will be enployed in the upper juniors where the class sizes
are 35 and 43; the other will take over a Y1/Y7. class.

<subhead>Staff changesl

frames on the page, it
is easy to get confused.
Small changes to one frame com
pletely alter the way the text flows
around the page, making life very dif

I"-I"

I"- ^

l":;:.b..h.. I~

ficult.

If you are producing long stories
with a number of sub-headings, use

Timeworks' built-in tagging feature

Timeworks

Desktop

and type at the beginning of each
sub-heading.

When the text is imported into
Timeworks, it is automatically given
the attributes of the subhead para
graph style which lets you see exactly
where the natural breaks are as soon

Publisher
GST's Timeworks is probably
the most widely used DTP pack
age for the ST. It is easy to use
and features most of the ele

separate story was saved as an indi

as the text is on the page.
It is good practice to lay out all the
text loosely right from the start. You

vidual .DOC file. It takes a lot longer

can see whether it all fits, whether

to import a dozen separate text files
into Timeworks, especially if you
have a floppy disk system, but there
are advantages. Firstly, using one
large text file containing all the sto

you can afford to be generous with
space or whether you will have to

sets the standards by which the
other packages are judged.
Text handling is relatively
basic and restricted by the Gdos
system which allows text only
in set point sizes.
On the other hand, public

Writer STand, after spell checking
and thorough proof-reading, each

ries makes it difficult to find and sep-

edit the stories and leave some out.

Then delete all the frames using
the Delete key. They will only get in
the way and they can be easily added
from the browser when needed.

v File Edit Options

Text
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teaching tine and vital equipnent Mill not be cut back. The savings

There are two approaches to using
photographs in a newsletter. Firstly,
they can be scanned and incorpo
rated directly into the document but
scanned images use large amounts of
memory and because of the nature of
photographs, they cannot be repro
duced clearly using this process.
Photographs cannot easily be
scanned or printed using conven
tional technology owing to problems
in representing the almost infinite
shades of grey. A scanner has to con
dithered halftones which can look

Print

looking at the costs and consequences but cane to the conclusion that
the children needed it so it ought to be attenpted. Considerable cost
savings Hill have to be nade but parents should rest assured that

will be relevant to one of the stories.

decidedly odd.

Block

of the school budget share, The governing body spent nang long evenings

particular space.
Newsletters are usually about peo
ple and often a photograph of some
one receiving an award, for example,

Using photographs

Options
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Help
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common

types of
illustration in
DTP-

scanned line

art, a scanned

photograph
and an object
oriented

graphic

The lead story
A newsletter needs a lead story to be
the most prominent piece on the
front page. Draw a frame in the first
column and import the appropriate
story into it. Enter Paragraph mode
and change the headline to the head
line paragraph style, in this case 36
point bold Swiss.
The lead story in NEWSLINE takes
up about half the front page so the
headline is best expanded to fill two
columns across. Always separate the

headline from the rest of the story -

ments necessary to produce
well-laid out documents and

domain Gdos fonts are available
at little cost - a considerable

advantage when the cost of add
on fonts for the other major sys
tems is taken into account.

Text input in Timeworks is
relatively fast, and short sec
tions of text can be entered

directly into a frame quite
painlessly.
Imported graphics in a range
of formats can be cropped and
scaled if necessary. Timeworks
even has its own set of drawing
tools for producing object ori
ented (Gem style) graphics.
Good results can be obtained

with a cheap dot matrix printer

Calamus
Calamus is without doubt the

makes it the nearest thing to true Wysiwyg available

but higher resolution printers

on the ST.

produce more accurate, cleaner

With nearly 500 separate icons, Calamus is easy to
get going but difficult to master. It has a built-in
spelling dictionary, automatic indexing, auxiliary help
lines and direct scanner input. It has been accused of
being over-complex - with some justification - but at
the end of the day, the tight control it gives over point
sizes, character spacing and leading, and its awesome
range of features make it the best there is yet on the
ST, even if it is the most expensive.

output.

DTP packages on the ST and it
compares extremely well with heavyweights such
as Aldus PageMaker on the Mac. However, it has one
drawback for the professional user - it uses its own
page description language (PDL) instead of using the
industry standard one, Postscript.
Although there is some truth in the claim that
Calamus' own PDL is superior to Postscript, there are
^^^^^^^^^^^_
only a handful of bureaux able to »mj«j

A new version, Calamus SL, will

Timeworks supports HP
DeskJets and Laserjets, Atari
lasers (SLM804 and SLM605),
Postscript printers and Epsoncompatible 9-pins and NEC 24pins.
The current ST version, 1.12,

has not been updated for some
time but version 2 is now avail

output Calamus files to bromide. H";EB
Despite this, it is an excellent |

feature support for full colour sep
aration and boast an even longer

able on the PC, and GST are

program with which to set up a
small DTP business. The speed
and quality of output are truly

list of features.

ments to the ST version.

remarkable even on a dot matrix. |
The relationship between the
screen display and the output,
whatever printer is being used,

working on further improve

Price: Around £250

Price: Around £99

Supplier: Signa Publishing
Address: Unit 16, Farnborougb

Supplier: GSTSoftware/Electric

Business Centre, 11 Eelnwre,

Address: Meadow Lane, St Ives
Cambridgeshire

Farnborough, Hants GUM 7XA

Distribution

A VL^

^/ai^
£39.95
INC.

•.

VAT

•"

Introducing "The Ultimate", the last word in Atari ST Cartridges. "The Ultimate" can take control of your Atari ST, whatever program it is
running, and let you look around inside it. Whether you're aprogrammer, games player, or just curious about your Atari ST, The Ultimate
gives you the power that you need!
• Control your Atari ST whatever it is doing • Read Memory • Search

programs • Load &save graphic screens • Low level disk editor • Disk

Memory • Print Memory • Disassemble • Disassemble to disk * Edit

analyser • Examine formats • Format analyser • File editor • Directory

memory • Search for graphics • Search for sprites • Edit screen

editor• Formatter • Break &restart function • Search forinfinite lives •

configurations • Set up colour palettes • Alter plane configurations •

Look for music • Play music • Load &save music • Search for

Load and save screen displays • Run external TOS programs • Load TOS

soundtracker music • Search for sound samples • Many more features.

COMPUTING LTD Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Ind. Estate Kempston MK42 7PN

Only Available from

Telephone 0234 843388 Fax 0234 840234

The cartridge the ST has been waiting for!

leaves a single word or line either at
the beginning or the end of a para
graph. They are unsightly and break

>•it givesyou more flexibility later on
as you will have some extra space
between the frames to use up. You
can do it easily if you do it now - it is

the reader's concentration.

"Rivers" are another problem,
especially with justified text. They
occur when word spaces appear
directly below other word spaces on

much harder later on.

To draw the reader's attention to

the story and convey its importance,
run it across two columns like the

headline, returning to single column
style for the rest of the story. Again,
separate the first paragraph from the
rest of the text. In this case, increase

the point size of the first paragraph to
12 point and give it bold style - never
assume that the reader knows where

to begin!
Next, place more stories on the
page column by column as you want
them laid out, again separating the
headlines from the body text, even
for short items.

In this example, the lead story

doesn't quite fit the two left-hand
columns as planned. There is also

plenty of space to be filled on the
remainder of the page but there isn't
quite the room to import another
story. This is where the skill in DTP
lies - getting the copy to fit.
There are a number of techniques

amount of space inserted before each
paragraph. A good method is to set
up several body text paragraph styles,
each with different paragraph spac
ing. The paragraphs in the longer col
umn can then be given a style with
less spacing.

the text into several frames, each of a

out a newsletter is much the same as

paragraph or two, and
altering the spacing

A

File Edit Options

between the paragraphs

nf, other expend,

this way. With the Snap
to Guides facility turned
off, frames can be placed
quite accurately on the
page using the double

effecdVe.e-—^

nil employing die

^^One of ihe
S» UUl !•' •.::(,.,..I

r>ti. '|l" Jricn riiir

Size and Position dia

next page, and to ensure that the

snii changes

1Mb io« hem pranMed
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To judge whether text in two
columns is aligned at the base, set up
a wide dummy frame with Repel Text
turned off and simply use it as a ruler,
pushing it about the page as neces
sary. There are a few more pitfalls to
look out for. A "widow" is the last

sional finish.

word in a paragraph on a line of its

The easiest method of making copy
fit is to add or subtract a few words,

is always possible to cut out a sen
tence or even rewrite an entire pa»

graph to gain or lose a couple of
lines.

The second method is to

increase the leading
but as Timeworks

only permits incre
ments of a whole

point, it can look
clumsy. Other pack
ages permit much finer
control over leading,
while Fleet Street

nleave.

WewouldiifelowdWeldon{and Mrijono
*•- -t. oldrg br (tee
_*=••

!

Mr Nlcholht B»«h, a
py aulatf from

', and Mr David :
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particularly important for a profes

Making it fit
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sized view.

Alternatively, use the

Help

I! UNTITLED. DTP

trial and error process.

base lines in each adjacent text col
umn are fully aligned. The latter is

Page Style Text Graphics

"by •en'dliiV

at a time.

do not break and continue on to the

once it has been laid out and remove

or alter any hyphens which look

The fourth method relies on splitting

logue box to alter the
vertical position of a frame by a point

main objectives; to ensure that stories

them, you can alter or insert a few
words or hyphens.
Poor hyphenation is a problem in
Timeworks. Check the text carefully

wrong. If it looks wrong to you then
it is wrong.
The rest of the process of laying

Separating into frames

used by skilled DTP operators but,
once they are learned, it is basically a
For the newsletter, there are two

several consecutive lines. To remove

own. It should be avoided unless the

word is particularly long and the line
length is short.
An "orphan", on the other hand,
occurs when a column or page break

- also lexvttjga ha-li*
indhai been peeled to

Ihry loflfiK (ntnedby

"a Jsnffcr t-fijio™ Ufa
—(sternly, tiudylng

doing a jigsaw - the time it takes
depends on your own skill at desktop
publishing and the amount of copy
you have to fit. A four page newslet
ter is a day's work, even for a profes
sional, so don't be put off at how
long it takes you.

Finishing touches
Putting the right finishing touches to
a newsletter will make it really stand
out from the crowd.

"Kerning" means increasing or

decreasing the spacing between indi
vidual letters. In Timeworks it can be

done quickly using the Alt - Kcombi
nation (half a point at a time) or the
pop-up dialogue. Check the headlines
and sub-headings for gaps and kern
the letters together.
Another use for kerning in
Timeworks is to space out headings
for effect. In this particular newslet
ter, the word "NEWSLINE" has been
kerned outwards to fill out the header

and line up the last "E" with the
right-hand margin.
Now is the best time to add rules.

used to break up the page to avoid
the appearance of too much text. In a

as necessary.

can be very effective but don't forget
that the purpose of rules is not to
decorate the page but to guide the

increase the leading of the

another line.

Alternatively, we can alter
the paragraph spacing - the

facilities. However, it relies heav

ily on pull-down menus and pop
up forms and is less easy to use
than the other packages.
The 400-odd page manual is
well suited to beginners and fea
tures a good tutorial section and
a useful chapter on the publish
ing process.
To speed up matters, keyboard
shortcuts are available for many
Dc»

Flic

Doc

Option

Ttjpe

Lijput

5J1EET831.PHG

....
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Typographic Control

tical justification facility
which automatically fills
a long column by adding
or subtracting line spacing

first paragraph by as much as
two points, expanding the
text by the equivalent of

Publisher 3 (FSP) is a complex
package offering what is proba
bly the widest range of typo
graphical controls of any DTP
system on the ST.
It also features good graphics
handling, including rotation of
images, and detailed page layout

ITvail Ik afifjoknt in

These are horizontal or vertical lines

story, however, we can

The latest release of Fleet Street

yai BiliopGraR.

inn new in(tuber of

Publisher even has a ver

In the case of the lead

Fleet Street
Publisher 3

four column newsletter, a vertical
rule in between the centre columns

reader from story to story. In
Timeworks you have a choice of
how to actually place rules. The sim
plest method is to draw a frame and
then give it the appropriate border
on one side only. However, if you
want to divide two columns it is

»[SCIPLf'NE
iscipline al Queen Discipli nc at Queen
iileanor is based on Eleanor

is based on

politen^s and a respect r[o[jnrr
fir cto peeffe and trjtx nupni
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pepety. The nis ac <\'>o'\\->
finriTic
and
easily '\t>'\-'ii<
iimdnitcod by al Itev ac !•"
^<

itenctd to cfewdop the s <'• z i' v

tasks and the function keys can
be programmed with macro com
mands. The program is supplied

with a number of clip art files in
.IMG format and a 120,000-word

spelling dictionary.
Text can be imported in Ascii
format or from packages such as
First Word and Protext. It also

has a very good built-in text edi
tor.

A unique feature is the facility
to vertically justify lines of text
in a column which automatically
alters the space between the lines
and ensures that adjacent
columns are level at the base.

FSP's major strength, however,
is its output quality. It uses
Ultrascript outline fonts, licensed
from the same companies as
Adobe's Postscript set, to ensure
excellent output even on a dot
matrix printer.
A full set each of Times,
Helvetica and Courier fonts is

supplied, including italic and
bold versions. If you like com
plexity and need the highest
quality output, Fleet Street
Publisher 3 is a good choice.
Price: Around £199

Supplier: Mirrorsoft Ltd
Address: Irwin House, 118
Southwark St,
London SE1 OSW

Soft BASIC
version 2
...JE Feelings
„„ Sad :IF Feelings<=Misery TH
PRINT "Oh no!" : END

ELSE Drawjractal
END IF

CASE Happy :Play Game BallZone
rASE Serious : Accounts ProfiUo

"3E ELSE PRINT "Decisions! ..""•

SelF
The BASIC of the 90s
gives you:
• New, multi-window editor with lots of features

• Extremely fast development thanks to pre-tokenising
• Many more language features inc. static arrays
• Full support for the STE, MegaSTE and TT computers
• Completely new high level GEM toolbox

• Linking with Lattice C and DevpacST assembler files
• WERCS resource construction set and debugger included
• Complete 2-volume documentation of over 700 pages

for more information on HiSoft BASIC 2

(RRP £79.95 inc.). please call HiSoft on
0525 718181, or fax us on 0525 713716 or

write to us at: The Old School, Greenfield,
Bedford MK45 5DE UK.

HiSoft
High Quality Software

matrix - but phototypesetters are
capable of resolutions of between 600
and 2,400 dpi.
To get this kind of resolution a
photographic process is used and the
output is on bromide which makes a
big difference to the quality of the
finished output.

better to draw a frame and then, in

Graphics mode, draw a line inside it.
This line can then be accurately
placed in the centre of the box using
the Size and Position dialogue box.
Short stories can be put inside
boxes by simply adding a border to
the frame which holds them.

However, it is important to ensure
that there is plenty of space between
the edge of the frame and the text.
Create a separate paragraph style
with generous indents above, left and

Postscript
this makes up printing plates to place
on the press. Running off thousands
of copies takes only a few hours and
can be surprisingly inexpensive.
For truly professional quality pub

right. Nothing looks worse than text
crammed into a box.

used but the difference is in the qual
ity of the master artwork. Lasers are
capable of 300 dot per inch (dpi) res

Most bromides are produced using
Postscript, the page description lan
guage first developed for the Apple
Macintosh and now widely used on
PCs as well. Timeworks is quite capa
ble of saving output as a Postscript
file, provided the installation pro
gram is told that the printer is a
Postscript laser and provided you

olution - about twice that of a dot

have a hard disk.

lications, the same printing process is

Use boxes sparingly and then only
to highlight short but important sto
ries or to break up a page. Tinted
frames are another facility to be wary
of - especially with a photocopied
newsletter. Even the lightest
Timeworks tint is too dark to repro
duce well on a photocopier and is

Only Postscript fonts can be
selected but Timeworks uses

Artwork.

Proofing and printing

the Gdos screen

Glossary

best avoided.

Finished original re,adyfor

Bromide.

With the layout complete and the
details taken care of, we are now
looking at the finished newsletter on

CoJour

the screen. Print it out and look care

fully at the hard copy for any mis

fonts to represent
the Postscript ver
reproduc-

rPsz:^

« often

refened *<" "a bromide*.

separation: •The div

7°f a multl

the primary c
yellow, mt,J!J"marY
«*««* of

takes.

"lour and tn'madef0re^

b"«dinZaoi7Printedin^n

Copy

screen and use the double size

view, deselecting Show Frames and
Columns, to zoom in on the prob

TherJ, PacolourPicture.

Crop

lem areas.

Dropped capital.
Whatever production process is
used, you will need a good clean,
master copy - the camera-ready
artwork. If you have a DeskJet or
font.,
a laser, the output from your
printer will certainly be good
deface. Swiss
w'ss 3
J6pomt bold is n
enough for photocopying or
Halfto.n e.
xisatyp-*
even for conventional printing.
Photograph broken
With a dot matrix, however,
''"to fine dots for
Italic..
reProduction.
you should send off your saved

••APJ^lar size am

typeface. Swiss's*''' Wight0fa

font,Swiss is atypeface.

'" Tif"eworL,s, italic refers to text
slanted to the right

.DTP file to a suitable bureau

Tme italic is a

—

worth it. The ST Club offer
this service for less than £1

sss^

™that all the Z^me°fte*

Kerning

per page but some profes
sional bureaux have a mini

mum charge, so enquire

*^hjk

aa**«

I1*6""* the Wee between rh

Leading

first.

ters-

Charac-

Pantone.:.'.::;;; nefCebe^n lines often

For longer production
runs, take the finished art

outside town.

Offset printing is the
most common type of
process. The printer
takes the master pages,
uses a special camera
to produce photo
graphic film and from

The same newsletter could

easily have been produced
using Timeworks and saved
as a Postscript file on disk.
Only the Camelot font
would have to be changed
because Postscript does not
support Gdos fonts. One
alternative would be to scan

the logo and include it in the
document as an image file.
The only limit to what
Timeworks can produce is the
effort you put into it - it is as
capable as any other DTP pack
age of producing high quality
artwork for books, magazines
and brochures.

work to your local printer.
High street print shops are
well-suited to this type of
job although the cost is
higher than the jobbing
printer who works from
bigger premises, usually

well as some others

but unless you actually
have a Postscript laser,
a rather expensive
machine, you cannot
get a printed proof.
You will have to rely
on the screen display for
accuracy, sending off for
laser proofs before com
mitting yourself to the
more expensive bromides
which average around £46 per A4 page.

karate f^C/mandbl^. A

There will invariably be some
tidying to do - Timeworks is not
entirely Wysiwyg. Go back to the

for a laser printout - the pho
tocopied result will be well

sions. These include

Times (Dutch) and
Helvetica (Swiss) as

Phototyp,esetting.

^--refZVCstgl
identifyingnumber

Pica.

Poi„,

P„sl!Cflp,

-

"•TyPWaphkal me*,,,.

oil/Mm "'"'"""*•" Wai

sac——«

zz&Brir
Times Roman!" ~for e*™Ple,

The Postscript output from
Timeworks looks exactly the
same as that produced by a
Macintosh costing several thou
sand pounds more - it may not be
as flexible and it may be slower,
but it's probably all you'll ever
need to get the most from DTP.

PageStream
PageStream has had the most
chequered history of all of the
four major ST DTP packages
but, oddly enough, it also has
the most potential. Early ver
sions were so full of bugs that it
had to be withdrawn from sale

but the current release, version
1.82, has ironed out almost all

of the problems.
The soon to be released new

version, PageStream 2, is
claimed by developers SoftLogik to rival any' Apple
Macintosh package, with direct
support for standard Adobe
Type 1 Postscript fonts as used
in the PC and the ability to
import a wide range of graphics
files from other machines.
The

current

version

of

PageStream is the only ST pack
age to handle colour and it can
output directly to a colour
printer or via the colour separa
tion process.
In terms of standard features,
PageStream has excellent text

Typographic Con !
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control with point sizes, leading
and character spacing ad
justable to a fraction of a point.
Text can be compressed or
expanded by simply resizing the
text box, giving an almost infi
nite range of fonts for titles and
logos. Text can also be rotated,
slanted or twisted in increments

of one degree.
Built-in graphics tools allow
object oriented drawings to be
created from scratch and the

resulting drawing and imported
images can be rotated and
slanted for a variety of effects.
On paper, PageStream has
more features than Calamus,
and with its Postscript support
it should have the edge, but it is
let down by the slow speed of
its screen drawing routines and
the poor quality of the fonts
supplied. Version 2, however,
looks extremely promising.
Price: Around £149

Supplier: Silica Systems
Address: 1-4 The Mews,

Haterley Road,
Sidcup, Kent DAM 4DX

High quality, top of the range
products supplied by

FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE
With full after sales assistance

PaNP*AL

and technical support.
All prices inc. VAT and postage, except where stated

| Evesham H.<ros|

C ty Beat ^0234 85 7777
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DRIVES

TRUE 400dpi
I
I
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SCAN
DAATASCAN Professional is a complete image
capture package of outstanding quality and
excellent value for money

3.5" external floppy drive
Full 1Mb unformatted capacity
720K formatted capacity
Citizen/Sony mechanism
Slimline design
Very quiet

"Superb combination of top quality
hardware and versatile software.

Excellent image quality both in print and
on-screen. Value for money"
ST FORMAT Issue 15 October 1991
value 93%

DA2TA

I Power on/off switch on unit

I Long reach cable
I Dedicated power supply

FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

400 dpi with 64 grey shades
Variable brightness control
Text mode and 3 photo modes
Full 105mm (4.16") scanning width
Real-time scanning display

•

Save as IMG, DEGAS and TIFF

MOUSE
ONLYZ54.95

DAATAMOUSE, high quality
replacement upgrade mouse, so fast it
uses 70% less desk space than a

HARD

standard mouse.

• Flip, rotate, crop, invert, pixel editing

• Bi-compatible with ST &Amiga
• Optical mechanical encoder

§ SCANNING

ONLY ft 49.95

DISKS

• Amazing unmatched 360dpi
• Ergonomic lightweight design
• Anti-static, easy to
clean mechanism

DAATASCAN PRO A4
The most efficient, practical and versatile
combinatjion of hardware and software ever
seen

•
•

A4 scanner with sheet feed
D'scan Professional software

„• PSU and interface
P*~
ST FORMAT GOLD

MOUSE

O/vL VE24.95

CWZ_Y'£499.95

DA^TA

20Mb
30Mb
40Mb

MONITOR

SOUND
DAATASOUND, high quality, lowcost
sound sampler and sequencer.
MIDI compatible. Runs in low (colour)
and high (mono) resolutions
• Samples at 6, 7,12, 15, 20 and

| Evesham Micros |

25khz

• Cut copy, paste, splice, flip, loop,
echo, amplify, compress and soften
Real-time monitor with echo

Graphical sample display
Oscilloscope
Magnify editing
/ /

facility

(

STtSff,

U Built-in 18 sample \COMpA-fifj

•

MONSTER

prfet<
tor

Three positionmonster stereo cartridge
capable of output to a Hi-Fi Works
with any program/game inc.

NOW ONLY£24.95

ONLYZ2AQ

DDDD

40Mb
100Mb

£325
£469

performance with quality and high
capacity
STU OCT'91

.TOTAL COST

METHOD OFPAYMENT please specify andsendto 182a Bedford Road, Kempston. Bedford MK42 8BL

DODO DOOD

• IDC Interface and software

These units combine excellent

£19.95

C ty Beat ATARI FAST MAIL ORDER please send me
Card No DODO

New NEC SCSI mechanism

• Fully autoparking

• DMA throughport & cooling fan

VISTOA14CM
• Colour stereo monitor
• 14-inch dereflected screen

• 600x285 pixel screen resolution
• Complete with Atari lead

Daatasound

sequencer

£280
£327
£341

Phone for prices on higher
capacity drives, removeable disk
drives and tape streamers

Additional STE sound enhancements.

•

• Capacity 20-160MB
• Selectable boot partition
• Up to 12 partitions
• Write protection and password
• DMA throughport

COLOUR

•
•
•

pr«tor

PAD

Issue 23

June 1991 value 96%

Exp DO DO

Name

D CHEQUE made payable toCity Beat Ltd

• VISA/ACCESS please complete card details below
Signed

ADDRESS
POSTCODE

£

Tel No.,

*fc«o?&

O

Tel 0257 276800 iiH
Main office & 24 hour order line

Fax 0257 274753

Help desk 0490 3284
Weekdays 3-4pm
Overseas orders please add £5.00.
All prices include P+P and VAT.

with Intraset Ltd
Our compendium of gaming software uses your
COURSEMASTER

Our proven horse racing program
for both FLATS or JUMPS £24.95

*^

TRACKMASTER

The Greyhound Racing Tipster £19.95
Coursemaster &Trackmaster Twin Pack £39.95

(Saving £4.95)
Using simple information from the racing card in daily papers

computer's intelligence and logic to predictwinners
and advise you on strategy. Whether you're an
experienced punter or a novice, with a little time and
our range of software, you can maximise your
winning potential.
'A licence to print money' MrFC Hammond of Essex who won nearly
£10,000 in 16 weeks

'We have won many thousands'Mi PE Roberts ofDorsetwho so far has won
more than £46,000

'Copiesofthese and other endorsementsfrom actual customersare availableon request.

or the racing papers, COURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER
will predict with consistent accuracy.

The winner is predicted as well as second and third places
for tricasts. The programs also mention attractive long shots,
recommend types of bets and most importantly warn when
not to bet.

Successful betting extends beyond merely picking the
winners and COURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER will assist

in managing your bets. They work out your winnings onthe
most populartypes of bet including SINGLES, DOUBLES,
PATENT, YANKEE, CANADIAN, print out your betting slips,
and even maintain your betting bank account.
SYSTEM BETS will regularly provide a system for MAJOR

WINS with small stakes- try it and surprise yourself.

Poolsmaster British and Australian

£44.95 (Saving £4.95)
The Football Pools Predictors
Developed after years of detailed study,
POOLSMASTER uses a unique scientific
formula to predict Home, Aways and Draws.
The FORM PREDICTION optionanalyzes result
possibilities with amazing accuracy. The
unique indexing system allows forquick entry
of fixtures and results, and updates itself

COMPETITION

season after season so there is no need to buy

Details and rules

a new copyeach year. Poolsmaster also
contains a unique coupon number sequence
predictor.

Our company likes to see people winning, which iswhy we're
running our fabulous 'Win a pc competition'. With every
purchase you make, you will automatically be entered into
the draw. You can also enter for free bysending a postcard
to INTRASET.

1st prize-PC NT286 Colour
2nd prize - Complete set of Intraset Business and Gaming
Software 3rd prize - Complete set of IntrasetGaming
Software 5 runners up will each win their choice of one
Intraset title.

Intraset's decision will be final on all matters.
Send an SAE for list of winners.
Draw dates 28/2/92 and 28/9/92

SPECIAL
OFFER

POOLSMASTER British or
Australian £24.95 each.

POOLSMASTER and COURSEMASTER

together for £44.95 (Saving £4.95.)

Our complete gaming suite: £110.00
POOLSMASTER (British & Australian),
PERM-MASTER, SPOT-THE-BALL,
COURSEMASTER, TRACKMASTER

Saving £22.70

Intraset Ltd
Send an SAE for full catalogue

Together, both Poolsmaster editions cover all
British league and cup matches and the

SPOT-THE-BALL £17.95
There is no more need for counting 'x's or
using messy rubber stamps. Simply tell your
computerwhere youthinkthe ballisusingthe
screen template provided. It will give you a
print-out of up to 540 micro-fine crosses in
your chosen shape or it can chose at random
for you. SPOT-THE-BALL learns week after
week and builds up a database of results for
the SEQUENCE PREDICTOR OPTION.

GUIDE TO POOLS AND
PERMS £14.95

The definitive guide to Pools
permutations and betting
systems

Poolsmaster

Written bythe experts responsible for our
successful software range. Masterthe fine art
of prediction by reading this fascinating
in-depthexplanation of betting systems and
perms. Plan a campaign for that elusive big
win and use this books' tips on selectingthe
best matches and racesand howto use perms
to maximum effect on Pools, Horses and Dogs.

Designed for users of PERM systems, PERMMASTER ends the agony of checking by doing
it for you. It comes complete with several of
the top perms built in but you can also create
yourown with the unique PERM EDITOR and

Spend over £80 and spread the cost at no
extra charge! (Cheque purchasesonly.)

Australian league.

PERM-MASTER £19.95

The perfect companion for

PERM CALCULATOR features. PERM-MASTER

is fast and easy to use and can be used for
most block and single line perms.
Additional discs of top perms are availableat
£14.95 each.

INTEREST-FREE CREDIT

Simply divideyourorder by4 and send us4 cheques
each with yournameand addressand cheque
guarantee number: Datethe first cheque with
today's date and post-date each of the other
cheques by one month ie. 1/5/91, 1/6/91 etc.
Wewill then holdeach cheque until it is due.

All programsavailablefor IBM/PC &compatibles, all Amstrad PC's, Amstrad PCWs, Atari,Amiga and
CPC 6128. Coursemaster, Poolsmaster British and Trackmaster are also available for all Amstrad CPC's,

all Spectrums and C64 & 128.

Send cheques or postal orders to INTRASET LTD (DEPTSTUIO) FREEPOST,
10 Woodside Avenue, Clayton-Le-Woods, Chorley, Lanes. PR6 7BR.

Phone or Fax for lightning service. All major credit cards accepted.

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ

THIRD COAST
TECHNOLOGIES

Tel: (0257) 472444 Fax:(0257) 426577

E3 JZ±

INTERNATIONAL+44 257 472444

Atari Hard Drives Specialists
Third Coast Hard Drives

SUMMER MADNESS

Third Coast have been well established now for

years in the Atari Hard Drive market. Third Coast
have been the leading Atari Hard Drive

Atari 65MB Hard Drive Only £379.99 Limited Period Only

manufacturer over the last eighteen months and
we offer full technical support Monday to Friday
9-5 unlike some competitors. We offer a product
which has been on the market for years which has
been tried and tested and sold worldwide.

The idea of a hard drive without power supply is
not new. Indeed! a prototype was built some time
ago by Third Coast Technologies. The reason the
drive was not released onto the market, was

because overloading, of the power supply causes
voltage fluctuations, which leads to unreliable
data transfer.

Expandability
With Third Coast's range of Atari hard drives you
have the ability to expand by adding a second
drive or even a 155mb tape backup device.
The drives also have DMA in & out and also SCSI
in & out.

Software
All Third Coast's Atari hard drives include a free
set of software utilities which includes a word

processor, database, spreadsheet and loads of
other handy utilities. Also included are excellent
ICD Hard Disk utilities which include formating,
partitioning, auto-booting and a great deal more
hard disk related software.

Features
All Third Coast's hard drives come supplied with
a battery backed up clock as standard. The drive
is also fully autobooting and has automatic
headparking so there is no need to run a program

to park the heads. High speed programable
caching software is also included with the drive.

The unit has an internal 65 watt switching power
supply which is capable of powering two hard
disk drives.

Hard Drive Pricing

DIY Kits
Third Coast also provide kits so you
can take advantage of any bare hard drive

STE Compatible

mechanism you may have. We offer complete

Third Coast's Atari drives are fully compatible
with all Atari STE machines. Using the drive on
the Atari STE machine will not cause problems

cased kits for SCSI drives and also ST506 drives

such as data transfer errors unlike some

competitors drives.

155MB Tape Backup
As well as supplying a large range of hard drives
we also sell a 155MB tape backup device which
can be used with ail Atari hard drives. The unit

will backup 20megs of data in under 2 minutes.
It uses industry standard CT600N cassettes.
For more information call

Third CoastTechnologies.

both of which include all cables, software and
manuals to get you started.

DIY Kit Pricing
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter no clock
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter with clock
Omti 3527 SCSI/ST506 Controller
Complete kit ready for SCSI drive
Complete kit ready for ST506 drive

£74.99
£99.99
£79.99
£179.99
£229.99

Drive upgrades available forSH204/5, Megafile
20/30/60 and Supra drives call for prices and details.

32M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park
52M/Byte SCSI hard drive 10 milli auto park
65M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli aLito park
85M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli aLito park
106M/Byte SCSI hard drive 10 milli auto park
155M/Byte SCSI Tape Backup Device

£299.99
£399.99
£449.99
£499.99
£529.99
£599.99

155M/Byte Tape Backup and 50MB drive
£899.99
22M/Byte Supra hard drive
£379.99
32M/Byte Supra hard drive
£349.99
50M/Byte Supra hard drive
£429.99
65M/Byte Supra hard drive
£479.99
85M/Byte Supra hard drive
£529.99
106M/Byte Supra hard drive
£599.99
Call for more details on Supra hard drives

WARRANTY All hard drives carry a full twelve months
warranty and free twelve months telephone support

Other Products

Internal &External Floppy Drives
All floppy drives include free software utilities
NO CASE
MODIFICATION

NO CASE

MODIFICATION

1MB internal replacement offers extended track count up
to 84 tracks fully software compatible slight case
modification required supplied with full fitting instructions.
External drives have built in PSU.
1MB internal 80 track £49.99
1MB internal 84 track £59.99
1M B external 80 track £54.99 1M B external 84 track £59.99

Add £5 if you wish to receive a virus protector.

GST 40E Genlock
The GST 40E is a high quality genlock and pal coder unit. It offers resolution
capacity of 625 lines. The equipment genlocks Atari computers to a

reference signal, or a studio blacksignal and keys the computer image into
the reference video. By connecting the genlock to computer's video port
and to a reference video pal signal or studio colour black, the Atari
computer becomes a high performance tool perfect for video titling,
animation and graphics. The GST 40E does not produce degradation of the
reference video and encodes the Atari video into a composite video output.
The GST 40E will allow you to record animation titling over live video. You
could use a camera and title a still photo or moving pictures. Alternatively
you can record animation or put names, addresses or whatever you want
over your favourite video title. The scope and features are endless it's down

to your imagination. The GST 40E is fully software compatible with Degas,
Neochrome, Cyber and indeed all Atari ST related software. £249.99
E&OE — Advertised prices and specifications may change.

COVERDISK
We've really excelled ourselves this time, bringing you not one, but two disks absolutely
crammed full of the very best software: great games, the ultimate in utilities and truly
devastating demos. Read oni

mstt one

RUNTIME
From this issue we will not be including
the Runtime section on the disk. The Stos

series, Inside the STE, and Midi

SIDE ONE
ARMALYTE
One fully playable level ofthis superb sideways-scrolling
shoot-'em-up. Plug in your joystick and getshooting. Decide

Programming in C are included in the
magazine pages, with the support pro
grams on the CoverDisk. So now you can
read the tutorial while running the pro
grams, or editing the source code.

BEYOND STOS
Stos can be used formuch more thanjustgames program

ming. This series continues with a complete disk formatter
provided toload into Stos and tailor toyour own require
ments.

TRACKER MODULE

for yourself whether it deserves the 88 per cent scored in this

YetanotherTCB Tracker module to giveyoua greattune

month's review.

andeven more samples toaddtoyour collection.

MIDI PROGRAMMING IN C
No need totype in listings, just read thearticle in themaga
zine, and all thesupporting programs and source code are
right here onthedisk.

INSIDE THE STE
As theseries continues inside themagazine, weinclude
some great STE-specific programming examples.

DISK tWO

SIDE TWO
THUNDERHAWK
If you've always wanted tosee how you can handle a chop
per - now isyour chance. This superb helicopter flight sim
from Core Design isonourdisk as a fully playable demo.

SIDE TWO

SIDE ONE

DUNGEONZ

GRAV
Afull arcade-quality game which will stretch your skills tothe

An overhead-view maze game with a difference. You play

very limit. Control the spaceship against the pull of gravity,

the part ofa time bomb, rushing tofind the exit before
exploding! Split-second timing isrequired.

as well as a host ofenemy installations, guiding itthrough
the cavernsof distant planets.

SOLITAIRE

MAZE

The classic game ofsolitaire appears onyour ST, with

Athree dimensional maze game with a difference. Extremely

superb graphics, sound effects and a complete board
designer soyou can make up your own puzzles.

fast graphics allow either one ortwo players toexplore the
maze simultaneously, with almost noloss ofspeed. Play Tag
orShoot, ordesign your own maze with thebuilt-in designer.

PLAY SPELL

CONVERT

Aplayable demo ofBWare/Kidsoffs educational package.
Arcade platform action in which you must guide your charac
teraround theplatforms tospell outtheletters oftheobject

Aprogrammer's utility desk accessory. Available from within
any Gem application, it converts between Decimal, Hex and
Binary quickly and easily. No more need totake off your

displayed.

REDFORMAT

shoesandsocks trying tocount to 16!

KEYCODE

Afully featured floppy disk formatter, which formats PC disks
or STdisks with a wide variety offormats.

This neat little deskaccessory shows programmers the Hex

FLIPIT

code returned by theIKBD. Justpress a key and the
returned valueis displayed.

This program isjusta bit offun! Justtry double clicking onit.

STEBOOT

RAMFILES
you to define which files you want tocopy toyour ram disk

No medium-res blues with this utility which alters DESK
TOP.INF files onyour STE toallow booting in medium

automatically.

resolution.

Acompletely configurable ram disk file copier which allows

I

^'PROGRAMMING/NC

ARMALVTC
Colour only
,
Filenames:
ARMAtfTE -FoWer

GAME.PRG-The program

MLC/JAZZ PRG >

—

THLE.1FF - Data required by we prog

folder and double cUckingo

p0Itis required.

If you copy Armalyte

and,e«c"tab(e example »m„

tn include the file

aMtheI disk, remember to tnclud

TITLE.1FF too.

^ ^^

using the joystick. HolQ 8

fot.

to watch out for the ex.ua f

TCBTRACKER
MODULES

the way.

INSIDE THE STE

BEYOND STOS
...

Configuration: All STs

STOSnfiABcY°cNDST-0S-Folder

Configuration: All STEs

iTOSOLBAS-Stos Basic source

Filenames: STE - Folder

DEMO_A.S/DEMO A.TOS - Source and executable example programs
B0MB.SPL,GUN1 .SPL,GUN2.SPL - Samples used by demos
STE\STEPLAY\STEPLAY.PRG - Full STE Sound Sample Player program
STE\STEPLAY\STEPIAY.RSC - Resource file required by STEPLAY.PRG
STE\STEPIAY\STEPIAY.DOC - Program documentation
RUNNING INSIDE THE STE PROGRAMS

The programs can be ran directly from the CoverDisk. The three demo pro
grams are covered in this month's "Inside the STE"article. See the article and

STEPLAY.DOC for details of using STEPLAY.PRG.

FORMALACB-SfosSasic
disk formatter

module

RUNN.NGTRANCE.MODe
B^P°P?a«StTCB
Tracker
included anottiet
ust 1

assess

MNNING BEYOND STOS
PROGRAMS
The programs must be ioaded int0

^os to be listed or run. Both pro
grams are discussed in this mont£

Beyond Stos article.

July CoverDisk-

THUNDERHAWK
Configuration: All STs. Low resolution. Colour only
Filenames: SIDE2YTHUNDER - Folder

THUNDER.TOS-The program
THUNDER.DAT - Data required by the program
RUNNING THUNDERHAWK
Thunderhawk cannot be run from the CoverDisk.

You must copy THUNDER.TOS and THUNDER.DAT
to the root directory (that is, not in a folder) of a
blank, formatted disk. Once this is done, double
click on THUNDER.TOS to run.

down rotatesthe 'copter while hovering.
Mouse forward/backward with right mouse but
ton held down controls the engine speed, and thus
your height/speed.
Left mouse button fires the currently selected
weapon.

Clicking the left mousebutton whileholding the
right mouse button down changes the currently

C Turn on long range target camera
FShowview from the currently selectedtarget

G Showviewfrom currentlyselected weapon
H Showview from cockpit
M Show overhead "satellite" view, use + and - on

keyboard top row to zoom in and out.
P Pause

After the loading screen displays there is a small
delay while the demo prepares itself. Click a mouse

selected target.

button as instructed on the intro screen, and now
you're in control of Thunderhawk

weapon. To do this the right button must be

2,8,4,6 rotate the view over and around

clicked quickly, and not held down too long.

1 and 3 rotate in 90 degree steps
Zeropositions the camera directlybehind you

graphic system to appear on any home computer".

Your available weapons as shown in the Head Up

5 positions the camera directly above you

Well now you can judge for yourself. The demo

Display are:

7 and 9 zoom in and out

Thunderhawk is a helicopter simulation sport

Right mouse button changes the selected

ing, to quote the advertising, "The fastest 3D

contains a sample of some of the features of the full

game, but your mission is simple: if it moves, shoot

FFAR - Aerial rocket Aim and Fire
MWAR - Multi-warhead Aerial rocket Aim and
Fire

Nobody ever said that helicopters were easy to
fly, and it may take you some practice to get the

MK-82- Unguided Bomb
MK-83 - Unguided Bomb

hang of this baby. Here are the controls:

AGM-214 - Guided Air-to-Ground missile
AGM-65P - Guided Air-to-Ground missile

Mouseleft/right banks the 'copter left and right.
Mouse forward/backward banks you forward and
backward.

Mouse left/right with right mouse button held

Enter selects external view.

GUN - Aim and Fire

it. In fact if it stays suspiciously still for too long,
shoot it anyway!

Use the numeric keypad for an external view of
your chopper!

AIM-10B - Air-to-Airheat seeking missile
AIM-1 IF - Air-to-Airradar guided missile
Fl Operate the radar jammer
F2 Operate the infra-red jammer

To aid you in your mission, this demo does not
allow you to crash. However you can still be shot

down! To take off safely, hold down the right
mouse button and push the mouse gently forward
until you hear the rotor speed increase.
Watch the horizon and the height indicator to
the right of your HUD. As soon as you take off,
release the right mouse button. Move the mouse to
stop any forward or sideways movement. You may

need to increase the throttle a little to gain some
more height, then you're away.

PICTURE
GALLERY
Configuration: All STs. Low resolution. Colour only
Filenames: SIDE2\GALLERY- Folder

SHOWTRIX.PRG - The gallery program
*.PC1 - Anumber of pictures for the gallery program to display
RUNNING PICTURE GALLERY

' ,

« tt and its resource file are

The Picture Gallery program may be run directly from the CoverDisk by
double clicking on the program SHOWTRIX.PRG.

It will load and display all pictures in a number of different formats
from the folder from which the program was started. Use the function

keys to increase or decrease the length of time each picture is displayed,
and use the Q key to quit.

Showtrix is a neat picture gallery program which uses various different
methods to fade between consecutivepictures. A number of different file for
mats are catered for, so you can almost certainly use it with your own pic
tures produced with your favourite art package.

Ce%Tr—rwmbeimmediatelyconverted.
MAZE
iJsiiailj -.it j^

Configuration: All STs. Low resolu
tion. Colour only. Two joysticks
required
Filenames: MAZE - Folder

MAZE.PRG-The program
MAZE01.NEO,MAZE02.NEO,

MUSIC.DAT - Program data file
CHASE.MZE,ORIGINAL.MZE,THE-

MAZE.MZE, TINY.MZE - Example

Configuration: All STs. Medium

mazes

README.DOC - Program docu

resolution. Colour only

Filenames: SIDE2\F00TBALL.F0X-

mentation

Folder

FOX_DEMO.PRG-The demo pro
gram

Now how do I get those keys when I ain't got no Dynamite?

READ ME - Instructions for using
the progam
ENGAMES.DAT-Data required by

DUNGEONZ

theprogram

SEASON90.DAT and

Configuration: All STs. Colour only

SEAS0N91.DAT-folders contain

Filenames: SIDE2\ST0SGAME\DUNGE0NS - Folder

ing data for last and this season.

DUNGE0NZ.DOC - Program documentation
DUNGEONZ.PRG - The program
LEV.DAT - Folder containing data for the program

RUNNING DR FOX'S
FOOTBALL ANNUAL

RUNNING DUNGEONZ

^ directly from the Cov«D£k

tt is recommended feat sdl the
files within the FOOTBALL. OX
program are copied on to a
blank formatted disk before

If you copy DUNGEONZ to another disk, remember to include the
folder LEV.DAT too.

which appears.

ing the exit.

file READ ME and selecting the

ferent ways.

Full details can be found mthe

READ_ME file.

ing three dimensional, two player,
one-helluva-maze-game. With a

split screen two players can rush

j

the other player, or to shoot

four full mazes, it includes its own

Sow option from the Alertbox ,

analyse them in anumber of dtf-

Maze, written by John Parker
and Martin Dennet, is a forebod

them!

Dungeonz was written in Stos Basic by Ben Clark. The basic aim ofthe pro
gram isto guide Bertie the Bouncing Bomb around the Dungeons ofZorkrath
(which is justoutside Leicester, I think), collecting all the gems before reach

throughout the season, and to

double click on MAZE.PRG.

folder and double clicking on DUNGEONZ.PRG. A joystick in the stan
dard joystick port is required.
To read the documentation on disk, make sure you are in medium or
from the Alert box that appears.

'^ad
the program documen- 1
tation by double clicking on the

fesults of football matches

To run the program, simply

Dungeonz canbe run directly from the CoverDisk by simplyopening the

high resolution, then double click on DUNGEONZ.DOC and select Show

running, as data may need to be

allows you to keep details of the

README.DOC, then select Show
from the Alert box that appears.

round the maze, either just to find

Although the program can be

Dr Fox's Football Annual

RUNNING MAZE
To read the program documen
tation, just double click on

There is a time limit, and the time remaining is shown on the right of the

screen, together with the number of lives, the amount of dynamite Bertie is
carrying, the number of keys in his possession, the current level number and
that all-important score.

When you have collected all the gems, Bertie will start to glow. At this
point reaching an exit will transport you on to the next level. Be warned,
though, there are sometricky moments in this game and, as Ben says, "levels
aren't always what they seem".

Supplied on the CoverDiskwith
maze designer, which allows you
to load and save any number of
mazes, and test them on a full
screen.

Read the program documenta
tion for details on using the pro

gram and the maze editor.
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BAR GRAPH

MULTIPLE RANGE BAR GRAPH

By Frank Schoonjans
3D-CALC isa true 3-dimensional spreadsheet withan

integrated editor and programming language,

graphics and extended sfatisfical functions.

The main features of the program are:
•k 3 Dimensional - 13 Pages x 2048 rows x 256 columns.

^ 3 Spreadsheets simultaneously in memory. 3 windows can

PRODUCT
NIK ACCORDIHO 10 *EB MM) YEAR

be opened per spreadsheet.

* Works in Mono orColour In high or medium resolutions.

frica

•

tU

rj.-atefK,

• Eurnot

- - -. Cctinli

„- -.-.Ij.S.S.R.

in

•*- Full version requires I Meg. of memory but includes a
reduced feature version to runon a 520ST with onlyhalfa

158

Meg. of memory.

100
SB

+ Integrated text module with data export from the spread
sheet allowing formatted data output, mail-merge, label

1)15.

Hit.

HJJ.

printing etc.
MULTIPLE RANGE LINK GRAPH

if Integrated 3D-CALC programming language accepts input
from a terminal.

-*• Graphics moduleincludes bar and line diagrams, pie chart,
multiple bar and line graphs,stacked bar graphs,function
graph etc.

if Enhanced statistical analysis including averages and distri
bution parameters, scatter diagram with best fitting curve,
regression and correlation, T-tests. Wilcoxon tests etc.

* Extended database functions

jl Includes 3D-CALC spreadsheet accessory and text acces
sory.

•* Easy to use Intuitive GEM interface.

+ Reads Michtrons Personal Finance Manager and PFM Plus
files into a 3-Dimensional Spreadsheet with each account

written ontoa different page and the first page summarizing

all accounts.

I Feb Mar flor Han .

* Reads Ascil and Lotus 1-2-3 files.
LINE GRAPH

FUNCTION GRAPH

jl Includes file format description to allow users to integrate
spreadsheet data into their own programs.

if TT Compatible.

MJichYron
3D CALC ORDER FORM
Please send me 3D CALC for the Atari ST

3D CALC is £29.95. Post & Packaging £1. Total £30.95 (inc VAT).
BY POST: with Cheque • Postal Order •or Credit Card

BYPHONE
WITH

Name

CREDIT CARDS
Address

(0726)68020

Postcode

Credit Card Type
IKTTHmnoiAl J

Expiry Date .

Number

Please allow 28 days for delivery

Send to: MICHTRON PO Box 68

St Austell

Cornwall

England

PL25 4YB

SOLITAIRE
Configuration: All STs. Colour only
Filenames: SIDE2\STOSGAME\SOUTAIR.E- Folder

SOUT.DOC - Program documentation
SOUT.PRG - The program
S_BOARDS.PRG - The board designer
RUNNING SOLITAIRE

Solitaire can be run directly from the CoverDisk. However, since the board
designer needs to save files to a disk, it is advisable to copy all the files to a
blank disk before running.

To read the program documentation, make sure you are in medium or high

zontally. The "jumped" marble will then be removed. Continue in this manner
until all the marbles, except of course the last, are gone.
The last marble should, on the standard board at least, end up in the
centre hole.

resolution, and double click on the file SOLIT.DOC. Select Show from the Alert
box that appears.

Moves are made using the mouse. Click on the marble to move, then on the
hole to move it to. If you make a mistake, moves can be taken back- right to

To run the board designer, make sure that the disk is not write protected,
then double click on S_BOARDS.PRG.

the beginning of the game if necessary!
Four boards are provided, but once you have completed these, you can use

Solitaire is a computer version of the popular game of Solitaire, written in
Stos Basic by Ben Clark. The aim of the game is to clear the board of marbles.
Eacmove consists of jumpingone marbleover another, either vertically or hori

either individual boards, or groups of four, so now you can devise particularly
difficult games for your friends

the board designer to design your own. The board designer will load and save

RED FORMAT
Configuration: All STs. High or medium resolution
Filenames: SIDE2\REDF0RMA.T - Folder

REDF0RM.D0C - Program documentation
FORMAT.PRG - The program
FORMAT.RSC - Program resource file
RUNNING REDFORMAT

Red Format may be run directly from the CoverDisk, though remember
not to format the CoverDisk! To read the documentation, make sure

your ST is in medium or high resolution, then double click on the file
REDFORM.DOC.

Select Show from the Alert box which appears. If the program is

copied to anotherdisk for use, remember to copy both the program and
the resource file.

I'm sure there aren't enough letters to spell "Cabriolet"

PLAY SPELL
Configuration: All STs. Colour only
Filenames: SIDE2\PLAYSPELL - Folder

X_PLAYSP.TOS - The self-extracting archived version ofthe program
RUNNING PLAYSPELL

Playspell has been archived into the self-extracting archive program
X_PLAYSP.TOS. This file must be moved to a blank, formatted disk

before being run. See the instructions on page 38 for extracting the files.
If extracted correctly, there should be 17 files extracted - plus the orig
inal X_PLAYSP.TOS, which can be deleted from your work disk.

Red Format is a very good disk formatter for the ST. It contains a number
of features in addition to those provided by other formatters. Before using
it, ensurethat you are only formatting disks which do not contain data you
require!

When loaded, click on the box which appears to enter the program.

Down the right-hand sideare a list of commands and in the centre, a list of
format options. Make sure that the options are correct for your use, then
click on Format on the right to format a disk.

One unique feature of Red Format is its ability to format two disks at
once. It can also create MSdos formatted disks, and perform a fast format,

which clears a previously formatted diskin recordtime.
Please read the documentation before using the program, and remember

that disk formatters can lose your data irretrievably, so take care - take a
backup.

Documentation is in the file READ_ME.NOW. To read the file, double
click on it, then select Show from the Alert box which appears.

To run the program, simply double click on the SPELL.PRG file. After

loading, the program will prompt you to either press Return for a nor

at

mal game, or insert a Data Disk. Pressing Return will blank the screen
while the files are loaded. When the title screen appears, simply press
the fire button on the joystick to start.

Diskinfo j

Playspell is an educational spelling program taking the form of a plat
form game. At the beginning, a small T V in the lower rightcorner of the

Create Bootj
Volune

screen will show an object which must be spelled.
Control the little man using the joystick to move him left and right
and the fire button to make him jump. Collect the letters in the correct

Two of the 20 levels available in the full game are here in this demo

Systen Info)
11 ft:

MiHUd B: J

Exit

version. Data disks are also available to add to the original program,
with more words to be learned.

Nanc

DIR

order, or you will losea life. Beating the clock to spellthe word will give
you a bonus.

J

Fast Fornatj

You can even use Red Format to completely ruin your disks!

. ; •••*::••:

U.i

'I cannot letthis opportunity pass without repeating my satisfaction with Money

.

Manager. Iam using itfor the book-keeping ofseveral small businesses. Before

(Ma Jits! 3JS3SIBS SisiBHS ilsij nult Jan-M •!• Bst-89
Load a data file

Iretired recently after 40years in banking, 24ofwhich were asabranch manager,

Add or editentries

Detailed statenent

|Create anev data file

Reconcile entries

OAT statenent

Iwould have been delighted ifmy small (and some not so small) business

j! Sa»e this data file

Edit Account codes

Monthly analysis

customers had presented me with figures andstatisticsof their businesses as

Copy this data file

Edit Class codes

'! List files on disc
Delete a data file

iAdd anev nonth
Change systen set-up

Stationery
Trauel
lisc.

produced by Money Manager. It really isaprogram which, being soeasy to use,

. Class totals

Edit Harks

Account analysis

could savemany businesses from the chaos and disaster which can, and so often

Edit MAT rates

Account balances

does, result from poor or non-existent book-keeping.' (R. A. L. Cheshire)

Edit title

Account statistics

Print codes

Bar chart
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The GEM version of the top selling
PC small business and personal accounting program.

' ;

TRIED AND TESTED VALUE

MONEY MANAGEMENT

ST users now have the opportunity to usethe top
selling small business and personal accounting
software which has become the standard with over
50,000 users in the UKalone.

EASY TO SET UP AND USE
If you can use GEM and can readan ordinary bank
statement then you can use Money ManagerST.
You do not need specialised accounting or
computing knowledge.

PUTS YOU IN CONTROL
• Define up to 20 bank accounts ofany type

= SUCCESS
Money Manager is used by businessmen,

bookkeepers, club treasurers, doctors, schools,
consultants, self-employed and private individuals.
Regardless of how you earn your money, Money
Manager ST can help you manage it effectively.

•

•
•
•

POWERFUL REPORTING

previous years' accounts

Money Manager ST's comprehensive reporting

• Setupas many different setsofaccounts as you

features can analyse your finances and keep you

TROUBLE-FREE VAT

(current, deposit, cash, credit card, clients,
suppliers, etc)
Define up to 50 classes of income and
expenditure to suit your own affairs
Easy data entry - mistakes or omissions can be
corrected at any time
Record businessor personal transactions
Quickly access 12 months information and all

need

fully informed and incontrol ofyour financial

Ifyou are VAT registered, your VAT return
will nowonly take a coupleof minutes.

situation

You will have at your fingertips

You canchoosefrom a widevariety ofdetailedand
summary text reports and tables, or display the
information graphically with piechartsand bar
diagrams.

FEATURES

,<$\

all the information you
need to keep the
VAT man happy !

•

Bank statement reconciliation

• Standard entries/standing orders
• Part-VAT/part-exempt entries
• Upto 8 different VAT rates
• Up to 50 marks for extra identification

• Text string search facility
• Reports can be exported to a disc file
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TTs and STACY

66.54
388,00

• Data files compatible with PC version

388,88

18,36

s

• Works with dot matrix, daisy and laserprinters

1488.23 s

45,54
415.86

Orrliorin rr By ^one with credit card details- Bv fax witn tnis coupon.
\JL Uci lllg. By post with this coupon and credit card details or cheque

Context-sensitive HELP windows

• Pop-up five-function calculator
• Macro facility to record and play back oftenused sequences of key strokes
• Compatible with all colouror monochrome STs,

s
x

• 2 sample sets of accounts included for self
training

TWrta+pV. • receive
By first your
class order.
post'the same day we
-L/CojJalLll.

for £49.95.

•

Name

I enclose a cheque for £49.95
(made payable to Connect Software)

Address

•
Post code

Telephone No.
Company

Connect Software Ltd

I

Please charge my Access/Visa/
American Express card
mmst
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

l

l

l

i

i

i

i

i

i

Card number

I
Signature

I

I

Expiry date

3Fianchford Road London wi2 9nd Fax 081 743 8073 Tel 081 743 8073

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,

Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ
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Upgrades Available Upto A Realistic 4 Megabytes!

ST Format "The very best ram upgrade
boards on the market"

Easy To Install
Upgrading the memory of your Atari ST has
never been easier using Third Coast's range of
memory upgrade boards. We have plug in
upgrade boards to take your machine upto a

realistic 4 Megabytes so you get no more out of
memory headaches. Third Coast's range of
memory expansion boards take around 1/2 an
hour to install and come supplied with full

fitting instructions for all revisions of Atari's. If
you should get into any difficulty fitting any of
our memory upgrade boards are technical staff
will give you any assistance you need over the
telephone. Third Coast's memory upgrade
boards are fitted by plugging a socket over the
MMU chip and the Video shifter chip and
require no soldering whatsoever.

Expansion PolicyTo 4MB
With Third Coast's 1/2 megabyte plug in board

1/2 megabyte plug in board Atari ST User September 1990

for Atari's with and without surface mount

"Features-Excellent

MMU chips we offer an expansion policy to

Ease Of Use-Good"

4MB. What this entails is, if you purchase a 1/2

megabyte expansion board from us and you
decide you need either 2.5 megabytes or 4
megabytes. Return the board to us and we will
discount you the price tou paid for the 1/2

megabyte board off the current price of the 2.5
megabyte or the 4 megabyte board. You are not
left with 16 useless chips like the solution
offered by offers but merely a cost effective

simple way of upgrading your machine to 1
megabyte, 2.5 megabytes and eventually to a
full 4 megabytes.

Expansion Options
If you have a 520STM, 520STFM or even a
520STFM with surface mount MMU chip we

have the solution to take your machine upto 1

megabyte with the expansion policy to 4
megabytes as described above. Third Coast also
offer expansion to 2.5 and 4 megabytes for
520ST owners. For 1040ST and Mega 1 owners

we have an expansion board to take your

machine upto 2 megabytes, 2.5 megabytes and
4 megabytes. For Mega 2 owners we offer a plug
in board to take your machine to 4 megabytes.

Z-Ram 4MB expansion board Atari ST User July 1990
"Features-Excellent

Ease Of Use-Good "

Fully Compatible

Pricing

Third Coast's range of expansion boards are all

520ST-1040 Ram Upgrade Kit Requires Soldering. . £39.99

auto configuring and compatible with all

520ST-1040 Plug In BoardSocketed MMU Chip. . . .£59.99

software for the Atari ST.

Warranty
All memory expansion boards carry a full 12
months warranty and free 12 months telephone
support.

Software
All Third Coast ram upgrades come supplied
with a ram checker which checks every chip on

520ST-1040 Plug In Board Surface Mount MMU. . . .£59.99

520ST-2.5MB Plug InBoard Expandable to 4MB . . £149.99

RFI Interferance
All Third Coast's ram upgrade boards fit
under the RFI shielding so that you get no
interferance on your screen.

For more information on any of Third Coast's

520ST-4MB Plug In Solderless ExpansionBoaid. . . £249.99

products please return the form below to the

1040ST-2MB Board Requires Minor Soldering. . . .£169.99

address listed at the top of the page.

1040ST-2.5MB PlugIn Board Expandableto 4MB. . £169.99

1040ST-4MB Plug InSolderless Expansion Board. . £199.99

Name:
Address:

the upgrade so you know if you have fitted the
upgrade correctley. Also included is a ram
disk, print spooler and several other useful

Mega 1-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board. . £249.99

public domain utilities.

520-1040 Plug In Board Unpopulated

Postoxk-:

1MB Internal Floppy And Upgrade

(takes4256'4 Drams)
£29 "
4MB Board Unpopulated (16 or32megabit Drams). . £59.99
520STE-1040STEPlugInSimms
£39"

Interests:

For those Atari owners who have a machine

with 1/2MB drive and memory we offer a 1MB
internal drive and a 1/2MB soldering upgrade
kit for the special price of £99.99

Mega 2-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board . . £169.99

520STE-2.5MB Plug InSlmms
520STE-4MB Plug InSimms

£129.99
£229.99

Tel:

PleaseMakeCheques/Postal OrdersPaybable To
Third Coast Technologies Ltd. We Also Accept
Access And Visa Over The Telephone.
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Configuration: All STs.
Filenames: RAMFILES - Folder

... Con"'gurafion: All STs.

Filenames: SID£2\FLIPIT-Folder

WJM»- The program

RMFILES6.PRG-The program
RMFILES6.DOC - Program docu
mentation

HUNNINGFUPIT2
Simply double- click „„

FLIP.JT2.PRO, read Zlt^

then press akey!

FLIP IT is aclever little program
that h unusual for inclusion on
he CoverDisk in that it is of abso

lutely no use whatsoever' Trv it

and see.

'

y

To read the program documen
tation, make sure you are in
medium or high res, double

GRAY

Configuration: All STs. Low resolution. Colour only

click on RMFILES6.DOC, then

Filenames: GRAV - Folder

select Show from the Alert box

GRAV.PRG - The program
LEVELS.DAT - Program data file
READ_ME.DOC - Program documentation

that appears. The program is
designed to run from the Auto
folder of your boot disk, though
it can be run from the desktop
by double clicking on

RUNNING GRAV

Configuration: STEs only.

11 does require some setting
up before being run, as you

Filenames: SIDE2\STEB00T Folder

which you wish to copy to your

To read the program documentation, just double click on
READ_ME.DOC, then select Show from the Alert box that appears. To
run the program, simply double click on GRAV.PRG.
Grav is one of those programs which will have you coming back for one
more go, time and again. The game is of the rotate and thrust type, similar

ram disk. You also need a ram

to Oids and Thrust.

disk program!
If you regularly use a ram

Controlled with the joystick, moving left and right rotates your ship.
Pressing the joystick forward increases your thrust in the direction you are
facing, pulling back operatesthe teleport beacon.

STEBOOT
STEBOOT.PRG - The program
MAZE01.RSC - Program resource
file

RMF1LES6.PRG.

need to create a list of files

tation

disk, then you almost certainly
find yourself spending time at
the beginning of every session

RUNNING STEBOOT

copying files to it, and then
copying updated files back at

STEB00T.DOC - Program documen

To read the program documen

the end of the session.

tation, make sure you are in
medium or high resolution,
double click on STEB00T.DOC,

This program automates the
whole procedure, and allows
you to create a control file

then select Show from the Alert

telling it which files to copy,
and to where. It even usually
finds the ram disk for you!

box that appears. To run the
program, simply double click
on STEBOOT.PRG.

Full instructions are in the

One feature of the first STEs

released was their inability to
boot up in medium resolution
due to a fault in reading the
DESKTOP.INF file.

file RMFILES6.DOC, and you
should read these carefully
before starting to use the pro

haven't included one on the

Greenwood - who also writes

CoverDisk. If you have the
CoverDisk from last month, you

magazine
changes
a
DESKTOP.INF file from any disk
so that it will boot in medium res

There are three training levels and two planets of four levels each for you
to defeat. Read the mission briefingfor instructions to complete a level.
From the Options screen you can select Intelligence, which will show
some of the more common enemy installations which you will find yourself
pitted against; Mission Briefing, which tells you your aims; Review Craft,
which allows you to configure your craft to your liking; and finally
Commence Mission.

The secret to Grav is in getting used to the controls quickly. Be gentle
with the joystick, just nudging it is sufficient to get you moving in the
required direction. Also, don't destroy everything in sight straight away - it
is often worth leavingthe generators, in caseyou need to refuel!

gram. As there are so many ram
disk programs about, we

This program from Adam

"Beyond the STE" in this very

Pressing the fire button fires a continuous stream of lethal bullets.

Finally, pressing the spacebar fires a bomb.

COVERDISK QUERYUNE
Gota problem with the CoverDisk?
Our Queryline will help you out

can use the ram disk available

with Mortimer, otherwise just
about any one will do the job.

Dial 0732 360966

every time.

Mondays from 3pm to 7pm

KEYCODE
Configuration: All STs. All resolutions

To help you with your CoverDisk queries as quickly as possible, we are
opening a CoverDisk Queryline. Our Technical Editor will be working
overtime each Monday to keep the Queryline open between 3 and 7pm
allowing you time to get home after a hard day at the office or class

Filenames: CONVERT-Folder

KEYCODE.DOC - Program documentation

room.

KEYCODE.ACC - The program

Before calling the Queryline please check that you have made every
attempt to get around the problem yourself. Read the instructions in the

RUNNING KEYCODE

„„ <„„, w.*,.<«'«°J™*™ Jf^lfrom,h«D,*op.
cation, such as aprogram editor.

^ key

JKSET-«
*~ ~ - *^* mi ,h* ^
gram waits for another keypress.

disk pages carefully and check for any instructions on the disk. If possi
ble, phone with the disk and ST in front of you.
Make sure you know which issue CoverDisk you are having problems
with, the name of the program, what model of ST you have and exact
details of what your problem is. Take a little time before ringing to write
down all the details - it will save your phone bill.
Pleasebe aware that, although we do check the programs before they
get on to the disk, we have not programmed them ourselves and so may
not know the most intimate workings of all the programs.
The Atari ST UserCoverDisk Queryline will be open from the 2nd
October 1991.CoverDiskqueries received outside the hours of 3pm and
7pm on Mondays will NOT be answered. Sorry!

Using the
V

E

Some of the programs on the
CoverDisk have been packed
using an archiving program.

not be write protected.

This is done to ensure that we can

CoverDisk into drive A.

fit as much as possible onto your
Disk. To make the de-archiving pro
cess as painless as possible we have
used a self-extracting archive

3. Ensure the CoverDisk is write

protected and then put the

R

Follow these simple instructions to
get the most outof your CoverDisk.
It's easy when you know howl

O

I

file is visible within it, and the

just one tile, X_PROGNM.TOS.

DRIVE A and DRIVE B icons are vis

Double click on this.

ible on the Desktop.

14. The program will now auto
matically de-archive all of the
files, writing them to the

6. Point at this tile with the

mouse pointer, press and hold the
left mouse button, and drag the file

dow.

over to the DRIVE B icon. When the

filenames will be displayed on the

DRIVE B icon is highlighted, release

screen. When finished, the

4. Double click on the DRIVE A

5. Size the window so that the

the mouse button.

blank disk, then run it and all the

archived files for that application will
be extracted.

7. If you have an external drive,

SIDE TWO
SERVICE

To make the self-extracting pro

grams easier to spot, the filename
used will always be of the format
X_??????.TOS where ? may be any let
ter or number (X_RAMDSK.TOSfor

example may hold archived files for a
ram disk).

If you find a file with this type of
name, simply format a disk and copy
the file to it. Then put the disk con
taining the program into the drive,
and double click on the program. The
files will extract themselves.

If you are still not clear on the pro
cedure, follow the numbered instruc

tions below for a step-by-step guide.
For this exercise we will assume

the file is called X_PROGNM.TOS:
1. Put the CoverDisk in drive A,

switch on computer, monitor and
any external disk drive.
2. Make sure you have a blank,
formatted disk. This disk should

SUPER CARD

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
Over the last few months there

has been a steady decline in the
number of readers who do not

have access to a double sided

disk drive, and therefore require
the Side Two Service.

We need to know how many
of our readers do not have
access to a double sided disk

drive, and therefore still require
the Side Two Service.

If you need the Side Two
Service either now or perhaps in
the future, please write to Side
Two Service, Atari ST User,

Europa House, Adlington Park,
Remember, if you don't write
we won't know you're out there.
If we don't know you're out
there, we may drop the dual for
mat disk altogether. You have
been warned!

AT YOUR SERVICE

The Super Card Index software
on the September issue
CoverDisk included a sample
database containing dialling code
information. Since publication
we have been informed by
British Telecommunications pic
that this information is copyright
material, and may only be repro

If you own a single sided
drive, and you're dying to get
your hands on the goodies on

duced with BT's written permis
sion, which had not been
obtained by either B Ware or our

Adlington Park, Macclesfield
SK10 4NP. We'll put the pro
grams from Side Two on to a
single sided disk and send it out

BThave asked us to point out
to our readers that the informa

same disk. While it runs, a list of

Desktop will return, with the win
dow now containing a number

put the blank, formatted disk in it

of files as well as the

now. Ensure this disk is not write

X_PROGNM.TOS file.

protected.
8. An Alert box will appear,
showing 1 file to be copied. Click

15. Point the mouse pointer at
the file X_PROGNM.TOS, click and

on OK.

drag the icon to the wastebin on
the Desktop. When the wastebin is
highlighted, release the mouse but

9. If you do not have an external
drive: when prompted to insert
Disk B in Drive A, put in the blank,
formatted disk, ensuring it is not
write protected, then click on OK.
When prompted to insert DISK A in

hold the left mouse button and

ton.

16. You will be prompted that
you are about to delete one file.
Click on OK to confirm that this is

DRIVE A, insert the CoverDisk and

correct.

then click on OK. Repeat this as
often as requested.
10. Put the previously blank disk

contains the unarchived files.

in drive A.

11. Re-boot the computer by
pressing the reset button.
12. Double click on the DRIVE A

icon. This will open a window.
13. The window should contain

17. The disk in the drive now

Depending on the programs con
cerned, you may be able to run
them now, or further files may
have to be de-archived first.
Consult the instructions on

the disk pages for the program
in question.

Macclesfield, SK10 4NP.

INDEX DATABASE

selves.

K

icon on the Desktop to open a win

program.

In short, this means that all you
have to do is copy one program to a

S

Side Two of the CoverDisk,

don't despair! Just send a
cheque or postal order for £1.50
for each of the two disks

required to Atari ST User
Disk Offer, Europa House,

to you.

If you only require the second

ARCHIVING - WHAT IT ALL MEANS
Many programs on the ST are
large and use lots of files, such as
resource files for a GEM program,
data files for a spreadsheet, or
tune files for a music program. In
order to fit as many programs as
possible onto the CoverDisk, com

using the program ARCX.TTP. But
to make things simple, we're now
using a self-extracting archive.
This is a utility which turns an
archive tile into a program which,

plete with all their associated files,

to disk. No more ARCX.TTP

the archive program was written.
Although there are a number of
different versions of the archiving
program they all achieve more or

The self-extracting archive pro
gram appears just like any other

less the same result. A number of

files are taken, compressed and
merged together to form one large
file, which is smaller than the sum
of the individual files.

To extract the original files
from this archive it's usually nec
essary to run another program

tion contained in the database

side of one of our CoverDisks,

may be inaccurate and out of

please be sure to let us know

which loads the archive file and

date. We would also like to offer

which one!

writes the uncompressed files

our apologies for this inadvertent
breach of copyright.

disk.

Remember, it is £1.50 per

back to disk. This method was

previously used on the CoverDisk,

when run, extracts all the files
from the archive and writes them

program on the ST, and for this
reason we've adopted the follow
ing standard. All self-extracting
archive files will have the prefix
X_ and the suffix .TOS

As an example, the filename
X_lSTWRD.TOS may be the selfextracting archive of the 1st Word
program and associated tiles.
These self-extracting archive
files should be copied to a blank
disk before being run because they
will attempt to write out to the
disk from which they're run.

AATARI ST
520ST-E

DISCOVERY

XTRA

PACK

HARDWARE:
512K 520ST-E + MOUSE

£329.99

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE:
ANARCHY • Arcade Game
DRAGONS BREATH - Adventure
INDIANA JONES - Arcade Adv

E19.99
£29.95
£19.95

SUPER CYCLE - Racing Game
PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE:
CONTROL.ACC - Utility Software

£19.95
FREE

EMULATOR.ACC • Utility Software ... FREE
FIRST BASIC - Programming
£49.99
NEOCHROME - Art Package
£29.99
ST TOUR - Tutorial

£4.99

JOYSTICK CONTROLLER:
ATARI CX40 JOYSTICK

£4.99

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:
TENSTAR GAMES PACK
PRODUCTIVITY PACK

£219.78
£104.97

TOTAL VALUE:
YOU SAVE:

PLUS! FREE
1Mb 1040ST-E + MOUSE
£399.99
1. PLAY & LEARN
£76.59
2. JUNIOR SCHOOL
£58.54
3. GCSE REVISION
£55.54
4. BUSINESS COMPUTING ... £159.85
5. CREATIVE COMPUTING .... £134.97

1040ste FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK
The Family Curriculum Pack
comes with a 1040ST-E com

puter and mouse plus 5 software
PLUS! FREE FROM
modules (3 titles in each), one for TENSTAR
PACK
every age range. The combina PRODUCTIVITY PACK
tion of education, creative and
business software from Atari,
plus the FREE entertainment and
productivity packs from Silica,

makes for a package the whole
family can enjoy!
PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOM

HOLIDAY

ATARI 520ST-FM
DISCOVERY PACK

£219.78
£104.97

VALUE: £1210.23
YOU SAVE: £811.23

£834.54
-£505.54

£329

l ACCOMMODATION,

SILICA

TOTAL

SILICA:

£27

SILICA PRICE -INC VAT +FREE DELIVERY I |NC VAT + FREE DELIVERY + FREE TENSTAR &PRODUCTIVITY PACKS

ATARI ST • MORE THAN JUST GREAT GAMES!

F£.0Ttf Sffl ATARI ST
VTOTAL FREE PACKAGE)

(TOmgiMfiiir)
The

TenStar

Games

Pack

is

THE

software

compendium for Atari ST owners, featuring ten top
titles with a variety of different types of games for
you to enjoy. Each title is packaged in its own
plastic case, with a

TENSTAR GAMES PACK - £219.78:
£24.99
£24.95
£19.95
£19.99
£19.99
£24.99
£24.99
£19.99
£19.99
Trivial Pursuit - By Domark
£19.95

Asterix - By Coktel Vision
Chess Player 2150 - By CP Software
Drivin' Force - By Digital Magic
Live & Let Die - By Elite
Onslaught - By Hewson
Pipe Mania - By Empire Software
Rick Dangerous - By Firebird
Rock 'n' Roll - By Rainbow Arts
Skweek - By US Gold

colour sleeve and full

INSTAR GAMES PACK

instructions. The TenStar Games Pack is FREE!

when you buy your ST from Silica Systems.

[rRBCm] W0RTH £219.78
( U K I SILICA SYSTEMS ST 1

{rnCC: PRODUCTIVITY PACK J

bSjKSbEJ

yy|

PRODUCTIVITY PACK - £104.97:

EveryAtariSTfromSilica comes witha FREESilica ST ProductivityPack,

Every Atari ST from Silica comes with a FREE 72 page, full colour

worth over E100.This pack has been specially put together by Silica to help
you to get to grips with the productive side of
computing from day one. Each title has been tried
and tested by tens of thousands of AtariST owners,
who have begun word processing with 1st Word
and programming with Atari ST Basic.

brochure with accommodation vouchers. These vouchers entitle 2

1st WORD - from GST
SPELL IT! - for use with 1st WORD
ST BASIC - with tutorial

£59.99
£19.99
£24.99

TOTAL RRP: £104.97 ^

1st Word - Word Processor

f fDCH 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY )
LrKCm: hotel accommodation;

£59.99
£19.99
£24.99

Spell It! - Spell Checker

ST Basic - Programming Language
TOTAL RRP:

people to stay up to 16 nights in one hotel (or
any number of hotels to a total of 16 nights)
with accommodation FREE (you could take
up to six nights for four people, or other
options). Choose from the 250 hotels featured
in the catalogue. All you have to pay for are
your meals (prices are listed in the brochure).
Reduced rates in top London hotels and

FREE!

£324.75

mm

WORTH
NEARLY:

PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION

hotels in France are also featured.

S
MAIL ORDER:

LONDON SHOP:

Opening Hours:

FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of Atari technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your Atari requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.

• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new Atari ST computer, we suggest you think very carefully about
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it willbe like a few months after buying your ST,when you may re
quire additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the com
pany you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you
will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understan
ding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now
for our latest Free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
MAIL

ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA
081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

a

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 111f

OrderLinesOpen: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
No LateNight Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

J

Mon-Sal 9.30am-6.00pm

LONDON (SELFRIDGES):
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Late Night: Thursday until 8pm

1st Floor, 369 Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

LateNight: Thursday until 8pm

Fax No: 081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Tel: 071-629 1234

Askforextension 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: PB1-309Q017

j

To: Silica Systems, Dept ATSTR-1091 -63,1 -4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX ^1

11 PLEASE SEND FREE ATARI COLOUR CATALOGUE
•

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

.

Address:

i

Initials:

Surname:

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

I Postcode:

Tel:

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - please return the coupon (or the latest information.

I

Full PC AT Power for
Your ST
ST Format Gold 92%

Issue 25 - August '91

The new SCplus 286 co-computer is not an emulator,
it is a full 16 MHz 286 PC ATcomputer that you
attach externally to your Atari ST or TT. This gives
you full TOS/DOS multi-tasking power at your
fingertips - you can run an animation package on the
PC while you desktop publish on the ST!
The SCplus 286 has two built in 16 bit PC slots that
allow the use of any PC card that you desire - Super
VGA, Scanner, Hard Drive, Fax Card, etc.

Comes complete with:
1Mb Ram (expandable to 2Mb or 4Mb)
Two 16 bit expansion slots (plug in any 16 bit PC card)
80287 Math Co-Processor socket
DOS 4.01

Built in Power Supply
DMA through port

Spectacular 16 MHz
New £389.00
Price

plus VAT

CONDOR TRADING LIMITED
6 Bacchus House, Calleva Park

Aldermaston, Berks, RG74QW
Tel: (0734) 810066 Fax: (0734) 819791

THE ATAM$% GRAND GRAB

EXTRAVAGANZA
^

to WIN
100 great chances to
-

inyournew look Atari ST User
scanning with Golden image

ST User you can get
^launchotSTOamer^thehelpofl.xxand
Thanks toAtari
ot celebrate

2 GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNERS
Having read all about Desktop Publishing in this
month's Atari ST User cover feature, you will .,

know how useful ahand scanner can be ^X*^

for enhancing your documents. ^S^
Now you can make abreak ^S^
into the world of image
processing thanks to ,

wimatch
U publish
500=ngGM^ ^ ^ rf Atfln s7 ,,,
the number on tne

,you

_yr

^

GRAND GRAB. The

Golden Image hand
scanner is another

superb 400 dpi model

aieawinner!

which comes complete with powerful
"Touch-Up" application software.
Two copies of Atari ST User are already earmaked with winning numbers. Who knows, one of
them could be in your hands now!

30 GREMLIN GREATS

Do you fancy winning a copy of
Gremlin's HeroQuest, the absorb

ing fantasy adventure where
elves, wizards, barbarians and
dwarfs do battle with dark forces
in search of hidden treasure?

B#£*r

Or how about taking on the evil
forces of Havoc in six massive
levels of Gremlin's smash hit

beat-em-up Switchblade 2?

wM

M»«' "'if'!

mm®L.

Next month you could cash in
the number on the front of this

very copy of Atari ST User for one
of these sensational ST games.
Those awfully nice Gremlin
people have put not just one, but
15 copies of each of these great
games up for grabs in our next
massive draw.

•fflcffW
2°GR^DSr7eAt«riSTUf
receive exclu^ Vndets, cnsU
goodies inci^ndsubh .„, mouse ma**'

f'/inning couldn't

bz mmd

Simply keep this copy of Atari ST User in a safe place until next month. In
November's issue we will publish 500 GRAND GRAB winning numbers.
If any of the numbers printed match the one on the front of THIS COPY
of Atari ST User, you could be a winner!
The first 82 GRAND GRAB winners to have their completed claim forms
drawn on the closing date will win the main prizes. All remaining winners
will receive other valuable prizes from Atari ST User.

I

1? YOU'RE'•LODKIMQ rUJt

%

I

DISKS. LOOK j'JD rUJiTsJEJi H

%
©

AMAZING OFFERS ON 3.5" DSDD DISKS^ ©©
25 DSDD 135 tpi
50 DSDD 135 tpi
75 DSDD 135 tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

®
©
S3

11.95
21.95
31.95
37.95

ALL DISKS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS AND ARE 100% ERROR FREE 2 FOR 1 GUARANTEE

Si

RAINBOW

DISKS

THIS WEEKS

(RED,GREEN, YELLOW, ORANGE,BLACK, WHITE COLOURSAND
CITY'S OF YOURCHOICE)

3.5" DSDD DISKS
25 DSDD

Si
es
©

5.25" DSDD DISKS

13.75

25 DSDD

10.45

QUALITY MOUSE MAT

.... 2.50

SPECIALS

ATARI DUST COVER

.... 3.95

MOUSE POCKETS

.... 1.50

ikk OFFER 1 Ikft

AMIGA DUST COVER

.... 3.95

3.5" CLEANING KIT

.... 1.95

50 DSDD

26.45

50 DSDD

18.95

100 DSDD

44.95

100 DSDD

34.95

200 3.5" DSDD +

200 DSDD

84.95

200 DSDD

67.95

2 100 CAP BOXES

Z8^S

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND
ARE SUPPLIED WITH ENV./LABELS)

67.95

2 PIECE PRINTER STAND

5.25" CLEANING KIT

.... 1.95

MONITOR STAND

....12.95

GENUINE SONY

ftik OFFER 2 ikik

3.5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES
25
12.45
200
79.95

NAKSHA MOUSE +

BANX BOX

MAT AND POCKET

HOLDS 90 3.5" DISKS

50

22.95

500

179.95

100

41.95

1000

339.95

34rSS

22.95

n

POSSO BO

CAN BE STACKED
HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

HORIZONTALLY AND

i.00

ikik OFFER 3 &#

VERTICALLY

ONLY 1 5.95

.7.50

ARE SUPPLIED WITH ENV./LABELS)

HOLDS 150 3.5"
OR 70 5.25" DISKS
CAN BE STACKED

8.50

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE AND

5.95

CUMANA EXT.DRIVE
3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS

©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©

3.5" 100 CAPACITY

PLUS 512K RAM EXP.

10

9.95

25

23.75

50

39.95

100

59.95

WITH CLOCK

£2:90

STOR,

84.95

•&£< OFFER 4 ftft

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE
INCLUDES LABELS)

DIS,

5.45
4.95

3.5" 40 CAPACITY

4.45

5.25" 100 CAPACITY

5.95

5.25" 50 CAPACITY

4.95

5.25" OR 3.5" 10
CAP BOXES

CUMANA EXT.DRIVE
RIBBONS

JOYSTICKS
COMPETITION PRO
COMP. PRO EXTRA

10.95
12.95

WE STOCK A RANGE

ZIP STICK AUTOFIRE

12.95

OF RIBBONS FOR

PYTHON ONE

9.95

(MANYMORE AVAILABLE
PHONE FOR DETAILS)

PLUS XCOPY PRO

94^0

MANY MACHINES

iktf OFFER 5 &#

DSDD

DSHD

30

9.95

18.95

50

13.95

21.95

100

24.95

36.95

200
46.95
68.95
(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE INCLUDES ENV./LABELS)

DEDUCT £1.00 FROM

FOR 4.50

BOX PRICE IF

FOR 7.50

PURCHASING DISKS

AMIGA 512k RAM

CUMANA

EXPANSION

EXTERNAL DRIVE

MOUSE MAT

BOARD
with clock

ONLY 59.95

MOUSE POCKET

PHONE FOR A QUOTE

5.25" DISKS

5

89.95

ACCESSORY PACK
QTY.

5.95

3,5" 80 CAPACITY
3.5" 50 CAPACITY

DISK CLEANING KIT

only 29.95

DATEL

DUST COVER

without clock

ACTION REPLAY II

ONLY 26.95

ONLY 57.95

ASP"

7.99

WE ONLY SELL HIGH QUALITY DISKETTES, OUR 3.5" DISKETTES ARE MADE BY K.A.O. AND OUR 5.25"
DISKETTES ARE MADE BY ATHANA. WE DO NOT SELL SUB-STANDARD DISKETTES FROM THE FAR EAST.

lm][H[d)[]^ \n>u\m
BY PHONE

BY POST

BY FAX

COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD,
Dept. STU, UNIT 3,
RAILWAY ENT. CENTRE,
SHELTON NEW ROAD,
STOKE ON TRENT.

ST4 7SH

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. £3.35 P & P PER ORDER. £9.00 NEXT DAY (UK MAINLAND ONLY)

©
©
©
©
©
S3
©
©
©
©

©
©
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©
©
©
©
©
©
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©

S3
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
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With the grdphics
cdpebilities ofthe ST it's
dshdme to print out in
bbck end white.
Hewlett-Pdckdrd's

PdintJet printer could be
the enswer. Merc Young
investigetes

required shade. The colours produced
by PageStream matcned the screen
very closely. Other packages' output

will depend on the driver used.
T h e HP PaintJet looks

the default text colour - and the

remarkably similar to many 9
and 24-pin dot matrix
printers. Looks, in this case, are
extremely deceptive. The printer uses
inkjet technology to produce its
output, the quality of which is very
impressive.
Setting up the printer could hardly
be more simple. The box contains ink
cartridges (colour and black), paper
and transparency film, and a power
supply with a long lead.
All you need to supply is a suitable
printer lead. Said lead and power
cable plug vertically into a small

other contains three colours.

recess at the back corner of the

printer, which makes for easy access.
Also in the recess are the DIP

The print head moves to the right
of the machine when not in use, and

opening a small flap allows access to
clip in the cartridges. Within this flap
is a small strip for wiping the face of
the print heads.
At the rear of the printer is another
flap which contains a mechanism for
removing small air bubbles from the
cartridge, which may cause blockages.

Text printing
The HP PaintJet allows three print
pitches (10, 12 and 18 cpi) in two
fonts, Courier and Letter Gothic.
There are a number of different

switches which allow you to choose
between two of the internal fonts,

and the normal bold and underline

and also select whether the input is

functions are available, but not italic

RS232 or Centronics. Regardless of
the input, the same socket is used.
Although this makes for a neater
(and cheaper) printer, as a result the
cable required is somewhat non
standard if you intend using the
RS232option.
The printer will use either sprocket
fed paper or single sheet feed. The
paper supplied is HP's own PaintJet

characters. You can, however, design

variety, which is of very high quality
and produces superb results.
Other types of paper can be used,
but the results may not be as
impressive. The printer can print on

transparency film, though in this case
only HP PaintJet film should be used.
The printer has to be set to
transparency mode using the front
panel to obtain the colour intensity
necessary for overhead
transparencies.
The ink cartridges are simple to fit.

They are both print head and ink
cartridge combined. One is black, -

character sets for different languages

FEATURES: 180dpi three
colourplane or 90 dpi four
colourplane printing on
paper or transparency film
which is included in the

package.

EASE OF USE: Straight
forward to set up, and use
with software supportingthe
printer is simple.
Programming colour
graphics yourself could take

your own fonts and download them
to the printer, though these are of a

fixed size and will print correctly
only at 12 cpi.
Printing text in colour can be done
simply by sending an escape
sequence to the printer to change
colour from black to red, green,
yellow, blue, magenta and cyan.
The first thing you notice about
printing is the noise - or rather the
complete absence of any! This is the
quietest printer 1 have ever used, to
the point I had to resist the
temptation to check that something
was actually being printed as the
print head swished from side to side.
One problem I encountered was
finding printer drivers for the various
packages. The PaintJet uses its own
escape sequences for all commands,
and at present few packages support
it. PageStream, used for this review,
performed admirably.
Colour output is of an excellent
quality, with no smudging. The
printer supports up to four colour
planes - the same as the ST's low
resolution screen - so each horizontal

line on the paper can have any 16
colours from a palette of 330.
This matches up nicely with the ST
screen, though of course only 33
shades rather than 512 (or 4096 on

the STE) are available. If you use all
16 available colours per line the
resolution is limited to 90 dots per
inch.

If you can make do with only red,
green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow
and black the resolution can be

doubled to 180 dpi. The reason is

that in order to produce shades of
colour between the seven primary
colours the printer actually prints a
square of four dots, each of a
different colour, to make up the

A test mode prints a welcome

message, followed by the entire
colour palette. The manual also prints
the NTSC standardized RGB values of

each of these colours. While any RGB
value can be specified for a colour,
the printer will select the best match

from its internal palette.

Do it yourself
While PageStream drove the printer
admirably, I attempted to write a
screendump utility which, I hoped,
given the similarity between the
printer and ST colour attributes,,
should not be too difficult a job.
This program, however, is not
exactly outstanding in its simplicity,
and although it is described line by
line, it certainly isn't the kind to
encourage users to dabDle.
To cut a long story short, I was

unable to produce a screendump
program in the time available. I
found this part of the manual very
difficult to follow.

Underline
Like its stablemate, the HP DeskJet

500, reviewed in the August issue,
this printer offers excellent value for
money. For many home users the
expense may be difficult to justify,
but where colour output is required
in the business worid the PaintJet is
the ideal tool.

PaintJet
Ltd. Cain

rks, RG121HN
0344 369369
T

7$

BYTEBACK

DELIVERY
SERVICE

K.

. . . and the

Ring us now! 0636 79097 we're programmed to help

keenest prices

NUMBER ONE FOR ATARI ST USERS - FIRST CLASS SERVICE BY FIRST CLASS POST
NEW GAMES

COMPILATIONS

Armour-Geddon
Brat

17.99
17.99

PRINTERS

PREMIER COLLECTION

18.99

Last Ninja, Flimbos Quest!

Champion of the Raj

17.99

International Karate Plus, Tusker

Chase HQ 2
Chuck Rock

17.99
17.99

TOP SHOTS

Corporation
Crystal of Arborea

16.99
17.99

COIN OP HITS 2

Curse of the Azure Bonds

19.99

Cybercon III

17.99

Defender of the Crown
Demoniak
Elvira

8.99
20.99
19.99

Flames of Freedom (Mid 2)
F15 Strike Eagle 2
Genghis Khan (MB)

19.99
24.99
22.99

GODS
Golden Axe
Hero Quest
Hill Street Blues
Horror Zombies

17.99
17.99
24.99
17.99
17.99

Indianapolis 500
Jahangir Khan Squash

17.99
17.99

Thunder Blade, Turbo Outrun, Crack Down.

James Pond
Kick Off 2

17.99
13.99

SPORTING GOLD

Killing Cloud
Leisure Suit Larry TRIPLE
Lemmings

17.99
34.99
17.99

Lords of Chaos

17.99

Lotus Esprit Turbo
Merchant Colony

17.99
19.99

MIG 29 Fulcrum

24.99

Mighty Bombjack

17.99

Prehistoric Tale

19.99
17.99

Pang
Powermonger

NAM 1965-1975

17.99
19.99

6.99
19.99

MONSTER PACK

19.99

Shadow of the Beast, Infestation, Nitro
WINNING TEAM

19.99

Cyberball, Klax, Vindicators, Planet of Robot
Monsters, Klax
POWER UP

21.99

Rainbow Islands, Altered Beast, Chase H.Q.,
Turrican, A.P.B.
FISTS OF FURY
17.99

Double Dragon II, Shinobi, Ninja Warriors,
Dynamite Dux
MASTERT MIX

Games Winter Edition, Games Summer
Edition, California Games
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION
21.99

Ghostbusters II, Robocop, Batman The Movie,
Indiana Jones
PLATINUM

17.99

Ghouls and Ghosts, Strider, Black Tiger,
Forgotten Worlds
POWER PACK

17.99

Xenon II, TV Sports Football, Bloodwych,
Lombard RAC Rally.
STAR WARS TRILOGY

Rorkes Drift

16.99

Secret of Monkey Island
Speedball2

17.99
17.99

SALE and BUDGET

17.99

9.99

17.99
17.99

4.99

S.W.I.V
Team Suzuki
Toki
Turrican 2
UMS2
Warlords

17.99
17.99
17.99
14.99
19.99
19.99

9.99

Deluxe Strip Poker PLUS
Centrefold Squares

12.99

Centrefold Squares
Daily Double Horse Racing

8.99
8.99

Dungeon Master PLUS
2499

8.99
7.99

DISKS

8.99

4.49
20.99

39.99

500 Disks + Labels

169.99
329.99

8.99

12.99
7.99

Steve Davis Snooker

8.99
39.99

100 Sony Disks + Labels

74.99

10 Sony Disks + Labels,
* plus: Hard Drivin'
* plus: Supercars
* plus: Flimbos Quest

Fun School 2 (under 6).
(6 - 8)
(over 8)....

.12.99
.12.99
.12.99

Fun School 3 (under 5).
(5-7)

.15.99

(over 7)....

..15.99

.15.99
...6.99

.15.99

CAD 3D (1)....
Degas Elite
Cyber Studio.

20 disks + 2

fife boxes = £17.99

BG.01. Monopoly; Classic Board game!
plus: Chess, American Football
BG.27. Strip Breakout; Knock out the bricks to
reveal the picture!
BG.55. Froggy; (Frogger). Caves of Rigel;
Original maze type arcade.
BG.57. Dungeon Master; NEW dungeon!
Needs original program to run
BG.58. Soko; 50 level puzzle game
BG.59. Bubble Trouble; Pacman style plus:
Jumpster; Q-Bert version
BG.64. ST-Umped; Cricket simulator
Does NOT require STOS to run!

X-OUT

4.99

Hitchhikers Guide to Galaxy

8.99

Planetfall

8.99

Leather Goddess of Phobos

8.99

Zorkl

8.99

Zorkll

8.99

Moonmist

8.99

BG.66 Mystic Well; Dungeon Master style Role
Play adventuring
MG.08. Star Trek - Next Generation

DA.01. 66 Adventure game solutions!
..16.99
..17.99
.39.99

DELUXE PAINT

45.99

MASTERsound2
Quartet

..29.99

Replay Professional.
ST Replay (VIII)

..87.99
..59.99

.39.99

DA.02. 62 More Adventure solutions!

BS.18. Madonna; Including those
controversial Playboy pictures
BU.01 Neochrome MASTER; Superb new
version of a Classic Art Package
BU.07.ST Writer Elite; Professional quality word
processor

BU.57. ANI-ST (was Aegis Animator)
professional animation package!
BU.58. File Selector, Desk Manager, Disk
copier, Virus Killer.

...44.99
...55.99
...16.99

BU.64. Fractal; Landscape generator, and
Explorer, Mandlebrot Show

GST C Compiler

...16.99

Home Accounts

BU.59. ZX81 Emulator; including 38 program
files! Uses the original keyword entry system!

Neodesk3

...19.99
....15.99
...15.99
...27.99

Protext(5)

.109.99

Word Writer

....34.99
...19.99

MiniOffice Spreadsheet
Mini Office Graphics

JOYSTICKS
Arcade Joystick
Competition Pro Extra
Joystick & Mouse extension..
Quickjoy III Supercharger
Quickjoy Jetfighter
Quickjoy TOPSTAR

.16.99
.15.99
...4.99

..11.99
.12.99
.19.99

Great fun!

BU.61. ZX81 programs; Over 100 files to run
with the ZX81 emulator!

BU.73 Noisetracker; Conversion of
Soundtracker, Amiga music program
MU.05. Sheet 2; Powerful Spreadsheet plus
tutorial. Lotus compatible!
MU.13. F-Copy III; Superior Copier! Back up
your software...
BE.02. Kids Music, Piano, Grid...

Fun for 3 to 6 year olds

Quickshot III PYTHON

...9.99

BE.03. Kids ABC, Kid Potato, Kid Story,

Sting Ray Handheld
Zip Stick Professional

.13.99

Kid Sketch . . .

.15.99

BE.13. Wolf and Seven Kids; Mulli choice
adventure game for kiddies!
BE.15 Body Shop; Human Anatomy fun. Dot 2
Dot; Join up the dots...

ACCESSORIES
Locking Disk Box (40+)
Media Box (Holds 150+)

6.99
19.99

FURRY MOUSE COVER

6.99

(with eyes, ears and nose!)
9.99

Mouse Mat (BEST Quality)

3.99

8.99

12.99
12.99
12.99

i. i . z b

Battle the Ferengi.. .(not STE)

ART & MUSIC

8.99
7.99

10 Sony Disks + Labels
50 Sony Disks + Labels

.15.99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor..

6.99

Deluxe Strip Poker

1000 Disks + Labels

8.99

Continental Circus

All items due by publication date!
If release delayed - Sent A.S.A.P.

.19.99
.15.99

Let's Spell at Home
Let's Spell at Shops
Shapes and Colours

First Word Plus
GST Macro Assembler
7.99

Colossus Chess X

...8.99
.19.99

UTILITIES

Stormball

10 Disks + Labels

Postman Pat
Learn to Read with Prof.
Prof Makes Sentences...
Puzzle Book 1

Devpac ST (2)

Supercars2
Super Monaco Grand Prix

100 Disks + Labels

disk =

Ask for our NEW catalogue!

9.99

Star Wars, Return of the Jedi, The Empire
Strikes Back

50 Disks + Labels

..209.00

19.99

17.99
17.99
8.99

19.99
14.99
27.99
8.99

i

10 disks + file box = £9.99

EDUCATIONAL

Super Wonder Boy, Dynamite Dux

17.99

18.99

including lead!
Star LC200 (Colour).
including lead!

BG.65. Joust; Arcade classic. . .

17.99

Pro Tennis Tour 2

Wrath of the Demon
Z-Out
3D Construction Kit
3D Pool

PUBLIC DOMAIN
..159.00

Kick Off and Extra time!

Ghouls & Ghosts, Hammerfist, Vigilante, Ninja
Spirit, Dyn. Wars

Rick Dangerous 2
Robocop2
Rocket Ranger

Wings

StarLCIO

NAKSHA MOUSE (NEW)
+ FREE Mouse Mat
+ FREE Mouse Bracket

19.99

MD.41. Robocop; Stunning digitised film
sequences! (MB - 2 disks)
MD.44 S-Express; I got the hots for you ...
Great sampled sequence!
MD.45 Fantasia; Another brilliant example of
the STE's power. (STE)
MD.48 Jungle Demo; superb demo with
amusing Cartoon animation! (STE)
MD.51 Dark Side of the Spoon; First class
collection of demos!

MD.52 Robomix Demo; Digitised film clips,
sampled speech & effects.

The above is just a small selection of our VAST range of 16 Bit software . . . Catalogue available!
All prices include VAT and FIRST CLASS POST! All stock items sent by return post

Cheque, postal
orders or credit
card facilities

DEPT. STU, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 LIE E£

available

Upgrading STs is a very popu
lar and worthwhile pastime:
if you want proof, just look
through any issue of Atari ST User at
all the advertisements offering mem
ory, disk drives and monitors. But
before you do anything to increase
your machine's capabilities, consider
carefully what you intend to use your
ST for, because this will determine

which option you choose.
The most common type of ST is
the standard 520STFM with a double
sided disk drive. 1040s are also rela

tively common, with the Mega range
still rare and generally confined to
business orientated environments.

If all you ever do is load up the lat
est shoot-'em-up to blast aliens, your
need for an upgrade is minimal. You
might want to add an extra half
megabyte of memory because some
games now being released have
enhanced features which can only be
enjoyed on larger memory machines.

Ifyou want still
more from your
machine, there's

nothing for it but
to bite the bullet,
digdeep into
your wallet and
buyan upgrade.
But Simon
Lawson has some

welcome advice

for you first

However, even a second disk drive

would be of minimal use, because

most games cannot use two drives.

Games players
For anyone who plays games most of
the time, but uses the occasional seri

ous program, additional memory is
also a good idea. It's not really worth
going for more than an extra half
megabyte because you'd probably

has a maximum memory configura

banks of 512K memory is disabled to
make room for the new 2Mb expan
sion board. The other is left in place,

half megabyte of memory could cost
anything up to £150.
Thankfully, prices have now fallen

which results in an ST with 2.5Mb of

to a much more reasonable level. A

increasing an ST's memory. Atari

memory. There are also S12K of use
less memory chips soldered to the

arranged the ST memory map in two

motherboard.

512K upgrade can now be had for less
than £50 if you shop around. The
technology used for upgrade boards

tion of 4Mb, which is more than
most people could ever use.

There are several peculiarities that
must be taken into account when

Unusable memory

has also improved, with a simple

never use it. A second drive would be

banks, labelled 0 and 1. Each bank
can contain 2S6K, 512K, 1MB or 2Mb

a good idea since most programs like
to have as much disk space as possi

and both must have some memory
installed in them, although it needn't

Unless you have a Mega2, upgrading

method. The old days of soldering
new chips on to the ST's mother

ble.

be the same amount in each.

Once you get into the realms of
the serious ST user, upgrade fever
really gets a grip. Even comparatively
simple packages like wordprocessors
now demand 1Mb of memory and
prefer to have two disk drives avail
able. For the serious user, a whole

new world of memory upgrades, sec
ond floppy drives, hard drives, and
processor accelerator boards beckons
seductively.
Every computer user craves more
memory: it is the single most popular
way to upgrade a machine. The ST

As you can see from this, Atari can
build STs with either a 512K, 1Mb,

2Mb or 4MB memory capacity, but
they don't make anything else. When
you decide to up an ST's memory,
you will have to disable one or both
banks of existing memory and
replace them with an upgrade board
that holds the new memory.
Replacing only one memory bank
can lead to an unusual situation if

you have a Mega 1 or 1040ST. When
a 1Mb ST is fitted with a extra 2MB

ram expansion, one of the existing

any other type of ST to the full 4Mb
allowed by the memory management
hardware will always involve adding
4Mb of new memory and junking
what was originally installed on the
motherboard.

For owners of 1Mb machines, this

plug-in board now the normal

board have gone forever.
Memory upgrade boards now fol
low a standard and simple design.
The memory board is composed of

three parts: a pin grid that fits over
the ST's memory management unit

can mean 1Mb of unusable memory
chips. Mega2 owners can simply add

(MMU) chip, a new socket for the
video shifter chip and a small circuit

another 2Mb to upgrade their
machines to the full memory limit.
Two years ago, adding memory to
an STwas a difficult and expensive

board that holds the new ram.

business. There were few memory
upgrades available, and ram chip
prices had climbed sky high. An extra

Fitting is simple and usually takes
about five minutes. Open your ST
and remove the metal shielding.
Locate the MMU and push the pin
grid over the top of the chip. It is
important to make sure that all 64

pins make contact with the
chip.

Find the video shifter chip,
which is located inside a
small metal box on the 520

and 1040 and remove it from
its socket. Push the shifter

adaptor into the empty
socket and then plug the
shifter chip into the adaptor.
Once this is done, locate a

convenient place inside your
ST for the new ram board. As

a quick tip, try sticking it on
the inside of the metal shield

ing between the power sup
ply and disk drive.
For games players, one of
the cheap 512K boards to
take your machine up to 1Mb

should be ample for your

•

• needs. It's unlikely that games will
ever need more than 1Mb to run. If

1Mb is more than enough for now,
but you feel that you might need
more later, investigate the upgradable
boards. That way you can always add
more memory when you need it.
Most people find 2Mb or 2.5Mb to
be adequate for serious use. This pro
vides a compromise between memory
capacity and cost.
Shop around and a 2Mb upgrade
could cost you less than £100.

SIMM city

available on double sided disks.

Fitting a double sided drive to an
older ST can be done in one of two

ways. Byfar the easiest
is to buy an external
drive and connect it to

your ST so that you have
one single and one double
sided disk drive. This also

has the advantage that you
have a two drive setup,

rather than being left with
an obsolete single sided
drive.

The other method involves

Upgrade boards that take your STup
to the full 4Mb of memory are now
quite common. Some can be bought

fitting the new drive inter
nally in place of the present

with either 2Mb or 4Mb of memory

of your machine will have to be
unscrewed and opened, and the

installed, so if you can't afford the
whole 4Mb now, you can easily add
another 2Mb when you have the
money. A board with 4Mb of mem
ory installed should set you back
around £160.

Possiblythe best of the upgradable
boards is the SIMM (Single In-Line
Memory Module) board from

drive. This means that the case

internal metal shielding
removed. Since all single sided
machines are over two years old
there is no warranty to lose.

When this is done you will have
access to the disk drive. Fortunately
for potential upgraders, all 3.5in
disk drives have two standard con

Attach an external disk drive to

Evesham Micros. It adds four SIMM

nectors. One carries the power sup

sockets to standard STs, so it is easy

ply and the larger flat ribbon cable

speed up copying and other disk
operations

to upgrade the memory later.
This board then uses exactly the

carries the data to and from the drive.

same SIMM modules as the STE. It is

Use a hacksaw

a fully plug-in-and-play system and

Simplyunplug the two cablesfrom

no soldering or complex modifica
tions need to be made to your

your old drive and plug the new one
in its place. Make sure you get the
connectors the same way up or the

machine.

As users of the early STswill know,
not everyone is lucky enough to have

drive won't work.

a double sided disk drive fitted to

encounter with a new internal drive

their machine. The first 520STs and

is the shape of the drive fascia. To
match the rest of the ST's styling,
Atari chose a strange slanted design
for the disk eject button and disk
insert slot. This design means that
many replacement internal drives
won't fit through the hole in the ST's

520STFMs had only a 360k, single
sided drive. This can cause problems
because programs are getting larger,
and more and more software is only

The only problems you're likely to

casing. For the brave souls among
you, a small hacksaw and iron nerves
will solve this problem. Simply mark

Inevitably, some users will need more
storage than floppies offer - espe
cially those who work with large files.

out where the new drive button and

A hard drive is the ultimate storage

disk slots fit and carefully cut your ST

device for the serious ST user.

casing to match. Remember to
smooth off any rough edges that may
result. The STcasing is made of
strong plastic, so there is little danger
of it cracking while it is being altered
- if you are careful!
If attacking your machine with a

With prices falling steadily, capaci
ties of up to 100Mb can now be

saw sounds too nerve-wracking, don't

give up. Many dealers can supply
genuine Atari replacement drives at a
reasonable cost. Because these drives

are manufactured for Atari the fascia

plates are the correct shape, so no
external case alterations are needed.

found for less than £500, with fast
access and data transfer times. 40Mb

is the minimum capacity you should
consider for a hard drive. The 30Mb

drives are slower and often cost the

same as the slightly larger drive.
A 100Mb hard drive can hold

about 150 floppy disks-worth of pro
grams and data. As well as their stor
age capacity, hard drives have the
advantage of data access times, with
programs loading as much as 25
times faster than from a floppy.

Expandibility
They are also ideal for working with
large files that won't fit on a floppy
disk. Hard disks used to be so expen
sive that only professional users
could afford them, but now they are
within the reach of most ST users.
While most hard disks use "fixed"

media, there are also removable hard

disks. These are based on a system
manufactured by SyQuest. Each

SyQuestdrive uses cartridges capable
of storing 44Mb each. They are
slower than a normal hard drive, but

when your cartridge is full you just
get another.
This sort of expandability really
comes into its own if you have more
There are numerous

ways of making an
ST run faster. Fitting
HyperCache into the
computer is a
reasonable solution

than about 200Mb of data to store, or

you want to use your hard drive for
different things. With a SyQuest drive
you could have one cartridge for use
with an emulator like Spectre GCR

and another for normal Atari pro

around £2,000 pounds, it is only for

grams.

without cache ram because the speed
increase provided by these boards is

the dedicated ST user.

One of the most obvious candi

GOOD

dates for an upgrade is the operat
ing system.itself. Most current STs
are fitted with Tos 1.09, which
was finalised in 1988. Since

then, Atari have made some

changes in the Gem interface to

make it more user friendly.
Tos 1.4 is the new, 1990

version of the operating sys
tem. It includes new, disk for
matting routines, file selector

and some redesign to the
Desktop dialogue and Alert
boxes to make them easier
to use. Tos 1.4 also con-

DEAL
Having decided exactly how you
want to upgrade your machine,
it's time to start searching
through the advertisements to
find the best deal. To help you
find the hardware you need,
Atari ST User have culled the best

prices for new hardware from the
current adverts.

Also included are some useful

telephone numbers for other
manufacturers and suppliers.

i tains a host of system

I

level bug fixes to make

Contacts

the whole system more

Evesham Micros,

reliable and less prone to
crashes.

Fitting the new Tos is

extremely simple. It involves open
ing your ST and removing the old
chips from their sockets. Once the

Telephone 0386 765500
Memory:
512K board £49.95,
2Mb board £119.99,
4Mb board £199.95.

For people who want a better
screen display without paying the
earth, there are other options. The
Reflex Card from Titan Designs
(Telephone 021 415 4155) allows a
normal SM124 to display a picture
with a resolution of up to 1024 x 496
pixels. This is almost twice the nor
mal picture size.

The Reflex Card can be fitted to

costs a very reasonable £249

drive a variety of large

Protar UK Ltd, telephone 0923 54133. Their
range of hard drives includes a 44Mb remov

screen monitors from

able drive. Excellent build quality and superb

Hitachi, Samsung and oth

hard drive utilities. Also a 14in stereo colour

Reflex can also be used to

ers. Contact Titan for more

Floppy Drives:

A processor accelerator card

around £50.

NeoDesk-like
ForSTE users, the need to improve
the operating system is not so press
ing. Tos 1.6 is the STE-specific version

of Tos 1.4, so STE owners already
have the advantage of the newer
operating system.
There is, however, an even newer

version of the STE operating system.
Tos 2.0 has so far only been seen in
the new Mega STE machines, but
there are persistent rumours that
Atari will release Tos 2 as a user

upgrade for STEs. It includes the radi
cally redesigned Desktop that has a
host of NeoDesk-like features, such as
custom icons, improved file handling
and program launching.

Tos 1.4 and a 40Mb hard disk is all

that the average home user is ever
likely to need.
But graphics cards and large screen
monitors are a popular choice with
professional ST users. Programs like
Calamus and PageStream are
designed to take advantage of bigger
monitors.

A 19in monitor such as the Atari

SM194 is capable of displaying a full
A4 page onscreen. It requires a special
display card and can only be fitted to
a Mega ST with Tos 1.4. Costing

Silica Systems, telephone 081 3091111. Atari

is possibly one of the most
radical and difficult

main dealers for the UK. All Atari hardware

upgrades that can be
attempted.
The ST is a reasonably

and a widerange of othermanufacturers.
Monitors, hardand floppy drives and print
ers.

fast machine with an 8MHz

Ladbroke Computing,
Telephone: 0772 203166
Memory:
512K board £39.99.

2Mb board £99.99.
4Mb board £169.99.
2Mb SIMMs £79.99.

4Mb SIMMs £159.99.

Floppy Drives:
External £59.99,
Internal £54.99.

Hard Drives:
Data Pulse 52Mb £409.99.
Data Pulse 105Mb £519.99.

(Both include NeoDesk 3).

Rom Upgrade:
TOS 1.4, 2 or 6 chip set, £39.99.

When the basic items like disk

storage, operating system and mem
ory have been seen to, most users are
satisfied. After all, the 4Mb ST with

Gasteiner Technologies, telephone 081 365
1151. Gasteinercan supplya wide rangeof
monitors,hard drives, and memory upgrades.
Also mice, scanners, and printers.

Radical

External £54.95.

Reference 40Mb £324.00,

Power Computing,
Telephone 0234 843388
Memory:
512K board £45.00.

2Mb board £99.00.
4Mb board £169.00.

Floppy Drives:
External £50.00.
Internal £35.00.

Also official internal drive, no
case modification £45.00.

Hard Drives:
Power 40Mb £329.00.
Power 100Mb 479.00.

Also available with clock for £10
extra.

7775. They can supply a range of

Other useful numbers

(£286 inc VAT).

details about their special

Reference 100Mb £469.00

The '030 boards often include their

own 32-bit ram on the board, some
times as much as 4Mb, which gets
around the problems of the ST's slow
ram accessing.
If you're interested in a faster ST,
try System Solutions on 071 252

the expansion bus of Mega or a fit
ting kit is available for other ST mod
els, including the STE. It

monitors.

Atari Megafile 30 £439.00,
Atari Megafile 60 £589.00.

68030.

tion, so you can see a whole page in a
DTP program at once.

4Mb SIMMs £160.00.

or six chips sets. It is important to
check which configuration your
machine has before ordering the new
chips. The upgrade should cost

present, and can be used as a fall back
mode if a program crashes on the

screen flicker. This is a true A4 resolu

2Mb SIMMs £80.00,

Hard Drives:

This means that the old 68000 is still

1024 are possible with some minimal

the new chips will upgrade your
machine. It is literally the work of a
couple of minutes and the results are
Tos is fitted in all STs in either two

The 68030 boards take a different

approach to expanding your
machine. They require a Mega ST and
plug into the internal expansion slot.

Interlaced resolutions of 1024 x

socketsare vacant, simply pluggingin

immediately noticeable.

poor.

Titan Designs, telephone 021 415 4155.

68000 central processor but
with some applications it
can slow down. Speed
intensive programs like
CAD, DTPand graphics can
benefit from extra processor

Reflex Graphics card for enhanced screen dis

play on an SM124 monitor. Theycan also
supply a rangeof specialistA3 and A4 moni
tors for DTP applications.

Third Coast Technologies, telephone 0257

power.

472444. Specialists in memoryupgradesand

There are two types of
processor upgrades. The

drives, and more specialist hardware like

most common is a faster

genlocks.

hard drives. Can also supply secondfloppy

68000, usually clocked at
16Mhz, twice the speed of a
normal ST. The other kind replaces
the 68000 with a more powerful pro
cessor, such as a 68030.

The fast 68000 boards replace the
normal processor in the ST.This
involves desoldering the 68000 chip

and installing a socket in its place.
Once this is done the new faster pro
cessor is plugged in.
Removing the old CPU chip

should only be attempted by an elec
tronics expert: if the desoldering
operation goes wrong, you will com
pletely destroy your ST.
A faster 68000 should include

some fast cache ram to help it operate
efficiently. The ST is designed as an
8Mhz machine, and the design of the
machine can't service the faster pro
cessor properly.
The cache ram gets around this
problem by storing data in memory
the processor can access faster.
Look for a board with either 32K or

64K of cache ram. Don't go for one

accelerator boards, including 68000
and 68030-based models. They will
also fit the boards for a.very reason
able charge.

Conclusion
This article on upgrading the SThas
been by no means exhaustive. We've
tried to cover all the major aspects of
upgrading, but there are a few areas
that have been missed.

New mice are inexpensive and
popular because the Atari rodent is
rather uncomfortable. Most mail

order companies can supply a new,
improved plastic pet from £25.
No mention of either modems or

printers has been made. Both are

really in the category of complex
extra hardware rather than an

upgrade.
But hopefully you will have seen
that improving your machine can
open up whole new areas, and it
doesn't cost the earth to do it.

Akore Shareware
GAMES
GA 6017 - POOLS PREDICTOR

MU 5316 -DLX PIANO

GA 6172 - CELEST

MU 5317 -CASIO CZ SERIES DATA
LIBRARIAN

GA 6179 - WARZONE

MU 5320 -YAMAHA VOICE EDITOR

GA 6180 - BALLER (MONO-MONITOR
REQUIRED=M.M.R.)

PROGRAM (C.S.R.)

.

MU 5329 -THE ACCOMPANIST V2.3

GA 6189 - BOLO

MU 5335 -QUARTET SAMPLES (DOUBLE
SIDED DISK)

GA 6192 -CUBE W0RUJ(M.M.R.)
GA 6194 - PACMAN
GA 6197 - DRAWPOKER

EDUCATION

GA 6201 -GIVE US A BREAK (C.S.R.)

ED 3014 - ASSISTANT CHEF RECIPE

GA 6204 - THE WORLD OF EAMON

(COLOUR SCREEN REQUIRED
C.S.R.)

GA 6205 -FRUIT MACHINE (C.S.R.)
GA 6207 -MONOPOLY V2.0 (C.S.R.)
GA 6210 -TENNIS (C.S.R.) DOUBLE SIDED

ED 3043 - CHILD EDUCATION DISK 1

(C.S.R.)

DISK

ED 3044 - CHILD EDUCATION DISK 2

(C.S.R.)
ED 3046 • HISTORY FILE (C.S.R.)

GA 6211 -ANDRUIL (M.M.R.) DOUBLE
SIDED DISK

ED 3048 - CHILD EDUCATION DISK 4

GA 6221 -POP EYED (C.S.R.) DOUBLE

(C.S.R.)

SIDED DISK

GA
GA
GA
GA
GA

ED 3049 - CHILD EDUCATION DISK 5

6229 -STOCKS AND BONDS (C.S.R.)
6234-ZOLTAR (C.S.R.)
6242 -MOTOR CYCLE (C.S.R.)
6247 -SNAKES AND LADDERS (C.S.R.)
6248 -STRABBLE (M.M.R.) DOUBLE

(C.S.R.)
ED 3051 - KIDSHAPES PLUS (C.S.R.)
ED 3052 - CAN YOU SPELL (C.S.R.)
ED 3141 - CHEMISTRY FOR ALL V2.0 (NOT
STE C.S.R.)
ED 3337-TYPE IT (C.S.R.)

SIDED DISK

GRAPHICS
GR 2027 - FONTMASTER (M.M.R.)
GR 2028 - FONTS FOR FONTMASTER
GR 2029 - PUBLISHING PARTNER - DISK 1
GR 2030 - PUBLISHING PARTNER - DISK 2
GR 2031 - PUBLISHING PARTNER - DISK 3
GR 2039 - OVER 40 GEM GDOS FONTS

Akore brings the most comprehensive
library of Amiga Shareware/PD in the UK.
For your catalogue or to order disks please

call us on Freephone 0800 252221

DESKTOP
DT 6161 - CALENDAR
DT 6162 - 5 CALCULATORS

DT 6163 - W/P. TOOLS, DISKMAN
DT 6165 - ASSISTANT

DT 6166 - ST. 68,000 REF. GUIDE

UTILITIES

GR 2041 - MAC FONTS

UT 4009

GR 2253 - NEOCHROME MASTER V2.10

UT 4019

MICRO EMACS V3.925

UT 4053

ADDRESS BOOK
DRIVER FILES

GR 2255 - MASTER PAINTER
GR 2257 - FRACTALS DISK
GR 2258 - DEGAS DISK

Please rush me the following disks:
Title

Title

UT 4075
UT 4102

GR2263-PRINTMASTER

UT 4115

GR 2268 - PICTURE CONVERTORS

UT4116

GR 2269 - E.PLAN (M.M.R.)
GR 2270 - FRACTAL ZOOM V3.1 (DOUBLE
SIDED DISK)

UT 4086
UT 4094

GR 2275 - PRINTMASTER GRAPHICS

APPLICATIONS

+ £195 P&P

AP 1006 - ST.SHEET

Total

PROGRAMS

AP 1012 - SHEET V2.0 (D.S.D.)
AP 1015 - INVENTORY PROGRAM V2.0
AP 1018 - ST.WRITER ELITE V3.6
AP 1024 - DOUBLE SENTRY V0.5

Name

RECOVER
DISK LABELLERS DISK V0.3
DISK LABELLER DISK
DC FORMAT V3.03

UT 4119

A.B.K. B.B.S. P.D. COMMS DISK

UT 4120

MUG U.K. DISK 1

UT 4121

PLANETARIUM (DOUBLE SIDED
DISK) MONO MONITOR

UT 4122

CUSTOM FORMATTOR
COMPLETE AMATEUR

ASTRONOMER (C.S.R.)
UT 4128

THE GEMINI

UT 4133

THE VAULT

UT 4134

THE ARCHIVER DISK

UT 4135

Address

DISK UTILITIES
DESK MANAGER V2.6

UT 4095

UT 4123

AP 1007 - ASSORTED COMMUNICATIONS

PERSONAL FINANCE

D.COPY V3.12 (M.M.R.) DOUBLE
SIDED DISK

AP 1026 - PERSONAL DATABASE

UT 4140

DOC DISP

AP 1081 - MULTI LINGUAL WORD

Postcode

PROCESSOR
AP 1085 - FIRST BASE

AP 1344 - T.V.X. EDITOR

PROGRAMMING
PR 9289 -68,000 ASSEMBLER

Telephone

Iwish topay by
__„ _

Credrt Card No

] Cheque/PO
] Credit Card

R

1 G

I - 9 Disks..

10 -19 Disks.. .£1.99

PR 9292 - FORTH 83
PR 9295 - XLISP V1.7
PR 9301 - MODULA -2 DEVELOPMENT

[Exp

20 + Disks

. £1.75

30 h- Disks

. £1.50

SYSTEM VI.0

PR 9302 - SOZOBON C-COMPILER (DOUBLE
SIDED DISK)
PR 9304 - A.G.T. V1.19 (DOUBLE SIDED
DISK)

'AWERlirAg|
•exp.pess

.£2.49 each

'—'

To order Freephone 0800 252221
or send in the tear off slip to
FREEPOST, Akore, Nottingham,
NG11BR.

Shareware programs may require extra
payment to authors where requested.
Public Domain programs require no

further payment.
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The first adventure to be released into

the public domain written using the
C Adventure Toolkit (see last month's
Public Sector) arrived on Goodmans
disk GDI 197. The disk contains both

the STand PC versions of the game,
and was written by the author of
CAT,Tony Stiles.
Described as "a bit of an iffy
adventure", it's certainly different!
You can control two characters,

Snatch (the pokey pervert) and
Crunch (the monolithic mutant).
Both start wearing nothing but a pair
of pants, and you can get an idea of
the warped humour of this adventure
by taking the pants off, then getting
an inventory - you can possibly guess
what you will be holding!
The adventure looks very promis-

Merc Young with the
low down on the

latest free programs
from the world of
PD end shareware

[ GET SNATCH 1 taken,
What now? becorte snatch

t BECOME SHftTCH ] Vou are: Snatch, Vou are being carried [or should that be
crushed) bg Crunch, BOV, do this gugs arnpits stink?
What now? exanine arnpits

[ EXAMINE ARMPITS ] Vou don't see angthing unusual,
What now? exanine arnpits

I EXAMINE ARMPITS I Upon further investigation, gou find a piece of soggg
paper anongst the stinkg arnpits.

What now? get paper
[ GET PAPER ] taken,

What now? exan paper
[ EXAM PAPER 1 It has sone writing on it!
What now? read paper

I READ PAPER 1 —I pronise to pag the bearer on denand,.. 1 nelph,.
Hot the easiest of adventures, and
not for the easily offended, AweChasm shows what can be
achieved with the C Adventure
Toolkit

ing - for the over 18s! - though I
have to confess to getting stuck very
early on. (Would youhave thought of
looking in someone's armpit for
money?) The author has, however,
been foolish enough to include his

address in the documentation, so I'm

sure he'll be getting some pretty
strange mail from pervy adventurers
around the country.

most PD libraries. In it you control
Paco as he digs underground, collect
ing gems. Although the scenario is
somewhat familiar, the game differs

to higher levels. Included as part of
the game is a screen designer, which
allows you to create your own levels,
from 49 to 999.

from most others in that Paco cannot

climb back up vertically unless there
is something on both sides. In the
early screens the strategy is fairly
obvious, though later screens are
quite devious.
To complete a level, a certain num
ber of gems must be collected. The
bad news is that you don't know how
many gems are required until you
have collected them. At this point the
screen flashes, and you can finish the
screen by leaving at the bottom.
Alternatively, collecting all of the
gems finishes it automatically.
There are 48 levels to complete,
with a password system giving access

Another Budgie UK game, this one is
of the platform variety. You control
Frankenstein - the baron, not the
monster - in his search for bones in
Castle Frankenstein. Each level con

tains a number of objects which must
be collected before leaving the level
by the door at the foot of the screen.
The level is played against a very
tight time limit - make many mis
takes and you'll never finish in time.
You are given nine lives to begin
with, and believe me, you will need
them! Control is via the joystick - the>-

Paco and the Tunnels of Doom is

another excellent Budgie UK
Licenseware release, available from

udgie Uh HRI
The Paco loading
screen gives a hint
at the quality
behind this Budgie
UK release

Hmmm! I seem to

have gone wrong
here somewhere.

Oh well, just one
more go...

comes with L-CACHEdisk caching
software which should speed up your

pictures join together, the connecting

passage is highlighted and numbered,
making it very easy to negotiate

Goodmans International Boot Disk 3

disk i/o considerably. ETERNAL
comes with a program which will
copy files to the ram disk automati
cally.
Two replacement file selectors are
also provided: LGSELECT version 1.7

(disk GD717) contains a number of

and FSELV6 (version 6!) are both far

useful programs grouped together by
virtue of the fact that they are mostly
programs which must
Ppsk pain Edit

better than the standard Gem file

between them.

n4*£Usn<3' €ne^ JS'oot^rv

I ain't afraid of

no ghost (well,
OK, just a bit
scared)...

reside in the Auto folder

of your boot disk in order

selector, and LGSELECT allows you to
Layout Uicn Stulc Fornat Text Object Global

w
•

BIEU0DDV.PC3

:

—

to be used.

. JD

The first folder full of

') o

programs on the disk con
tains both mono and

•

!TI~~

options
sptions

—

colour emulators - includ

ing a demo of the new
Monulator program from
Moriarty Software. Also

\
o

"7ii~iStii—

certainly ain't
ball!

than looking through a complete

>• fire button is used when Frank is

standing on certain tiles to transport
him either vertically upward, or to

solution!

it implemented.

included is BIGSCREEN,

The Little Green File Selector in

which allows the dimensions of your

ST screen to be greater than the visi

action in PageStream. Notice how
the selector can now be positioned
anywhere onscreen

ble portion.
RESTART is a program which

move the file selector to a different

allowspre-TOS1.4 machines to be

position on the screen,which is the

rebooted using the
Control/Alternate/Delete key combi

best new feature by far.
HEADSTART is a program which
enables any programs - whether they
use Gem or not - to be auto booted.

disk. ETERNAL and L-RAM are both

IDLE is a screen blanking program,
which saves wear and tear on your

reset-proof, that is, they keep their

monitor screen.

There are three ram disks on the

afraid of no

contents even after a warm boot,

while MAXIDISK compresses the data
in it, taking less memory than would
otherwise be required.L-RAM also

FinallySTE_BOOT takes a DESK
TOP.INF file on an STE, and converts
it to boot the STEsuccessfully in

direction in which he is facing. Look

The maps are in the form of Degas
Elite picture files, and a picture dis
play program is provided for you to

out for the teleport animation!

view them. Also on the disk is a

fewer features than

PICSW7, a program which allows you
to print the maps to an Epson-com
patible printer.

LGF, but can be
simpler to use

teleport him horizontally in the

Of-€Z t<04Z.

medium resolution.
FSEL version 6 has

The maps are all well drawn, using

The Adventurer's PD Library have a
number of disks containing maps and
solutions to adventure games. Map
disk No 10 has full maps for Leather
Goddesses of Phobos, Hollywood HiJinx, Wishbringer and Deadline. The

medium resolution. Each location

contains a brief description together
with a list of objects to be found
there. Obviously one screen is not

enough to map out an entire adven
ture game, so the maps have been
split into several pictures. Where the

maps are an invaluable aid to the lost
adventurer, and feel less like cheating
Two maps from

leather gwdesses of phobos

mpj1__

the Leather

mllS|o»™«F1
: rtlfr.l ^j7
T(F1M, sivts ksy!!)

Goddesses of

Phobos - you'll
have to get the

CLOSET
(BiJKeti

(BUCK Circle)
"ENTER CIRCLE"

IPiinUrgltlrjyJ

5

disk to see
the rest!

(Rule BooKHFoodl

lllgtat]
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m
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(Doom)

n of h

ISljjM
OTHER CELL

SOLDCIR
(Couch)
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OUTSIDE
SERVICE
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(Paper)

(Sirlt)
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nation - especiallyuseful if the back
of your STis difficult to access.
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MEGA VALUE
ARCADE CLASSICS)
An amazing pack full
of nostalgic arcade
games including:
Space Invaders, Pac
Man, Galaxians,

PACMAN ST

Detonator, Boulder
Dash and. Order

code gpsi.

Only €12.00.

GAMES PACKS

MEGA VALUE

ARCADE PACK 1

ARCADE PACK 2

ARCADE PACK 3

Mixture: The first of our

Shoot 'Em Ups: Some

Platforms: Exploredif

brilliant arcade attacks

ferent worlds in these

with

brilliant all new plat
form games: Zerphold,

special arcade packs
with shoot 'em ups and
platform type games
includes Fruit Machine,
Nova,Motorcycle, Azarians, The Droid, Spaceballe.r. and-- Fuzzball.

Order Code GP62.

Exterminate,

Onyx, Hostile Recep
tion, Tri Heli, Cosmos,
St? c5i--.:'

\Z.£M

Only

BOARD & CARD GAMES

G

and Birt the Squirt.

Excellent! Order Code

Only £12.00.

GPS3.

A mega compilation

Parabulum, Pullezer,
Gold Rush, Dr Boris

LLamatron and Temon.

A

E

ARCADE PACK 4

s

Mixture:

of of classic board

Houses,

P

Fire

GAMES ALL games are only £3.001.

Cribbage,

Monopoly and Pat
ience.

Order Code

GPS5-

ekh?

Only £10.00.

G97 1MB. NOTSTE1.62. The Star Trek game.
9.
G103 Pop Eyeda 60's musictrivia stripquiz.
G106 The Name Game.
GUI Stocks and Bonds a stock market
simulation.

ADVENTURE GAMES
Four

excellent

new

adventures to take you
into different worlds.
Includes Don't Bank on

it, Awe Chasm, Mystic
Well, Ditch Day Drifter,
Hack, Larn, Star Trek,

G112 Upstart a shoot the cherries up arcade

!

game, excellent!

Only £12.00.

tains 3.

CIS1 - Subjects covered: sports,flags, animals, cartoons,
humorous,Xmas,Jewish,-Borders, Halloween, Valentines,

horses,-eyes,alphabets, hands, 193Gfs;,trademarks,
zodiac, cars etc. plus lots more. £12.50.

ups

includes

83
85

Pro Darts 501 down.

Avena Blue.
Code GPS7.

B7

Ball Zone the breakout game.
Moneyspinner the slot machine.
Zenith arcade space battle,
Word puzzle generator.

For owners of an Atari ,t

81

82

BIO

B13

IG-orb, Colony, Castle I

'Frankenstein and |
Order

nly £12.00.

MONOCHROME GAMES PACK

B16
B17

G117 FlightSimulator.
G118 England Team Manager footbai! game.
G121 Top of the Pops record company

B22

Bandit the one armed bandit.

B24
B3S
B41
B65

SlipperySid great maze game.
Hostilereception Xenontype shoot 'em up,
Exodus superb graphics arcade game.
Douglas Rockmoor the greatest ever

taife, Andruil Cavern, Elimina- „
tor, Space Invaders, Squixx "

impletation of Boulderdash. Brilliant!.

and Runner. Order Code #>».•.,«::••*%*• A

G129 Snakes and Ladders the game.
G131 1MB.Anagrams, you enter a word and it

monochrome monitor an tir-t-H"tA^-4-^-1 -'rill

Makea break triviaquizz where you

excellent variety ofgames r»

play snooker byanswering the questions.

wfiich include: Pacman, Pool, tP

Arm Bandit,Diamonds,Run

nerRevenge, Arka,Bailer, 0

£3.00.

D228- 1MB. AN COOL from The Care Bears
' demo. £3.00.

D229 -1 MB. TheJungledemo!£3.00.
D230 - Movie shows off the stereo sound and the blitterchip. £3.00.

"••"""•

Space War,MineField. Soli-

am.

„

—

ftA•''

only £10.00*

&

M15- The Accompanist MIDI 16 voice
' sequencer byHenry Cosh. £3.00.

JCyr D149D1M- 1MB. NOTSTE. Delerious demo

^^ trom the alliance. £6.00.
^v*
-Mind Bomb mega must have demo. £3.00.
^w DT58D159 D160- NOTSTE. Batman the movie demo.

" M18.'M19'M20- Soundtracker player and Sound' tracker modules converted from the Amiga. Also
' documentation and some source code in 68000 and

W Excellent 3disk full colour digitised demo ofthe film. £9.00.

GFA basic on Soundtracker formats and different

D197- SpaceAceAmazing animation. £3.00.

frequencies. £9.00.

D202-NOTSTE. Predator film.£3.00.
DM7- Snowman demo. £3.00.

M21 - Noizetracker. £3.00.

CIS?-Subjects covered: men,women, illuminated Alo Z,
arrows, stars, explosions, humorous, cartoons, pointing

D231 - 1MB. BOING a bouncing ball withcolours

02WD211-1MB. TheStarWarsWalker t&ll animation. £6.00.

M22>M23 - Quartet samples lotsofsamples for use with

scrollingthrough it and the sounds of Axel-F£3.00.

Quartet. £6.00.

hands, food and more. £12-50.

D221<D2?2 - NOTSTE. 1MB. Dragons Lair game anima

D233 -1MB. 3DScroller, sounds ofTheCure andvery-

tiondemo by IRS. £6.00.
D236- InnerCircle Decade demo. £3.00.

CIS3 - Subfects covered: Fruit, herbs, meat, arrows, spe
cial occassions,vegetables, kitchen utensils, cups and
glasses, art deco and breakfasts. £12.50.

I; CIS*-.Subjects covered: More Art Deco, Babies, Boys

| and Girls, lots of humorous, illuminated Ato Z, scrolls,

more special occassions and calligraphicornaments.
£12.50.

OSS'- Christmas Clip Art Pack: over onehundred images
ofChristmas from both the 19th and20th century from
father Christmas to borbals, to Christmas trees and bor

ders. Perfectforcreatingposters, cards and invitesetc for

colourful scrollingmessage, actually scrolls from the
botlomofthe screen to the middlethen straight up and
out of the toplWithbouncing bobs and all!£3.00.

D234- 1MB. Psychedelik House II ByThe Overlan-

D240 - StarTrek The Enterprises leaves dry dock and2excellentanimations oftheReliant flying through space. £3.00.
02*7- TheLost Boys Life's a Bitch demo. £3.00.

LI - 68000 Assembler, Xlisp. STLogo,
Tinybasic.£3.00.

der.Aciiiid! £3.00.

D251- The Black Cats STE demo excellent! £3.00.
D252- The 2nd French STEdemo brilliant!£3.00.

L2-STBasic. £3.00.

D254 - Tomorrows World 3Dstereodemo!! Experience
real 3D stereo on your STE when connectedto your

L5-PDCv2.0Ccompiler. £3.00.
L6-ToyProlog. £3.00,
L.7-Xlispv1.7.£3.00.
L8- Forth from Bradley Firmware. £3.00.
L13 L14 - Modula-2 development systemv1.0. £6.00.
L15- SozobonC compiler. £3.00.

StarterUtility Pack:this packwas compiled with
new ST user in mind,a tile compresser, RAM disk.
PrinterSpooler. BIGcolouremulator. Monochrome emulator,

HI Fl. £3.00.

"l.pjctureconverters, disk formatters, lime and dale
RAM free. autoGEM and tots more. Plus STWriter

any Christmasocassion. £12,50.

processor, Daia Handler the database and Sheet the

. "501

CIS6 - Fantastic andMythological Creatures andMon

e Business Pack: Datahandler and First Ba_. _ ..

sters: an excellent pack of creatures fromall over the
world: Japan. Europe,China, India,NorthAmerica, South
America etc. some dating back 400 years! AH sorts of

STSheetand Sheet2 excellentspreasheets,STWriter Elitethe e

MP8- GDOSGEM Font Pack - 171 fonts.

weird and wonderful creatures

GEM Font Master font editor and a PD

including death masks, dragons, gargoyles andlotsmore!

of GDOS plus full details on using

£12.50

CIS7- Flower Power Clip Art Pack: pictures of the most
popularflowers, plus arrangements,silohuettes,flowers in
vases and typesettingborders.A3 diskpack for£7.50.

- Calamus FontPack1- 40fonts foronly £8.50!
1- Calamus FontPack2 - 32fontsforonly£8.50!
MP15- Calamus Font Pack3 •34fonts for only £8.50!
MP12 Signum Font Pack1 - 73 x 24 pinprinter/ screen
fonts. £8.50!

MP13 Signum FontPack 1 - 68 x 24 pinprinter/ screen
MP16- Education Pack1: Many excellent
programs fullof colour and music for under 8's

covering the following subjetcs:Shapes, Puzzles,
Songs, Create Stories, Drawing, ABC, MrPotatoe
Face, KidDTP, Graphs, Grids, Music, Notes, Piano and
Spelling. £8.50.

Numerical Go Round, and two study aids - Guizz and
Study. £8.50.

BP18- FunTime 1 and 2 for ages 3 to 5 thisdiskis
crammed with delightful tution on manysubjectssuch as
shapes,clock, pictures, money, seasons and more. £3.00.

BP10- Classroom Maths for students age7to 12.£3.00.

M •Sheet v2.0. Brilliant spreadsheet. £3.00.
Atifl- 1MB. B'Stat, sophisticated graph, slatsanalysis. £3.00.

XO
excelle
BfflT excellentanimation
package allowsyou to

S—iK|f cre3te vour own animations! Pearle the ray

MP21 -TeX thedocument processor andtypesetling system. £20.00.

V tracing package with full examples. Mini Paint

A125-1MB. OpusV2.10 excellent spreadsheet. £3.00.
A138- Double Sentry vO.OO small business accounts. £3.00.

the excellentfully featuredpainting package, NEOMaster the excellent painting program, and picture con

A15 -STSWrtcher will split anSTsmemory into 2seoerate parts allowing
youto use 2 programsat once. £3.00.
A3i-1ST Wordprinterdriverfles. £3.00.

venors. £8.50!

A*dMUftlTt-Hard Disk Utilities: Includes TheVault backup andmuch

MP5 - Graphics Pack2: Master Painter theexcellent fully

A25/A60 - Font Master an excellent document processor

featured paint package that includes multipy screens,

'•

ColourBurst II the 800/3200 shades on screen at once

- DCFormatv3.03 THE ST disk formatterincludes MSDOS.£3.00.

withmanyfonts.RequiresMonoMonitor. £6.00.

M0-Superboot v6.0 THE STcustom boot program. ScreenDump24

A45-StarLC/ML printer font designer andinstaller. £3.00.
A63'A64 • FontKit V3.31 an Epson printer. STscreenand

v2.0AttHelp screendumptoEpsonLG800 orcompatible. £3.00.
' "-V1njsKillerv2.01. Rlespyv1.0tiledisplayer.£3.00.

Degas fonteditor.£3.00.

paint package, Fine Linethe drawing program,Fractal
Zoomthe most comprehensivefractal generator on
the ST, the Atari IMageProcessor (1MB), MegaBlit the
paint package, Studio and VanGogo2 excellentpaint

I' • FSelectv3/1989 excellent alternative fileselector.£3.00.

A1H• Headstart vU autobootGEM programs. Manual Maker v2.0
requires GDOS.£3.00.

packages. £8.50!

A120 • Copiers: copy beef, super copy, copy v2, copy track, diskcopy,

Gfll - NEOchrome Master v2.1 excellent graphic

tnibbler and others. £3.00.

A128 • Recover allows you torecover tost data. Bootinfo allows you to

package. £3.00.

put any text on screen at boot up. £3.00.

• Infinity BBS. Setup your own
Bulletin BoardSystem.£3.00.
A48- Uniterm v2.0c. Features:Xmodem, Ymo-

A134 • Boot Drive Selectallows youtoselecta drive to bootfrom when

GH6 - Degas disk - 155fills, 10brushes, 7 fonts, printer

youresetyourST.GrafTool andChartmaker are2goodgraphcreators. £3.00.

driverfiles. £3.00.

A157. Custom Formatter allows you specify how much storage space

GR14 - Public Painter v0.1. Requires a Mono

you require.£3.00.

Monitor. £3.00.

A(SB- TheComplete Amateur Astronomy Guide. £3.00.
A!ftt•Gemini desktop replacement. Excellent replacement Desktop sim

GR17 - Picture Convenors. Print Master, Degas, Neo,
Tiny, IFF,Spec512,IMG, AIM, Postscript. £3.00.
GR19 - Fractal Zoom v3.1 Ihemostcomprehensive fractal

ilar lo NEOdesk. £3.00.

AT67• BIGColourEmulatorcolour screen emulalor(or monochrome
monitors. £3.00.

more. £3.00.

generationprogramavailable. £3.00.

BP8. MusicCassette LabelPrinter.£3.00.

A17.1 -ARC v6.02 thelitecompressor, ARC shellv1.98, LHarc v0.5b and

GR20 - .IMG picture file utilities: Convert2IMG v0.9con
verts any Degas,Tiny, NEO, Macpaint, Spectrum picture

CompuserveB, AutoDialand muchmore.£3.00.

vi 13 Turboarc,ARCHauto arcs and unarcs entire disks. £3.00.

A119 - Flying Startv1.04 1200/75 comms program tor

Word Documents. £3.00.

to .IMG format. Plus an .iMG slide show and viewer.

A18?.Expander expands a single sideddisktoa double sided.MedRES

£3.00.

Prestel. £3.00.

A8/A118/A105- Packet ham radiosoftware.£9.00.

A93-Txtv2.0ateletext program. £3.00.

Aim. interprint2 theultimate printer controller. Printplus vt.1 prints 1ST
SrE a 1xtothemedium resboot upbugonSTEs. Turbo STspeedsup

GR21 •ANI STthefully featured animation package. £3.00.
GR24 - Pearle the3-D raytracing package. £3.00.

yourST £3,00.
«: • • FCopy3 ihe excellent diskcopier.£3.00.

A191 -Video Manager v4,0 allows you tocatalogue your videos. £3.00.
W •Type It! Thebrilliant touch type tutor. £3.00.

Your Second Manual To The Atari ST. Having gotyour computer andread themanual that
came with it,you areprobably still inthedark about theinsandoutofusing theST.The book

tsS*

MP4- Graphics Pack 1: ANIST the

Ai?i - Pools- Expert ResultsPredictorv3,02. £3.00.
:" ' • STWriter Elite v3.Swordprocessor.£3,00.

"•I i • Monochrome Monitor Emulator v5. £3.00.

A166 • Vanterm v3.7t. Features: Xmodem, Ymodem.

3 to 10. £3.00.

MI-STSbeel a simple spreadsheet. £3.00.
A7?.Personal Finance he£syou tohandle your personal accounts. £3.00.

more. £9,00.

dem, Kermit. VT100, 102 and VT200 and much

BP17- Splash isanartpackage for young users aged

handler, £3.00.

fonts. £8.50!

MP17- Education Pack 2: Many excellent programs for
theover8's covering thefollowing subjects: Understanding
Algebra, Geometry, Ratios, Trigonometry. Ship Wreck an
adventure scenario to teach maths.World a quizabout
countries and theircapitals, Chemical Structure Interpre
ter, Chemistry Element Periodic Table, Maths Test,

word processor andDouble Sentry theaccounts package. E8.50I
A'S". Databases: Address bookvl.81,Database, First base andDala-

m

Your Second Manual goes indepth in aneasy to understand way about every aspect of using
yourST. Ifyouare a newS
iwSTuser thenthisis the
s bookforyou.£8,00.
book for you. £8,00. Prefer code Y2M.

NOTE: Has your STgotadouble sided disk drive? Has your STgota TV output?
Iftheanswer isNO then please contact usbefore ordering.

PDOM SUPPLIES
Ml Blank disks /wbdmg labels
mi ioo
1 n

Ml

:::::.:::::::::;:

DiskooxeS:

CATALOGUES

Aconcise printed catalogue issupplied with each order. Adisk based catalogue showing full
details ofall ourproducts costs only £1.00 orisfree ifwith any purchase of£10.00 ormore1

n

\ Disks andbox:

TO ORDER

Simply quotethe ordercode given inRED.
WE ARE

, .. Biark disk labels

Public Dominator Atari DeptSTU
POBox801.Bishops Stortford, Herts, CM23 3TZ,UK, Tel&Fax:0279757692
Monday -Saturday 9am-5pm

All prices arefully inclusive nomore topay. Foreign orders must add £2.75 for registered post.

j Dakcleaning k.is
1

,
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MEGA VALUE

^m- D17Z/D125- NOTSTE. 2 classic demo
W* disks The Union and TCB Cuddly only £6.00.

These demos will onlyworkon an
' Atari STE
D144 - The Official Atari France demo!

*

Pong, Puzpuz, Luckey One h

SOFTWARE

MEGA VALUE
The following 7 Clipltl packs are all Black
and Whiteclip an!spot illustrations suitable
for any program with graphic capabilities. Each
contains 5 disks except pack 7 whichcon

'em

willshow all the possible anagrams.
Damonoid a good space game.
Football 86 league simulation.
Blitz IIIaction shoot 'em up.

G113 Spaceballeran platform excellentgame.
G114 The Rush is an excellentplatform game.
G115 Bumper Jacky a great platform game.

simulation.

Colossal and Darkness
Forever. Order Code
GPS6.

ICE

shoot 'em ups, plat
forms and more shoot

Game, September,
Triple Yahtzee, Draw

Poker,

Another I

excellent pack with |

and card games
includes Othello, Safe
As

Only £12.00.

Order Code GPS4.

' Mouse rrats

...
.

.

...,..£300 \\
14.00 '

1

pixel-perfect play.
TENNIS A very good
tennis game, for one
or two players. Taking
the traditional TV

camera angle of the
court, it almost
looks like

Wimbledon, but
there is no rain!
TIME BANDIT

Cten>me4', *wn«*, ^awt*^

0

cial release features a

Pack 2 (Catalogue number GP002)
offers members just that. Comprising
a five disk set containing 24 games in
all, GP002 is available for £4.50 for

mazes. Just watch out for the bugs

club members, and £9.00 for non
members.

Americanised board.

count on all PD titles, the normal

good way of playing without losing
any money. Unfortunately you don't

£2.00 per disk. The games, in no par

omoo

•

o«ood oooooj
ooooo oooo© .
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ooooo
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ooooo o^oon
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head-view scrolling maze game with
some very nice touches.
HERO An overhead-view dungeon
adventure game. This has some very
nice features, including loading and
saving characters.
ONCE A KING A traditional text

adventure - including the C source

code, so if you know C you can cheat!
A fairly unsophisticated user inter
face, but still good fun to play, if only
for the weird room descriptions!
MEGAROIDS This classic ST ver

sion of Asteroids is still a good game,
even after all these years...
BUNNY HUNT Fortunately not

working on TOS1.4 or later, this game
simply involves moving a gun sight
around the screen shooting the cute
bunnies when they appear. Far too
easy to be a challenge.
QUICK DRAWThis is a mixture of

a board game, a TVquiz show and
total mayhem! Two teams of two
playersmove around a board. One
team member is given a word which
they then have to convey to their
i.iauHHiiMHiKiiL'iaiLiimn
1VAL FLUSH
)UR-OF-ft-K IHD
:RAI6HT FLUSH
ILL HOUSE
.USH

RAIGHT

1REE-0F-A-KIND
10

PAIRS

>CKS

OR

BETTER

partner by using the built-in art pack
age. A fun game, it even includes a re
draw facility so you can laugh at your
partner's lack of artistic ability when
you find they were trying to draw a
donkey!
ROBOTZ This well programmed
game involves an overhead view as
you control your player moving
around the screen, avoiding the walls
and the robots. Shooting the robots
disables them temporarily, but they
will keep coming back as long as

i •••••••!
n BEBLJDBHL

I nflEnEnLjBLjBBi

there is a generator onscreen.

Destroy that, and you can destroy
robots. Very professionally pro

grammed, and good fun, requiring

I'll pHVLini:j

^MiiEltaifcj

9

|,

I_

mm
|IH'ffivf?;,V:i cj=
Qyn

ipHB||

Draw Poker. Well written, this is a

price for which is a very reasonable

UMMjjIHfpSlurp

IJlrtWfSSI : f J=

POKER A computerised version of

and allows members a 50 per-cent dis

UNDER BERKWOOD An over
ooooo

scrolling maze, and mazes within
MONOPOLYA very good com
puter version of the old favourite
board game. One, two or three people
can play this version which uses an

ticular order, are:

<f.ooa oae (m/j

of a commer

A mere 19p for a game seems almost
too good to be true, but PD.ST Games

Membership is £5.00 per annum

CDB3TS:

Very old but still
fun to play, this
playable demo

win any money either...
STOCKS A stocks and shares game

: •:•

-M*
'rj £ CJ

to design your own course using

nothing more complex than your

for up to eight players. Unfortunately
the computer cannot play, but one
player can at least see how much
money he or she can amass playing

favourite text editor. The source code
in GFA Basic is also included.
SUPER SENSORI This is a version

of the Simon game, where the com
puter selects an ever-increasing

the market.

STVEGAS This super little game
allows you to play poker machines,
roulette, blackjack and slot machines
for free, from the comfort of your
own home. Very good graphics and

sequence using coloured "lights" and
musical tones. It is your job to
remember as long a sequence as pos

sible, and duplicate the computer's

animation, I was only a little suspi

effort.

Also included in the pack are

cious when I kept winning at roulette
despite not having placed a bet on
the winning number!
BLACKJACK Another version of
the card game, this one is poor com
pared to STVEGAS' version.

Empire Builder, Floydthe Droid, ST
Invaders and Spaceballer.

CRIBBAGE A GFA Basic version of

the popular card game - source code
and runnable versions included. This

is an excellent game - all the features
of the card game are here, and the

computer is a fair player too!
HOTSHOT This is a highly config
urable game of draughts, or checkers
as the author prefers it, where
it's you against the
ST.

LLAMATRON The
512K version of this

shareware masterpiece
from the Yak himself.

MOTORBIKE This is I
a great little game,

It's new

where the skill is in actu

ally managing to control
a motorbike around a sim

ple circuit. Mouse control
is very sensitive, and the
first few attempts will have
your bike swerving all over
the place.
Once, or if, you have mas
tered the course provided,
there are instructions on how

new cata-
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RING OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE
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MT Software SKS?-* s 0983 • 756056 S
PUBLIC DOMAIN,
Totland. I.O.W.
9am"6pm Mon"Sat (24 hr)
f~
LICENCEWARE,

P039 OBX

SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE

EE
11 -Pool, Roulette, Craps
G209 -Bellum, Bubbles

Massee, Blockade,
Bossier
G207 -Zog

G158 -Pyramid of Muna
G159 -Battle of Philips Against
the forces of Creation

G160-Underground
Adventure

G162 -Tamoret
G164 -Sir Ramie Hobbs and

G202 -Zedonoid

G201 -Pop Music Challenge
G200 -Hunt the Wumpus

the High level Gorilla
G165 -Quest for the Holy
Grail

G166 -Dragon Slayer
G167 -Son of Stagefright

G198-Boin3
G196-Llamatron
G195-CoreWars

G168-House of the O's
G169 -Fast Lane
G170 -Crusade Adventure
G171 -Adventures of Alice
G172 -Paranoia

G151 -Daniels Dungeon
G153 -Froggy
G191 -Droid
G192-Wizard

G173 -Squynchia

G193 -Caverns of Nerak

G194 -Haunted Monastery
G147-Jitterbug
G146-Bonk the Gonk
G143-Glob

G174 -Elfs Adventure
G175-Star Portal
G176-Pork

G177 -Easter Egg Hunt
G179-Ghost Town
G180-AFable

G197 -Operation Blue Sunrise
G208 -The Mystic Well
G096 -Dudley Dilemma

G141 -Boxing Champ
G123-Tracker
G122-Overlander

G084-Elven Crystals
G055 -Hero
G038 -Wizards Tower
G037 -Under Berkwood

G121 -Chance

G120 -Escape from RA
G118-Mutant

G117-Key to Atlantis

EDUCATION

G136 -Grand Prix
G127-Battle Command
G126-Wheel of Fortune

G157-Noah
G199-GCSE Maths

G125-Hedgehog

G204 -Franglais 2, World at

G124 -The Name Game
G119 -Chess

G142 -Dot 2 Dot, Kidcolour,

Match

G104 -Bermuda Rule 2

G137 -Solar System
Geography
G135 -Geography Tutor

G102-STumped
G072 -Bumper Jack
G049 -Tennis

G134 -The Search
G133 -Zoo Maker

G019-STVegas

Numeric Go Round

G022 -Kidpotato, Kidsabc,
Kidsketch, Kidstory
G016 -Maths Made Easy

MONO GAMES

G009 -Spelling Made Easy

EDUCATION PACK 1^

G131 -Bounce, Pacman,
Reversi

G130 -Naval, Columbus,
Arkanoid

G113 -Napoleon
G076 -Shanghei
G067 -Pentimo

G064 -El Bozo City,Sherlock,
Squixx, Happy 4

s disks ONLY C10.99
Lots of educational programs
for the younger STer. Includes
Kidpotato, KidsABC, Kidsketch,
Kidstory, Kidsong, Numeric Go
Round, Kidpublisher, Number
Maze, Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kidgrid 2, Colouring
Book, Shipwrecked, Hangman,

G063 -Around the World in

80 days

EDUCATION PACK 2
to disks ONLY C19.99

G029 -Space Invaders, Chess,
Arkanoid

G021 -Puzzle, Pacman
G014 -Anduril, Runners
Revenge

•

MOW STE COMPATIBLE •

A bumper education pack

that includes G9, G16, G22,
G23, G41,G36, G94, G98

il.'il-M-l'HL'MWVIhl^lll.'m-Hl

A complete assembly lansuage programming environmentfor the beginner and
intermediate STProgrammer. Learn assembler the easy way, step-by-step!

BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK! only £19.99
(over 400 pages)

Thecomprehensivebook introducesthe reader viamanyassembly language
examples how to program the ST. No knowledge of assembler is assumed. All
examples in the book are held on disk and can be assembled using the
supplied text editor and assembler.The disk also contains a complete resource
construction kit for producing dialog boxes, drop down menus etc.

Learnto program likethe professionals! Registers, GEMDOS, XBIOS, GRAPHICS,
MOP DOWN MENUS, DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS and much, much more

P23 -C Tutorial

P22 -STOS STE Upgrade
P17 -C Programs
P14 -GTM Information
P11 -ST Basic
P07 -Forth

P05 -Adventure Writing
P01 -ST Basic Programs

System
P04 -Forth 83

U070 -Address Book
U090 -Filofact

POO -Tos vl .2

ft PROGRAMMERS PACK \

U111 -How to Make Money

6 DISKS ONLY £14.99

With Your Micro

Complete package for
anybody learning C.
Comprises Sozobon C (fully
configured and ready to use)
+ 4 disk tutorial. Ideal if you
are following the series

EASY TEXT PLUS "\

A fully featured desktop
publishing package that
produces stunning results on 9
pin, 24 pin and laser printers.
ONLY C19.99

RING FOR DETAILS

J

U019 -Mono Emulator - run
mono programs on a
colour TV/monitor
U079 -Colour Emulator - run

ART & GRAPHICS

G043 -Treasure Search

P26 -Pascal Information

P25 -Pascal Programs

U041 -Typing Tutor
U040 -Inventory Pro

mono emulator

G018-Floyd the Droyd

P29 -Fast Basic Programs
P27 -Modulo 2 (2 disks)

U030 - ST Sheet
U078 -Sheet V2

Balloons, Spectral
Sorcery
G041 -Kidmusic, Kidpiano,

G023 -Kidpublisher, Kidsong,

P34 -STOS Tutorial
P31 -Small Talk

U034 -Double Entry Accounts
(DS)
U110 -Gemcalc - Spreadsheet
U042 -Opus 2000 Spreadsheet

G079 -Racing,Monkeys +

Kidgraph, Kidgrid 2

P38 -GFA Basic Tutorial

Count
U017 -Home Accounts

\

ASTRONOMY
BUDGIE UK
BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEi
CHEMISTRY
CLIP ART

P39 -GFA Basic Programs
P37 -XLisp

colour programs on a

G094 -Colouring Book

G036 -History File (3 Disks)

ASTROLOGY

P36 -Toy Prolog

G044 -Flight Simulator
G103-Top of the Pops

Jumpster, Lost Treasure

P49 -Database Programmer

WP10-First Word

G098 -Shipwreck

G056 -Empire Builder,

hundreds of disks .. .
ACCOUNTS
ART & GRAPHICS

WP02 -Spell Check,
Mailmerge, Word

G116 -Chunnel - French Tutor

G011 -Give Us a Break
G106-Die Allien Blob

P47-STOS Soundtracker
P48 -MODPAS Pascal
P43 -HitchHikers Guide to
BIOS
P40 -Gemdos Users Guide

Database
WP01 -ST Writer Elite

^

Our catalogue details

Builder kit (DS)

U072 -TCOS Graphical

A59 -Mandlebrot Adventure

and much, much, more
ORDER YOUR
FREE COPY
NOW

MUSIC & MIDI
M07 -Accompany ST
M30 -Noisetracker ST
M42 -Kawai K1 Editor
M29 -Kawai K1 Librarian

BUDGIE UK

M53 -TBSTracker (OS)
M52 -Midi Music Maker
M51 -Yamaha DWTX Voices
M48 -Make Music

What's new from Budgie?
B74 -Firegame

M33 -Quartet Music
M31 -The Midi Guide

B73 -Seventh Heaven
B72-Avina Blue
B71 -Dark Wars
B70 -Pacman

M28 -Quartet Samples
M24 -Sampling

B69 -Douglas Rockmoor (V*
meg)

M38 -Roland Juno Editor

M34 -Quartet Samples

A61 -Electric Image (not STE)
A44 -Sprite Studio + Sprite ST

M23 -Stacatto
M22 -Piano

A43 -Low Cost Cad (OS) (SH)

M17 -Roland DSO Librarian

A42
A41
A34
A24

-Neochrome V2
-IMG Utilities
-Animate
-Ani-ST

A22 -Eplan (mono)

-Easy Text Plus demo
-Printmaster Library
-Pearle 3D Raytracing
-Vangoch, Studio 2
-Degas Extras
-Graphic Artist

A01 -Pallette Master
WP15 -LC10 Font Generator

Calamus, Pagestream + Signum
fonts also available

= Shareware. 1 Meg = 1 Meg
memory required. Mono =
High Resolution. Not STE =
Not STE compatible
OVERSEAS - Europe add 10%

Doom

B65 -Space Weller
B64 -Coloney

and DXpatches
M13 -Yamaha PSS Editor
M10-FB01 Voice Ed
M09-TX812VoiceEd
M08 -MT32 Voice Ed

B63
B62
B59
B58

M03-Casio C2101 Progs

f

Immediate despatch by 1st Class
Post. Mail Order Only.

B56 -Garb

See our catalogue for the
entire range

CLIP ART PACK A
6 DISKS FOR ONLY £16.99

5 Double Sided Disks full of

Clip Art + 1 disk full of format

DEMONSTRATIONS

converters. Ideal for

ALL DTP packages.
• Animals • Office • Sport •

We have all the latest prod

Flags • Maps • Fonts • Food
• Christmas • Trademarks
• and lots lots more

ucts and machine demos

including the complete POV
collection

BLANK DISKS & ACCESSORIES
£4.99

£11.99

COLOURED DISK LABELS
50 coloured labels
£1.50

£11.99
£22.99

£18.99
£29.99

100colouredlabels
1000coloured labels

£42.99

£42.99

DISKS ONLY

10 Disks

25 Disks
50 Disks
100 Disks

DISKS+ 100 CAPbox

to total. World add 25% to
total.

-Castle Frankenstein
-Missile Alert
-Guided Missile
-Football Genius

B57 -Bert the Squirt

CLIP ART
We have many disks of Clip Art
for use with ail DTP packages

MT SOFTWARE
PRICES - £3 each + 1 FREE with
every 3
CODES - DS = Double Sided. SS

B68 -Blackstar Mountains
B67 -Paco and the Tunnels of

M21 -Music Writer (mono)

A20 -Fractal Zoom
A36 -Picture Convenors

A19
A18
A12
A09
A08
A05

COOKERY
DATABASES
DEMONSTRATION DISKS
DESK ACCESSORIES
DATA PROTECTION
DISK & VIRUS UTILITIES
EDUCATION
ELECTRONICS
FILM INFORMATION
FOOTBALL
GAMES
GENEALOGY
MUSIC & MIDI
OPERATING SYSTEMS
PICTURE DISKS
PROGRAMMING
SPEECH SYNTHESIS
SPREADSHEETS
SATELITES
TYPING TUTORS
WORD PROCESSORS

in ST Format

M39 -Yamaha 4 up Editor
A57 -Alt Help Disk
A58 -Fractal Chaos (DS)

THE CATALOGUE

i.i.-Hi>.v,mimi

P45 -STOS Programs (OS)
P46 -STOS Shoot-em-up

Database
'
U036 -Card ST - Database
U039 -WG Data - Database

kidshape
G139 -Mix 'n Match

G138 -The Body Shop, Perfect

A

BUSINESS
U009-1st Base - Database
U012 -DB Master - Database
U013-Data Handler -

Risk

G110-Company
G109 -Fruit Machine (not STE)

^

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY, YOU MAY CHOOSE
ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE

ADVENTURES
G106-Don't Bank on It

12 -Number Guesser

••=>"*

ST/STE Dust Cover - £4.99
Mouse Mat-£3.99

£2.50
£13.50

TRACTOR FED LABELS
100 tractor fed labels
£3.00
200 tractor fed labels
£5.00
1000 tractor fed labels ....£17.00

OUR FREE CATALOGUE CONTAINS FULL DETAILS OF THE ABOVE DISKS PLUS MANY. MANY MORE

riting music isn't easy. I
don't mean composing it

but the process of
committing all those dots and lines
to paper to produce a legible
manuscript.
There's something of an art to it,
and just as some people have neater
handwriting than others, so some
musicians can produce neater scores
than others. But as well as avoiding
smudges you have other things to
consider, such as which way the

stems go, how certain groups of notes
should be beamed and, not least of
all, how to space it out.
Encore is the latest score writing

program for the ST. You would expect
it to do a good job, coming as it does
from Passport, a respected name in
music software circles. It has also

enjoyed a good trial period running
on the AppleMac, and the STversion
is release 1.3.5. Passport have also

ported it to the PCso they must
think they're on to a good thing.
The program arranges the music
on staves just as if you were writing
on manuscript paper. It can handle

Desk

Ian Waugh takes acurtain call, then looks at
Encore, anew score writing utility for the ST
the screen from which you select
note durations, clefs, dynamic

Windows

markings, ornaments, music symbols
and editing tools.

program changes, pitch bend and
modulation.

before you begin. You can alter this

This isn't used in the production
of the score so it's probably as well to
filter it out although it is used during
playback over Midi. However, this

at any time during the production of

data can't be edited which reinforces

You can select the number of

systems(staves) per page and
measures per system (bars per line)

II
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filter out unwanted data, such as

Encore's role as a score writer and not

up to 64 staves per pageand each

a dedicated sequencer.
Once the pitches are in you

stave can hold up to four voices. This
will cater for 99 per cent of classical
music and 101 percent of rock and

function. You can handle a part of
the score at a time so any really tricky

Desk

File

Edit

Change

Uindows
Pr
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activate Encore's Guess Durations

pop!
One of the nice things about it is

There are four ways to enter a score with the mouse, from a file on disk
and from a Midi keyboard in either

that it can play back the score you

real or step-time. Encorecan read

rests, stems and flags and you can

enter via Midi - over 32 Midi

Midi files and also files produced by
Master Tracks Pro, Passport's major
sequencing program.

edit any sections which are really out
of whack. The next step is to beam

Encore produces PostScript files and

Change

tff

onscreen as pitches only. You can

the score after it's been entered.

sequencing program.

Edit

CDCi
the score so there's scope for juggling

channels if you have Passport's Midi
Transport Interface. This is very
useful for checking that what's on the
pageis correct, although Encore does
not compare with a dedicated

File

For the ultimate in accuracy, step-

time entry is best. You can select note
durations from the Palette or the ST's

numeric keys and either click the
notes on to the score or play them in
from a Midi keyboard.
You can use Backspace to delete an
erroneous note, stack up notes to

sections can be tackled on their own.

After the Guess, the score will have

the notes. You can do the whole

score at once or just selected groups
of notes. You can flip stems and
adjust each beam's slope and distance
from the notes.

There are several editing functions

Scores may be previewed before they are
printed. Always a sensible option when a
page may take 30 minutes to print on a dot
matrix printer!

to help produce the perfectscore.If
the program's guess is wrong, you

note up or down to change its pitch,

can reconvert it to "raw data" and

the program won't let you slipoff to

offers a range of printout options.
However, the trade-off for all this is
the need for a high resolution

produce chords and add dots and

have another bash. There are Undo

the side and muck up its duration -

accidentals. It's advisable to use Auto

brilliant!

monitor and a machine with at least

1Mb of ram, and 2Mb is

correctly.
With real-time music entry you

and Redo functions and you can alter
individual notes by clicking and
dragging.

recommended. You also need a hard

play the piece on an attached Midi

disk.

keyboard and the notes appear

Space to ensure the notes are spaced

The program senses the direction
of the first movement and locks you
onto it. For example, if you move a

The final method of input, from a
Midi file, works in a similar way to
real-time input.

Despite a few minor problems the
program generally behaved itself very

To print the PostScript files, Encore
uses UltraScript, a PostScript
interpreter. The whole package is
supplied on three disks which are not

Desk File

Edit Change Uindows

Desk

Layout goodies Notes

E m

copy-protected. Well done, Passport!
Dongles and key disks, especially
when running from a hard disk, are a
pain. Passport are definitely doing

File

Edit

Change

anigi lzji

m

a
M

the decent thing here so don't be a
schmuck and rip them off, eh!
The programs have to be installed
on to your hard disk. Encore uses
Gdos to display the fonts. UltraScript

r

is installed separately.
There is one main window which

contains the score. A very useful Size
To Fit function reduces the score so

ft l r,¥

you always see a page width in the
window, whatever size you make it.
There's also a narrow Palette

window which pops up on the left of

Setting Hie Midi channels in the Staff Sheet for playback via Midi. This option
allows you to make sure the score will produce the music you expect!

Beaming a group of notes

Hin

yout

Goodies

The main

Notes

showing the

program so if you want to do a draft
print and then a quality print, it's as

Palette and

well to save the score as a file.

Encore screen

score

The length of note stems can be
changed and hollow and cross note

heads, useful for notating drum parts,
can be selected. Adrum map would
have been useful.

You can add dynamic markings
(from ppp to fff), hairpins
(crescendos and diminuendos), slurs
and pedal marks. There are also line,

box and oval drawing functions.
There is a good selection of trills
and accents, although I couldn't find
a DS or Coda sign, which are two
extremely common symbols used in
all but the simplest arrangements.
out

Goodies

FEATURES: Handles upto
64 staves perpage with upto
four voicesper stave. Midi
playback option. Produces
Postscriptflies and has a
rangeofprintoutoptions.

EASE OF USE: Generally
straightforward, although
someprintingproblems may
arise. Sometimes spacingis
cramped. DTP ratherthan
musical approach is not very
helpfulbutis standard.

inconveniently, from a menu. They
effect on playback.
You can add chords symbols, text
and lyrics. Chord symbols are chord
names, not the fretboard symbolsyou
sometimes see in sheet music. These

change if you transpose the music.
Text can go anywhere. Lyrics can
be made to sit directly under the
notes using the Auto Align function.

Layout

prepared to believe the story that all
emulations are not equal. I couldn't
blame the program or the Epson
printer I was using.

The manual is clear and well laid-out

If we give the program the notes,

You can save the score as a Midi

lyrics, symbols and so on, it should
lay out and format the score
automatically. The user really should

The proof of a scorewriter is in its
printout. UltraScript supports most

the printout quite professional.
Encore is well worth checking out

Epson compatibles, the HP LaserJet,

although do make sure it will handle
the type of scores you want to
produce without too much user

on a line. Encore defaults to three.

notes by miniaturising note heads,
and add ties and nudge symbols in
any direction to pull them into line.

also move the bar line to share the

AT

one.

the time.

number of bars per line or do your

another part of the score, create grace

Bean Group
Bean On Beat

a DTP approach rather than a musical

this, playback does work well most of

problems.
Niggles apart, operation is easy and

accidental.

<P

scorewriters and I still fail to

understand why such programs adopt

sequencer.

and paste operations you can mix
data by pasting a cutting on to

AD

especially after editing. You can't

access the note data directlyso you
can't correct any problems. Despite

may squash. You can decrease the

overwrite the note with the

Goodies UTTO^
Stens Up

and, in spite of the criticisms, Encore
does a good job. Some of the
criticisms could be applied to all

although you will need a dedicated

edit it. As wellas the usual cut, copy

eua

correct length. Occasionally, I
experienced problems with playback,

accommodate the lyrics and they

tendency to squash accidentals up to
the notes. This is most apparent in
busy passages when it will actually

—

Also, the HP LaserJet emulation

printout would occasionally throw in
spurious characters, which are easily
rubbed out, although I'm quite

file and if you really want to play it
back via Midi after some twiddling,
this would seem to be the thing to do

well as long as I was sensible. Again,
it's worth remembering that Encore is
a score writer by design.
Once the music data is in you can

Stens Down

corrected but shouldn't happen.

However, the program doesn't
increase the inter-note gap to

own spacing using Text mode.

QUICKIE,ENC

edges of the score as framed in the
onscreen window. This is easily

Repeat bars and first and second
time endings are selected, rather

Notes

are only for show, too, and have no

TimrnTi

Even the draft print is good, and
the highest quality is absolutely
excellent, even on a 9-pin dot matrix.
I must confess to a few problems
with printing. Mainly, the program
seemed reluctant to print the very

For some reason Encore has a

One solution is to put fewer bars
Reducing this to two helps. You can

space between busy and quiet
adjacent bars. The final option is to
space by hand but that totally
negates the object of using a
scorewriter in the first place.
The score is displayedin one of
four sizes. Size three, the default, is
probably the most useful.
To play the score via Midi you can

Deskjet,IBM Graphics and
Proprinter. You can print to a
PostScript file, from UltraScript or
from Memory. A PostScript file can be
printed at a later date and should be

readable by machines offering high
quality PostScriptoutput.
You can design a title page and
insert headers and footers, select the
paper size, the scale and orientation

of the output.
There are three print resolutions.
These are set in the UltraScript
Desk

not need to get involved with spacing

intervention.

msm

Encore
£379.00

MCMXCIK TheMCM

Building 708A AbbeyRoad, Tudor
Estate, London, HW10 7UW
0819630663

File Edit Change Hindtws Layout Goodies ITTTT^Fl

give each stave its own Midi channel.
Revert to Raw
Guess Durations
Set To Voice 1
Set To Voice 2
Set To Voice 3
Set To Voice 4

AG
Al
A2

A3
*4

There are solo, transpose, velocity
and program change settings. These
are made on the Staff Sheet which is
similar to the Track Window in
MasterTracks. You can also set the

tempos for a range of bars and
program tempo changes.
It's quite possible to create a bar
with an incorrect number of beats in

it, and this won't play back correctly.
The computer could have helped here
by making sure each bar was the

Guessing durations of raw data from a real-time recording. As long as your
playing is reasonable, the Guess option should produce pretty much the
score you expect

ATARI S T E PACKS
ALL ATARI ST PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DELIVERY. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL
12 MONTH WARRANTY. PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND

512k

1mb

2mb

4mb

CURRENT PRICES.

ATARI STE STANDARD PACK, consists of the computer with
mouse, tv lead, manual and all connecting leads etc. The Standard Pack is supplied

£289.00

£319.00 £349.00

£429.00

£299.00

£329.00 £359.00

£439.00

£299.00 £329.00 £359.00

£439.00

£309.00 £339.00 £369.00

£449.00

£309.00 £339.00 £369.00

£449.00

£319.00

£349.00 £379.00

£459.00

Not.Avaihbie

£369.00 £399.00

£479.00

with NO software

ATARI STE DISCOVERY 1. consists of the Standard Pack and
STOS. First Basic. NeoChrome and 4 games (Carrier Command Space Harrier,
Outrun, Bomb Jack)

ATARI STE DISCOVERY 2. consists of the Standard Pack and
First Basic, ST Tour, NeoChrome and 4 games (Dragons Breath, Super Cycle.
Indiana Jonea Anarchy)

ATARI STE TURBO, consists of Standard Pack and STOS,
Hyperpaint I, Music Maker I First Basic and 8 games (Indiana Jones. Dragons
Breath. Blood Money, Impossible Mission 1HKM. Anarchy, Outrun and Supercycle).

ATARI STE TEMSTAR. consists of Standard Pack and Asterix.
Chess Player 2150, Drivin Force, Live ♦ Let Die, Onslaught, Pipemania, Rick
Dangerous, Rock n Rol, Skweek and TrivialPursuit It

ATARI STE KUMA BUSINESS, consists of Standard Pack
and word processor K-Word 2 (incl. K-Spell Checker). K-Database.
K-Spreadsheet K-Graph business graphics and Metacomco Basic language.

ATARI STE CURRICULUM, consists of Standard Pack and 3
levels of educational software (from 5 yrs to 50 yrs IIIa word processor, database,
spreadsheet Hyper Paint I and Music Maker H

STE Ram Kits

ST Accessories
SM124 Mono Monitor

£139.00

Megafile 30 Hard Disk
Megafile 60 Hard Disk

£399.00
£529.95

External 3.5" Disk Drive

£69.00

Golden Image Hand Scanner

£169.00

Forget-Me-Ctock I

£19.95

ST Monitor Switch Box
STE Stereo scart lead
STFM scart lead
STE Stereo MK18833 lead
STFM MKH 8833 lead

£15.99
£12.99
£12.99
£12.99
£12.99

Joystick/Mouse extension lead
Replacement Mouse lead

PRINTERS

£5.95
£10000

Replacement ST keyboard

£100.00

Mouse Mat

£3.50

2 x Mid cables

£699

13 pin cbi plug (ST monitor)

£2.00

PROTAR

All of our printers come with a parallel cable to suit Atari ST, Amiga

and DO NOT require soldering in most
machines. Cat now to check your
configuration (/.« SIMMS or SPPS).

details! All printers carry a full 12 months warranty. We only sell
genuine UK stock - we do not offer inferior "grey imports".

Philips 8833
Colour Monitor
The Philips 8833 Mkll is the perfect

SPECIAL OFFER! Fora limited period only we are offeringa
CITIZENPRINTER STARTER PACK with aB Citizen printers. The
pack comprises of: 35" dak full of printer drivers for the ST Amiga
S PG 20O sheets of fanfokt tractor feed paper 200 fanfdd tractor
feed address labels: 5 tractor feed envelopes all for only £1239 on
top of the price of the printer

Citizen 120D * (9-pin. 144 cps draft 30 cps NLQ)
Citizen Swift 9 (9-pk), 192 cps draft 48 cps NLQ)
Citizen t24D (24-ph 144 cps draft 48 cps LQ)
We are now official stockists of the latest
Citizen Swift 24 (24-pin. 192 cps draft 64 cps LQ)
in high quality / tow price ST hard disk Citizen Swift 24X (24-pin. *5" carriage version of Swift24)

Hard Disks

drives from Protar. All Protar hard disk
drives come with a
ful 12
month

REPLACEMENT warranty (no lengthy

Other Printers

STE COMPATIBLE *

Progate 20Mb Hard Disk
Progate 40Mb Hard Disk
Progate 40Mb with Cache
Progate 44Mb Removable
Progate 60Mb Hard Disk
Progate 60Mb Tape Streamer
Progate 80Mb Hard Disk
Progate 80Mb with Cache
Progate 150Mb Tape Streamer
Progate 160Mb with Cache

£139.00
£199.00
£199.00
£299.00
£399.00

slteiir

repairs"), a DMA through port, device
number switching ana superb cfsk Star LC200 Colour (9-pin. 180 cps draft 45 cps NLQ)
Star LC24 200 Mono (24-ph 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ)
management software.
Star LC24-200 Colour (24-pin 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ)
* NEW LOW PRICES *
*

£159.00

Al STE Ram Kits come with instructions

and all standard PC etc (other cables available at extra cost - ask for

£4.99
£3.95

Standard Parallel lead
htemalPSUforSTFM/E

DfY1 - 512k upgrade
DIY2 - 2mb upgrade
DIY 4 - 4mb upgrade

CanonBJ10E Bubble Jet (ink jet portable and compact)

£220.00
£260.00

£295.00

£289.00

Hewlett Packard Desk Jet 500 (inkjet 3 pages per minute) £459.00
Panasonic KXP 1124i (24-pin. improved version of KXP1124) £279.00

colour

monitor

for

all

Atari

ST

computers. With its stereo sound
and super picture quality it really
shows off the full capabilities of the
STE The Phifps 8833 Mkll a/so

comes with 12 months on site \
warranty FREE.

8833 with STFM cable
8833 with STE cable

£249.99

Atari Lynx
Lynx Console Only
Lynx ♦ PSU

£79.f
E84.£

Lynx ♦ PSU ♦ Comrynx

£89.99

Sun Visor/Scratch Shield
NEW LYNX GAMES
WARBRDS
BLOCK OUT
NNJAGADEN
PACLAND
ULTMATE CHESS

£6.99
:
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£27.99

Carrying Case
Carrying Pouch
Car Power Adaptor
Mains Power Supply

£14.99
£11.99
£9.50
£14.99

Al other games stocked Prices from
£19.99 each.

IF VOU WISH TO ORDER WITH US. THEN PIEASE SEND YOUR CHEQUES. BANKERS DRAFTS. POSTAt ORDERS. CASH ETC TO OUR MAIt ORDER ADDRESS OR RING OUR
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE ANY TIME BETWEEN lO.OOAM AND 12MIDNIGHT. 7 DAYS A WEEK. ANDUSE YOUR ACCESS ORVISA CARDS.

OR ALTERNATIVELY PAY AVISIT TO OUR SHOP. CHIPS COMPUTER CENTRE. AND SEE OUR WIDE RANGE OFCOMPUTER GOODS AND SOFTWARE.

CHIPS COMPUTER CENTRE. S3 WW ROAD.
womm west svssex mm smb.
OPENING : MON TO FRI lOAM TO 6PM. SAT 9.30AM TO 5.30PM
FINANCE / CREDIT FACILITIES.

PART EXCHANGE CONSIDERED. NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
ATARI STE. AMIGA AND PC COMPATIBLES ON DISPLAY.

ALL TYPES OF SOFTWARE (BUSINESS / LESUIRE).
REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN. TRAINING. INSTALLATION. ON-SITEWARRANTIES. „

(XML
BEST PRICES (DEFT SWX 53 RUGBY ROAD,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX, mitt 5MB.
OPENING ! 7 DAYS A WEEK lOAM TO IS BHONIOHT

ALL PRCES INCLUDE 17.5% VAT AND FREE DaiVERY (/VERAGE 4-5 DAYS).
PLEASE ADD £7.00 FOR NEXT WEEKDAY DEUVERY.
GOODS USUALLY SENTOUT THESAME DAY WHEN
CLEARED PAYMENT IS RECBVED BEFORE2PM.
PERSONAL CHEQUES REQUIRE 7 DAY CLEARANCE.

All prices Include 17.5% VAT and freeUK delivery unless statedotherwise. All prices / specifications / specialoffers subject to change without notice.

.

F o r those of you who haven't

Adding a new account

Desk File Edit jfi'JH1!'! Trilns 0PIions Reports Sjisten

come across them before,

- an easy to use

Rdd Recount

dialogue box with a
wide range of options

!Hat Uest Businci...

home accounts programs are
essentially user friendly databases
containing financial transactions
such as cheques, credit card expenses
and standing orders paid from your

m
uo.aol

jjalD
(Cheque

bank account.

JD
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A good home accounts program

C

should let you set up any number of

I

Add

| |

Quit

|

accounts and enter transactions as

and when they occur. It should then
calculate the remaining balance, giv
ing you an up-to-date picture of

ing the program up to date just

where you stand financially, and pro

didn't seem worth

vide budgeting facilities to let you
plan well ahead.
Home accounts programs were
designed to take the drudgery out of
totting up a bank balance and paying
bills. Although they have been
around for a while, they have never
really been as popular as other pack

the effort.

This couldwell

Once a file has been created the

Desktop changes to reveal a number

^**

result that there is little real choice

be one reason why
home accounting pack
ages aren't particularly
popular on the ST - most
people have a hundred better things
planned for a wet Sunday afternoon.
In fact, there are really only two
commercial packages in the race:

on the ST.

Michtron's Personal Finance

ages such as spreadsheets, with the

Manager, recently upgraded to PFM
Plus, and now Digita's Home
I must confess to having bought the
first version of Digita's Home
Accounts some years ago but I never
really found any incentive to keep on
using it. In common with other per
sonal finance packages available at
the time, it did not appear to be any
faster at sorting out a bank balance
than the good old pen and paper
method. The added time spent labori
ously entering transactions and keep-

can hold details of all your accounts,
the number of which is limited only
by available memory.

Accounts2.

The latter has been given a com
plete facelift, with a new user inter
face, charting facilities and
customised reports. At first glance,
the list of features is impressive but
does it live up to expectations?
Home Accounts2 is smartly pack
aged up with a 220-page manual. The
program itself comes on a double
sided disk and is over 230K in size -

of well-drawn icons for such things as
some measure of the effort

that Digita have put into it.
There are also a number of
useful demo files on the disk contain

ing sample setups and a program to
convert files from the original version
to Home Accounts2 format. It is com

patible with all STs, including the STE
and TT, though 1 Mb of ram is rec
ommended to avoid memory prob
lems.
II

!

*
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Also included on the disk is a copy of
Digita's Classic Invaders - more about
this later.

the printer, trashcan (what's wrong
with the English "dustbin"?), Help
screen and calculator. There are also

some buttons on the Desktop along
the bottom of the screen for adding
and amending information.
The next step is to add an account this couldn't really be easier.
Selecting Add Account from the
menu produces a clear, easy to under
stand form for entering various
details of the proposed account,
including the starting cheque book
number, the type of account, warn
ing limits and opening balance.
The icon title can also be chosen.

On booting up, you are presented
with a blank screen and the familiar

Gem menu bar along the top. A dia
logue window requests the date and
time to be entered and then a new or

Clicking on OK returns to the
Desktop where the new icon is dis
played, its appearance depending on
the account type - credit card,
cheque, cash or savings account.

existing file is selected. A single file
With an account created, the types of
transaction need to be defined. These

ticm
Andrew Wrisht
weighs up the
arguments for the
iatest up-market
home accounts

are a matter of personal preference
but essentially they need to cover the
main areas of expenditure.
A home owner might need a sub
stantial number of types such as
mortgage, energy costs, water rates,
insurance and council tax, while oth

ers might need less. The types need
some careful thought, however,
because the more types you define,
the further you can break down your
budget.
The transactions can now be added

by simply pressing the Add button on
the Desktop and selecting the
account you wish to add to. Again,
the Add Transaction form is friendly
and fast.

Regular transactions such as stand
ing orders and direct debit payments
can also be added with some flexibil

package, and finds it
very firmly in the
black

ity - although most direct debits and
other regular payments are monthly,
some people are paid every 28 days,
and TV licences can now be paid
quarterly. Home Accounts2 handles
both without a problem.
After the accounts have been

added - and the program supports up
to 30 on a 1Mb machine - the infor

mation needs to be organised so that
you can plan your spending and bud- >

• get ahead. The package is capableof a

A 3D bar chart

to detailed breakdowns of budgets
and total expenditure.

progress

tomised, it is saved to disk

so that the process does
not have to be gone

you'11 everneedto keep a
tightrein on your spending
includinggraphsand

Not only can the information be
displayed onscreen but it can also be
sent to a printer or savedto disk.
Graphs can even be saved as Degas

tion keys which can be
used to recall commonly

transactions to be entered

Edit

Set up

Trans

Potions

Reports

the program just to format a

Systen

command.

JJ"

grandly called the Human Interface

li™!

Protocol. It is really a much improved

irxl

Pie charts - just one of the eight
types of graph available in Home
Accounts2

ments and the current interest rate to

pressing the "?" key produces help for

make it as easy to use as possible. The

it is well implemented in Home

program can display up to seven win

Accounts2.

repositioned in the normal manner.
In addition, the windows remem

ber their positions so that even when
closed, they open up in the same

place on the next occasion. The
Desktop buttons are another excel
lent idea, speeding up operations
considerably and most operations
have a keyboard shortcut.

online help facility which enables the
user to select a topic after double
clicking the Help icon. In addition,
holding down the Shift key and

Perhaps the most powerful feature of
the program's HIP interface is the
level of customisation possible. The
Set Preferences dialogue boxes are
comprehensive and straightforward,
allowing everything from the
Desktop colour to the size of the
built-in printer spooler to be altered

Even the headings in the transac
tion windows - the windows display
ing the record of cheques cashed and
money withdrawn - can be changed.
This is particularly useful as the
default settings mean some windows
have to be scrolled horizontally to see

Son

IL,

1

original versions of PFM and Home
Accounts can "upgrade" for only
£25.99 - a much better deal.

Before you buy a home accounts
package, however, consider two
things. Firstly, do you really need it
and, secondly, are you quite sure you

will continue to use it? Many people
might well be better off with a less
fully featured PD program whereas
others might well need it but not be
prepared to invest the time and effort
into entering the transactions on a
routine basis.

Having said that, if you do need
the features and you're willing to
keep it right up to date, you'll find
Home Accounts2 a powerful package
that can transform the day-to-day
handling of your personal finances. It
won't make you rich but it can gen
uinely help you to control spending
and plan ahead.
It's an impressive package and well
worth the price, especially when
compared to the cost of even a basic

Up to seven windows can be open
at once, displaying both text and
graphics

on the statement are marked as such

better than the previous version.
The superb user interface, simple
methods of data entry and user-defin
able reports make it one of the best
packages of its kind available on the

be reconciled is simply selected using
the mouse while holding down the
Alt key.
Digita have even included a "stress
break" facility for users of colour
monitors - selecting Playtime from
the System menu loads the Classic
Invaders game included on the disk.
Quitting the game returns control
back to Home Accounts2 at the point
at which you left it.
Home Accounts2 should be

released shortly at an asking price of
£54.99. This makes it a little expen
sive when compared to PFM Plus but
users of existing packages such as the

be
defined

d || uelete [|
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Reconciling transactions is carried
out when your bank statement
arrives and involves visually checking
each entry on the statement and
ensuring that transactions which
have been cleared from your account
in Home Accounts2. A transaction to

transactions can

ME

UK HDBB HOLI PTRL TAX

are reconciled.

can be extremely irritat
ing. Once each account or
global setup has been cus-

[_J

COUP EHT GIFT

ments to each transaction, and
the way in which transactions

Reports on budgets
and previous

jj Show Notepad

CL

held - a search and replace
facility and a dialogue box for
altering the defaults when
entering transactions.
I particularly liked the
notepad, which can link com

all the information, which
Trans

COS

tle more than a list of shares

at will.

Another worthwhile feature is the

•nctual

Other features are invest

CustomisinQ

demanded by Gem - to good effect,

• Budget

ment handling - although lit

need for them soon fades as the user

gets used to the package. Nonetheless

lator, it contains an extremely

get a final balance. This is excellent
for planning loan and debt repay
ments as well as savings.

any menu command when it is sub
sequently selected.
I have never been a keen supporter
of help features, believing that the

time and effort on the interface to

Aswell as a standard calcu

useful interest calculator
which allows you to input,
say, the amount of credit card
debts outstanding, the pro
posed number and amount of repay

Gem environment, with better icons
and much friendlier windows, it also

-
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dows - rather than the four

•

lUlAU 1 M H P

disk, for example, it can be
done from inside the program
by selecting the appropriate

and each one can be resized and

H

Types

mean that rather than leaving
File

Digita have given Home Accounts2 a
completely new user interface, rather

Set up

CURE CASH

Home Accounts2 also scores highly
on the list of added features which go

Desk

by dragging with the mouse.
Digita have clearly spent a lot of

Sgsten

1SBl .

some way towards making it a stand
alone working environment. By this 1

can even be moved around the screen

Reports

m

w[

Bonus feature

moment.

File Edit

nIBB

drawal" or "Pools win" making data
entry that much easier.

increasingly popular DeskJet. Rather
surprisingly, there is no direct sup
port for the Atari laser at the

For example, when a dialogue box
is opened, it appears onscreen, which
does cut down on unnecessary move
ments, particularly for the smaller
dialogue boxes. The boxes themselves

Options

r i

used phrases such as "Cash with

quickly ai

contains some interesting ideas to
make the package easier to use.

Trans

the programmable func

user interface is very well
thought out. Allows multiple

program including standard 9 and
24-pin dot matrix varieties and the

Once the printer is selected, mar
gins and page lengths can be set
within the program itself and the
configuration saved for future use.

Set up

MSB

Other useful features are

custom reports.

Full marks to Digita here - drivers
for over 60 printers are built into the

Desk

Edit

oj

through again.

EASE OF USE: New HIP

grams.

File

Budget progress graph Fron Bl/flI/1991 To l&/08/l$ll

FEATURES: All thefeatures

files for importing into DTP pro

Desk

demonstrates budget

wide range of easily customised
reports ranging from simply display
ing the current balance of an account

quickly

W

wordprocessor or spreadsheet. The
packaging and manual are good, and
the program itself is immeasurably

ST. Digita have clearly got it right the
second time around.

Home Accounts 2

Disita International, Black
Horse House, Exmouth EX81JL
0395270273
£54.99

AllSTs, 1Mb
Tided

Daid/PulseM
Quantum Mechanics

Data Pulse Hard Drives

The cached Quantum Mechanisms used in the Data-

The Data Pulse range of drives come in a variety of

Pulse range of Hard Drives are made to very high
American Military standard and are covered by a 2
year manufacturers warranty (from date of

capacities and include the following.

manufactured They are al 3.5" mechanisms with a

height of just 1 inch and integrated SCSI controllers.
They have an average access time of Urns utilising a
64K look ahead risk cache.

All Mechanisms used are Autoparking reducing the
risk of damage during transit They are also very low
power which means they can operate without the
need for a fan. thus reducing noise.

(£} Full Metal case providing good shielding
and can tie used as a monitor stand

^) On/Off switch and DMA device selector
mounted on front

G/becial

M
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Space for second mechanism internally
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Choice of controller boards (prices differ!:
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All drives comewith a range of PD utiltics
and Turtle Backup software, plus demo's of

Midistudio and Midistudio Mastec

52Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)
52Mb 11ms (ICD+clock)
105Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)
105Mb 11ms (ICD+clock)
Al prices include W

£
£
£
£

409.99
429.99
519.99
539.99

& Delivery Dealer enquiries
welcome
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Both boards have a data transfer rate in excess of

Mb per second Both come with formatting and
partitioning software
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£) Integral PSU
(jjjt) DMA Out for Daisy chaining.

er

NEQ Desk 3 Sd{?c/a f Offer
TM

Due to the popularity of our hard drives i
and bulk purchasing power. We can now
NEO
offer NEO Desk 3, the replacement
desktop which was voted "Software utiity

of the year" for 1990 by ST Format
readera to buyers of our hard drives for
just an extra £24.99. We can also offer '
this perfect hard drive companion to all existing
Ladbroke Computing Hard Drive owners (Phone for
details!

"Neodesk 3 is truly invaluable for the ST owner"

ST Format-

Aries Memory Upgrades
Ladbroke Computing have been active in the field of

socket which is supplied.

ST Memory upgrades for a number of years and
can offer upgrade advice and solutions for the entire
range of STs, In that time our engineers have gained
experience in the field and have used that
experience to research and develop our own range
of upgrade boards.

To check your board has been instated correctly we
supply you with a disk which has a memory check
program If for any reason your upgrade should

We have recently developed our own 2/4Mb

refuse to work we have skilled technicians on hand

to offer technical support

Aries Upgrades (Anv ST(F)(M))

upgrade board using an in house designed. Multi
layer circuit board which measures just 52mm x
62mm, smaller than a credit card. We have achieved

this miniturisatjon by utilising 4 Megabit memory chip
technology. The result of this reduction in size is a
reduction in cost and more reliable operation, due to
the fact that the board resides under the STs

ahielring protecting it from interference and reducing

512K Upgrade Board
2/2.5Mb Upgrade Board
4Mb Upgrade Board

Our skied technicians can instaS the above upgrade boards
for £20 inducing VAT and return defvery

The board is manufactured in the U.K and hand

4 or 16 chip STF(M) only

The boards are then thoroughly tested before
despatch.

The board comes in two configurations, 2Mb
(upgradeable at a later dale to 4Mb) and 4Mb
The boards require some soldering but are very
easy to fit and come complete with fun instructions
to fit ANY ST including Mega'stexcept STE's which
use SMM boards! If your shifter chip is not
socketed you will have to desolder it and install a

A
LsJbrote Computing htemFjtio^

SEQiipQiillaaa

oo

£39.99
£99.99
£169.99

Electromagnetic emissions.

assembled in our workshops by skilled technicians.

3HEEaaHHE! HEaaQEIBaEB

£29.99

Aries Upgrades STE
512K SIMMs upgrade
2Mb SIMM's upgrade
4Mb Simm's upgrade

£24.99
£79.99
£159.99

Al the above prices include VAT Defvery is free on orders
over £100. Please check configuration of your machine with
our staff before ordering chip or Slr*Ms upgrades.

Dealer Enquiries
Welcome.

New 2Mb / 4Mb

Upgrade board for
Any ST
(Shown actual size)

ries Upgrades

Available from

September 14th
for Atari/Amiga

Magic Storybook makes creating stories and
animating with sound fun by encouraging
children to express their own creative ability.
There are 5 ready illustrated tales provided:
Robin to the Rescue, The Angry Dragon,
The Selfish Giant, Goldilocks and The Christmas Sto
with 200 animated characters, numerous

backgrounds and a wide collection of sounds.

Create Stories

-h Watch and listen as
stories come to life

r^

^

in front of »«••«
v

$£
*

Illustrate, Animate
and add Sounds.

with your child, stretching
their imagination and
creative powers.

I _fcJ
^9 H y""^ |^^™ ^^^

Soft Stuff Software, Freepost, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 2BR

Phone: 081 207 1997

SOFTWARE

W e l c o m e to the first in a

new series of articles for

beginners on using the
Atari ST. In these pages I'll be trying
to explain everything about the oper
ation of the ST, from setting up the
computer to running and using a pro
gram. This first article is intended for
the raw recruit who has just pur
chased an ST and is sitting with it still
boxed up.
Where do you begin to explain
how to use an ST? What model ST

should I assume you have - 520 or

1040? STFM or STE? What type of dis

Andrew Baker, in a new series for beginners,
takes the uninitiated by the hand, explains
how to unwrap the ST and what to do next.,,

ST up, and looking underneath on
the right-hand side will reveal a small
recess with two similar shaped D type
sockets. Insert the D plug into the
leftmost of these sockets.

Now, providing all is correct, you
should be able to flick the switch and

have a look at the ST and examine its

various parts, but right now we're
going to connect it up and have a
quick play.
Firstly, connecting the STto the
television or monitor. For a TV you'll
need to disconnect the lead that goes

play - television or monitor? The list
goes on and on...
Well, for now I'll assume that you

switch box. If you don't have one of
these leads you'll need to purchase

have a basic ST, no wonderful and

one from a local electrical store. They

expensive,extras, and no knowledge
of computers. Secondly, I'll assume
that you know nothing about com
puters - even wiring up the STwill
pose a problem - and so we'll start at
the very beginning.
Most of you will probably be able
to open the box and take the various
components out - "Big Ted" is proba
bly a safer bet as entertainment for

are commonly known as RF leads.

from the aerial socket to the aerial

ST to the monitor. Depending on
which type you have this lead will be
either built into the monitor, or sup
plied separately. Either way, it goes
from the monitor port on the STlabelled with the word "monitor" and

with a cute little picture of a monitor
next to it - to, surprise surprise, the
monitor!

have several preset channels, and one

Next, the fairly simple task of con
necting the power. Locate the kettletype lead; this will need a plug fitted
first. If you are unsure how to do this
I recommend you find someone who
can do it for you - listen carefully
children... "Blue Peter" slugs it out
with "Big Ted" in a fight to the death!
The power lead fits into the three
pronged socket on the rear of the ST.
The plug end, for the "Big Ted" fanat
ics still around, goes into a mains

those who can't. So we're at the earli

of these will need to be tuned to this

wall socket.

est possible point of confusion for
most users. Wiring the computer up
is the first big hurdle.
For the more experienced of you
this will be boring, but I'm making
no apologies. We all have to learn,
and those of you who know this stuff
can skip forward, those who don't
need all the assistance we can pro:

channel.

Setting up
Taking the end that previously went
into the aerial switch box, fit it into
the circular hole on the rear of the ST
marked "RF".

The ST sends out its signal on
channel 36. Most modern televisions

Finally, we connect the oddly

Although I hate to say it, you'll

named mouse. This device will be the

need to refer to the owner's manual

primary control for the ST. It's called
a mouse because a computer boffin
thought the small oblong shaped
object with its cable (tail) looked like

of your TV for details on how to do
this. There are simply too many TVs
with different controls to explain this
procedure here.
If you have a monitor you will
need a special lead that goes from the

a

mouse..

The lead attached to it has a D-

shaped plug on the end. Lifting the

vide.

watch in delight as several seconds
later the TV screen lights up. The pic
ture will have a black border and

large green area at the centre - it
should look like something shown in
figure 1 below.

Adjust the set
Inside the green area will be several
small pictures, known as icons, with a
white line containing some words at
the top of the screen. You may notice
a slight crackle as you flick the
switch. Don't worry, this is perfectly
normal on STs.

If you are not looking at a green
screen you're either facing the wrong
way or something has gone wrong.
Depending on what has failed, there
are various things that can be done.
The most likely problem is with
the television. If the screen display
isn't green, is constantly moving or
just a blurred mess - perhaps even
resembling a Texan tourists' checked
suit - try re-tuning the TV. You may
have missed the exact channel posi
tion by a few notches on the tuner.
Adjusting the TV with the com
puter turned on is perfectly safe, and
will save you time. Messing around
with this should rectify any of these
problems.
With colour monitors the picture

Anyway, you've just unpacked the
computer and lying around you are
enough cables, computers and manu

will be the same as the TV, ie in iden

tical colours, while black and white
models, such as the Atari SMI24, will

als to rival Jodrell Bank.

Relax, it's not as ominous as it may
look. You have before you a power
cable and a strange little gizmo called

be black and white - gasps of amaze

a mouse - more of this creature and

potential problems. The most com
mon ones are dealt with by the vari
ous monitor manuals. If you can't get
your monitor work I recommend you >•

ment from the back row.
For monitors there are several

its aim in life later. Also lying around,
probably connected to the television,
will be an aerial lead. Later, we'll

Figure 1

> contact either your local dealer or the
official Atari Helpline.

Bask

File

tf

Figure 2
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box is a smaller box with the word

-••-.

OK in it.

iJf-TJJJPH'il

•J Sort by Nane 1

These people are more than capa
ble of talking you through any initial
teething problems - they are on 081-

Once you've finished reading the

Sort by Date M
Sort by Size H

text in the box, move the mouse

SorMjOup^J

pointer over this OKtext and press
the left mouse button again.
Magically the box will disappear.
Give yourself a pat on the back;
you've just completed your first oper

309 7770. It's a free service, other

than the phone bill, and they are

there to help you so give them a call.
Presuming it all worked, it's now
ready. There it sits, several hundred
pounds of high technology overdraft

ation on an Atari ST, learnt how to

use the mouse, and use drop down
menus. If you accomplished the
above, you've learned most of what

_M_

ready to be used.

Pretty pictures
You are now looking at your over
draft's main work screen, commonly

known as the Desktop. It is from here
that you'll do most your work. This
includes looking after your files, the
washing and generally controlling
the everyday tasks that will be carried

to... yep, left and right arrow move
ments - impressive huh? Moving the
mouse in a diagonal direction will
also be duplicated appropriately
onscreen.

Being able to move the arrow accu
rately and quickly is vital to your
future married life with the ST. Not

out.

understanding it will lead to a rapid

The Desktop is called this for a
very good reason. The whole operat

divorce with serious alimony pay
ments. Nearly

in your commands, and thus have to

you'll need to know to use the STlike

remember them.

an expert. There's a lot more to come
but you've got the basics covered.

Once a box has dropped down you
can move the mouse down inside the

box. Notice how as you do so the var
ious text lines change, becoming
reversed. This is the ST telling you
which option you have selected don't worry, you haven't done any
thing by doing this, that comes
next.

ing environment of the ST is based

At the front of the mouse are two

on a collection of pic

squares known as buttons. Don't
ask me why... Anyway, these but

torial

tons are used to tell the ST that

the possible operations avail
able - the menus and a way of telling
the computer to invoke an operation;
the mouse. Any guesses on what we

movement, and as such, I strongly
recommend you practise these move

do next?

supposed to represent familiar office

ments until you can do it instinc

objects - the trashcan now onscreen,
for example. These pictures are found
on an imaginary desktop. The idea
being, you sit down at your electronic
desk and control a computerised
office around you.

tively.

If you move the arrow up to the top

called Desk, and as the menu drops
down you'll notice a word directly
below Desk. Move the mouse pointer
over this word - Desktop Info and
with your index finger press the left

of the screen, on the left-hand side

mouse button.

find a small arrow. This you will
come to know and love as the mouse

pointer and is the computer's screen
version of the mouse. Hold it in your
left hand and wiggle it. And before
anyone starts cracking jokes, I'm
referring to the mouse.
Notice how, as you move the
mouse the arrow moves accordingly.
Move the mouse forward, and the
arrow will move up, backwards and
the arrow obediently moves down
the screen.

Moving it left or right, translates

over the word Desk a box with text

will drop down. Move the mouse to
the right, over the other words File
View Options, and other boxes with
different text lines appear. The pic

Up pops a square in the middle of
the screen with some words in it - see

figure 3. Towards the bottom of the
I File

idea of what these will look like when
down.

These boxes are called menus and

are a list of operations or commands
that can be carried out and given to

the computer. They provide a simple
and effective way of telling the com

puter what you wish to do, without
having to remember anything. With
Figure 3

right-hand side of the ST. Be very
careful with them. They won't bite,
but they can be damaged.
If you do anything which seems to
have damaged the ST, try turning the
ST off and then starting again. If you
do seem to have harmed the ST call

the Atari Helpline, they should be
able to help.
And that, I'm afraid, is it for this

Move the mouse to the menu

ture in figure 2 will give you a good

most other computers you must type

One word of caution however.

in size. These slot into the slit on the

So we now have a list of

In the middle of the screen you'll

the ST.

commands to select and mini

computer systems.

Menu talk

harm. Some alarming messages
maybe displayed onscreen, but
there's nothing you can do with the
mouse that will permanently damage

Depending on which ST system you
purchased and where you bought it,
you will have several floppy disks small coloured squares, roughly 3.5"

ier to use than other

elements. These elements are

mouse button over different things

and experiment. You can't do any

you wish to invoke some form of
operation or select something.
This type of environment
with friendly pictures, lists of
mal typing is considerably eas

everything done will involve mouse

Have fun
If you're feeling brave, play around
moving the mouse, pressing the left

ulcij Options

issue. In the next exciting instalment
we'll take a look at the various ports
(holes) scattered around the ST and

start on the Desktop seriously.
Until then, have fun, and above

all, enjoy using the ST. It's a fantastic
computer and very simple once you
get used to it.
See younextmonth.
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STEREO SOUND SAMPLING & OUTPUT CARTRIDGE
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Now from Microdeal, the first ever STEREO sound sampler for the ATARI ST range of
computers. With the superb high quality reputation of ST-REPLAY, this completely new
hardware cartridge contains DUAL Analogue to Digital and DUAL Digital to Analogue
converters to ensure the ULTIMATE in 8 BIT sample quality. The system can record in high
quality STEREO from its twin PHONO inputsockets, taking sounds from any suitable STEREO
equipment such as Portable Cassette or CD. players or from any other 'Auxiliary' or 'Line
level' source. The twin PHONO outputs provide the user of a standard ST, STF, STFM or
MEGA computer, with high quality STEREO output. Users of the STE, MEGA STE and TT

Q.

o
o

o

O

3

machines are not left out either ! The software will allow samples to be played out from

is.

REPLAY STEREO
EDITOR

o
>

the connectors at the rear.

o

As you have come to expect from MICRODEAL and Audio Visual Research, the SOFTWARE
provided with the system is also packed with new features. STEREO REPLAY does not just

>

set the standards by which other samplers are measured, it has COMPLETELY re-defined
them!

z
z
m
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The STEREO EDITOR program provides the user with the ultimate in power and
sophistication, packed with features which appear for the first time on ANY home computer.
This fully DESKTOP and WINDOW styled program allows individual samples to be loaded
into the computer and edited separately. However, this is just the beginning. The program

<

will allow the user to load in samples of 8,

12 or even 16 BIT resolutions in MONO or

STEREO formats and freely convert between them. It is possible to take a cutting from a

>

STEREO BEAT
DRUM MACHINE

<
u.

co
CO

16 BIT MONO format sample and edit it into a STEREO 8 BIT sample without even realising

-n

that the two sample files were different, the program manages all of the sample translations

>

The STEREO EDITOR supports many useful editing functions
Paste, Insert, Delete, Clear, Fill, Overlay, Repeat, Gap, Reverse,
Join, Loop Cross Fade, Channel Swap, Channel Copy, Channel
Sample, Pre-Sample, Play, Monitor, Scope Left or Right, Load

including Mark, Hide,
Fade, Volume, Loop,
Cross Fade, Sample
and Save and more

Cut,
Loop
Pan,
!

CO

>

As ifthe list above was not impressive enough, the STEREO EDITOR can also perform more
advanced forms of editing such as frequency 'Re-Sampling', Sample FOURIER analysis, Digital
filtering, Digital Hall, Room, Echo, Reverb and Flanging effects, Play up to 10 different samples

r-

from an external MIDI keyboard or sequencer and MUCH, MUCH more.

>

m

The 'STEREO BEAT' program can load KITS of up to 15 different samples into memory

O

at once and then play 3 channel (LEFT, CENTRE and RIGHT) sounds out from the STEREO

oc

PORTS of the cartridge at the same time. Memory permitting, KIT samples can be up to

U

1 MByte in length EACH, permitting the user to record sections of their favourite music and

Q_
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o
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The ULTIMATE STEREO SOUND SAMPLER

LU

Ot

TO

quite automatically !

</>
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o

FAST FOURIER
TRANSFORM DISPLAY

completely RE-MIX them using STEREO BEAT. Patterns of BEATS are arranged on a grid
format PATTERN EDITOR and can be varied from 4 to 32 BEATS in length with timing
set to 1/8, 1/16 or 1/32 with or without Triplets. SONGS are constructed from simple lists
of PATTERNS with LOOPS and SONG POSITION JUMPS. A SONG can contain up to 99
separate song entry steps whose tempo can be varied from 40 to 239 B.P.M. STEREO BEAT

CO

>
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can act as EITHER a MIDI SLAVE or MIDI MASTER and can both generate or respond
to MIDI START, STOP and SYNC commands.

z
—»

The STEREO REPLAY system is also supplied with routines and examples of code which
enable the user to play 8 BIT MONO or STEREO samples recorded and edited with the
system from Machine Language or from High level languages such as HISOFT, GFA and

CO

Q.

STOS BASIC.

>

o
o
o

© MICRODEAL 1991

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

What more can you possibly need ?

STEREO REPLAY ORDER FORM
STEREO REPLAY IS £89.95 POST & PACKING £1 (ALL PRICES INC V.A.T)
BY POST: with Cheque • Postal Order • or Credit Card

BYPHONE
WITH

Name

CREDIT CARDS
Address

(0726) 68020

Postcode

Credit Card Type
<*

Expiry Date

Number

PLEASE ALLOW UP TO 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

SEND TO: MICRODEAL, PO BOX 68, ST AUSTELL, CORNWALL. PL25 4YB

XJ
m
i
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Essential for all but a few seri

rintability

ous applications, printers have
become one of the most

bought peripherals, yet their price
has not dropped at anywhere near
the same rate as that of the comput
ers commanding them.
For a model bursting with features
you can normally expect the contents
of your wallet to shrink by more than
the cost of an ST. But now an entry
level model, unsurprisingly with a Far
Eastern origin, has been released at a
price affordable to many STusers.
When taken from its plastic wrap

John Butters tests the world's least expensive 9-pin printer
and finds It cheap but definitely not nasty

ping the SeikoshaSP-1900 presents
you with an immediate hurdle.
Before fitting the plug you have to
axe away at the plastic coating, first
from the main cable permanently
fixed to the printer and then from
the two wires that fit into the plug.

This done you can plug in to the
mains and you're off. The creamcoloured case is thin yet robust but
looks primitive. Four touch buttons
on its top surface control form feed,
line feed and set the near-letter qual

ity (NLQ) fonts.

Easily accessible
F.ach button is in an ideal position,
can be used without difficulty and
doubles, in the manner of a shift key,
to set margins and force self-tests of
the printer. Small lights dotted

around the edgesof the control panel
advise how the printer is set up, such
as with a serif or sans serif letter qual

ity font.

The powerswitch is fitted on the
front panel, and is easy to access pro
viding the printer is awayfrom the
clutter often found around a com

puter setup.

The printer cable plugs into a port
on its'back and is fixed on with metal

clips. At first, it didn't make a good
connection and so would not take
commands from the ST.

moments cured the problem and it

has worked ever since. Installing and

removing the ribbons is troublefree.

FEATURES: 9-pin, Epson
and IBM emulations, paper

for letters and any other printout that
does not need the quality results of
more expensive 24-pin and laser

ters per second, which is quite rea
sonable for a printer at this price.

petitors and the removable cover

models.

does little to cut it down.

have to adjust the DIP switches hid
den under the ribbon to ensure char

dedicated to an English audience

acters such as £ print normally with

which is accompaniedby plenty of

the ST.

diagrams and tables.

print speed is 40 characters per sec
ond, and 48cps in Fast Elite.
It comes out of the box configured
for use in the States and users will

good manual, powercable
isn't preparedfor i
H:l-U'HUT1

1 Excellent
Goad

II

No upgrades
A paper rack fits towards the back of
the printer and is adjustable for vari
ous sizes of paper. For users requiring
multiple-copy printing, the SP-1900
will accept up to two extra sheets. It
is supplied with a 98-page AS manual

three are also available in italic. The

buttons control selections,

Appalling

new ribbon is used. It's quite noisy
when compared to most of its com

Pica, Elite and Fast Elite - and all

EASE OF USE: Four

Excellent"""'

position of which can be adjustedto
cater for different paper sizes.
Draft mode prints at 160 charac

ted quickly and cleanly.
Form feed or single sheets of paper
can be used. When using form feed,
the paper is attached to clips, the

There are three resident NLQ fonts -

racksupplied, acceptsup to
two copies, draft and three
NLQ fonts, IK buffer.

sufficient for your needs you'll have

a ballpoint pen. Compared to other
9-pin printers the quality is average.
The typefaces are clearbut, as the
paper scrolls, the print occasionally
becomes smudged when one of the
letter quality modes is selectedand a

They click into placeand can be fit

Wiggling it about for a few

The manual explains the UKset

As a basic machine there are no

ting and the conversion is a simple
job involving removing a cover and
flicking two switches with the nib of

upgrade paths to be taken to boost its
performance. So if the IK printer
buffer or resident type fonts are not

to select another model.

The SP-1900 would not meet the

requirements of an office but is ideal
for most home use. It could be used

At the end of the day, you get

exactly what you would expect from
a £125 printer: basicfeatures and a
cheap appearance, but a price tag that
makes it one of the most appealing of
recent releases.

Seikosha SM 900

Silica Systems, 1 to 4 The

iews, Hatherley Road,
KentDAU4DX.
081-3091111

£125
AIISTs

DOT

MATRIX

PRINTERS

Silica Systems are pleasedto recommend Seikoshaprinters at NEW
LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES. The Seikosharange is built to exac

-PIN

PRINTER

ting standards, by a company that isused tomanufacturing high quali
ty precision products. In fact, you may find that you arealready wearing

192CPS DRAFT

Seiko/Epson group (with a turnover of £6 billion and over 18,000 staff!).

• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ
• 1K Printer Butler + 2 Fonts

80 COL

• SeikoshaSP-1Q00AI -9 pin- 80 col

one ofthese products on yourwrist as Seikoshaare partofthe massive

• Parallel Interface

When you buy a Seikosha printer from Silica, wewill give you a Silica
Printer Starter Kit (worth £25+vat = £29.38) FREE OF CHARGE, to
make sure you get off to a flying start with your new printer. For fur

• Graphics Resolution: 144x72dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Paper Parking
• FREE Printer Starter Kit

ther information on the Seikosha range, complete and return the

SP-1900AI RRP
STARTER KIT

coupon below. Or, if you can't wait to get your hands on a new low

priced Seikoshaprinter, telephoneour mail order hotline, 081-309 1111

£179
£25

TOTAL RRP:

to place your order now.

SILICA PRICE Iexc vat):

FREE DELIVERY
Next day - anywhere in the UK mainland

Worth E29.38 with every Seikosha printer.

£99

1 YEAR WARRANTY

Technical helpline during office hours.

With every Seikosha printer from Silica.

Printer speeds are quoted as follows.

= Draft12cpi, NLQ = Near LetterQualtiy 12cp

L• Includes Programmable ROM Card

192 CPS DRAFT

80 COL 240 CPS DRAFT 136 COL 240 CPS DRAFT
Seikosha SP-2000AI• 9 pin • 80 col
• Seikosha SP-241SAI - 9 pin - 136 col

•
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLO

• 300cps SD, 240cps Draft, 50cps NLO

• 21K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
• Parallel and Serial Interlaces

• 17.SKPrinter Butter + 5 Fonts
• Parallel and Serial Interlaces

• Graphics Resolution: 144x72dpi

• Graphics Resolution: 240x144dpi

• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder Unit
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
RflP:

•

STARTER KIT

Epson and IBM Emulation

• Superior PaperHandling
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

E199

RRP:

...E25

£99

FREE STARTER KIT

FREE HELPLINE
SD = Superdraft I5cp

£204

Less Silica Saving: £105

STARTER KIT

TOTAL RRP: £224
SAVING: £95

£320

J2S

TOTAL HTTP: £345

SAVING: £136

StUCA PRICE: tm \. +VAT=E151.58 rel: PRI 8200

• Seikosha SL-92AI • 24 pin - 80 col
• 240cps Draft, 80cps LQ

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi

SILICA PRICE: £209

l=E24558 rsf: PRIBZ15 ,

•

Epson and IBM Emulation

SILICA PRICE: E189

•

+VAT=?222D& ref: PRI8292 ,

IBM Emulation

• Built-in SO Sheet Auto Feeder
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
RRP:
STARTER KIT

£169]

rera

saving: irn

9 IK Printer Buffer + 9 Foots
• Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360x180dpi

• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

C33S /
TOTAL RRP: £360

• ISOcps SD, 144cpsDraft, 60cps LQ

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi

• Epson Emulation
• Optional Font ROM • 7 Fonts
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

£369
JE25

TOTAL RRP: £394

SAVING: £125

\+VAT=E433.56 rcf: PRI 8321*"J

SILICA PRICE: £369

80 COL

• Seikosha LT-20 • 24 pin • 80 col

• SK Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
• Parallel and Serial Interfaces

• Parallel Interface

STARTER KIT...

80 COL 144 CPS DRAFT

• Seikosha SL-210AI- 24 pin - BO col
• 324cps Draft, lOBcps LQ

• 44K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

RRP:

rera

80 COL 324 CPS DRAFT

SILICA PRICE: £269

BUSINESS PRINTERS (wide-body)

£2691
^+VAT=E316.08 ref: PRI SB2o"j

FREE!
PRINTER
STARTER

KIT

277 CPS DRAFT 136 COL 462 CPS DRAFT 136 COL 520 CPS DRAFT 136 COL 800 CPS DRAFT 136 COL
• Seikosha SL-230AI - 24 pin • 136 col
• Seikosha BPS500AI- 8 pin - 136col
• 277cps Draft, 92cps LQ

• 462cps Draft, 106cps NLO

• SAT Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
• Parallel and Serial Interfaces

•

• GraphicsResolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
£699
STARTER KIT

^%

TOTAL RRP: £724

SILICA PRICE: £449 I +VAT=i:527.5B ref: PRI 6423 .

18K Printer Butter

• Parallel and Serial Interlaces

• Graphics Resolotlon: 240x144dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder
• FREE Silica Prloter Starter Kit

£1299 ft
STARTER KIT.

TOTAL RRP: £1324
SAVING: £325

£999

SILICA PRICE: £999 l+VAT=E1173.63 ref: PRI B7S5 ,

• SeikoshaBPS780AI • 18pin • 136col
• 780cpsSD, S20cps Draft, 130cpsNLO

• Epson and IBM Emulation

• Handles 1+6 Multipart Forms
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
STARTER KIT..

• PAYMENT: Bycash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, wesuggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what itwill be like a few months after you have made your purchase when you
may require additional peripherals orsoftware, orhelp andadvice. And, will thecompany you buy from
contact you with details ofnew products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have beenestablished for over 12yearsand,with our unrivalled experience and ex
pertise, wecannow claim tomeet ourcustomers requirements with an understanding which issecond

to none. Butdon'tJusttakeour word for it. Complete and return the coupon now forour latest Free
literatureand begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

EverySeikosha printer from Silica, comes with the

• Epson and IBM Emulation

Silica Printer StarterKit, worth £29.38 (£25 +VAT),

•

completely FREE OFCHARGE. Itincludes allyouneed
to get up and running with your new printer.
• 3J4 * DiskwithAmiga&STPrinterDrivers

Built-in Cut Sheet Feeder

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

£1399

£2999
TOTAL RRP: £3024

SAVING: £525

+Wr=E1643JJ3 ref: PRI8]

SILICA PRICE: £1399

PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors ona "Same product - Same price" basis
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales
BUSINESS * EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at ourLondon &Sidcup branches
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ofyour PC requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi

RRP:

MAILnOrder
?R9ER:
„
Lines Opgn:
Opening Hours:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

TOE!

SILICA PRICE: £2499 ^+VAT=E2936.33 rof: PRI861DJ I

•

1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 Sheets of DualityContinuous Paper
• 100 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on Tractor Feed

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley
Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DXFax No:
Tel:081-306
081-3091111"
NoLale Nighl Opening
0608

Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm

LONDON SHOP:

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of PC technical experts at your service.

SILICA
SYSTEMS

• B4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
• Parallel and Serial Interfaces

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Seikosha SBP-10AI - 10pin -136 col
• 800cps Draft, 200cps NLQ

• 20K Printer Outfer + 2 Fonts
• Parallel and Serial Interfaces

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA

9.30am-6.00pm

No Late NightOpening

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

_Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Late Night: Thursday until 6pm

Tel: 071-629 1234

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

To: Silica Systems, Dept ATSTR-1091-58B, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX ^^
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PLEASE SEND FREE SEIKOSHA INFORMATION

• Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

I

Company Name (if applicable):
I Address:

I

B

Tel (Home):

I

Surname:

Tel (Work):

| Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised pricesand specifications maychange- Pleasereturn the coupon (orthe latestinformation.

^

EVEN HOUDINI COULD NOT
CONJURE UP THESE PRICES
WE'VE STACKED THE DECK IN YOUR FAVOUR
dfc NAKSH
You will not have to dig deep

into your pocket to afford

£139.95

this suberb product with ultra
smooth movement. 2 year
warranty-operation Stealth
software, mouse mat-

T

holder, all this and more for
only

£21.99

Atari or Amiga ^p

♦

You cannot escape this offer
400 DSDD 3.5" plus 4,100
Capacity lockable boxes only

MICE

Banx stackable boxes,
holds 90 lockable colour
coded dividers

^

DOUBLE SIDED,

we have. Here'sa few accessories
to entice you.
BANX Stackable Boxes

£8.95

1

£8.95

3
5

£7.95 each
£6.95 each

DOUBLE DENSITY 880K

Locks horizontally

sparkling product ^m

You will not be HEART

broken by these prices, and
50 for only
100 for only
200 for only

J
0
K

£26.95
£42.95
£64.99

E

R

100 Cap 3.5" lockable box..£8.95
Pack of 5 3.5" library cases .£4.95
Deluxe Mouse Mats
Head Cleaner

Universal Printer Stand
Roll of 1000 3.5" labels

£2.95
£2.95

Supplied with labels and
unconditional lifetime guarantee

£6.95
£12.95

YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER

plus lots lots more aJ£
(Ring for free catalogue) ^^

.

OR vertically, areally^^

you'll love the quality.

Why not CLUB together and take
advantage of some superb offers

A DIAMOND

amongst products,

No JOKING
1

100 3.5 Diskettes

2

100 Capacity lock box

3
4
5

Deluxe Mouse mat
3.5 Head Cleaner
Mouse Holder

6

Dust Cover

7

250 Extra Labels

RRP £69.70
Jokers Price

£49.95

A

ONLY if you SEND this Ad 0
C

ALL DISKETTES SUPPLIED BY US ARE 100% CERTIFIED AND GUARANTEED.
OUR PROMISE IS SIMPLE, SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK.

The price you see is the price you pay
DISKETTE LABELS
v not have a couple of thousand lai
Normal Price £12.95 per 1000
Special Offer2000 for only

^^J

RE INK

Save up to 90% off your curren
prices. Re Ink willallow you to re-use
our fabric ribbon up to 100 time;
simply amazing and only
£12.95

£13.99*
*Only if ordered withdisl

MAJIC

MEDIA

COMPUTER

SUPPLIES

18 CRESCENT WAY, FARNBOROUGH, KENT BR6 9LS. TELESALES HOTLINE: 0689-861400
(Allprices quoted are inclusive of VAT and carriage UK Mainland only) E.&O.E.
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
(Majic Media is a trading division of MD Office Supplies)

. CAMERA. .

V.

>

cr.

IT

v.

imc
1MMENDABLE

CARDSINSIDE

Jl4€<i,a6
I?64464,4/6
obtSon
W«|
//
Games Club t
"
x v .IK...
NRG colour

rFTTIBi-monthly

,C*A l/"Y">K I

member

ybertoon

I 35w*85h-d

Don't miss it.

V..:! ..'

10 •**"•'!

Biggest and Best.
Huge catalogue. Huge discounts.
Huge stocks. Huge staff.
Huge membership.

DUNGEON MASTKT

CHAOS

CORRUPTION

EYE OF HORUS

F16 FALCON

3.99

3.99

10.99

10.99 "

'^"'*'••"'';

Biggest Value, Best Service

Hi

No obligation to buy

111 '

Free Colour Catalogue
Just phone our sales team on

0279 600204

LEMMINGS

MEGATRAVELLER 1

MIDWINTER

MURDERI

PAINTWORKS

73.99

11.99

77.99

6.99

6.99

Open to 8pm Weekdays
and to 5pm Weekends

Dk9|

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
UK £6.00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10.00
We only supply members but you can order as you join

costs £9.99 extra but

saves you up to £120

WAtari ST Software

golden axe

•J 3D POOL

. •.. 7 99

-e4derboard

..S16 99

classcricket ....%&, 19.99 rolling ronnie
gravity
^% 8.99 rugby world cup

16.49
16.49

hero's quest (gremlin) 16.99

13.99

3D TENNIS

.- ,| 799

4D SPORTS BOXING

4D SPORTS DRIVING

Special Reserve members only. The price includes:
6 demo disks of pre-release or latest titles.

. . ..'Il6 99

ALCATRAZ
AMERICAN ICE HOCKEY

E I •
.5 99

ARKANOID2

I against top items bought from Special Reserve.
6 issues of XS NRG colour review magazine for

ARMOUR-GEDDON

J&6 99

ATOMINO

fk?9

AWESOME

Each issue is packed

.JJT99

BAAL

| with reviews of new games (and some of the best

BALANCE 6C POWER
BALLISTIX

older ones) and utilities.
Enter XS NRG on the coupon
below and pay E9.99.
UK only. Special Reserve
membership is not included.

..,,

I

r

99

16.99
1699
7.99

. \*9 99
17.0".

CHASE H.Q 2 (SCI: C S

. 16.98

CHUCK ROCK ...

. 15.4$
7.99
8.99
...10.99

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)

3.99

CRACKDOWN

6.99

19.99
...16.99

3.99
7.99
42.99

DEMONIAK
DEUTEROS

19.49
16.99

DEVPAC V.2 (ASSEMBLER]

54.99

1
I

Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge
World software orders please add £1.00 per item.
Non-software items please add 10°o EEC or 25% World.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

8.99

<OFF2G!ANT\OFF.U30PEDS 7 99 STARGLIDER 2
K'OFF 2 W NMNOTaCTlCS DS

KILLING GAME Sr-few

\

LEATHER GODBESSES\

6 99

3.99

16.99
19 99

6 99

SUPER CARS 2

16,49

SUPER MONACO G-'PRIX

16.99
16.99
19.49

TEENAGE QUEEN

\12 99 TETRIS

LOmS ESPRIT TURBO
LURfWJG HORROR

6 99
'0'4y
.. .4 99

MAGNbilCSCHCS

16.99

PRO

17.99
16.49

5000 WHITE

TOKI

16.99

6.99

TOYOTA CELICA GT RALLY 16.49

TURBO CUP(WITH CAR)

.\

19 49

TURRICAN

7.49

TURRICAN 2 D/S

8.49

16 99 TV SPORTS (U.S) FOOTBALL 7.99

19.99

MEGLOMANIA

" °o ...-.UNINVITED

MERCHANT COLONY».

18-49

UMS 2 (1 MEG)

MERCS

16.99

VENUS THE FLY TRAP

METALMUTAN"

MIDWINTER

.../

^

MIG 29FU^RttKfT

3.99

11.99

CARRIER COMMAND,
STARGLIDER 2)1
VIRTUAL WORLDSV(TOTAL

VOYAGER

WAR ZONE ...'.

..- P99

NEBULUS 2

16.99

WHEELS OF FIRE (HARD

F15 STRIKE EAG.E
F15STRIKE EAG.E 2

7,99
?.: 99

F16FALffl&LL

10"

F19 STEALTH FIGftSER

19.49

F29..RETALIA70R I

16-99

9.99

MASTER, THE CRVPT)-:-..,..19.49

3.99

WONDERLAND (1 MEGf'

19.49

7.99

WORLD CHAMP SQCCEFj ...13.99

POOL OF RADIANCE (1 MEG) ...19.99 WRECKERS
POPULOUS &SIM CITY
16.99 X-OUT

XENOMORPH

XENON 2, MEGABLAST...'

POWERMONGER DATA 1 ...11.99 I

FRENETIC

12.99

13.99

FUN SCHOOL 3

(2-5. 5-7 or 7+)

°***| GAUNTLET 2
AUNT LI

PRINCE OF PERSIA

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2

2.99
19.49 |

R-TYPE

R-TYPE2

15.49

6.99

/

TURBO 2

8.99

(M6.49
£....7 99

849
7 99

uutfh lahole

.

5.99 HKOn PflPR f\f

DELUXE

DISK BOX

*) (HOLDS 80)

10.99

9.99 M ^^H Z^"

16.99 ^01 QQ fnT ^0
4.99

16.99

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG) 21.99
RAINBOW COLLECTION

\,

^fiflV n^/HD
wwi •j L/vJ/WU

16.99 | l _ -

PROTEXT W/PROCESSORV5 94.99

FUN SCHOOL 2

(2-6. 6-8 or 8+)

%
.%

POWER UP (CHASE H.Q,

PREHISTORIK

QUICKSHOT

7.99 WRATH OFTHE D^MON CMS 1949

TURRICAN, X-OUT, ALTERED
BEAST, RAINBOW ISLANDS) 19.99

PRESIDENT ELECT (SSI)

•-••

111A

6.99

19.49

3.99

21.99

6.99

//&

FISH' (M/SCROLLf)

... 19.49

12.99

%

H.Q. TURBO OUTRUN)

8.99

FLAMES OF FREJEDCM

2.99

6.99 WOLFPACK

FERRARI FORMUIJA 1

FLIGHT OF THE#NTRUDER 2199

.-.13.99

DRIVIN, POWERDRIFT. CHASE

POWERDRIFT
POWERMONGER D/S

#ISTSOFFURY./ .

W..\

16.99 WARHEAD
6.99

19.99

ECLIPSE, DRILLER';,CASTLE

6.99 VIZ

OPERATION STEALTH D/S...16.99

PLAYER MANAGER

9.99

22.99 INT SOCCER-CHALLENGE.

19.49

THE DARK
-j/^ 19-99 OPERATION WOLF
EPIC
_^-#
- -16.99 PAINTWORKS (ART)
ESWATD/S
... 16.99 PAWNiM/SCROLLS)
EXILE /. .. .
... . 16.99 PLANETFALL (BUDGET)

PYTHON

(MIDWINTER, STUNT CAR RACER,

•NAM 1965-75

.l6y*C NAVYS.E.A.L.S

130F

8.99

16.99 VIRTUAL REALITY VOL1

MONSTER FftCK1 (SHADOW
OF THEBEAST INFESTATION.

MURDER D/S

QUICKSHOT

19.49

6.49
.. ..6.4&

3 99

5.49

MEGATRAVELLER 1 ..Jw.,K 99 ULTIMA 5
..

COMPETITION

12.99

THUNDERHAWK
THUNDERJAWS

COLLECTlOKMtQL 1 (GUILD OF

MAUPITI ISLAND

7.99

THE SIMPSONS

THIEVES. FISH Afm^
MANCHESTER UNITEOIeuR 15 49

AUTOFIRE

19.49

1699

.

SLOW MOTION

SWAP
SWITCHBLADE 2
TEAM YANKEE

16.99

DYNASTY WARS
E-MOTION

COMBAT WITH

...16.99

SUPERBASE PERSONAL 2...79.99

N.ARCD-S

10 99

6.99

799 SUPREMACY

1.1699

LOMBARD -AC RALLY

COMPETITION
PRO EXTRA

6.99

.12 99 SUPER HANG ON

LEGE\D OF THESWOR&... . 4.99
-Ef."/:KOS
IL.13.99
LEMMINGS DA1A DISK A...1099

LOGICAL

SUPER CARS (GBH)

16.99
8.99

F16 FA^CONTWSSlON 2

'•"Hv

3.99

16.49

MOONSHINE RACERS

EYE OF HORUS

sj P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH

starflight.

NITRO) D/S ML
MONTYPYTHON

6.99

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF

Switch Issue Number

spy who loved me

• •&

v.-s" .= ::s

batteries, two player lead
FR££Gamelight
FREE Special Reserve
membership
69.99

7.99

DRILLER

ELITE

Credit card expiry date

8 99

< c n 2 - •••-•

3.99 speedball

DGCALC (SPREADSHEET) ...29.99

ELF

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE

kickoff2>d/s

CORRUPTION) (1 MEM
19.99

DUNGEON MASTER

]Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa

16.49

spellbound

17.96s, LIFE AND DEATH ...

I DGBASEfRELDATABASE) ...34.99

1ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGES. VAT £

speedball 2

3.99

LAST NINJA 2

DEJAVU2
DELUXE PAINT

^m

9 99

kickoffv. .

KNIGHTS OF LBGENOV..

DEJA VU

•

judge dhedd

CHAOS STRIKES BACK ....4 9 99

DAMOCLES PLUS
MISSION DISKS 1 &2
15.49
DAMOCLES MISSION DISK 1 7.99
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 7.99

•

16.99

7.99
25.49

CHARGE OF THE
LIGHT BRIGADE

AZURE BOND (1 MEG)

I

sim city & populous

skychase
space quest3 d/s

KINGS QUEST 4 D/S\..

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE
CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA

I Membership tee £6 UK. £8 EEC, £10 World

7,99

Gamebow

etris, stereo headphone?,

6.99

„ nicr%ausgolf
16.99
,. vmy Whites snooker...i6.49

CHAMPIONS OFKRYNN ..„fi9 99

CORPORATION .
CORPORATION MISSION

1 Enter membership number (if applicable) or

13.99'

KOFF2RETURfljD EUROPE D/S 7 99 STORM ACROSS EUROPE...19.$

CONFLICT EUROPE

.^Machine type

shadow warriors

silkworm

j nxtef%m/scrolls)

:

CURSE OF THE

Telephone _

6.99

"6.99

ci r-road racer

...,

...

FOR ROME

_Postcode _

<•

-ivan stewarts

COHORT FIGHTING

_

16.99

shadow sorcef.

6.5

&FINAL ACCOUNTS)

I

19.49

3.e

(CASHBOOK CONTROL^

I Name
• Address

16.99

8.99v shadow of the beast d/s...9.99

shinobi

CARRIER COMVAND
CASHBOOK COMBO

ST Ubtn

island (1 meg)

homeaccounts (digita) 19.<xj shadow dancer
shadowgate".

CAPTAIN PLANET

THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS.

hc-ywood collection d/s19.9j3

7,99
3.99

silent service (sub sim)...8.5
silicon dreams (level 9) 3.99

CAPTIVE .

3NLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN,

secret of monkey

7.99

international

THE PAYOFF

Inter-Mediates Hi Registered Office:
2 Southillock,The killings, Sawbridgeworffc. Herts <"M

9.99

sarakon

championship athletics 15.49
nternational soccer ...16.99

CADAVER
CADAVER LEVELS

INEVITABLE. SOME GAMES SHOWN MAY NOT YET BE RE

7.99 s.t.u.nrunner

".'mortal (1 meg) d/s

BLUE MAX

Members only. See catalogue for details.

2.99

h'tch hikers guide

hunter

.

BLACK CAU-DRON

Win a CDTV
and 2 Game Gears

16.99

scrabble de luxe
seastalker (infocom)

7 99

.../... 3 9ft

robocop 2 d/s
rocket ranger

BEAST BUSTERS
BETRAYAL
BILLY THE KID ..
BLOOD MONEY

> fe%"
:Y>

6.99

hl__street blues ...^hl5.49
hillsfar
ste

hound of shadow

6.99

16.99 roadwar europa (ssi) 6.49
robin hood
16.99

graham gooch wqtild

" 0"'

WHEELS OF FIRE

8.49
rbi baseball 2

BATTLE OF BRITAIN D/Sj

BARDS TALE 1

18 reasons to buy XS NRG

! (PLEASE PRINT INBLOCK CAPITALS)

/'

j

..%6 99 guild of thieves ....j

AFTERBURNER

6 sets of £20 money-off coupons, redeemable

[w^MV,

777;....16.99

§!j 3D CONSTRUCTION KIT*f 2- " golf world class /

IAnnual subscription to XS NRG is just £9.99 to

I Amiga, ST and PC users.

gods

TURRICAN 2

^ t l ' * ' * ' ,'-'1

^u

ROCTEC
EXTERNAL

DRIVE FOR ST

54.99

Welcome to a new concept in ST games coverage...

Monster Business

1o

A novel new party trick involving a bike pump and a monster is revealed
by Eclipse. Were we impressed?

Wreckers

12

Not a simulation of an all night party at Preston polytechnic, but
the new spook-em up set on board a space observation post.

Flight Of The Intruder

14

The flight sim of the film of the book of the breakfast cereal, or
something.

Armour-Geddon

16

Psygnosis take us from suicidal rodents to suicide missions with

/ this gritty future war simulator.

Sarakon

16

Make sure you leave no stone unturned in the latest puzzle game
from Virgin.

Last Ninja 3

1a

The black clothed one returns for more bad lip synching
and other Kung Fu cliches.

R-TYPE 2
The Bydo empire bounces back for more bother
but gets its bottom bruised - be there!

RODLAND
Cute to look at and great fun to play with.

All the latest news from the

games front, lovingly beaten out of
unsuspecting software houses by your
caring, sharing Gamer

It's Michelle Pfieffer. IMo it's Rodland.

Armalyte
Thalamus cranks up the heat with this
C64 conversion.

Thunderhawk

Here they grow again. Jools accidentally
spills water on his ST and finds
himself face to face with
Gremlin's new batch

It's a mode, it cheats, it's Gamer Cheat Mode

Another supersonic vehicle with a butch

name rears its head courtesy of Core Design.
The charts by any other name!

• IT'S EASY TO DRIVE'
• IT COULD BE YOUR!
EVERYTH
HERE IS UP
FORG

OOM WITH
THIS HUGE
PILE OF
GOODIES
Calls cost 34p (cheap rate) and 45p (at all other times) per minute inc. VAT. For winners list send SAEto Megafone LtdSandylands House, Morecambe, LA3 IDG. Average call duration S.S minutes. Ask your parents' permission before you call.

(OIYOU! GET YER SEL A COPY OF THIS BRILL*,
(ALTERNATIVE KIDS COMIC!

IT'S UP TER

(DATE WIV, IT, HIP, COOL, WICKED ETC... .'N'IT'S
~(MEGA FUNNY, WELL IT'S BOUND TER BE
(COZ IT'S GOT ME INNIT! )
SO YER BETTER BUY IT... .OR ELSE I'LL COME,

d

8

ROUND 'N' PUNCH YER LIGHTS OUT..... RIGHT

IT

1 9 9 2 CU\M-Ei\t£>^\f*S £ < 4 - . 9 9
CALENDAR DETAILS

QTY

PRICE

CALENDAR DETAILS

KEVIN COSTNER

JASON DONOVAN

TOM CRUISE

THE DOORS

JAMES DEAN

GUNS'N' ROSES

MICHEALJFOX

MC HAMMER

MEL GIBSON

MICHAEL JACKSON

DAVID HASSELHOFF

KYLIE

MARILYN MONROE

MADONNA

MICKEY ROURKE

METAL LADIES

SHWARZNEGGER

METALUCA

PATRICK SWAZYE

GEORGE MICHAEL

BLUES BROTHERS

NKOTB

TERMINATOR 2

POISION

GHOST

SEX PISTOLS

AC/DC

SKID ROW

BEATLES

SPRINGSTEEN

BON JOVI

TINA TURNER

DAVID BOWIE

U2

THE CURE

WHITSNAKE

DEF LEPPARD

NAUGHTY GIRLS

DIRE STRAIGHTS

SOCCER STARS

QTY

PRICE

--S<*-*Wi
T-SHIRT DETAILS

SIZE

QTY

PRICE

JAMES DEAN

*£&&

T-SHIRT DETAILS

SIZE

QTY

PRICE

GUNS 'N' ROSES

A-HA

HULK HOGAN

QUEEN

INSPIRAL CARPERTS

BON JOVI

JAMES

AC/DC

KLF

WHITESNAKE

MC HAMMER

SISTERS OF MERCY

STONE ROSES

PRINCE

MADONNA

INXS

CHESNEY

WET, WET, WET
SIMPLE MINDS

NKOTB (JOEY)
NKOTB (JORDAN)

NKOTB

NKOTB (TOUR)

T SHIRTS AVALABLE IN S, M, L & XL

GIANT POSTER BOOK £6.99
POSTER DETAILS

QTY PRICE

TOM CRUISE

OTHER ITEMS (PRICE AS LISTED)
MISC DETAILS

PRICE

NKOTB JIGSAW

1.50

GUNS 'N' ROSES

NKOTB CAP

4.99

MADONNA

JOKE PACK

6.50

NKOTB

POP MAG PACK

1.99

BROS

I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE/PO FOR

QTY

PRICE

DEPT

STU

NAME

ADDRESS

ISSUE TWO ON SALE NOW

POSTCODE

MAKE PAYABLE & SEND TO: MEGA MAIL ORDER,
SANDYLANDS HOUSE, MORECAMBE, LANCASHIRE, LA3 1DG.

Greeting! and salutations. Wei
to complement the

coverage of the latest hardware and
releases of the month what to ,r\nl\Tt

particularly promiscuous JlaguV
What's hot and what's not. Gamer spills the beans on
the latest from the ST games scene

OUTRUN EUROPA-US Gold
US Gold are a busy lot. Not content
with having produced two Outrun
games, they're currently putting the fin
ishing touches to a third. As the name
suggests, the action has swapped from
the wide open roads of the good old
US of A to the bumpy and winding
roads of good old Europe.
The scenery isn't the only thing that
has changed, however. The Ferrari has
seen some action, so you've got some
extra transport to help you travel across
beautiful Europe. Of course, the Ferrari
F40 is still parked on your driveway, but
you also have access to a very swish

-" h3Ve ^^rSS«T r- - - ».you
Do Phrases like Tun" and "EasySuse"^- "V0***7 "*•"•*

5E55* ^ m°n,'t0rin9 °Pen "->"* •— than piayTo back up the marks out of five we Hi

First level opens with a motorbike
Porsche 911 and even a Yamaha Grand
Prix bike.

Ferry crossings are rather expensive
these days, so you can make the cross

.*-2 l!" W!.-are 9iv'""9 ™y *• Hakpaks

ing yourself using a choice of either a
high powered jet ski or a turbo-charged
speed boat.
it isn't all plain sailing, however. Not
only must you keep your eyes open for
the local police and secret agents, but
you also have those infamous French
motorist to contend with. These chaps
alone can reduce even the most experi
enced driver to tears - just ask anyone
who's taken a holiday in France! Look
out for it in September.

Through the tunnel as you chase the crooks

™ essential games

"' ** "* *""' *"* •• •

Fans of Francis Ford Coppola's
•owned Godfather series will be

pleased to learn that US Gold have
snapped up the rights to put the Corleone family's antics on to the ST. Not
wanting to screw up, US Gold have
put this rather hefty job in
the hands of French developer
Delphone, the brains behind US
Gold's great little murder mystery
title. Cruise For a Corpse.
The game is based on the aspirations

You're going to love it!

FINAL BLOW
- Storm
If your idea of fun is punching some
poor chap senseless, then Storm's latest
could be for you. Based on Taito's bril
liant arcade machine, the game allows
you to slog it out in the boxing ring
against 10 of the toughest fighters in
the world.

e Gamer staff.

ROBIN HOOD
-Millennium
Millennium are a clever lot. They
claim that the game system for their
new Robin Hood game has been in
development for over seven years
now and whaddya know, it's being
releasedjust in time for the release of
the movie of the same name, starring
Kevin Costner.

This fact alone should ensure that

Using almost full screen sprites, the
action is so hot that even Mike Tyson

would probably throw in the towel. If
all this has you punch drunk with
excitement, you can check it out in

it does very nicely thank you, but Mil
lennium claim that the game is good
enough to sell on its own. Hmmm, I
think I'll reserve judgement until the
game is released in October.

September.

and "business" intentions of the God

father and the Corleone family. As
always, someone is trying to muscle

BONANZA BROS - US GOLD

in on the action and it's your job to

Fans of Sega's fun little arcade romp

protect the Corleone family's
interests using whatever means
are at your disposal.
This usually means pumping someone

The Bonanza Brothers will be pleased

their reward money is a vast range of
high-technology traps and alarm sys

to learn that Mobo and Robo will be

tems which could catch even the most

making an appearance on the ST very

careful of criminals. Look out for it in

soon. These two unlikely characters

late November.

full of lead, so there's bound to be
lots of violence. Look out for it soon.

US GOLD PRESENTS

have been hired to test

the security system of a
famous TV star.

Mobo

and

Robo

must infiltrate a number

of high security build
ings, collecting evi
dence which will show

up flaws in the TV Star's
security system. This
certainly isn't going to
bean easyjob, though.
Standing between
Mobo and Robo and

)Gamer

October 1991

Upstairs, Downstairs revisited

YOU'RE ON YOUR OWN!

Your ship may be state-of-the-art —but can one small
craft survive the mighty savagery of the Aalans?

You have no choice: you're the only survivor of Armalyte
Force —destroyed on the fringes or Delta Space.

And if you don't eliminate the alien horde Earth will die.
Enter the forbidden zone — give 'em hell!

Armalyte is classic shoot-'em-up action on

AMIGA and ATARI ST £25.99

five stunning levels of annihilation galore — a brilliant

Thalamus, 1 Saturn House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston, Berkshire RG7 4QW Tel 0734-817261

blaster to knock others for six!

pace - bremim
Gremlin have lostthe plot, official! Ina fitof unbridled socialism - there can be no
other reason for throwing this sort of money away - Gremlin have thrown cau
tion, and a fair chunk of their profits to the wind and bought the licence to the
worst film ever made.

They claim to have spent, ooh, minutes in negotiations and fought off stiff
competitionfrom someone they just can't quite remember in the race to sign up
this, erm, title.

The game follows the plot of the original film, in which an alien race, having
failed in their attempts to invadeeight times previously, hit on the ingeniouspsh)
plan nine.
This cunning plan involves reanimating the corpses of the recently deceased

humans and guiding them by remote control to wander around the towns and
citieswith their arms outstretched looking upset.
Featuringover 50 digitized sequences from the film, and programmed by Pixel

Productions, formerly with Cinemaware - they must be desperate - it will be
released with the least amount of fuss possible in early 1992.

Super Space Invaders - Domark
I979AD. The world would never be the same again. The western world
was invaded by six foot tall machines with a pixellated gorilla on the
side. Never again would you be able to enjoy a decent pint without hear
ing those immortal sound effects: "Dum, dum. Dum, dum. Dum, Dum".
Well Space Invaders is back. Super Space Invaders from Domark has
updated the classic that started it all, bringing in power ups, end-of-level
mega-guardians and brand new attack formations that look set to bring
the mother of all arcade machines bang up to date in your living room.
Super Space Invaders will be available from Domark in October at
£24.99. Look out for it.

Devious Designs - Imageworks
Dr Devious is a world renowned abstract scientist (what does he do, use

polka dot chemicals?) but he has gone slightly mad. Well, he's gone very
mad actually but who's counting?
The problem is that Dr Devious is very inspired by the art from Picasso's
Cubist period, and his mad genius has developed a machine than can turn
the world into a Cubist representation of itself.
But first he has to practise, and to do so he chooses well known monu

ments and easily recognizable objects from around the world and turns
them into Cubist abstracts.

But one man can save the world: J J Maverick. Only he, under your con
trol, can save the world from a fate worse than Rubik.

Doctor Devious, misunderstood scientist or just an old square?

Grand Prix - Microprose
Billed as a Formula One simulation, Microprose's Grand
Prix brings to the small screen 16 "accurately mapped"
1991 Grand Prix tracks and 26 cars from all the well
known teams.

Each car will be carrying the colours of its team, from
Ligier to Maclarenand Williams, and all will start the sea
son by driving the way they drove in the 1990 season won't be seeing much of Mansell then.
The game, programmed by Geoff Crammond of Revs
and Stunt Car Racer fame, features four difficulty levels,
manual gear boxes, (wooohl), all the fun of a pit stop
and much, much more. I should hope so too, because
when it gets released in November Microprose will be
charging a wopping £34.99.

GameR
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You must restore the world's monuments and everyday objects to their
former glory.
This fast moving puzzle game will be released in October at £25.99.

Silent Service II - Microprose
The original received more accolades than you could shake an
Oscar at in 1986. The sequel appeared on the PC nearly a
year ago and now you folks out there in STIand can finally
enjoy the thrill that isSilent Service II. Ahem.
The new missions include trying to sinka massive Japanese
aircraft carrier in the harbour, and controlling a German Uboat in the South Pacific which is trying to sink Allied ship
ping. There will also be a campaign-style scenario which
allowsyou to develop a career as a submarine commander.
The ships and submarines will be represented by digitized
photos of the real thing taken from 24 angles. There should
be no angle left unturned.
It willbe released this month priced at £35.75.

Satan has travelled the Jive planes of existence

and shattered the magical crystals which hold
the souls of the incarnations of each plane. Satan
now has ultimate rule over Ihe planes and entire
mortal world. You are I'ercttis. and with your

wingedcompanion Pegasus your mission is lo
colled all thefragments of the crystals and
Gremlin Graphics Software Ltd., Carver
House, 2-4 Carver Street, Sheffield SI 4FS.

revive Ihe incarnations.

AVAILABLE ON: CBMAMIGA & ATARI ST/STE

Gremlin have come a long way in the last two years. After a
shaky past involving Gary Lineker on a regular basis, the
quality of their products began to improve. They even picked
up the odd award for things like Switchblade and Supercars.
But last autumn they really arrived, with three very strong
products to dominate the build-up to the important Christmas
selling season: Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge, Team Suzuki
and Toyota Celica GT Rally.

Earlier this year they released the fine Supercars 2, a suc
cessful follow-up to the impressive original. A reasonably
quiet summer saw the massive Switchblade II, another sequel
but well worth buying, and soon to come we have the
Ancient Greek shoot-'em-up, Pegasus.
The six products I saw will comprise all of their releases

from now until early next year, except the biggie, Lotus 2,
which they held back for a big launch that took place just
after my deadline. Look for the full story on that next month.
UL
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ife had been fairly good to
Leroy up to now. A wife, a
mistress and two adoring kids.
All this for a glorified exterminator.
Leroy had made his fortune by wip
ing out pests, vermin and assorted nui
sances on contract to governments and
organisations all around the world. But
this latest assignment has him worried,

thing verybig was happening.
Two possibilities arose: firstly that a
master criminal hoped to steal the vast
majority of the world's construction
equipment, wait until the price of your
average clawhammerwent through the
roof and flood the market; or secondly,
someone was stealing them just for fun,
mischief and to fuel a misplaced sense

very worried.

of humour.

ssSss
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man could possibly be a match for the

hordes of creatures that were bankrupt
ing a recession-hit industry. That man
was Leroy.

You takethe role of Leroy as he leaps
around conveniently platform-based

construction sites using his pneumatic
pump to inflate the creatures with heli

um and send them floating off into
oblivion. Once they disappear they will

drop all the tools they nicked and Leroy
can pick them up for a bonus, lucky fel
low.

Like every good platformhero he has

to leap from ledge to ledge, dodging
the less than favourable attentions of

Building sites around the city had

it emerged that the latter was true

the creatures and finding time to pump

noticed the disappearance of tools on a
regular basis. Initially it was put down to
petty theft but as the scale became ever
larger it was soon apparent that some

but no one ever imagined that every
beast imaginable was coming out of the
forest, collecting a gamut of tools and
going back into the forest. Only one

them up with hisuseful gas feeder.
He does face other problems,
though: he onlyhas a certainamount of
time to inflate every creature there is on

Pump up the monsters
'"<;&^

ECLIPSE • £25.99 • 1/2 meg • Joystick • Out now
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Success could lead to inflated egos..
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Failure could force a suicide

UTOPIA
\

First of all will be Utopia. The aim is
very simple: to create the Utopian soci
ety that philosophers have been trying

i

to do for years. Bearing more than a
passing resemblance to Sim-City - and

\
\
\
\

why not? - it gives you complete control
of the social, economic and military
development of your colony.
You will start with nothing but a wee
bit of cash and a blank planet. Decisions
will have to be made to ensure that the

quality of life is maintained at 90 per

0, the aliens you cent ofnjgher
teetinut0

Social research and development will

- ~^_

1send this figure soaring but that isn't
going to be any defence against the 10
different types of alien that will walk all
over you if you haven't spent any money

\7

J

J
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SUSPICIOUS CARGO

«

Following in October will be Suspicious Cargo, an icon

$

driven sci-fi adventure that will be more than happy to
accept direct text commands. The scenario involves a
space trader, Jonah Hayes, being forced into carrying a
genetic mutation that a large corporation wants smug
gled to their factories on Earth.
He first has to smuggle away Titan, Jupiter's moon,
and contend with the fact that his life support isn't

on defence. But get too paranoid and
going to last the trip because he was forced to leave in
the quality of life will suffer as you ®® such
a hurry.
spend far too much on defence.
q
Then there are pirates to deal with, not to mention
The high quality graphics are seen 9 the rival company who are also after the creature - and
from an isometric view in this icon driv

en game and, while the idea may draw

from Sim-City, it looks far better - hope
fully it will retain its payability for
longer as well.

Utopia will be available at the end of

J

The mini-interactive puzzles break up the gameplay to give
the adventurer some light relief in Suspicious Cargo

September. Price to beannounced.

r

who will kill to get it. And then there's the creature itself
which is all too happy wandering around the ship trying
to kill Jonah and his stow-away.
Ease of use, good looks and the little arcade sub-

games should see its appeal extending further than the
adventure market alone. Suspicious Cargo will be avail
able in October at £25.99.
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Leroy will perish.
He could of course perish in a num
ber of other equally gruesome ways, but

I had expected more from this new
German company but this game is truly

bear this in mind: however he starts to

disappointing. Still, Monster Business is

die, whether he is touched by another
monster or anything else, it will always
end in Leroy being inflated to the point
of explosion by his own gas. Not a pret
ty sight.
Leroy does not necessarily have to
fight the good fight on his own - the
option is there for him to take along a

their first release and we can afford to

human controlled assistant for a bit of

two-player fun, but even that can do lit
tle to enliven this lacklustre game.
The gameplay is uninspiring at the

pump.

let them off for this little error - as long
as their next release is up to scratch.
Julian Boardman

G)«B)
Dull and dangerously
Spectrum-like.

best of times but even more so after

seven levels of puffing up animals and
watching the ecstatic look on Leroy's

Truly grim. I'mquite
flabbergasted.
PLAYABILITY

That third level in full

000WP
Good fun over a very short
period, but ultimately
boring
ADDiC ft O

I

About as addictive as menthol

cl<

Leroy just never stops pumping

When you get that bloated feeling...
October 1991
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playscreen looks.

P Li"W3

Swift scrolling
means that you
can move around

jne principle behind paintball games is to try and cap.
., ..
.
.
'•-«•_•
.
ture ^out °PP<>nent s flag - no prizes for guessing that

easily

this is precisely the idea behind Flag.
The action takes place in a magically created world
within confined boundaries, split by a single river
crossed by a bridge. On each side of the river you will
find one village. These villages are forced by a curse to
fight each other every 20 years and try to capture the
flag of the opposing village.
Magic, violence, money and strategy will all be
involved in Flag which will be appearing early next

One of Flag's
atmosphere-

year at around £25.99.

building narrative
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VIDEO KID
A TV addict of a kid gets sucked into his TV and you
have to guide him through five worlds: Medieval
World, Cowboy World, Space World, Gangster World,
and Horror World. His parents made the mistake of let

ting him choose a video to rent and this particular
video took a fancy to kidnapping a child.

r
^•••#

Each world is full of aliens and the like and each fin

ishes with a humorously bizarre creature. The Gremlin
chappies have put in quite ridiculous numbers of extra

weapons, power-ups and tricky features to keep it chal
lenging.

^***eHr?V*i

Video Kid will be available in December at £25.99.

^

The first huge monster that Video Kid comes
across is an eye-popping, gun-flashing owl

GameR GameR

Star-wreckin' across the universe

CKERS
AUDIOGENIC • £2 5.99

• Joystick •
A

• 1/2 meg

Out now

deep space navigation

they complain about being lonely. Some

post at one of the most

people so ungrateful.
Anyway, this beacon is crucial to the

important crossroadsin the

Galaxy is under attack by a group of
wobbly jellies known as Plasmodians.

success of intergalactic navigation. Ifjust
one should go wrong, a whole consign

You have control of the three men who

ment of Martian socks could take anoth

are based at this beacon for supervision
of routinedroid maintenance - the lucky

er 50 years to get to its destination and

souls.

be pretty much useless.
That is why these three men are

Miles from anywhere in deep space,
years from a natural environment and

by then that 30-day invoice is going to

there, stored cryogenically to conserve

If these ellipses become
unaligned the bulbs will
overheat, causing big
Stalking the corridors of the Beacon
October 1991

problems

DAEMONSGATE 1:
DOROVANS KEY
Imagine an RPG made up of over one million screens and 5,000 inhabitants of
the various towns you will visit. Big isn't it?

This RPG sees you taking control of a group of eight mercenaries sent to find
an Elsopean - an inhabitant on a neighbouring land. It is entirely possible that
he is the last living Elsopean since their land was swarmed by a Daemonic army.
That may not be much of a problem because you live in the next country.

The problem arose when they laid siege to your city of Tormis. You, as Captain
Gustavus, have been commanded to put together another seven mercenaries,

find out as much as you can from this man and try to use the information, and
anything else you may find out to end the siege.

'Tteaew..
Some high-wire walking for the Harlequin hero

HARLEQUIN
Harlequin is an exploratory platform game featuring a
large play area and gameplay which emphasizes skill
with the joystick rather than the fire button.
This chap who is dressed, strangely enough, in a
red and white Harlequin's outfit must explore the cas
tle where he played as child to find the four pieces of

The eight characters have the usual range of physical stats as well as emotion
al characteristics which govern their responseto certain situations, and they will
do their own thing if left unattended. They go about their own business entirely
independently of what you may be doing elsewhere.
There are five major parts to the game through which you guide your charac
ters - land travel, town travel, combat, conversation, and magic - each of which

is complex in design but very simple to use. Atmospheric graphics and sound
combine to make this a very fine RPG.

Daemonsgate will be available in December at £34.99

Chimerica s broken heart.

Chimerica is the name of the castle and the land

• •••••

that surrounds it - without the heart of Chimerica the
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lifeless castle will never be the same, it cannot be the

home that Harlequin enjoyed.
The animation of the main character and the variety

of different moves and actions he can perform, as well
as the huge play area, should make this a very testing
but popular game.
Harlequin will be released in October at £25.99.
Taking a walk though town in Daemonsgate

A potted CV of one of your enemies
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Lack of music leavesa gap but
good effects.
PLAyABILITy

oooo
Simplebut excitingand
becomes very frantic.

Suck, suck and away

CT I O

air, and only one can come alive at any
one time. In other words, you have

entering the station, you will have to
don your space suit and venture outside

two lines of defence and that the droids

three lives.

to try and wipe them off the glass
before they can squeeze themselves

During all this, the bulbs are guaran

The game falls into two areas. One is
the maintenance of the station, in partic
ular the four bulbs - the traditional

name for the long-range transmitters
that guide ships towards the beacon.
The other is the defence of it against the
Plasmodians.

This defence takes three forms. The
first line of defence is the external

Hoover that can be pointed around the
area of the ship it covers. There are four
of them in total and they are used to
suck as many of the approaching Plas
modians as possible.
Shouldsome of them get past this ini
tial attempt to avoid everything wobbly

through the atomic structure and pop
up inside looking for all the world like
refugees from the long-scarved days of
DrWho.

The last line of defence is that of the

three men and the droids. If you have
any sense you'll have dashed down to
the droid factory and given them maxi
mum capacity, building big droids with
guns as soon as you awoke.
These droids can then be command

ed to patrol various crucial parts of the
beacon and you can just wander
around with your plasma, shooting the
Plasmoids that make it through the first

M

can't handle.

Notenough to keep long-term
interest going.

teed to malfunction. This manifests itself

as the bulbs going out of sync with the
transmitter: one will be going at the
original frequency while the other will
be oscillating at another.
The trick is to re-align them, using
sliders to match up the oscilloscope-style
reading on the screen. Ifyou fail to do
so before it overheats it will blow up
and detonate the explosives which have
been primed to go off because the sta

tion has been overrun by Plasmoids.
It all boils down to a simplified adven
ture game: lots of shooting but a bit of
strategy as well. It all gets quite exciting,
though, as you race around shooting

Plasmoids, allocating droids to different

areas, and trying to maintain the bulbs
and

other essential

equipment.

Inevitably you'll fail but it will be quite
excitingwhile you try.
Julian Boardman
October 1991
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bit of a rarity this one. For
once we have a flight sim
that doesn't rely on poorly

disguised present day scenarios mas
querading as possible battles in the
future.

None of your "It's set in the Middle
Eastbut it's nothing to do with the Gulf
war at all, honest" nonsense here. None

of that old "The enemy planes are Migs
but they aren't Russians" balderdash.
No, no. Flight Of The Intruder is set
in the middle of that hazy patch in
American history that was Vietnam.
It's based on the novel of the same

name by Stephen Coonts, but doesn't

really try and follow the plot. In the

book a fighter pilot goes a bit funny in
the head and decides to fly over to

boats out at sea? It all depends on
how good you are.
That's one of the beauties of

A wide selection of weapons, but don't expect
to find any long range fire-and-forget stuff.
This is strictly dogfighting territory!

Intruder. The game can be as easy
or difficult as you want. Unlike
ThunderHawk, Intruder allows you to
set practically every option to suit your

Danny Glover puts in a guest appearance
to tell us all about Operation Back
Breaker

Hanoi and blow it up on his own, which
sounds a little bit more like a shoot-'em-

up plot than a simulator.

Therefore, Spectrum Holobyte (yes,
the same people who made Falcon]
have decided to create a comprehensive
simulation of a whole range of Vietnam
missions set during the real life
Linebacker Campaign.
The game begins below deck on the
USS Shiloh where you make your basic

selections before setting off. It is here
that you enter your name and callsign
to be entered on the duty roster. The
callsign should, by all rights, be a really
cool and menacing name. You know
the sort of name I mean. Names like

Maverick, Wolfman, Sundown and Viper
are both cool and menacing, whereas
Goose is a stupid callsign
and should only be used by
people who kill themselves
when they eject.
Once you've signed on
it'stime to selectthe fighter
you want to fly. You can

ent owing to the varying capabilities of

own needs and so spend as much time
as you want just flying around getting

the craft. The Intruder is a bomber

used to the controls.

through and through and relies on its
resistance to adverse weather to get it
out of sticky situations. On the other

perienced player can have a bash at the

hand, the Phantom is a long range,
two-man fighter that, although not very
agile, could still give the Migs a run for
their money.
Once you've made that selection, it's

This means that even the most inex

game without being massacred two
minutes after take off. Everything from
enemy activity to the weather can be
defined so there's no excuse for moan

straight through it. It's great! You can

ing that it's too hard! This is a verywel
come touch and helps to make the

really impress people with your "skill"
and gain respect and adoration from

everyone without lifting a finger.

time to choosea mission. First you must

game much, much more friendly than

choose an "operation", which will con

ThunderHawk, Intruder's obvious com

sist of several missions. The missions are

petitor.

linked within each operation so your
success or failure will affect future sor
ties.

The choice here is staggering, and
although the missions are all along the
lines of "Fly here, bomb this, blow up

that then fly back" the variety of targets
gives plenty of food for thought.
Should you go for a strike against the
heavily protected airfields and power
stations or the really easy barges and

Take off! One last look at the USS Shiloh,
and then into the wide blue yonder

In fact the options in the game are
too many to listin full here. Let's just say
that if there's any feature of the game
that aggravates you then there'll proba
bly be an option to get rid of it. For

those of you with friends (some of you
must have one), there's an option to link
up to their computer (even if it's an
Amiga!) and play either against them or
with them.

Of course, for the masochists

amongst you, you can play the game as
it really would have happened. Unfortu
nately this level of realism means that it's

very hard indeed. Mind you, that's war

for you. Even with all the help in the
world, though, your ultimate success
relies totally on you.
This is Vietnam, you see, and
although the weapons are prettysophis
ticated they're a far cry from the "Fire
and Forget" nonsense that modern

If you're sick of enemy fire blowing
you out of the sky like it's going out of
fashion then you can make the plane
invulnerable to collision and just fly

rfv.
C32

choose between the A-6
Intruder and the F-4 Phan

tom, or you can choose to

be a Commander Air Group
where you can set up your

own primary and secondarytargets, set
the route to be taken and then join a
squadron of fighters to undertake the

The Intruder blasts off to bring
death to the skies of Vietnam

mission.

The missions for each plane are differ

MIRRORSOFT • £34.99 • Joystick/Mouse/Keyboard • Out now
October 1991
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What's this Intruder malarkey then?
Flight of the Intruder was originally a novel, written by Stephen Coonts, a
real Vietnam veteran, and was in many ways a forerunner to the Nam angst
movies. In the book a fighter pilot, callsign"Cool Hand , goes over the edge
when his best friend dies and sets off to —

end the war by blowing up one of the
biggest cities in Vietnam, Hanoi.
Definitely a few pensioners short of a
Above: What on earth is that

wing man on about? Answers
on a postacrd...

bingo hall this fella. To see if he sue-1
ceeds you'll have to read the book,!
which comes with a limited edition off
the game, or alternatively, rent th

Below: Oops, things are
starting to hot up. Let's just
hope that my wingmen can
handle this "bandit"
•——<••""-'
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movie.

The movie. Flight of the Intruder I
(15 certificate, fact fans), has only f

recently come out on video having /
been withdrawn from cinemas/
because of the Gulf Crisis. It stars I

Danny Glover, star of Lethal I
Weapon and Predator 2, and I

Willem Dafoe, star of Wild At |
Heart and Platoon, and some
other bloke who no-one's ever
heard of.

Danny Glover also pops up in the
at least someone who looks a hell of a lot like him, to guide
you through the briefing. Maybe it's one of those zany coincidences that
keep life exciting, or maybe those programmers are cleverer than they look.
I guess we'll never know...

ihih annr;
flight sims indulge in. Radars have a
nasty habit of screwing up when you
dive too sharply and the planes have a
tendency to stall a lot more often than
their hi-tech friends.

To play Intruder confidently you'll
have to get used to flying by your
instincts. When it comes to the crunch,

your average Nam pilot will have to
grab the stick and dive headlong into a
death or glory dogfight. All the
weapons have to be aimed manually so
plenty of nifty manoeuvring is in order
to hit your target and survive.
This lends a feeling of "rawness" to
the game and really captures the feeling

of the seat of your pants flying that
went on in the formative years of the jet
fighter. The atmosphere is reallytense there ain't no fancy IR jammers here
unless you fit them yourself, at the
expense of weaponry. A bit of strategy is
required, perchance.

The graphics are few and far
between when flying above a couple of
thousand feet, but when you come
hurtling down at your target those
buildings start to look distressingly solid!
The planes themselves really
look the part from the exter

Force in Vietnam. The feeling of flying
on the edge reallyis beyond compare.
Unfortunately, the sound is quite
pitiful, which is a shame. There's no

immerse themselves totally in the Viet
nam conflict and wake up with para
noid delusions years later, sweating
and shaking.

sound at all on the selection screens

In conclusion, Flight of the Intruder

and the in game FX are crackly and
unconvincing. Luckily, the rest of the

is a simulator which is much friendlier

game compensates for this so you
hardly notice the flatulent engines (in
fact it's probably a good idea to turn
the sound off).
As far as gameplay is concerned,

spheric than the hundreds of Stealth

than ThunderHawk, and is more atmo
sims on the market. One of the best ST

games I've played in ages. Love it, love
it, love it.
Daniel Whitehead

nal views, and even the

cockpit interiors are altered
for each craft.

Speaking of cockpits, the
ones in Intruder are packed
to the gills with dials and
buttons and gauges of
every size and shape. As
you rotate your view to the
right you will see the
weapon selection panel. Hereyou select
the weapons that you fitted earlier, and
arm them ready for use.
The fact that all the instruments

won't all fit in one screen heightens the
realism of the game and adds greatly to
the atmosphere.
This sort of flying is strictly for those
who don't rely on clever technology,
just like Luke Skywalker at the end of
Star Wars - except they didn't use the
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The in game graphicsare fast
and as detailed as you want

brief
roster

them to be.

ACTI'.'E trUTY PILOT

AUDIO

Dreadnought
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Below the decks of the USS Shiloh,

No music at all and weak FX.

there's no turning back from here

though, Flight Of The Intruder is a win
ner through and through. It absolutely
dribbles atmosphere and its flexibility
makes it appealing to those who want
nothing but straight blasting (you can
use the autopilot and accelerate time
options to take you to and from the

Not reallya problembut a bit
of a shame.

P

LAVA B
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ooo©ip
Beautifully planned down to the
last detail.

combat zone in minutes), but it should
appeal also to those who want to
A fullyuser definablegame. It can
be as easy or as hard as
you want It
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Armour Geddon outa here

Taking the controls of the Stealth bomber

and lining up for a bombing run

PSYGNOSIS

Joystick + m ouse

£25.99

Out now

he future is never rosy in the
world of computer games is
it? We're always up to our
necks in trouble, fighting off aliens or
zombies or other equally unsociable
monsters. Psygnosis have taken this

fringe group of "freedom fighters"

mand to wipe out this threat from the

pessimistic outlook to the extreme with

invent a laser cannon that can be

skies. These resources include six types
of assault vehicle, a highly sophisticated

resilience allows it to go out under
heavy fire and collect the bomb parts.
Last and by no means least is the hover
craft which is designed for recce mis
sions on islands to find enemy installa
tionsand neutron bomb parts.
If a vehicle is destroyed you can

intelligence network, a team of scien
tists and engineers and a limited store

assign your technicians to build a new
one, providing they have the resources.

of raw materials. With these you must

The same applies to weapons which
must be designed and invented by sci
entists before the engineers can build
them - and if they've got time left they
can try and inventa hand dryerfor pub-

ward a couple ofyears to a timewhen
the powers that be are slowly rebuild
ing society. Just as everyone is think
ing that the worst is over, a lunatic

Armour Geddon.

bounced off a satellite to scorch

Take a politically unstable country
with nuclear capability (sounds famil
iar), add a couple of over zealous
superpowers with itchy trigger fingers
(sounds even more familiar) and stir
witha sprinkling of terrorism.

what's left of the Earth to a cinder.

Presto! A nuclear war which com

pletely decimates the planet. Fast for-

Typical, eh?

Thegame opens witha brilliant ray

middle of the HeadQuarters screen.

This is where you come in. Sitting
safely in a nuclear bunker you must
utilise all the resources at your com

traced animation of the aforemen

collect and rebuild a neutron bomb

tioned politically unstable country

which can pierce the rebels' HQ and
destroy their cannon.
The vehicles giveyou manoeuvrabili
ty on land, sea and air coupled with
awesome firepower. Each vehicle has a
taskat which it excels and you'll have to
masterall of these to stand any chance
of winning.

using a deep space mining ship for
target practice, before bringing you
back to Earth and sticking you in the

The fighter plane is ideal for speedy
ground and air attack, the bomber,

The weapon view
allows you to
watch your prey in
their futile

attempts to escape
ILOEITY

CI HPH

WEAPON

VIEW

P u z z l e games are often met
with sneers and derision by
games players. If you can't
blow it to kingdom come with a mas
sive laser cannon then it just ain't
kosher. At least that's the impression
people try to give. Oddly enough it's
these very same opinionated individu-

the heat seekers

attacking ground targets.

Of the land-based vehicles the light

That enemy helicopter thinks that his
laser fire is going to destroy my tank.
How wrong can you be?

tank is best used for high speed hit and
run assaults whereas the heavy tank's

als who sat down to have "one quick
go" on Tetris many moons ago and

j

'

" -

The first screen -

easy once you've
got the hang of it

haven't been seen since.

Yup, when it comes to addictiveness puzzle games have tons of it.

Great piles of addictiveness blocking
up the corridors and getting in every
one's sandwiches. Boxes and crates of

pure, undiluted playability filling every
nook and cranny.
In Sarakon, the idea is to get rid of
tiles. Unlike in real life, you can't just
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stuff them all in a shed and then

Morethan adequate graphics
or a game of this type. Better
an most of its competitors.

Surprisingly funkytitle tune
md some predictable spot FX.
PLAYABILITY

oooo
T

i O

dump them in your neighbour's skip
when no one's looking. No, in
Sarakon tiles must be removed by
making up identical pairs.
This isn't as simple as it sounds,
though. Tiles can only be paired if
there is a clear path between them or
if they are adjacent. Also, the path
between them must have no more

than two corners, which means that

Maybe it's a bit derivative, but still
frightengly good fun.
> , o D .I C

BLTITU

obviously, for bombing (including the
neutron bomb) and the helicopter's abil
ity to hover makes it deadly when

M

IflMff
The cause of manya wasted lunch
hour in the office, Ifs as stickyas
an explosion in a BluTacfactory.

more often than not, tiles must be

an up-tempo dance number as it loads
turning into dainty oriental music in the
game proper. The effects are restricted

play the first few levelswith infinitetime
to get you used to the game concept a nice touch which makes the game all

{''•^^mwmmuNHHHBHffl

levels, so if you remove one, another
may be underneath. On the easy level
tiles of different levels may be paired,
but on the brainbox level you can

_«*»&#" ''^-4*^****W •^~y^*^Mi
•V

only pair tiles of the same level.And of

puzzle games, it's a lot clearer when
you're actually playing it. Some puzzle

GameR

Sarakon's real strength lies in its playabil
ity. The two skill levels are augmented
by a practice option which allows you to

removed to clear a path for others.
The tiles also appear on different

course, while all this is going on
there's the obligatory time limit inex
orably counting down.
In a nutshell, that's it. It might
sound pretty complicated but like all

to bleeps and burps when you click on
tiles but there's not very much else they
could use. Explosions and gunfire don't
reallyseem appropriate.
As you've probably guessed,

games sacrifice the graphics and sound
for the sake of playability, which is all
verywell, but Sarakon hasn't. Admittedly
it's not going to bowl you over, but the
tiles look suitably stonelike and the title
screen scroll with the lavish logo gives a
nice introductionto the game.
Sound is also a pleasant surprisewith

/
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Even though I
breezed that level,

"i'i&s-.lef't

the computer still
rates me as

"stupid".
Computers, I don't
know - think they
own the world..

Va<r/ffc/.e» Scope
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missiles. If these missiles hit home and

cause enough damage to destroy the
vehicle, you're treated to the sight of
the stricken craft spouting black smoke

Wonderfully fast landscapes

and crashing to the ground.

complement the awe-inspiring

As well as smooth animation, the

futuristic vehicles perfectly.

game features some great futuristic
graphics, especially on the bomber
That gorgeous stealth bomber
in all its glory

posse, each vehicle uses the same sim

lie toilets that doesn't leave your hands
all clammy.
This means there must be a fine bal

ancing act between the expendability of
your weapons and vehicles and
whether or not you can afford the time
and resources to replace them.
Now, if you think this is sounding

ple controls so there's no confusion
when swapping between, say, a tank
and a plane.

Despite its simulator-like appearance
the controls are as simple as possible.
The keyboard is still needed to access
differentweapons, launch flares etc, but
once the vehicle is moving it can be
manoeuvred, arcade-style, with the joy

like a strategy game you'd be right, but
before you nod off, take a peek at the

stick.

screenshots. Looks a bit like a simulator?

useless at flight sims can pull offdramat
ic aerobatics as they dodge incoming

Right again, for Armour Geddon is one

This means that even those who are

of the most effective blends of strategy
and arcade skills for a long, long time.
The filled vector graphics are smooth
and incredibly fast, possibly faster than
the ST! The obligatoryexternalviewsare

•A.U

which looks really impressive as it thun
ders through the night sky with its
deadly cargo screaming down at its tar
get. Ooh, it sends me all funny just to

O

I O

No music at all and crummy 8-

bHengine noise. Oh
deary dear.
P

think about it.

L. A.V AK B

I L I TV
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Thefighter, too, iswell designed and
gives a great impression of speed dodg
ing through mountainous canyons at
Mach 3. The enemy have a greater vari
ety of vehicles than you, which putsyou

The lackof complexsimulator
instructionsmeans the game is
immediately accessibleand fun.

at a distinct disadvantage. To start with

you'll only encounter their planes and
helicopters, but later on you'll bump

Hours of fun can be had just flying

and driving around,let alone
actuallyplayingthe game in full

into tanks, flak cannons and laser tur

rets. And then you'll probably bump

into the ground with smoking ruins
where your wings used to be.
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Not quite everything is per
fect though: the sound isa let
down, with no music whatso-

I ever and all the vehicles'

I engines sounding like rat

also well presented with the camera
swinging round from one viewpoint to
the next, leaving even the most salty
seadog feeling a little queasy.
These views are useful since they

allow you to see if anything's sneaking
up on you from behind. To keep things

The fighter launches on its way to take on
more enemy planes in some of the best 3D

accessible to the kill, maim and destroy

ever seen on the ST

tlesnakes with asthma, the

in the world won't spoil what is essen

explosions seem to lack
"oomph", and the howling
winds as you tumble to Earth
are sorely missed from the ST
version. These are only minor grumbles
though, as even the worst sound effects

tially one of the best games around.
Destined to become a 16-bit classic, I

strongly advise you to get your hands
on Armour Geddon. Youwon't be disap
pointed.
Daniel Whitehead

n GameR GameR GameR GameR GameR GameR GameR GameR GameR GameR GameR GameR GameR GameR Ga

Addictive bathroom decorating with the ancient Chinese tile game

VIRGIN MASTERTRONIC • £19.99 • Mouse • Out now
Cleverly, when

the more user friendly. The levels build
up from simple to frustratingly hard
quite quickly, but a password is given
every five levels so that you don't have
to play the same levels over and over
again. The whole game is perfectly
designed to drag you in and keep you

puzzle games the pace of the game is
fast - you'll have no time to ponder
over and plan your strategy. Sarakon
demands that you think on your feet

there.

ple, but just tricky enough to present
a challenge without puttingyou off.
Obviously, it won't be everyone's
mug of Earl Grey but if you're thinking
of buying a puzzle game to pass the
time, you could do a lot worse. "Simply
Addictive" proclaims the box, and what
do you know? Itis.

Little touches are used to keep the

gameplay varied, such as joker tiles that
allow you to remove any type of tile
when matched, bonus tiles that flash

and give you extra time and extra levels
that present you with a mental chal
lenge to solve rather than the frantic
pairing of earlierlevels. And unlikeother

and keep moving.
As puzzle games go, Sarakon is

the game is
paused it

fwrfryi
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doesn't show

si

the board so

you can't cheat
and plan your
moves ahead

one of the best of the bunch. It's sim

Daniel Whitehead
With the timer

I

dripping away,
the search is on

a:

for a perfect
match - a bit like

••:}.— —A'-"-i."V-*t*--.jf- '

Things are
starting to get a
little trickier now

wranrts
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Blind Date really
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Sil.tdMil

T h e third instalment in

this long-standing epic is

43i^^

about to be unleashed on

the games buying public. Our hero
is set to return to Tibet to face his

•'"'' enemy, the high, priest who
turned evil .mil made life a lad dif

ficult for the friendly neighbour
hood iini|.i,

.-

W«|4 actually tMUy#sort of the
foatth instalment"!St only the

third that System 3i'df™
endorse. When they
Activision they did Last Ninja
and very successful it was too, I

^all-way through Last Ninja 2
plit from Activision, and .
d title over to

emio

team to flnisrU

System 3 set

The game wflFlH

emanates

from

the

TL_

and was accialme

monastery where his nemesis
awaits has reached him, and he

sundry - the world]

( knows that he is the only man on

and final

some of his more astute relatives -

as being a bit of a dog. Now, Sys
tem 3 were understandably a bit
miffed about this, especially as
their logo was plastered all over
the packaging in a
tlve manner.
o to redress the imbalance

ot on with doing Last Ninja
This Is How Last Ninja 3

__ .' 'mm
has finally come to that final bat
tle. He has reached the pinnacle
of his physical and spiritual con
dition, he is at one with himself
and everything around him, peace
-Hke nectar through his
othing can disrupt his
state of mind.

Our Names As Developers To

After meditating for what co
have (Seen an eternity, b

Think About This version received

H|d Have Been And We've Got
«*Mld

M jyUjjil

' 'iii'"nillVfrii"allilJnlif lT

ing recovered in a typical!

anet who can even begin to
.tbout taking this guy on.

ts this make him the stupimarton the planet? Entirely

That kind jof suppleness
, should be in a circus

...bl§ - it also make him one V'
chuffing hero for the world, b

no one tvill ever know of his epic
struggle. Well, apart from you.

m

The monastery is divided into

olve numerous puzfore coming face to face

"levels of consciousness where,

with his arch toe, a demigod

the impressive opening

slightly smallerthan the Sphinx.

Hiat shows matey boy

The five levels represent the

more likely to have beert during

leaking over the

four elements of earth, wind, fire

the ads in Coronation Street, he

ill, our hero

and water, the fifth being void: a
non-element that gives us the
chance to see Ninja in space, well

has become aware of the task that
im. The evil aura that

•f

fight
gh
f

sort of.

Each level, while graduated

prding to difficulty of the foes,

(the player with different
'

t must be solved if the

be completed, these
. TTffn,*
yiy involve finding a
scroll that gives the key to the

next level, and it may well be
clearly visible but it'MMever easily
accessible.

For example, the first level puts
the scroll over a hole in^rr"*

It's impossible to get to, but
the hole on another ledge
rock. The idea is to collect the

items you need to make the rock
fall - not too difficult, but a bit of
deduction is required to suss out
exactly what is required.

18"(t/'a

So you think you can
spill my pint eh!

SYSTEM 3 • £25.99 • 1/2 meg • Joystifk/Keyboard • Ou
improved as well: Last Ninja
Remix suffered slightly because

isometric viewpoint as in previous
incarnations, and the sprite loca- te

plex, especially if you wanted to

the number of pillars or trees that
the characters can wallt, fight and

make your character turn around.
These new controls are extremely
straightforward: you just push
your joystick the way you want to
face in the time-honoured tradi

tion. This, together with the big
ger sprites makes the fighting
altogether more playable.

Fighting a bigger opponent
gives you the chance to build up
your Bushido Power. This is repre
sented by a dragon at the bottom
the screen; when it is completely
green you are at your maximum,

making it easier to fight. The prob
lem is that if you avoid fights org
just blast away with the olJ

e, but are of the kind that

blindingly obvio

droves
and droves of martial arts
dr<

to pick up, merely bending down
will be enough to grab it.
Graphically it looks pretty slick
but it couldn't be called ground
breaking, apart from the apparent
depth in the scenery. The game

experts
who are more than will
ex
ing to bend your knee backwards
in;
and
an call you Susan.
Sound is nothing sped
you may find that the tune will
soon annoy anyone in the area
who isn't playing, but some bonecrunching contact effects go some
way to make up for it.
But this game is more about
gameplay than mind-blowing
graphics, and these are more than
adequate. It has action and brainteasing by the bucketload. Well

play is of a high standard: the puz-

worth a look.

pee behind has been increased,
with no drop in quality.
Another big improvement is in
the sprite detection. Previously,
when you felt the need to pick
something up you had to be in a

pixel-perfect position, but now as
long as it can be seen as available

Interesting depth effects, but
dry backgrounds.
.A. U

OGfGft
Not a brilliant tune but great
contact effects.

PLA.y.A.BIl-ITy

ooooo
Barrowloads of puzzles and
truckloads of fighting.

not as easy as you might

shurikens, your Bushido is !

to grow about as fast as a cact
You have to fight a lot bi

J

also need to become familiar

weapons so that if you come
across a nunchuka-wielding nasty

you can fight him with your

n

nunchukas and increase your
Bushido from the experience.
But why worry? Well, the thing

gg •:

is, if your Bushido is not high
enough it will be nearly impossible

(J

to

defeat

the

J.?*..
.«rWll'
L—a3*ijv' • • •. H"^Ji

HT%SS

end-of-level

guardian, and all this puzzle solva

The game keeps the same 3D

Dl O

ncing judg looks unimpressed
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1

Fantasy World Dizzy

Code Masters

£6.99

2

Lombard RAC Rally

Hit Squad

£7.99

3

Ninja Rabbits

Micro Value

£7.15

4

Little Puff

Code Masters

£6.99

5

TV Sports Football

6

Flames of Freedom

Rainbird

7

Pro Boxing

Code Masters

^^ Mirror Image

£9.99
£29.99

£7.99

Fantasy World Dizzy has had
something of a renaissance, climb
ing 10 places to number one after
dropping from number four the
previous month. This climb has

dislodged Lombard Rac Rally but
had no effect whatsoever on the

8

North and South

Digital Integration

£7.99

9

Xenon 2

Mirror Image

£9.99

10

Qm

£7.99

Supercars from Gremlin is doing

£25.99

about 35 places better than its
sequel but at 12 quid cheaper on

11

Manchester United Europe

Krisalis

12

Treasure Island Dizzy

Code Master

13

Lemmings

Psygnosis

£25.99

14

Beach Volley

Hit Squad

£7.99

15

Gods

Renegade/Mindscape

£25.55

16

Hero Quest

Gremlin

£25.99

17

Railroad Tycoon

Microprose

£34.99

18

Run the Gauntlet

Hit Squad

£7.99

19

Led Storm

Kixx

£7.99

20

3D Pool

Mirror Image

£9.99

1
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disturbed by some chap who reck
ons he can drive a bit.

Super Cars

..;,,.,; jjiH

curiously named Ninja Rabbits; I
guess they are far too hard to be

• >

£4.99

Gremlin's new budget label, GBH.
After a 14 place drop last
month, Gods seems to be holding
its own at number 15, only losing

$&

one place, but clearly unable to
maintain the initial surge that saw
it fly straight into number one
spot two months ago. Only 13
full-price titles appear in the ST
chart, with only one of these
being in the Top Ten: the highly
acclaimed sequel to Midwinter,

21

California Games

Klxx

22

Robin Smith's Cricket

Challenge

23

Footballer of the Year 2

GBH

24

Rainbow Collection

Ocean

25

The Games-Summer Edition

a

Kixx

26 Super Monaco Grand Prix jflk US Gold
27

Carrier Command

Mirror Image

28 Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles

Mirrorsoft

29

Kixx

£9.99
£25.99

£7.99
£19.99

£7.99
£25.53
£9.99

£24.99

Flames Of Freedom.

The large number of budget
titles may be a warning about the
decline of the ST games market,
but it will take this Christmas sea

son before we can get any indica

World Class Leaderboard

30 Street Fighter

£7.99

31 Dungeons N'Everything

Atlantis

£6.99

32

Kick Off + Extra Time

Anco

£9.99

33

Pro Tennis Tour 2

Ubisoft

tion of the true nature of the mar

ket after the traditionally quiet
summer months we have just
come through.

Compiled
exclusively for

GameR
TheGamerchart iscompiled by Gallup Ltd,
and isthe copyrightof the EuropeanLeisure
Software Publishers Association.

£7.99

£24.99

34 Speedball

Mirror Image

£9.99

35

Fast Food

Code Masters

£6.99

36

Rambolll

Hit Squad

£7.99

37 F15 Strike Eagle II

Microprose

38

Energize

Classic 4

£24.99

£6.99

39 Supercars 2

Gremlin

£19.99

40

Psygnosis

£25.99

Armour-Geddon
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-Type, the saga continues...
(to be read in a throaty
Orson Welles-type cinema
advert voice). Deep, deep in space the
emperor of the Bydo Empire sits and
contemplates his next move.
Lurking within the shadowy recesses
of hisevil mind are thoughtsof revenge.
Revenge against those who had dared
oppose him, revenge against those who
had fought and vanquished him,
revenge against those who had
invented something as stupid and point
less as soap on a rope. Inshort, revenge
against Earth.
Moving his sizeable bulk around so
that he faced his Subspace Scanner, he
ordered his lackeys to tune in to Earth
frequency. As the blizzard of static
cleared away it revealed a face that filled

Bydo's heart withfear and anger. Aface
that made him want to destroy things
on a grand scale. The face of Russell
Grant.

'This time they've gone too far!", he
roared. "Prepare my warships!" The vast
armada set out once again to destroy
Earth...

Back on Earth the governments of
the most powerful nations were getting
more than a little agitated. Long range
radar had picked up a largeand danger
ous looking blip heading in from the
regions of space from whence the Bydo
Empire came. It was a "large number of
alien spaceshipsarmed to the teeth with
a variety of death dealing weaponry"
shaped blip.
"Does the right honourable gentle

The good ol' R9 crashes into the wall in shock after seeing Russell Grant in body armour

thought "sodit"and sent one R9 fighter

really cunning and make a few simple

learn. If you were good at R-Type, the

to do the job instead. Clever chaps...
And so begins (with a little poetic
licence) the long awaited sequel to R-

comparisons.

sequel should be a walkover. The end-

Plot: The evil Bydo Empire is back
and...oh. That's it. Admittedly, shoot'em-ups have never been strong on plot
but surely they could have added a few

of-level nasties are big but all too similar
to the original. A couple of beam shots
in the right place and they topple over

nuts and bolts here and there?

those sleepless nights trying to get past
the dragon in R-Type.

Type. What can we say about R-Type
that hasn't been said before?

R-Type is considered by many to be
the best shoot-'em-up ever. It was the

Why does it have to be the Bydo
bunch again? Why not have another

man know that we are all about to die

first

horribly?" inquired a member of the
opposition. "Yes, and might I add that
under a Labour government we would

weapons. It was also one of the first to
feature massive end-of-level monsters

evil empire? After all, there must be hun
dreds of them knocking about out there

and a beam cannon that increased in

with nothing better to do. Why not -

all have died in an even more horrible

strength the longer the fire button was

way," said the PrimeMinister.
At this point the House of Commons
erupted into a massive punch up that all
the politicians had been aching to have

held down. And it was brill.

and this was my idea - have Bucks Fizz
coming back from the grave in the

to

feature

massive

bolt-on

like skittles. A bit of a let down after all

Weapons: A few new additions here,
the main one being the double beam
weapon. If you hold down fire, the

After what seems like centuries of

future to claim revenge on a society that
refused to buy their records? Still, as I
said, the plot doesn't really matter so

for ages. Luckily, someone had theirwits

waiting, R-Type II has arrived on the
home computer, and a nation can at
last stop holding their breath. Ready?

about them and decided to do some

Aaaaah! There now, that's better isn't it?

thing about it.

Now that that's out of the way, let'ssee

Graphics: A bit of a change here. The
R9 fighter still looks the same (you'd

if it was worth the wait.

think Mankind would have invented a

beam counter rises to giveyou the usual
blast of power, but if you keep it down
it rises again to give you a truly awe
some explosion of beam energy that
wipes out great numbers of the enemy.
Theadd-on weapons remain basically
the same, though. The ripple laser, the
bouncing laser and the terrain hugging
bombs are all there. Sincethe weapons
in R-Type were what made the

Hmm, same plot, virtually the same
graphics, same weapons - with a few
new ones - and pretty much the same
levels. Doesn't looklike a lot of imagina

new spaceship at least) and unfortu
nately most of the levels are the same.

game so special it's a pity
that more thought

Heads were scratched and the com

bined geniuses of the world decided
that the best defence was a good

offence and set about plotting a strategy
that would destroy the Bydo fleet aeons
before it reached Earth. Then they

tion went into this one does it? Let's be

The new mega beam gun makes short work of the alien space ships
October 1991

let's move on.

The first level in particular is the dead
spit of the original, as is the level where
you have to duck and dive under a
giant spacecraft. This tends to make
you feel a little bit ripped off, as
there's very little new to

Straight out of the original,
although some of the bigger
iddies are well designed.

;G}G1G)G)
Thegood tune slightly drowns
out the FX.

PtAVABI t i t y
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As above, it's as addictive as RType, but whether you want
another shoot-'em-up is up to you.

Dueto its similarity to the original,
Bit's obviouslya fiendishly
addictive little number.
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The ripple laser returns to make sushi out of the Bydo Empire
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The Godfather of the shoot-'em-up is back

ACTIVISION • £25.99 • 1/2 meg « Joystick • Out now
didn't go into creating some entirely
new ones. What was impressive a few

years ago is, unfortunately, standard
fare today.
As you may have guessed, I'm just a
little bit peeved
with R-Type

It's not really Activision's fault. They've
onlyconvertedthe Irem coin-op after all.
The trouble is that in an arcade you
don't mind paying 20p to have a go on
a game that you've seen before a hun
dred times, but when you have to
cough up £25 it'sa bit of a liberty.
It'sjust so similar to the original that it
almost seems a crime to make people

pay full price for a game
they probably already

own. On the other hand, because it's

so similar to the original, it's a brilliant
shoot-'em-up. Hmmm.
Despite my grumbles about whether
or not it's a worthy sequel, it's a great
game. It's very addictive and should
keep you playing until you reach the
end.

My only fear is that out of the
dozens of horizontal shooters released

every month, this one just doesn't have
the same impact as the original. Arma
lyte, reviewed in this very issue, is an
example of how everyshoot-'em-up has

copied R-Type. The sequel really
needed to be something a bit more
special to stand out.
Still, if this sort of game is your
"thang", you won't need any prompt
ing to buy it, and to be honest you'll
probably love it.

It presents enough of a challenge to
keep most players occupied for a while
at least. Do bear in mind though that
the original R-Type is available on bud
get for a fraction of the price and is
essentially the same game.
Daniel Whitehead

The mechanical snakes make a nuisance of themselves again
October 1991

GAMUT

SHINY HAPPY POWER-UPS
2 Run over the bomb and it flies off in the direction you are
facing. Be careful not to waste them because anything they
destroy gives a bonus.

3 This bomb sends a plume of white light in either direction,
wiping out everything on your level.

4 Pick this up and it will send four colourful balls whizzing around
the screen killing anything they touch.

5 The Zippo icon gives a massive flame instead of your rod.
Extremely useful.

6 The crystal is one of the best, pick it up and it spews out a
shower of smaller crystals which destroy anything they touch.

Its diced carrots time again folks.

STORM • £25.99 • 1/2 meg • Joystick • Out now
T h i s game is billed as "So cute
it'll make you puke". Hardly
one of the most enticing or
attractive pieces of copywriting I've ever

the first place. This, of course,

means that none of the wee lit- 1JJ
tie furry things that ran {^
around, shall we say, er, foul

encountered. In fact, I think "Milwaukee,

ing, your garden can now resist

home of the serial killer" is a far more

this force.

inviting, erm, invitation.
So what is this Rodlands platform
game gubbins all about? Well, it all

They soon become furry freaks that
run around angrily messing in your gar
den as well as trying to kill you. And
while all this is going on, poor Mom is
locked up at the top of the Maboots
Tower, screamingand wailingfor help.
Of course, anyone called Mom really

starts in the fairy village - don't they all?
- where something is definitely up. The

formerly chummy, pally, dogfoody
inhabitants of the village have been pos
sessed by an evil force that was only
previously kept in check by the presence
of Mom.

The sad thing is that our Mom has
been kidnapped by the nasty chap who
started buzzing this evil force around in

ought to have some sprogs. She does:
two as it happens. Tam and Rit are
understandably miffed at their Mom
being kidnapped.
There is only one solution: they dash

off to the Elder to grab his Rainbow

Those starfish with the boomerangs have Tam and Rit trapped

Poor Tam buys the farm, cops the big one, pushes up daisies,

croaks, shuffles off this mortal coil, passes away, kicks the bucket,
bites the bullet, pegs out, cashes in his chips, erm, dies
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A minor explosion doesn't seem to disturb the worryingly cheerful, or thick, starfish

dynamite, all of which can be used to
destroy the creatures for even more

Q* match the colourful,
although admittedly
quite simple, screens from

points. Strangely enough, Tam
and Rit also have a remark
able talent for summon

ing ladders from thin
air. Quite what rele

vance this magical
ability would have in
everyday life I'm not
sure. It's nearly as useful
as

a

camel

that can

swim, but in a platform
game the benefits are mar

of Sheesanomo, a gift from their magi
cally inclined father. Now they are fully
equipped to go around and wop all the
angry furries over the head in an
extremely violent, but insufferably cute
manner.

These creatures take many forms,
from long eared rabbits to polymorphs
that lay out a very long tongue in an

4&> &X )& €K^A

with but the 40 odd levels should

ensure you get your money's worth,
especially ifyou get the chance to play

Julian Boardman

them access to areas of a

PLAYAB ItlTY

it with a friend.

creatures. Or, should the level

summon a ladder to give

oooos
Superb for arcade fans, but not
going to winany converts.

allow it, they can take a ride on some of
the balloons that float up from the bot

tom of the screen from time to time. The

malicious among you will take great
pleasure in bursting your companion's
balloon in a two-player game.
Every level is full of pretty flowers
that, when collected, give a small
bonus. Ifyou collect them all beforeyou
kill all the creatures you are zapped into
a bonus game where every creature left

fc.

U

is turned into a radish that runs around

effort to catch you, not to mention the
boomerang throwing starfish, or the

in the usual aggressive manner. Every

sharks that try to elicit sympathy by cry
ing beforeyou give them the final blow

tle ball that cycles through the letters of

radish that gets bashed relinquishesa lit

of the three that all creatures must take.

the word EXTRA - collect all the letters

This is slightly misleading, in fact,
because you don't hitthem but useyour
rod to pick them up and swing them
back and forth over your head banging
them against the ground until they dis

and you will receivea massivebonus.

appear. Ifyou're luckythey will turn into
a bonus pick up - see the panel on the
page opposite..
The pick-ups can range from bonus
points to flying bombs and sticks of

the sound will come from the corre

sponding speaker. The playability is
pretty good too. Not too easy to begin

platform that may be
blocked by the possessed

At will, Tam and Rit can

shoes and arm themselves with the Rods

Loads of colour and
bundles of humour.

The only down point is that the
gameplay might be considered by some
to be a tiny weeny bit repetitive, but
with the humour, the speed and the
mixture of different creatures you soon
forget that all you are really doing is
buildingladders.

vellous.

y_jzn&

the coin-op.
Sound is unashamedly stereophonic,
collapse on one side of the screen and

This bonus is most useful in two-play
er games where one player takes the
role of Tam and the other Rit. Between

JO
fighting for the bonuses and collecting
as many flowers as you can, teamwork
goes out of the window as the pitched
battle for points rages onscreen. ,
One-player though is nearly as much
fun as you dodge climb and panic your
way around the lumbering potato sacks,

J-tTj

p-jripp^Sp
The muffler with a ribbon in its hair is a polymorph who wanders aimlessly,
while Rit has a rabbit trapped in the influence field of her rod

athetic sharks and the radishes. Not

only do you have the day-to-day style
creatures, after every five levels or so
you face a really big animal that can be
a mutant bull, huge sperm whale
(schoolboy humour alert!), or danger
ously large crab. What fun it is!

This conversion of the Jaleco coin-op
s better than the original, which suf

fered from being an average copy,
gameplay-wise, of Bubble Bobble. But
this version adds to the gameplay and
introducessome nice graphic touches.
Theseappear when time is beginning
to run out on the level: just before

ifflrB

where the creatures turn into blue mea-

nies and chase around madly, they find
a piece of food and eat it. It is this that
turns them into the aforementioned

Lennon/McCartney creations. For exam
ple, the rabbit will find a carrot, the
monkey a banana
and so on. It all adds

to the fun and the

rest of the graphics

•L
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The yellow ladders are part of the level, the red and blue ones belong to Tam and Rit
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s unusual as

i it may seem,

jjjjthe Earth is
under threat from an
alien race. Even more

unusually you have to
take the controls of the sin

gle ship sent in to battle the
raging hordes of sweating
aliens that smell awful -

well, you have to make
them sound nasty
don't you!
The only difference
this time is that you
were supposed to be
accompanied by sev
eral thousand other
similar

craft

and

together you were
going to defeat the
evil

force

that

threatened civilized

Early levels certainly don't shirk on supplying aliens

existence

on

this

Earth.

In an unthinkably ter
rible twist of fate every single
one of your companions
was wiped out by a sur
prise attack from your
foes the Aalans. Dur

ing the course of
battle a nearby
comrade explod
ed and, through
no fault of his

own, catapulted
you into deep
space.

As you tumbled
restlessly through
the never ending

The middle of level one sees this ugly creature determined to stop you
getting further. Three heavy shots to the eye will easily sort him out

night (poetic isn't it)
you had time to
contemplate the
meaning of your exis
tence, why you had got
yourselfinto such a ridiculous
position, and more importantly how the
hell were you ever going to get back. It
all started thus...
Somewhere in the darker recesses of

the universe lies a region called Delta
Space. This region has remained largely
untouched by human exploration, a lot
like South London. The only people who
have ever been there and returned are

those who were luckyenough to get on
the interstellar equivalent of a circular

Night Bus after a night on the beer.
This region was home to five planets,
the largest of which was calledAala. To
call the Aalans right-wing would be like
calling the Pope an occasional church
goer. They had systematically con
quered the other four planets in the sys
tem without so much as a by-your-leave
or a knock in the door.

The militarily weaker planets in the
system had no choice but to allow these

These electric force pillars are easy to destroy but they take up
valuable time as you try to manoeuvre in a very tight area
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pearl that shone out brightly
from the bleak night. They
looked on it with something
approximating lust. Then they
decided it was too far away and
picked on us instead. Earth's boffins
were wise to their little scheme, having
used their long-range scanner extremely long-range, - to observe the
doings of this strange beings.
The political upheavals that occurred
were well known to the Earth's scientists

and when they saw one of the Aalans
looking down a telescope towards them
they knew that something was afoot.
Swiftly and silently a huge armada
was gathered to launch a "Defensive
First Strike" (ahem) against the Aalans.
This armada was called the Armalyte
Force. The strategy behind the attack
was to liberate the four enslaved planets

people to march in and steal all the best

by destroying the Governors - big ugly

deckchairsby the pool, eat their children
and blatantly steal every single custardcream they could find.
Imperialists to the last, they were not
happy with being masters of five planets
- they wanted more. As they scanned
the skiestheir many eyes fell on the blue

things who fire what amounts to St
Peter's calling cards at you - then wip
ing out the rest of the Aalan forces.
The resistance fighters on each of the
planets would attempt to leave
weapons pods in the attack path that
could be collected and bolted on to the

w- r r %' J* % r % ¥'

The first of the big bolt-on weapons gives you an additional single shot
weapon. It also acts as a decoy that will destroy anything it touches

Falling crystals are the only problem in this
section which is devoid of alien life

Time to save the world, again

ARMALYTE
THALAMUS • £25.99 • 1/2 meg • Joystick • Out September
ship. With several thousand ships it
should have been easy. Sincethe Aalans
surprised the Armalyte Force it is going
to be down to one ship to save the
world.

As you reflect on this grim situation
you realise with a hideous sinking feel
ing that the one ship left is piloted by
you, the only way home is via Delta
Space and nobody's built a bypass. The

well as the joystick as if it's going to
make some sort of difference.

The game uses intricate landscapes
that force you to make snap decisions
on where to fly before
the enforced horizon

tal scrolling rams you
into

a

convenient

spike. Any indecisive
characters will soon be

w

more astute among you will no

lost. This landscape

doubt have realised that

treacheryis not allthat

what we face here is one of

has to be contended

those mind-gibberingly diffi
cult five-level shoot-'em-ups
that pays more than a
homage to R-Type, even
down to the gun that
increases its power the

with. Streams upon streams of night

mare varieties of aliens and alien craft

race towards you from all angles and
only near - intuitive reactions will see
you through. A bottle of scotch and

forty paracetemol would see you

through an awful lot quicker, but then
you would stand no chance of getting
home. Actually, either way, you still
stand no chance of getting home.
Despite the initial diffi

Graphically it features some nice anima
tion, especially of the main craft, a wide
variety of aliens and great between-level
animations but the backgrounds during
the game seem a little lazy. The audio
features a driving soundtrack and com

culty, though, the small
snippets of play that you
begin with soon begin
to grow as you get used
to flying against the
landscape and the

This game is a conversion of the
highly successful and much lauded C64
original- be thankful we have a version

attack waves. Each turn

of it for the ST.

parable effects, but neither breaks any
boundaries.

will see you getting that
bit further into the level until you can
complete it and move on to the next.
This is what helps make it so addic
tive- everyturn will tease you with a lit
tle more of the game making you deter
mined to carry on and see more.

Julian Boardman

A common shoot-'em-up hazard that
requires great skill and timing to get
past. If, like me, you're not very good
you might as well rely on luck

a

u

D

(i'r-i)if'c§$
Driving soundtrack- some
nice effects.

P
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Loadsof weapons, very
challenging but too much
waitingbetween games.

longer you
hold down the
fire button.Don't

be swayed by all the
implied unoriginality - it uses the best
bits and adds some of its own. The style
of gameplay is fast and furious, the kind
that makes you throw yourself about as

Flowery it may
be, but it has
more thorns than

the average rose
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that lovable old electronic weetabix, the

Spectrum. Perhaps "played" isn't quite
the right word. Watching several
Only the best get into the US Air Force of the future

Flight simulators can cause all
manner of problems. They just
aren't politically sound, are
they? If you're not being asked to go
head to head with fiendish Commie

fighters, then you're streaking across
the desert ready to show those
naughtyArabs a thing or two.
It's enough to give your average
Guardian reader palpitations. Let's face

it, only the most violently patriotic
members of the Mom's Apple Pie
brigade will truly appreciate the stom

Rambo epics put together. Admittedly,
it does include some alternatives to

Russians and Arabs in the shape of
Brazilian drug cartels and Central
American guerillas - both backed by
the Soviets, of course.
In fact, some of the missions are so

blatantly hypocritical you could almost
believe they came direct from the Pen
tagon. For instance, wouldyou believe
that those darn Russkies are actually
complaining that we're developing bio
logical weapons right next door to

ach-turning jingoism of these games.
But one game is breaking that
mould and turning away from Uncle
Sam dominated pinko bashing, and
concentrating instead on the intricate
and painstaking skills of advanced com
bat flying. ThunderHawk is not that

their Alaskan border? The cheek of it!
For those who don't know, Thun

game.

of laughter.
You see, I'd just played Gunship,
and the even more cheesy Apache, on

No, ThunderHawk is as stuffed full

of stereotypical enemies as all those

derHawk is a helicopter sim, a bit like

the decidedly old and cheesy Gunship
by MicroProse. Now, if I'd been asked
about helicoptersims a few years ago I
probably would have collapsed in fits

monochrome triangles make their way
across the screen at a pace that made
milk floats look positively supersonic is
closer to what I experienced.
Flight sims for me, and especially heli
copter flight sims, had the same appeal
as Les Dennis - that is, none whatsoev

er. Times change though and with the
advent of the 16-bit, flight simssuddenly
became fun to play.
Gone were the treacly blips that I
was reliably informed were really Mig
29s moving at Mach I, and in came full
colour, complete 3D fighter planes
screeching past the cockpit, and explo
sions of apocalyptic proportions. At last

A lethal air-to-ground missile

speeds from the Hawk - and
misses, probably

because of the incredibly trickycontrols.

In a plane you can just open out the
throttle, pull back on the joystick and
blast off, whereas a whirlybird requires a
littlebit more know-how. Too many con
trols and too little action sums up the
problemwith early'copter games.
To combat this, ThunderHawk uses
the mouse as its main control unit. As all

we humble home computer owners

could experiencethose puke-making mil
itary simulators that QED always seem
to make programmes about.
AH-73M ThunderHawk takes place
"in the near future", as do most flight
sims - which allows the writers to use

their imaginations a little. Before allyou
statistics freaks (you know who you are)
run off to check the "I Spy book of Heli
copters", the ThunderHawk is a fictional
machine.

Like that wonderful creation of

yesteryear, Airwolf, the Hawk is based
on "predicted advances in military tech
nology". Basically this means that it's

The trouble with these Russian

helicopters is that they never indicate
before pulling out

the movements of your vehicle can be

one of those mean looking, sleek

controlled from there it's a lot less con

'copters that always seem to end up

fusing to play. Lift off is obtained by
holding down the right mouse button
and pushing the mouse forwards.
Moving the mouse without any but
tons pressed controls the direction of
movement, right mouse button on its
own cycles the available weapons, and

chasing James Bond.
In an attempt to create something a
little different from the barrowload of

sims already on the market, Core have
taken the plunge and tried to create a
decent helicopter simulator. Previous
helicopter games have failed dismally

left mouse button fires them. Both but

tons together moves the target selector
to the next target, and right mouse but
ton while pulling the mouse back makes
the rotors slow down, and thus makes
the craft fall.

It may sound a little complex but it
Oh dear. That'll teach me to

soon becomes second nature, and also

turn the onboard stereo up

means that the ThunderHawk feels like a

too loud

real helicopter. The keyboard isn't com
pletely neglected though, as the keypad
is used to control those essential exter

nal views and the function keys operate
the boring stuff like IR jamming, night
sight, flares and chaff. Strangely, there
seem to be very few options although

Those pesky commies are moaning about our biologicalweapons research so I've been
sent out to give them a good kicking. What do you mean, politically unsound?
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I thought that flying at night
using infra red would let me slip
past the enemy. I was wrong.
Hello ground, goodbye life...

Relive those fun filled days of Cold War paranoia

THUN
CORE DESIGN • £30.99 • Mouse • Out now
briefings don't let that standard fall. In
the game proper you are presented with
a picture of a locker room.

Two doors lead away from it. One
leads to the War Room where you select
the theatre of war that you wish to join,
and it's through this door that you must
go first.
Seasoned sim fans will know, of
course, what a war theatre is, but for
those who aren't in with these cool

fighter jocks I'd better make it clear that

it does not mean you can choose to
attack Andrew Lloyd Webber with air-toground Maverick missiles, A bit of a

shame but you can always set fire to a
copy of the Phantom Of The Opera
soundtrack to make up for it.
Anyway, back to the War Room. On
the wall is a map of the world with six

this may well be because most of the
operations from normal flight simsaren't
relevantto helicopters.
Butbeforeyou even think of climbing
into the cockpit you must first go
through the mission briefing, and it is in
this respect that the game really stands
out. The game opens with a Space Acestyle cartoon animation of a Dan Dare
lookalike arriving at the White House
and briefing the President on the state

buddy of yours. Jack acts as your men
tor and guide through the game,

of affairs.

administering praise after successful mis

Clear digitised speech and smooth
animation set a high standard, and the

sions and slapping your wrists if you

areas circled. Click on them to reveal a

adds a bit of a storyline to the game

Once you've made your choice it's time

and gives it a similar feel to the Cinemaware games. Through a series of

to strap yourself into the ThunderHawk
and set off to do some damage.

slides, short films and digitised pictures
Jack gives you the lowdown on what

of a let down after the intricate and

your first mission will be.
Each mission leads on to the next, so

Unfortunately, the game itself isa bit
comprehensive briefings. Whereas the

any enemy installations that you take
out will remain inoperative for the
remainder of that campaign. This

attention to detail in the Briefing Room
is excellent, the game feels empty. The
control panel in particular looks sparse
and the lack of any identifying marks

means that careful target selection is
necessary if you are to survive the

fusion in the heat of battle.

whole campaign.
From the briefing you go to the
Armament screen where you can select
the appropriate hi-tech weaponry for
your first mission. Again, careful selec
tion is required to prevent failure.
There's no point in lumbering yourself
with an anti-submarine bomb if you're
going on a strafing run in the desert.

bit about what sort of missions each will

entail. Once you've decided which the
atre to put the boot into, it'stime to pop
next door to the Briefing Room.
In the Briefing Room we meet Jack

on the HUD leads to considerable con

The graphics are smooth but they
often appear indistinct, and enemy
planes have a nasty habit of coming
from miles away to right on top ofyou
without giving your missiles a chance
to lock on.

The depiction of the ThunderHawk

is also a bit of a disappointment. Itjust
doesn't look like the pinnacle of futuris
tic military technology. In fact it looks
remarkablylike a fish with a halo.

I've no doubt that the graphics of
The stunningattention to detail in
the briefings is let downby the
sparse in-gamegraphics.

Marshall, chief tactician and an old war
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Some nice tunes and a

completely ruin the US war effort. This

passable rotor noise.
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but they fly past at such speed that you
barely have a chance to see them, let
alone destroy them.
These problems are heightened by
the unusual control method. Although
use of the mouse does give the Hawk
an element of realism, it is also too slip

pery for precision flying and a slight
twitch of the hand can throw you off
course.

The immediateappeal is
diminishedby the trickycontrols
and the lackof a practice option.
r

the ground details such as SAM sites
and convoysof tanks are very detailed,

i.£>-.n

In the midst of a hectic dogfight you
really feel the need for a good solid joy
stick rather than the mouse which

tends to leave you flailing round the
sky like a sparrow on LSD while the

G

: to itssimilarity to the original,
it's obviouslya fiendishly
addictive little number.

enemy hit you with everything they've
got.
Perhaps the control method can be
mastered with time, and the over

whelming ferocity of the enemy can be

76
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overcome, and if so, there's probably a
pretty good simulator hidden under
neath. Whether or not you are willing
to dig for it is up to you.
Daniel Whitehead
October 1991
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Virgin

and OOZE.

BALL, BLOB, WILD,
DOCK, GRIP, TICK

Trythese codes to get you further.

Continental Circus
Empire

back, you will earn
10 times as many
points

reather than the

car from the side

ram the criminal's

you can manage to

reset the timer. Also, if

and type GROWLER to

hold down both mouse buttons

Ifyou feel that time is slipping away,

Pipemania

the final level.

Chase HQ
Ocean

game

actually send the
ball whizzing into
the opponent's
net. Press Escape
at anyjother time
to quit and win the

down it will

have your career ruined for six
months. Onlyjoking. If
you keep it held

Klax
During play, hold down the
spacebar and the number 4
key to warp through to

Empire
Press fire when in the centre circle to

Gazza II

I'/ i ' \

Brat

'\
VI
ImageWorks

n^^ji /

Domark

keyboard,you can skipto the next level.

question mark - and theasterisk, which can I
befound on the same key as8, on
I

A useful hidden cheat, but firstthe passwords:
NOKITAGO willtake you to level5,
ZUMOHATO gets you to level10 and
NAGA TSU puts you on level 12 [the last
level).
Ifyou press I and fullstop on the keypad
at the same time as pressing slash - that's
the symbolthat shares a keywith the

cyhblA]'

ieR GameR
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Having troublegetting anywherein thislong
awaited sequel? to gain a full inventory
of weapons simply pause the game
and type either BLUEHOUSE

LOVE, GREENTREES and

or HOUSEBLUES depending
on which tower you are on.
Also trytypingLOVEAND
ICEHOUSE on the title

screen to skip to some of the
later levels

Ocean

screen which shows the

family sitting in the front
of the TV type in the word
COWABUNGA to receive

fVUJ_

NCC-170! and hit

Infinite lives
One for the Trekkies among
you. Whileplaying, pause
the game, type in

active.

Return. Unpause the
game and the
screen willflash telling
you that the cheat is

Image works

Xenon 2

Welcome to HAKPAK - the hottest games cheats around - FREE every month

available for a modest £3.99, but we are offering the it

To find out how to turn three bits of cardboard into £2

forjust £1.99 and three special tokens.

just turn over...

Virgin Games

Judge Dredd

d hb!

Strom

Level skip

PLAYING HERO

Logon as DREDDthen
type BRUCKEN

QUEST and exit

computer.

from the

level.

Pressing help at
any time willjump
you to the end of the

IIC +

System 3

I

accessseveral
strange and silly

S following will

| Also typing in the

down.

While playing this classic beat'em-up press T to make the
fighters,trousers fall

Swiv

V

HAKPAK cards will build up into an essential reference
guide for serious joystick wagglers. Keep this veritable
encyclopedia of games crib cards in pristine condition
within the exquisitely exclusive HAKPAK filer folder.

Level skip
Thishighlyacclaimed
shoot-'em-up willshow
wares ifyou type in

you mostof its
RUSSIAN AIR while

effects PAC, FISH,

PERI.

US Gold

Shadow Dancer

the game is paused.
N willskip a level
when the game is
unpaused.

Elite

Ikari Warriors

Infinite lives
Pause the game.

Renegades

**I%J$

Gods

infinite lives. Thingsshould be

a little easier now.

'

Ifyou are finding problems getting
anywhere beyond the second
flowerpot on the firstlevel,
then this cheat may be the
one foryou. Duringthe

The Simpsons

Level codes

table and enter

Infinite lives
Get to the high score

Level 2: PCR
Level 4: ATS

Level 3: JFG

FREERIDE

your name as
to achieve
the desired
effect in

game.

your next

straight to the shop where
you can buy extraweapons.

4, meanwhile, will takeyou

pressingthe Help key. Foryour
effortyou'llget infinite lives. Also,
ifyou press I on the keypad
you'llget lots of money.Key

This cheatcan beactivated simply by

Ocean

:.^ X

Activision

Youcan gain infinite livesby
typing DIZZY into the
high score table.

Time Machine

••••••••••••••••a

Psygnosis

•••••••

V
lives.

receive infinite

as SILLYNAM to

Enter your name

Ocean

Indiana Jones and the
Last Crusade

Level 13: Plum, Cherry,
Banana, Pineapple.

Level 10: Lemon,
Banana, Plum, Plum.

Blood Money

•

credits

receive infinite

KNOW HOW to

WHEN YOU

/-\ word ITS EASY

When you get to the title
screen, type in as one

Midnight resistance

Level 50: 9932

Level 40:1825

Level 30: SSI 8

Level 20: 6811

Level 10:3305

acscribed level.

Hereisa collection of levelcodes to get you
to the higher levels.
Level 5: Pineapple, Pineapple
Lemon, Cherry.

Lucasfilm Games

Tyep inthese codesto get to the

Night Shift

Infogrames

the very same address, no tokens,
no waiting and, er... no £2 off!

Alternatively, if you just can't wait
to get filing simply send £3.99 to

The Light Corridor

Ellesmere Port, South Wirral L65 3EB

Hakpak Offer, Europress Direct, FREEPOST,

and sent to:

them into a smart Hakpak filer folder. Make
cheques payable to Europress Direct

How to get your HAKPAK filer folder

After literally minutes of practice the Gamer
team have mastered a magic trick of Wayne
Dobson-like proportions. Yes, you send us three
tokens |token 1 with this issue) and a cheque
or postal order for £1.99 and we'll change

effects on or off, L adds one

Do the following to get into the cheat
mode: hold down Enter and press P
to pause the game. KeepEnter
depressed and hit the letter O
to unpause. Then, during the
game, C toggles the special

Ifyou choose the smallestship

credits.

500,000

shopkeeper's face
- you willget

click on the

and the smallest ammo,

Rainbow Arts

X-Out

••••••••••••••••••••a ••••••

missileto your stockpile (keep
pressing until you've got enough},
F replenishesthe fuel at any time, D takes
you to demo mode, and N toggles the cheats on and off.

Virus

two playergame.

three times if it's a

you're playingon
your own, or F2

three times if

F8. Now press F1

F6, F5, F4, F3,

To possessthe LaserSight through
the whole game, press these
keysin order before the
game starts: F8, F7,

Ocean

Operation Thunderbolt

TOKEN;
__P_N_E__i

j"!

••••••

ImageWorks

Back to the Future II
Typein these cheats during the storyboard for
infinite lives on all levels. Level one:

ROTTEN CHEAT, level two LOUSY
CHEAT, level three LOW DOWN
CHEAT. Remember to include

spaces between words.

Ghostbusters II
Activision

To get infinitecourage
infinite slime on

on level one and

leveltwo, press
CONTROL,
ALT, S and L
at the same time

during the
the game loads

Activision screen as

•

Atomix
Thalion

Hit Help to enter the password
mode, then type in TIME
stopwatch

for a frozen

2

'
NJLDLCADCY

KJJLDLCCCN

-

FUN

3

DCLCAJNFCK

LDLCAJNFCK
HCAONNLHCX

HNLHCIOECW

CINNLDLICJ

4

7

6

IKHMDLCKCT

CEKHMDUCO

5

10

9

8

On the title screen type in FQUIGGLY to
make the lemmings stop their suicide runs.

DLCUNMOCM

11 ....OHODHCELCS
12
KMDLCINMCL
13
MDLCAKLNCS

25

24

23

CCJJMFUDQ

CMNMLFUDP

LCENLLFHDV

21....NNHCAKOFDV
22
FLCMKLLGDJ
14

26
27

29 ...MNHCAKNNDL

28....HMFHCIOMDY

UJMFLCKDX
NJMFLCCLDW

15
LCAOLMDPCY
16...CMOLMDLQOV
17
CFJHLFLBDX

30....FLCOKLMODU

11
12

OJOUCCLEN

CEKKOLUEK
IKHMEMCKEX

25 ....MCGNMLFHFL

23
24

22

LFMCEJMFFT
GICKKOLGFK

ILFMCKOEFJ

KKILFHCCDM

18

JLFLCKNEDW

19....NJNNHCADDR

13

20

CMOLMGLQDJ

HCGOLONPDX

14...HMDMCIOMEM

TRICKY
1

15...MDMCGJMNEL

21....0HLFMCADFN
2

CMOLMGLQDJ
IKHLDMCCEN

CAJJMGMJFS

BKOMNFIIFO

3
4

26

KKKOOICKFV
29...0HMFMCALFW

GNGULLGHP

30.HMGMCMOMFU

26

FINLLFHIHN

HFANLLFHHU

21...GGKHNNHBHY

27

FAJHMFHJHP

LGANOLDHGJ

28

11

29

UHMFMFKHG

22
KJJLFNGCHK
23 ...NJLGNGADHW
24...KNOHGOOEHL
25....LFNNGCJNFHJ
14...0KHMDNGKGT
15
OIMELGALGK
16...HMDLGKOMGT
17....MELGCKLNGN
18
DLGUOMOGV

30

GKNOLDLIGU
GAJIMMHJGX

19...LGENMMDPGU
20 ...GKNNOLHQGS

12
13

LMBUOOOEJ

UJLGMCCFS

CCKHNNKBFR

16

OHNUBADEP
IDLMCIOEEU
LDMCCJNFEP

19

27

5
6
7

EMCUMLGEW

20

MFMCGKLNFO
GMCOKLMOFY
MCANMMFPFO
CIIMOMGMQFK
GEKKNMJBGJ

28
8

CMNLLEMIEP

MCEOLLDHEW

5

KJILDLGCGU

LDLGCIOFGV

17....KCCOMMLPEU
18...CKNLMDMQEV
10

9

TAXING

6

NHNUGCDGY

1
2
3
4

7
9

ENGUNLGGO

8 ...JLDLGMOENGN
10

22

21

UHLFIFCJS

FAIHLFIBJJ

FINLMDIQIW

IFANLMDPIN

LDIFAJLFIO

23

11

24

HLFIFINFJY

NHLFIFADJP

NJMNLFELHX

25

MAYHEM

26

LFIFAJLFJR

1

FINLLDIIIN
FAJHMDUIP
UHMEMGKIO

27

FINLLFIUQ

IFANLLFHKX

HMFJFINMHO

14
15
16

NHMDIFALIV

30

28
29

2

17

DIFULMOIQ

MDIFAJLNIX

HMDIFINMIO

12
DIFULLGIX
13....MGCNNLEHIO
HFANLMFPHN

18

FHFULMOHQ
FINLMFHQHW

19

MFHFAJLNHX

FAJHLDIBIW

20

4
6

5

UHLDIFICIP

3

7

HLDIFINEIV

NHLDIFADIN

FIFULLGJK
10

9

8

cyhblAj
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Anco

Kick Off 2

••••••••••a*

5'000 fuel units and 50 credits

Enteryour name as MAJ to gain

Gremlin

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge

To be able to qualigyfor every round,
no matterwhere you finish in a

race, enter player one's name

as IN THE BIG COUNTRY

and playertwo's name as

CHARIOTS OF FIRE

••••••

round

No mattter where you or
your partner finish you
will be guaranteed of
getting through to the next

•

Nitro

Psygnosis

•

Ifyou're facinga penaltyfrom the computer
opponent, pressing R continually will

slow down the shot and allow

the back of the net.

you to see where it is
going... Hopefully not in

The time to consider how well

you could cope In the aftermath
of a data loss disaster Is nowl

Paul Overaa looks at security,
back ups and sensible
manasen
manasement

From a purely physical view

point, adding a hard disk to
your ST is easy. Since most
suppliers will have already formatted
- and possibly even partitioned - the
hard disk, it is often a simple matter
of plugging its cable into the DMA
port on the back of your machine.
Unfortunately, however, physical
connection is not the end of the

story. Beneath the surface there are

K.

hmitohon

substantial differences between hard

would recover from a hard disk fail

drive, but there are differences and it

disk environments and that of the

ure if one did indeed happen.

is as well to be aware of them because

conventional floppy.
Standard 3.5in disks, providing
you use decent quality ones, are very
reliable these days and disk problems
are almost a thing of the past. I
haven't had a drive problem for years
but I still religiously back up all of my
important work using a grandfatherfather-son three generation scheme.
To do this you take the current
working disk, date it, write protect it,
and then copy it to the oldest genera
tion disk. The current working disk is
then placed in a backup store while
the new copy of this disk becomes
the new working disk.
Since next time a backup is made
the same procedure is followed, the
three disks permanently rotate. This

minimizes the disk wear on any par
ticular copy and of course provides
you with three disk versions at vary
ing stages.

Mistakes
I'm equally careful with my hard disk

I've even known staff who have

adopted a policy of keeping backups
of hard drive files on another parti
tion of the hard disk itself because

the one and only time that their

drive had gone down they had only
lost the data associated with one par
tition!

The management of hard disk data

they are quite closely related to a
number of hard-disk management
issues.

Most hard disks are fixed - that is,

they cannot be removed. Having said
that, it is, as most of you will know,
possible to get removable cartridge
hard disks and, in fact, Atari produce
a 44Mb removable form called the

primarily means two things - data
security and data organisation. But

MegaFile 44.
Of course you pay somewhat more

firstly, a word about these strange
beasts to which we are increasingly
entrusting our data.
Hard disks come in a variety of
shapes and sizes both in terms of
their physical shape/size and in the
amount of data which they can store.
In terms of general use there would

- on a megabyte for megabyte basis -

seem to be little difference between

the workings of the hard disk as

always be placed under lock and key
- and access can therefore be strictly

opposed to the conventional floppy

controlled. The trouble with fixed

disks is that, because they reside per
manently in the machine, they and
their data are vulnerable to every
thing from casual, but unauthorized,
peeping to more serious problems
such as flood or fire damage, virus
attack and even direct physical sabo
tage by disgruntled employees.
Asfar as the more common prob
lem of casual browsing is concerned
it is perhaps worth mentioning that
encryption of sensitive files provides
one easy answer to this particular file
visibility problem. Even simple

for the privilege, but removable hard

encryption schemes, based on exclu-

disks nevertheless have a number of

sive-ORing, can prove surprisingly

advantages, especially in a business
environment where there may be
physical security issues involved.
The humble floppy, despite all its
capacity or speed limitations, can

effective.

Security
The same encryption scheme could
also be used to prevent dangerous
system commands or programs from
being used even though, of necessity,
such items might need to be kept per
manently on the hard disk.
Floppies spin at relatively low
speeds (300 rev/min) and, because it
doesn't take too long for a spinning

data - not because I've ever had a

disk to reach its correct read/write

major catastrophe but because I've
met people who have. Over the years

speed, the motor on a normal floppy

I've learned from their mistakes and

know that, as far as issues like hard

disk backup are concerned, total pes
simism is the only safe policy.
Whether you are backing up with
floppies, tape-streaming or transfer
ring files to another location via a
network, the basic multiple-genera
tion backup scheme can, with a little

drive comes on just prior to the
read/write operation. Hard disks
rotate at much higher speeds (3600
rev/min) and because they can take
several seconds to reach their correct

read/write speed it is not feasible to
switch the motors on and off

between disk operations.
The higher speed, plus the fact
that the disk is continually rotating,

effort, usually be modified to suit any

means that hard disk machines can

set of applications. The extra genera

be more susceptible to physical dam

tion provides real security because if

age. Joe Bloggs may wander in and

something goes wrong while you are
backing up your data you have

slam a heavy parcel down on the

another file set to fall back on.

What does always surprise me 9
however is the number of users who

computer's desk at the time data is
being written, or mains transients

and more serious power interruptions
may occur as might any number of

are prepared to dice with death in
this area. I've been to companies

other miscellaneous nasties.

where hard disks are in use and no

ejther not cause loss of data at all or

one knows how complete their
backup facilities are, nor how they

may only cause the corruption of a
single file. But adopting a backup pol- >-

•

Most of the time such events will

'

• icy based on the assumption of these
types of minimal loss situations is
hardly to be recommended.
The problems caused by mains
transients and "brown outs" -

reduced voltage - can be solved by
surge protectors and line voltage reg
ulators and these devices may even
be built into the drive itself.

Many companies go one step fur
ther and opt for UPS (Uninterruptible
Power Supplies) units which automat
ically switch to battery power if a
mains failure occurs. Thus there is a

chance to save files and shut the sys
tem down normally. The only disad
vantage of this latter approach is the
cost!

These days the possibility of nor

that if and when disaster strikes, you

have become commensurately more

will be able to recreate the data

difficult.

you've lost.
In many cases this just means
backing-up files as frequently as they
change and the implication here,

A number of companies now offer
utility programs which can not only
simplify backup operations, but can
provide menu-driven facilities for fast
copying, for compressing/archiving
and even rearranging fragmented files
to improve effective disk access times.
All such utilities have their place
but, having said that, it is quite sur
prising how much time is wasted by
people in backing up large numbers
of files simply because they are
unaware of exactly which files on
their system have actually been cre
ated, altered or otherwise used by the
software they run.
Appropriate partitioning, that is,

which can save more than a little

time in practice, is that if a file
doesn't change from day to day, you
do not need to back it up every day.
I came across one user who tapestreamed the whole of their disk sim

ply because they did not realize that
80 per cent of its contents were pro
grams or data files which stayed the
same month in and month out.

Which of your files do not change
from day to day? Only you will know
the answer to that. Perhaps the cus-

the creation of a number of

mal hardware malfunction is not the

only issue to be considered. Malicious
computer viruses have the potential
to cause serious system damage and,
unfortunately, these types of pro
grams are appearing with increasingly

Desk

File

Uiew

Opt 10nS

regularity.
Luckily the virus threat, for people

who use only commercial software
packages, is almost non-existent.
With public domain software the risk
is higher - not because people who
write public domain software are

Your customer order

database, which is backed up
twice a day, might - along
with other files that need this

ing public domain software make

backup frequency - be kept
on drive C. Spreadsheet data
which is only modified and
backed up once a month,
could be held in another par

detailed checks on the disks which

tition.

virus writers, but because the distribu
tion of such software is essentially
uncontrolled, and few people supply

The hierarchy can, and

they themselves are supplied with.

should be, continued with the

Viral nightmare
The situation is even worse with bul
letin board software because the -

usually overworked - Sysop will rarely
have the time to vet everything that
comes on to the board.

The virus situation is bad enough
with conventional floppy drives. For
hard disk users the prospect of being
the recipient of a virus is a potential

Appropriate partitioning is the key
to simplifying backup operations

ware and never download and test

tomer mailing lists for your particular
business are only updated once a
month - in such cases you would
only need to back up those files once

public domain software with the hard

a month.

nightmare. The best policy is simply
not to use, or let others use, unautho

rized (unvetted) public domain soft

disk connected!
Hard disks can read and write data

Programs are another example of
files which do not need to be rou

floppy units. The main advantage of

tinely backed up - the hard disk
copies will have come from their

the hard disk however is not just

master release disks and hard disk

faster access time - it is the fact that

copies are therefore easily regenerated

hard disks can hold an awful lot of

if the need arises.

data.

The same goes for programs which
are written in-house - most definitely

much faster than conventional

With the current Atari ST-compati-

ble drives we're talking anywhere

keep backup versions on floppies but

between 20Mb and 330 Mb of data!

once those copies are available, and

Now that's fine when things are
working as planned but, if things go
wrong, a frightening amount of data
can be lost - and that brings me
nicely into the important topic of

safelystored away, the loss of such
programs from a hard disk ceases to

data backup.
The unwritten rule of data safety is

simple: Assume that whatever can go
wrong WILL go wrong, and then
organize your backup procedures so

I

different logical driveswhich has to be done anyway
with the early Tos software
because of the 16 Mb parti
tion limit - is another thing
which can help simplify
backup operations.

present any major problems.
The main problem of course, as far
as backup is concerned, is not pro
grams or fairly static data files, it is
the data files which change daily.
As hard disk storage capacity has
increased over the years, so the prob
lems onvoled in file management

use of suitably named directo
ries. Inexperienced users often
tend to throw everything into
the root directory and this is a
big mistake because suitably
named directories actually
help you to "housekeep" your
files. In fact, well organised directory

operation, but if all your backups are
kept in the same place then they will
all be vulnerable to fire, theft etc.

In practice, of course, when you
are using a rotation scheme you actu
ally need all generations to hand so
additional "snapshot" copies have to

be periodically made if copies are also
to be stored elsewhere.

Backup of my hard disk book
manuscript files, for instance, is based
on an additional three generation
floppy disk scheme, but as chapters
are finished they are passed to the
publisher who both keeps and pre
pares further copies which are then
subsequently given to a third party
for safekeeping.
The objective of all such arrange
ments is to get some sort of system
going which allows routine data
backup to be done with the mini
mum of effort.

A simple systematic approach, cou
pled with a commonsense under
standing of the problems, will go a
long way in this respect.
Afew hours spent planning for the
worst is a small price to pay when
you consider what could be lost if the
worst happens and you have not
made adequate preparations!

Further info
Good, readable, books on hard disks,

backup, data security etc., are few and
far between, but one good book I've
seen is called Using Your Hard Disk by
Robert Ainsbury.
It is published by QUE (ISBN 088022-583-1) and is aimed at PC
rather than ST users but it does, nev

ertheless, contain quite a bit of mate
rial that is of general interest. It is not
a particularly easy book to get hold of
but I do know that DTBS Books (tel:

0706-524304) have copies in stock-

structures should reflect the subject

because that is where I got my copy

hierarchy of the files stored on the

from.

disk.

Another excellent, although dis
turbing, book on general security

Personal space
If many users are using the same
machine it is usually best to give each
user their own personal workspace for

issues is Martin Smith's Commonsense

Computer Security published by
McGraw-Hill (ISBN0-07-707162-X).

putting things which they might oth
erwise have been tempted to throw

The author has a military, rather than
computing, background and his ideas
makes a refreshing change. The

into the root directory.
Within this space they can of
course create their own directory
structures, but this philosophy

you totally reappraise your
approaches to a number of funda
mental security issues.

should not be overdone because cre

points he makes will probably make

As far as viruses are concerned

ating extended directory structures
will slow down the file operations after all, at the end of the day the
operating system has to search direc
tory structures in much the same way

there are quite a few general books
available. Peter Denning's Computers
Under Attack, published by Prentice
Hall (ISBN 0-201-53067-8) is, as far as
many general issues are concerned,

that a human would!

one of the better ones.

It is incidentally worth pointing
out that for many business and other
important uses, it is wisest not to
store all your backups at one loca
tion. You may have an excellent mul
tiple-generation floppy-based or
tape-streamed data backup scheme in

The only ST-specific book I know
of, though admittedly containing
only one chapter on hard disks, was
called ST Disk Drives Inside And Out. It
also used to be available from DTBS
Books but as far as I know it is now

out of print!

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!
• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)

The ST Club

512K-E40
FONTKIT PLUS 3

2 Meg-£175

Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum fonts, screen fonts and downloadable
printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of drawing tools, plus block manipulation
tools, and will import Calamus, Degas and Macintosh fonts. The package
includes Fontswitch 3, which re-configures the keyboard and changes screen
and printer fonts; plus Fontprint to give complete control over the printer
fonts used with Epson compatible printer. Price: £19.95.

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE STMEMORY
512K-E40

2 Meg-£175
•

REPAIRS - Phone for details

UNIVERSAL ITEM SELECTOR HI

TERMS: Please specify exact requirements when ordering memory. Strictly payment with order.
All products fitted by us guaranteed for 3 months against defective parts or workmanship

Powerful replacement for the Atari Item Selector. Universal Item Selector III
incorporates a host of utility functions: format disks, copy, move and rename
files and folders, create folders, find files, set file paths, etc. "You'll wonder

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES

how you ever lived without it," ST Format, December 1990. Price: £19.95.

49 Parish Lane, Pence, London SE20 7LJ

THE CATALOGUE

^J 081-659 2851

Our collection of PD and Shareware disks runs to over 2,000 disks and we

Please make cheques payable to "BREVCO" Thankyou.

guarantee same day dispatch on all orders. Our Free Catalogue - (46 pages
A4) details these disks and all of our products and services:PD disks, Books,

Budgie UK Licenseware and Laser Printing. We also publish: The Astronomy
Lab (£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),
Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95) and 1st Word (£6.95), Fontpac Plus GEM

MEDIA DIRECT

and Signum fonts (from £6.95). Details of these will be found in our current

catalogue. Writeor telephone for your copy today.

HOW TO ORDER

The ST Club, 49 Stoney Street,
Nottingham NG1 1LX (0602) 410241

BY PHONE

0782 208228
BY FAX

0782 281506

Please send me:

BY POST

H Universal Item Selector III (£19.95)

COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD

UNIT 3, RAILWAY ENT.
CENTRE, SHELTON NEW

• Fontkit Plus 3 (£19.95)

ROAD, STOKE ON TRENT,

• Freecopy of the 46-page ST Club catalogu.

ST4 7SH

Name:

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

£3.35 P&P PER ORDER

DISTRIBUTORS OF:- =

E3

ZZ

Address:

iiATHANA

£9.00 NEXT DAY

(UK MAINLAND ONLY)

j-—* i i | | i

KAO

.?#*

&

Postcode:

#

Tel:

Return to: The ST Club, 49 Stoney Street, Nottingham NG11LX

SOFT EXCHANGE
OFFERS YOU THE BEST IN QUALITY, SERVICE AND PRICES.
ALL OUR DISKETTES ARE OF HIGH QUALITY JAPANESE MEDIA.
Probably the best unbranded disks available in the UK

SPECIAL OFFERS

3.5" DS/DD certified error free, including labels
10
£4.99 °150
£49.99

20 Disks + 80 Cap box.

20

30 Disks + 80 Cap box .

£8.49

30
40
50
100

£12.49
£15.49
£18.99
..£39.99

200

£63.99

300
400
500
1000

£94.99
£123.99
£154.99
£289.99

Sony Bulk 100 Disks in eluding

>

*38.95

labels

10 Disks + SO Cap box.

...£9.99 50 Disks + 80 Cap box
£23.99
.£12.99 100 Disks + 100 Cap box...£39.99
.£17.99 200 Disks + 2 x 100 Cap
£20.99

boxes

£65.99

ACCESSORIES
Lb

1

40 cap Lockable Box
SO cap Lockable Box
100cap Lockable Box
Mouse .Mat

£5.99

Disk Head Cleaner 3.5"...

£6.99

Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen

£7.99
£2.99
£1.50

KAO Branded Disks. Box of 100 ..

£41.99 L

Disk Labels 50
Disk Labels 100
£2.50
Disk Labels 500
£9.99
Universal Printer Stand....
£8.99
Universal Printer Stand w th
paper tray
....£10.99

KAO Branded Disks, Box of 50 ...

£21.99 !

Grip Clip copyholder

£6.99

Filter
Filter
Filter
Filter

12"
12"
14"
14"

£2.99 I
!
mono....
£9.99
colour... ...£11.99
mono.... ...£•10.99 i
1
colour... ...£13.99

Dtist CoverAmiga/Atari
(keyboard)
Dust Cover 12" monitor...
Dust Cover 14" monitor...

£4.49
£4.99

£5.99
Logitech 2 buttonmouse... ...£26.99
Naksha Mouse
...£33.99

Allprices include VAT, post and packing in UK. Overseas orders please write or telephone. Toorder please send a cheque/P.O. made payable to:

SOFT EXCHANGE Dept STU, 101 Clifton Road,
South Norwood, London SE25 6QA. Tel: 081 653 9094
(24 hours order line)
I

I

Access/Visa accepted. Government and educational orders

quoted at veiy competitive prices

!

:
;

OFTWARE CITY
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304
E3 CALL US ON: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 m

ESB3B3
3-D CONSTRUCTION KIT

ST COMPILATIONS

27.99

3-DPOOt
1943

7.99
17.50
6.99

AFRICA KORPS
ARMOUR GEDDON

21.50
17.50

BACK TO THE FU tURE 3

17.50

BALLISTIC

1UCKROGERS...

V.M

3EATHKNIGHTSO- -.-jV.
DRAGONS OF FLAME......
DUNGEON MASltfi

14.00
19.99

DRAGON SPIRIT

21.50

„

17.99

7 99

BAHtE CHESS
BEACH VOUEV
BILLIARDS 2
BLOOD MONEY

SPORTING WINNERS £17.50

17.50
7.99
17 50
NEW PRICE 7 99

BRIAN CLOUCH'S FOOTBALL FORTUNES
BURGER MAN
CABAL

DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING, STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER
& BRIAN CLOUGH'S FOOTBALL FORTUNES

CENTREFOLD SQUARES

DONKEYISLAND

17.50
10.99
7.99
17.50
17.50
9.99

PACMANIA

£7.99
17.99

CHUCK ROCK
CHUCKIE EGG 1 OR 2
CLOUD KINGDOMS

.

JLTIMA S OR 6

15.99

MAGNUM £17.50

17.50
21.50
21.50

7.99

17.50
9.99
NEW PRICE 7.99

NEW 17.50
6.99

R.V.F. HONDA,ORIENTAL GAMES, SATAN
AFTERTHE WAR & PRO TENNIS TOUR

ADDICTED TO FUN £13.99
BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW ISLAND &

FIST OF FURY £21.50
DOUBLE DRAGON 2, NINJA WARRIORS,

NEW ZEALAND STORY

SHINOBI & DYNAMITE DUX

VIRTUAL WORLDS £21.50
DRILLER, TOTAL ECLIPSE, THE CRYPT &

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION £21.50

CASTLE MASTER

21.50

COLOSSUS BRIDGE
COLOSSUS CHESS 10
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS
CRICKET CAPTAIN

17.50
17.50
7-99
17.50

MIDWINTER, CARRIER COMMAND, STUNT
CAR RACER, STARCLIDER 2,

9.99

INTERNATIONALSOCCER CHALLENGE

DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING

OVERLANDER & SPACE HARRIER

9.99

COHORT FIGHTING FOR ROME

DARKMAN

PAPERBOY, GHOSTS AND GOBLINS,

SPECIAL OFFER 6 99

NEW 17 SO

CHAOS STRIKES BACK
CHARGE OF THE IICHT BRIGADE
CHESS CHAMPION 2175

FINALE £17.50

£5 99

JUEST FOR GLORY 2

POOL Of RADIANCE

9.99

CHALLENGE GOLF 3-D

£5.00

LOOM

9.99

7.99
NEW PRICE 7 99

CADAVER
CADAVER THE PAYOFF
CALIFORNIA GAMFS
CAPTIVE
CAR-VUP AND TORVAK THE WARRIOR
CARRIERCOMMAND

ROBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS 2, BATMAN THE
MOVIE & INDIANA |ONESLAST CRUSADE

VIRTUALREALITY VOL.1 £21.50

THRILLTIME PLATINUM VOL 2 £17.50

(NOT STECOMPATIBLE)
BUGGY BOY, BOMBJACK, SPACE HARRIER, LIVE
ANDLET DIE, THUNDERCATS, BEYOND THE

NEW 17 SO

DEADLINE (INFOCOM)

SOCCER MANIA £17.50
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, MICROPROSE SOCCER,

7 99

DEFENDER OF THF CROWN
DEGAS ELITE

9 99
17 SO

DELUXE PAINT

34,99

DELUXE SCRABBIF
DELUXE STRIP POKER
DRAGON SPIRITS

13.99
9.99
7,99

E-MOTION

7.99

17 50

EUROPEAN SUPER LEAGUE
Fl 5 STRIKE EAGLE2
F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER

17 50
24 99
21.S0

F29 RETAUATOR
FANTASY WORLD DIZZY

17 50
6.99

FAST FOOD
FERRARI FORMULA ONE
FINAL WHISTLE
FLIGHTOF THE INTRUDER
FLOOD
FOOTBALL DIREC FOR 2
FOOTBALLMANAGER 2 . EXP.KIT
FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR 2
FRENETIC

6.99
9.99
8.99
NEW 24.99
9.99
13.99
9,99

17.50

FUN SCHOOL 3 (S-7)

17.50
17 50

FUNSCHOOL3 (7»)
THE GAMES SUMMER EDITION
GARFIELD WINTERS TAIL

GEISHA
GERM CRAZY
GO
GODS

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

9.99

9.99

STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER

17.50

13,99

17.50

|ACKNICKLAUS GOLF
|AMESPOND
KARATE KID 2
KICK OFF + EXTRA TIME

KICK OFF 2
KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE
KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS
KID GLOVES

17.50
7.99
NEW 21.50

TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES

LITTLEPUFF
LOGICAL
LORDS OF CHAOS
LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE

£14.99

Address

1 Postcode

1
499

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY

17.50
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

TURRICAN

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

SPECIAL OFFER 3 99

postage
TOTAL

1

POSTAGE RATES - Please add 50p for post & packaging on all orders under £5.
WATERLOO

NEW PRICE 9.99

EEC countries add £1 per item. Non EEC countries add £2 per item.

PAYING BY CHEQUE - Cheques payable to Software City
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING MANAGER
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD...

13.99

Card Type

Expiry Date

7.99

EUROPEAN ORDERS

Signature..

7.99
17.50
17.50

value

1
1

VERMINATOR

7.99

9.99
7.99
17 50
17 50

computer

1

1

3.99
7.99

13.99
8.99

Tel no

Name of game

1
TURF FORM/SYS 8 POOLS & RACING PREDICTOR...9.99

6.99
NEW 13 99
RALLY

£2.99
£5.99

SQUIK MOUSE

Name

NEW PRICE 9.99

NEW PRICE 7.99
7.99

7.99

LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS
LE.D. STORM
LEMMINGS
LIFE AND DEATH

MOUSEMATS
ST & AC EXTENSION LEADS

ORDER FORM (Block Capitals) - - - - - - -

NEW PRICE 7.99

USTNIN|A2

£7.99
£9.99

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION

SPECIAL OFFER 9 99

IMPOSSAMOLE
INTERNATIONAL KARATE

£6.99

3.5' 80 PIECE DISCBOX
3.5' 120 PIECE DISKBOX

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

GOLDEN AXE

HILL STREET BLUES
HOSTAGES
HUNTER

3.5"40 PIECE DISCBOX

7.99

GREMLINS 2

HEROQUEST

SPORTING GOLD £21.50
CALIFORNIA GAMES, THF, GAMES WINTER S SUMMER ED.

All orders sent FIRSTCLASS subject to availability. Just fill inthe coupon and send i
to:-Software City, Unit 4, B.D.C. 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton, WV2 4AN

17.50
17.50
17.50
17,50

HARD DRIVIN' 2

INVADERS, ASTEROIDS, GALAXION StCENTIPEDE

X-OUT & ALTERED BEAST
SNOWSTRIKE

NEW PRICE 7 99
17 50

FUN SCHOOL 3 (UNDER S)

CLASSIC 4 (RENAISSANCE) £7.99

POWER UP £21.50
RAINBOW ISLANDS, TURRICAN, CHASE HQ,

SPECIAL OFFER 12 99

EMLYN HUGHES SOCCER

ICE PALACE AND BATTLESHIPS

FOOTBALL MANAGER WORLD CUPEDITION k
GAZZA'S SUPER SOCCER

SPECIAL OFFER 3 99

ELITE

LOMBARD R.AC

SEGA MASTER MIX £21.50
SUPERWONDERBOY, DYNAMITE DUX,
CRACKDOWN, TURBO OUTRUN & ENDURO RACER

£7 99

EVEOF THE BEHOLDER

NEW PRICE 7 99

BARBARIAN?

T.N.T. £17.50
HARD DRIVIN1, TOOBIN, A.P.B., XYBOTS &

HINT BOOKS

9.99
7.99

A.P.B
ADVANCED DES1KOYER SIM
ADVANCED FRUIT MACHINE SIM

MASTERCARD
EUROCARD ACCEPTED

ZORK1 OR 2 OR 3

9.99

STU10

Gdos, short for the Graphics

description rather than a bitmap

Device Operating System,

image, which makes them resolution

has been around nearly as

independent.

long as the ST. It has never been sold
on its own as a commercial product

EasyDraw and HyperDraw are

but is bundled with other programs.
In general, if a program needs

Atari-defined standard file, most

The *.GEM files generated by
Metafilesand because they are an

Gdos to run, then Gdos.PRG and the

drawing and DTP programs can read

associated font files will be bundled

them.

with the application. Some well
known Gdos programs include
Timeworks DTP, WordUp,
Calligrapher, EasyDrawand the Atari
Hyper range of programs.
For a program that has never been
commercially available, there are a lot
of people who dislike Gdos. Over the

Installing Gdos can be a complex
and time-consuming operation. Fonts
and printer drivers have to be written
into a specificfolder on your disk and
a special file called ASSIGN.SYS must

be created. Most programs that use
Gdos come supplied with a cus
tomised installation program that
will write all the fonts, printer drivers
and associated files for you.

years it has gained a reputation for
being unfriendly and difficult to use.
Given a bit of patience and some

inside knowledge, it is possible for
Gdos to co-exist quite happily with
other programs.
One of the reasons so many people

A good example of this type of spe
cialised installation system is
Timeworks DTP. If your package
includes an installation program, use
it. Installing Gdos by hand is some
thing that should only be attempted

dislike Gdos is that they don't really
understand what it is for. Most users

think that it has "something to do
with fonts" and leave it at that, but it

is far more than just a font system.

y/un

In reality Gdos is composed of
three separate parts and each one
adds features to the ST.

are its best known feature.

The Gdos *.FNT files have become

something of a standard on the ST.
Fonts are available from many com
mercial suppliers such as Timeworks
and Migraph. There is also a whole

fonts.

A folder called Gdos.SYS (or some
thing similar) will be created to store

the screen and printer fonts, together
with the printer driver and META.SYS
files.

The Gdos.SYS folder does not have

Gdos can inspire trepidation in the unprepared.
Simon Lawson lays a few fears to rest

range of fonts available from most PD

libraries for next to nothing. Some
programs don't use the program itself
but are capable of using the Gdos
FNT files onscreen.

The second facility is the addition
of new device drivers. A device driver

is a small piece of software that
allows the Gem operating system to
communicate with any extra hard

will load. This is especiallyuseful for
hard disk ownersbecausethey can
store fonts on another partition.
An important point to remember
is that if you store your fonts on a
floppy disk, that disk shouldn't be
removed while a Gdos application is
running. Gdos expects to have con
stant access to its fonts, and if you

common kind of device drivers and

the mouse for painting and drawing

allow the STto use a range of print
ers, such as lasers, inkjets and

packages. All device drivers end in
*.SYS to show that they are an exten
sion to the Operating System.
The third string to its bow is the
META.SYS driver. This special device
driver allows Gdos applications to
create Metafiles, which are a special
type of graphics file. The Metafiles

of problems.
Once it has been installed, it is
important to check the version num

store pictures as a mathematical

ber. The current version is called

increasing the range of output

the three screen modes - keyboard,
mouse and serial and parallel ports are already built-in to the operating

to the right drive and folder, Gdos

graphics tablet can be used instead of

camera film recorders to be added,

Some device drivers, like those for

to be on the disk that you boot from.
As long as the ASSIGN.SYS file points

system. Printer drivers are the most

Postscript devices. As well as these,
Gdos allows drivers for plotters and

ware attached to the ST.

View

disk. It doesn't matter if this is a hard

disk or a floppy, but a hard disk is
better because you can store more

9'J05

stand just what it is capable of. Fonts

File

the Gdos.PRG program will be writ
ten into the Auto folder of your boot

I

In order to get the most out of the
program, it is important to under

Desk

by hardened hackers.
During the installation of Gdos,

devices the ST can use.

It is also possible to add a tablet
driver to the program so that a

remove the disk it can cause all sorts

Options

1pmraarma
fcP assomxm
& •:i.i,-<-«-»<am
t#

a,

10
I;::1;:

Hpflai

D; \DRHU\PICTURES\UHTITLED,LIS

gyp
GIRL

n

'•

,GEM

X

•"

828830 bytes used in 103 items.

•
J3L
Q
3
fiTSSIO.FNT

3
•
•
JSL JiiL. •
3
•
3
•
3
3

flTSSfSCff.FNT

FlTSSIOeF.FNT

.. ::

RTSSiJEP.FNT

RTSS23RF.FWT

F.TTFMQTFNT

F.TTRIOCG.FNT

flTTRIoEp.FNT

HTTR tf>tW.FHT

Q

fiTTRiaep.FNT

•

F.TTR1S.FNT

"a!

OTSSHmT-FNT

ftTTR lOtO.FNT

—

•

I ; IIP. FNT

ft

1TTR 13 .FNT

•

FITTR 1SMF .FNT

•

3

•

•

Q
D\\

5

3 , .3..

ATSS7ITFNT

OTSE1SMF.FN1

ftTTR 12CG.™

•

RTTRSoTfNT

T

ftTSSSaCQ.FNT

T

•

fiTTRE4CCi -FN r

LLJQL JEL.

J>

0
3

r

START OUTPUT

ftTSS fSBp.FNT

•

r

Device: I Screen | 1JJ1.WJJ |Plotter 1| Canera
Nunber of copies: Bl|

ftTTRIO.FNT

I

•

HTTR21EP.FNT

3

0

COURfO.FNT

Gdos fonts tend to take up a lot of disk space. There is one
for each point size required onscreen and on the printer

Ids

Device drivers allow flexible output. Here a picture
can go to screen, printer, camera or plotter

OK

I | Cancel

^

This Metafile from

font for the printaiAmt whefl

shrinks, it to the required size. This is

HyperDraw can be
imported into any
other program that
supports ".OEM files

prints youfl
principle, but ifi^

iiiJtn tteory, but inpractice Gdos
perns with font scaling.

; betterJ^Kale up from

to problems.

rjt siita^^P^ge^ene.

Screen andprinter fonft^ye a <
ferent aspect ratio and screen Fonts
are generated at a lower resolution. In
practice this means that they are
taller and thinner with fewer pixels
making up each letter. If Gdos substi
tutes a screen font where it can't find

a printer font, your document will
Release 1.1, and it is the only version
you should be using. The version
number is displayed as Gdos loads
into memory. If you have anything
other than Release 1.1 you need to

get an upgrade from your supplier.
One of the most confusing things
about Gdos is the ASSIGN.SYS file

different Gdos setups as you have
programs. When you want to change
setups, simply rename one of your
files to ASSIGN.SYS and reboot your
machine. If you have a boot configu
ration program like X-Boot, you can
automate this file renaming so it hap
pens at the press of a key. The first

that is created during installation.
This file is really a sort of road map
for the application, telling it where

print out with jagged letters than
seem to have been stretched.

Gdos uses a font technology known
as bitmapped fonts, rather than the
new vector fonts used by expensive
programs like Calamus. In practice,
this simply means
that the fonts Gdos

uses are slightly less
flexible and take up
more space on the

the fonts and drivers are stored.

The very first line of the
ASSIGN.SYS file holds the pathname

The size of a font is

D:\FONTS\ tellS Gdos to look in a

commonly measured
in points (pts) and

folder called FONTS on the D: parti

most Gdos fonts come

tion of the hard drive.

in a range of sizes.
12pts, 14pts and 18pts

example, a line like PATH =

If this name is incorrect and points
to the wrong folder or drive and Gdos
can't find the fonts and drivers, it

are common,

Timeworks DTP takes all the hard

work out of Gdos with this easy
installation program

in matched pairs. When it is

although some are especially
designed for big headlines and can be
as large as 72pts.
Each point size from each font is
stored as a separate file on disk. In

installed, it installs two sets of fonts;

fact, there are two files, one screen

will not be able to load and applica
tions won't be able to run.

and most important thing to remem
ber about Gdos is that its fonts come

The Assign file contains a list of all
the devices connected to your sys
tem, such as screens - in high,
medium or low resolution - and

one for the screen and

name of the driver for that device is
also listed.

as the last two letter in

Printers will have a device driver,

rile Edit Options

Page Style Text Graphics

the font name. The

14

-b 20 28

33

Dutch

,

>

„

18

20

2 8

-JO

ending in .SYS but normally screens
don't. There are some special applica

printer fonts normally

Rookface

,

10

11

18

20

28

36

have EP as the last let

DCTJCTILANE . lit) H4 118 2D

tions that use a custom screen driver,

ters - EP stands for

usually if they don't mind in which
resolution they are run.
Under each device entry there is a

Epson, the printer

L>

Bullets

list of the font file names for that

across fonts with LP, which are fonts

device. You can have as many fonts
for each device as you like, but
remember that each font will take up
memory when it is loaded.
The most obvious and annoying

designed for the Atari laser printers,

restriction of the Gdos installation

process is that it will only allow one
ASSIGN.SYS file to be present on a
disk. This means it is not possible to
have one Assign file for Timeworks
DTP and another for HyperPaint.
It is possible to work around this
problem. Once the first Assign file
has been created for Timeworks,

rename it to something like DTP.SYS.
You can now run the installation pro
cess again and create another
ASSIGN.SYS file which can also be

renamed - in our example, to
PAINT.SYS.

In this way you can have as many

either the SML804 or 604 - it doesn't

matter as they both use the same
fonts.

When you design your document
on the screen, no matter what pro
gram you use, Gdos will display the
screen fonts. These have been

designed for the SThigh resolution

has a better chance of getting its
sums right and generating a readable
font. It can also scale the font faster.

Gdos fonts are scaled "on the fly"
so a new size is only generated when
you ask for it. The first time that size
is selected you will have to wait
while Gdos creates the new data.

Enhancing
Once a new size has been created, the

program stores that new size in a ram
cache, so it is available again without

With a little perseverance and
patience, Gdos can be mastered.
Remember that it is really a systemlevel program and has no real user
interface. It is designed to enable
other programmers to enhance their
programs' capabilities, not for users

28 3BI5

..••••

9

to tinker with. Once it has been suc

manufacturer.

You may also come

When scaling up, try to make sen
sible size increases. As a general rule,
if you have to scale a font, try to dou
ble an existing point size. For
instance, scaling from lOpts to 20pts
will often produce better results than
scaling from 14pts to 20pts.
This may sound strange, but is
really quite reasonable. The mathe
matical calculations required to dou
ble the size of a font from lOpts to
20pts are less complex than the cal
culations required to go from 14pts
to 20pts.

disk, so each time they have to be
generated from scratch.

Fomsand PointSizes

10

like "o" and "d" will be filled in,
making the type nearly unreadable.

tion. Scaled fonts are not saved to

Timeworks DTPTestCard

SWB3

is scaleddown the loops in letfers

needing to repeat the scaling opera

Help

0: SPUBLI5H\DTP\TESTCItRD .DTP:•

Screen fonts are nor

mally identified by
having the letters CG

printers. Where appropriate, the file

A

one for your printer.

will produ

cramped andTr}*iBd^)ften

Since the maths are easier, Gdos

disk.

of the folder that holds the fonts. For

jf^font ttaipt to 10b

All of these screen fonts must have

matching printer fonts so they will
print out correctly

font and a matching printer font, at
every size.
Since a font cannot be supplied in
every conceivable size, the program

uses a technique called font scaling to
create the missing sizes. In essence,
font scaling simply takes an existing
bitmapped font and stretches, or

cessfully installed by a program
installer, try to leave it alone.
Keep in mind the way that fonts
have to be scaled when making
choices from programs' font menus.
Scaled fonts never look as good as
the ones that have a file on the disk

and they take longer to generate and
print. If you remember the pointers
outlined here, using Gdos applica
tions should be much easier.

screen with the correct resolution and
Desk

aspect ratio.
When you issue a Print command,
Gdos changes all the screen fonts

into their equivalent printer fonts
before starting to print the docu
ment. If you intend to print from
Gdos applications, always ensure that
your printer and screen fonts match.
If you have a screen font that
doesn't have a matching printer font,
Gdos simply substitutes the screen

File

Options

D_: \PnlHT\_UHTITLED. PI3

This the

same font at 20pt. It has
from the 1 Opt data

been sc aled

And here at 48pt
Here you can see the
results of scaling
fonts. Notice how

blocky the 48pt one
has become

Spasoft Computer Services
Atari 520 STFM Discovery Pack
Atari 520 STE Discovery Extra Pack

£269
£289

Atari 520 STE Golden Games Pack (inc. 64 Disks)

£349

Atari 1040 STE Curriculum Pack & Exclusive STE Starter Kit
Atari TT030/2 2Mb RAM, HD, Col Monitor
Atari TT030/8 32Mhz 40Mb Hard Disk, 8Mb RAM & Col VGA Screen

£349
£1999
£2499

Atari Lynxconsole & Paperboy game

Feed Your ST!
MEMORY UPGRADES

STE KITS

NORMAL

WITH 512K
TRADE IN

PRICE

SIMM OR SIP TYPE
512KTO1024K

£99

2 MEGABYTE

£82.75

£72.75

Atari Portfolio Pocket PC
Commodore CDTV & Defender of the Crown Game
Commodore Amiga 512K
Philips CM8833 Mk2 Colour Screen

£179
£549
£299
£249

4 MEGABYTE

£158.25

£148.25

Sega Mega drive & Altered Beast game

£139

Sega Game Gear colour hand held
Panasonic KXPII 24i 24 Pin Printer
HP Deskjet 500 Ink Jet Printer
External 720K Cumana Disk Drive

£94
£299
£499
£79

All abovekitshaveoptional freefitting andcomecomplete with illustrated instruction booklet. 2
come c/w Free multitaskingsoftware

STF (M) KITS

Lillington, Leamington Spa, CV347QF. Tel: 0926 413706

£30.00
£60.00
£125.00
£225.00

EMULATORS

Phone For Our Trade In Prices

MakeCheques To SPASOFT. Send to: Spasoft (U5), 123 Mason Ave,

Price

Solder in 1Mb Upgrade
1 Megabyte board Expands to 2.5Mb
2.5 Megabyte Plug in Upgrade
4 Megabyte Plug in Upgrade

PC EMULATORS
PC SPEED hardware emulator for ST. Runs 4 times faster

than standard PC. Full I/Ocompatibility

Supplied

£90.00
£120.00

Fitted

AT SPEED 16MHZ286 Processor Norton 8.3 Supplied

HALL OF IMAGES
ATARI ST CLIP ART AND IMAGES
Tel: 0272 607254
Welcome to a new concept in ATARI Clip Art. We have our
own Image Ware range and a wide and varied selection of:
PD CALAMUS FONTS - PD ART PACKAGES IMAGE WARE - SCANNING SERVICE - PD
CLIPS - S/H
DTP PACKS PD
WORD
PROCESSING - PD ACCS & UTILITIES ETC...
RING NOW! SEND £1.95 FOR A DEMO DISK & CATALOGUE.

HAIL OF IMAGES, 5 MILLBROK, WARMLEY,
BRISTOL BS15 5NZ TEL 0272 607254

£220.00
£245.00

Fitted

Spectre GCR MAC Emulator (Including ROMs) Supplied

£320.00

CHIPS Etc.
16x256x1 Dram Chips
16 x 1 Mbx1 DramChips for upgrading TCT and Frontier Boards

£24.00
£75.00

DISK DRIVES
Internal Double sided drive upgrade
with spacers
Supplied
40 Mb Hard Drive with DMA Out, internal PSU,

£47.00

17mS access time. Quietrunning.

£320.00

All goods carrya 14 day returned-as-new money back guarantee. All memory
upgrades carry a 2 year warranty against faulty manufacture.

HOW TO ORDER
Prices include VAT.
Add £1.50 P&P to orders
under £5.
Please call before

sending your computer

—Je'ephone ordersand enquiries welcome on: 081-777 075J,

^ 3

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to:

HCS 35 Hartland Way, Shirley, Croydon, CRO 8RJ
ESI3 Goods normally despatched within 2days of receipt.
;'f
Trade-in paid as a refund

im

i) tife.
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Due to massive bulk buying and low cost
overheads we can offer you THE BEST DISKS
AVAILABLE AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES

~|| DSDD

DISKS _<l||j LABELS

Kosmos are specialist

Subjects
J'T+sTX'C'h' , J^KLfU^hf

^o

3tali

&r«*r- Tna. 7V,

onalU^n- W&v-dA»

jfv€-lli
M/r-ith,mt>tic

j'e-e-tb-all, jfce-r-t

Software designed to help
you enjoy learning from

Qty's below 100 @33p each; 250+ @30p each; 500+ @29p each

your computer. Versions

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

popular home &business
computers. Many of our
programs even allow you to
add your own lesson
material.

H

3'1-r-i-c Mid,

^o

A'9sTtA,Y-(X I jCnvw-ltd-at.
Cprn-Q.lct.Ti.d, > Jc^tlatx.tL
Jm,tu.r-al Jtit^ce

VI

FROM w l|J Qty'sof 100+

producers of Educational

are available for most
^yt^^a-r-ah-Ku.

Write or telephone for a
FREE 20-page BROCHURE
of our Educational & Leisure
software

Please state your computer type

SONY 3.5" 38p
n o n n di ii

w
DSDD BULK

DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR

Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406

'

3.5" DSHD..
5.25" DSDD.
5.25" DSHD.

100 Capacity Disc Box....4.25

50 Capacity Disk Box

3.50

Mouse Pockets

Mouse Mat

2.25

1.75

Printer Stand
4.25 Amiga/Atari Dust Cover...2.95
PossoBox
15.95 3.575.25"Cleaning Kit...1.95
Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock
.24.95
Amiga/Atari External Drive (Zydec)
54.95
THIS MONTHS

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed in UK)

ES

Q4M INC VAT +

200 3.5" DSDD DISKS

ISPECIAL OFFER +2 x 100 CAP BOXES

66.95

Please add £3.35 p&p/next day £8.50. Cheques/POs to
PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept STU)
11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton,
Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY.

TELESALES HOTLINE

0782 212970

Sounds good to me
I purchased Mastersound 2 last week
for the ST and found that I could not

load the samples into TCB Tracker
without a lot of distortion.

On persevering 1saved the samples
as AVR files, and loaded them into

<.

s

the digital part of Quartet with the
AVR extender. I then saved them to

disk using the *.* button with the
extender SPL. They can now be
loaded into TCB Tracker.

Jim Johnson, Great Yarmouth

There are two methods for storing

samples in common use on the ST.
In the first, each byte of the sample
is held as a number between -128

and +127, representingspeaker dis
placement from a centralposition,
forward or backward.
In the second method, the dis

placement is represented by numbers
from 0 (maximum negative displace
ment) to 255 (maximum positive
displacement). Conversion between
the two formats is, then, simply a
matter of subtracting 128 from every
byte of the sample. This is, in effect,
what is achieved by the method you
have described.

There's no escape

drive, a faulty computer, or both?
S. Dowley, County Offaiy, Eire
Toput your mind at rest straight
away, you are not alone! Many disk
drives suffer from this "fault". There
is a program available in thepublic
domain called FMC (Forced Media
Change) on the ST Club disk
DMG23, which cures the problem,
forcing the disk drive to re-readthe
directorywhen the Escape key is
pressed.
The other alternative is to keep
your disks writeprotected. You will
find that this makes the drive re
read the disk every time Escape is
pressed.
Removing the disk, flipping the
writeprotect notch and insertingthe
disk will be faster than closing and
re-openinga window if the window

Last year I upgraded my 520 STto

was nested down several levels. I

1Mb with a double sided external

also believe that there is a hardware

disk drive. After some time I realised

fix for the disk drives, thoughI have
no details. Perhaps one ofour read

that having a single sided internal
drive was now impractical since I had
to keep my disks in a single sided for
mat so that they could be read by the
internal drive.

I therefore decided to remove the

old drive from my ST and replace it

ers could help?
As for recovering the data from
the disk, this may prove difficult!
Thereis a program in the public
domain (ST Club disk UTI.79) which
claims to help recover files even

with the new one.

when the FAT is lost - as it is in

At first everything seemed fine. My
new double sided drive apparently
worked happily as Drive A. The trou

your case.

ble started when I noticed that the

disk directory failed to be updated
after changing disks when using the
Escape key.
Instead, it simply continues to dis
play the directory of the previous
disk. The only way to get it to work is
to close the window and then open it
again.
I use Protext 4.22 extensively and I
have subsequently found that it must
use this same method to catalogue
disks, since the problem arises in it

ABMffU

tor. Is there any way I can recover the
files? Also, do I have a faulty disk

If the files lost are simply text,
then there is likely to be a higher
success rate. If the sector editor you
have been using allows you to save
sectors as files, then simply identify
all the sectors (in sequence) used by
the files, save them to another disk
as SEC01, SEC02 etc. then append
them into a text document using
your wordprocessor.
Not an ideal solution, and one

which will be much more difficult if

Modulator help

also. It has happened several times
that the directory of one disk gets
copied over the directory of another,
thus making the disk and all its con

In the August issue of Atari ST
User Brian Bains appealed for help
in obtaining a modulator for
using his STwith a television.

tents useless.

Dennis Williams was in a similar

What makes this particularly
annoying is that the files themselves
are fine, but they cannot be loaded
since their names don't appear on the
directory. 1know this because I have
examined the disks using a disk edi-

predicament and managed to find
a reasonably priced modulator
(£60) from Silicon Solutions Ltd.,
Thunder Hall, Ware, Herts, SG12
OPT tel: 0920 61385.

the disk has been in use for some
time, having files changed and

find one to match yourprinter.
There is a translation table of char

deleted. Good luck!

acter codes in the 1st Word driver,

which allows you to swap what is

Portuguese problems
I use 1st Word Plus v2.02. When I

connected my EPSON LQ500 24-pin
printer I found that none of the
drivers would work well with the

Portuguese characters. Also, when I
see on the monitor your English
pound sign, the printer prints a dash.
When I try to print graphics, either
long lists of letters and symbols are
printed (if I use the 24-pin printer
driver) or very poor quality graphics
are printed (using the 9-pin printer
driver).

When I open a file with programs
like 1st Word Plus a window opens,
but unless I've just booted the com
puter and the hard drive, the first line
of the window (the directory line) is
like this: .* and I can't go there and
write a different path.
Sometimes I can go there with the
up arrow, but I can't write anything.
When I boot the system from a
floppy, everything goes well.
I would like to buy a Basic inter
preter but have heard that they don't
work very well when installed on a
hard disk. Have I understood cor

rectly? Are the problems serious or
not?

seen on the screen with what is sent

to the printer. This can be used to
prevent the sort ofproblems you are
having with the pound sign.
Simply look up the Ascii value of
the pound sign - rememberin hex
adecimal. This is 9C. Now find the
line beginning 9C in the table and
change the numbers after it to repre
sent the character you want to see

on yourprinter when the pound is
on the screen.

Now install this printer driver,
and print something with a pound
in it. If this works, you can then go
on to change any characters you
desire in the same way.
I am confused by your second

problem with the file selector. I have
not come across this before. If you
are using a replacement file selector,
this may be causing the problem. If
so, try removing it from your hard
drive Auto folder.
If this is not the case, you may be
able to cure the problem by using a
replacement file selector. The Little
Green File selector is one of the best,
and is available as shareware from
mostpublic domain libraries.
I have no information regarding
Basic interpreters failing to work on
a hard disk. There should be no

Rui Manuel Pontes Goncalves,
Porto, Portugal

The simple solution to yourproblems
using the LQ500 is to change the
printer driveryou are using, or to
obtain one specifically for that
printer. First Word printer drivers
are not too difficult to work out if
you have a printer manual in front
of you.
Alternatively, contact your near
est PD library. There are several
printer driversavailable in the pub
lic domain, and I'm sure you will

problem using any version of Basic
from either hard or floppy disk.

Mail order cowboys?
I always read your magazine, and it
was through your pages that I noticed
the address of a mail order firm spe
cializing in Atari hard and software. A
full page advert and a Regent Street
address seemed to guarantee that
they were not one of those mail order
"cowboys".
More than a month ago I ordered

two programs from them (Tune-up
and STToolkit), which I paid for by
quoting my Visa card number. My
Visa card was debited a few days later.
However, I am still waiting for the
goods ordered.
Three letters have been sent to

CMV, the last one addressed to the

manager, and registered. No one has

off then on the situation rights itself.

STE MEDIUM RESOLUTION BOOT
Advice Service gets several letters from STE owners whose computers
refuse to boot in medium resolution. The reason for this problem is an
undocumented feature (You mean BUG - Ed) in version 1.6 of the operat
ing system.
When the Desktop is saved, a file DESKTOP.INF is written to the boot

disk, containing information on the position of windows, the current
palette, the disk and trashcan icons, and thecurrent screen resolution.

bothered to answer.

Could you please help me, or pos
sibly give me the address of a con
sumer association which may be able
to help?
D R Police, La Fleche, France

If your STE has this bug, although the DESKTOP.INF file is saved cor

rectly, the screen resolution is not applied when the machine is booted,
so if attached to a colour monitor, the computer will boot in low resolu
tion.

If you examine the DESKTOP.INF file (load it into a wordprocessor, or
just double-click on it from the Desktop), you'll see that line 5 looks
something like this:

First the bad news. CMV went into

HE 18 12

liquidation some time ago, so there
is little chance you will see your
goods. Thegood news is that you
paid by Visa. As I understand it,
since you have not receivedthe
goods, Visa should refund your
money in full as the contract to pur

The last digit (2) represents the resolution of the screen (1 = low, 2 =
medium and 3 = high). In the example the screen should boot in

chase is between CMV and Visa.

Alternatively, you can edit the DESKTOP.INF file to replace the 2 with
a 3. The ST would try to boot in high resolution, but will not without a

This is an obvious advantage of
paying by credit card rather than
cheque, where there would be little
hope of ever seeing your money
again.

medium resolution, but doesn't.

There are a number of solutions to this problem. Atari have released a
program STE_FIX into the public domain, which you place in the Auto
folder of your boot disk. This program corrects the problem when you
boot.

mono monitor attached, so it boots in medium resolution.

The problem with this latter method is that you will need to change
the DESKTOP.INF file after every time you save the Desktop. A third
option exists, in the form of a number of PD programs which do the
editing job for you, which is somewhat more convenient.

Printing proposition
I currently have an Atari 520FM
which is linked to a 14in TV. I am

now looking to add a printer and, if
necessary, a hard disk - plus, of
course, whatever else may be neces
sary, such as WP, mail merge,
database, spelling checker etc - to
enable printing of, initially, a
newsletter to some 300-500 persons.
But it must be able to retain informa

tion other than purely name and
address.

It would appear that the Cannon
BJlOe Inkjet printer - which I pre
sume is both fast enough and reason
ably quiet - in conjunction with the
Power Drive 900 Hard Drive would be

suitable for my immediate needs, and
would also allow expansion later,
possibly to 10,000 newsletters, to
include the printing of posters.
Your advice/suggestions within a
budget of, say, £1,000 initially (but
preferably less) and with the possibil
ity of expanding the system in the
future, would be greatly appreciated.
G F Hoskin, Corringham, Essex

upgrading to a hard disk drive, it is
unlikely that this would be strictly
necessary initially. A double sided
floppy will accommodate 500 names
and addresses with ease. Obviously
if 10,000 names and addresses are
required, then a hard drive will be
too.

The best advice I can give would
be to buy a biggerdrive than you
think you need - it's amazing how
fast you will fill the available space.
It may be a cheaper option in the
short term to a) upgradeto a double
sided internal drive - if you haven't
already, b) Buy an external double
sided drive, c) Upgradeyour memory
to 1Mb - certainly if you plan to use
DTP rather than WP software, d)

double sided drive and get a hard

Shop around for the best price on a
good quality printer.
The Canon BJlOe is certainly
quiet, and quick on text output,
though not so well supported by
some software. The HP Deskjet 500
is slightly poorer in quality (300dpi

drive now - it depends on how likely
it is that the circulation figure you
suggest will become reality.
Finally, please send in a copy of
your newsletter when you've pro
duced it. We're always pleased to see
ST-produced work.

Citizen's arrest
If you are going to produce a
newsletter using your ST, it will
almost certainly prove to be cheaper
printing one good quality original
and getting the rest photocopied or
printed professionally.
While printing pure text using the
built-in fonts of a printer will be rea
sonably fast, graphics printing will
be far slower, to the point where pro
ducing even a modest 500 copies will
not be practical. On the question of

rather than 360) but is more robust,

and includes a built-in sheet feeder
which costs extra for the Canon. The
Deskjet is supported by the majority
ofDTP and WPpackages.
Don't discount dot matrix print
ers - some of the 24-pin printers give
verygood quality output, but you
will have to put up with more noise!
Excluding the printer, you should
be able to upgrade for around £150.
The BJlOe can be found for
about £260 and the HP Deskjet
£370. This then gives you about
£500 of your budget to spend on
software and to upgrade to a hard
disk if necessary.
Alternatively, forego the external

In response to S Morris' ques
tion in July concerning use of a

Virus strikes
When I first used my ST I could not

Citizen 120 with 1st Word Plus,

understand why the mouse gave so

Colin Strickland has pointed
out that using the Epson LX
printer driver allows you to
select NLQ from the print
menu, which will put the
printer into NLQ mode cor
rectly, without resorting to DIP
switch settings.

much trouble until I removed the

joystick from the port, when all
returned to normality. I only have
one question now, and that is can
you tell me why sometimes the
mouse goes into reverse?
Moving the mouse upwards causes
the pointer to move downwards and
vice versa. If I switch the computer

Also, how do I scroll to view onscreen
when in low resolution?

FA Pegram, Stafford
You have some disks which are

infected with a virus. One of the
many viruses on the ST has the
effect of reversing the mouse. Please
get hold of a virus killer program
and check all of your disks for
viruses.

When killing viruses, bear in
mind that some commercial games

may have formats which make some
virus killers believe they have
viruses, and killing them would ren
der the program inoperable.
Toprevent the spreading of
viruses is veryeasy, and just takes a
little discipline. Never boot off a disk
that has not been virus checked and

then left write protected. If you need
to boot from an unchecked disk,
check it first.
A few seconds delay could save a
great deal of time and trouble. If you
forget, and boot with an unchecked
disk, switch off your computerfor
one minute before booting from a
disk you know to be safe.
If you have no disks which you
know to be virus free, switch off,
then remove the disk from drive A
before switching on again - after one
minute. Booting will take longer
than normal, but your machine will
be virus free.
When you ask about scrolling to
view in low resolution, I presume
you are looking at text files which
have been written with line lengths
greater than 40 characters - the
width of the ST low resolution
screen.

There is no way to scroll sideways,
or backwards, so the only option is
to change to medium resolution to
view, or edit the text yourself to

change the line length to 40 charac
ters. I must admit, it does annoy me
when a program which will only
work in low resolution has its docu
mentation written in medium reso

lution, but it is a widespread failing,
especially in the PD market.
Please note that, while we are

always eager to help, we can
not reply individually to your
queries. We do like to have
your name and address, as
well as a telephone number,
so that we can contact you if
it is necessary to clarify some
point, but please do not tele
phone, or send in SAEs
because they will not be
returned.
Write to:

Advice Service, Europa House,
Adlington, Macclesfield, Cheshire
SK104NP.
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INTERESTED IN HIGH PERFORMANCE
GRAPHICS PROGRAMS?
REALTIME
.W GRAPHICS

FOR THE ATARI ST

REAL-TIME 3D
GRAPHICS FOR THE
ATARI ST

Andrew Tyler, Research
Physicist, Manchester
University, UK
This accurate and up-todate book shows how to

produce vivid 3D solid
graphics in colour, in real

time. Not just pretty pictures
that take half an hour to

draw, but everything you
need to put together a game
like Flight Simulator.
The book is aimed at the ambitious Atari ST user, but
users of other systems will see how to utilise the
techniques in other hardware environments. Each section
is complete with working example programs - ready to
run! Plus all programs available on disk! No less than
eight technical appendices complete this definitive

STE Memory Upgrades
520 to 1 Meg
£25
520 to 2 Meg
520 to 4 Meg
1 Meg to 2 Meg

1 Meg to 4 Meg

£120
(Existing 1 Meg as trade-in)

2 Meg to 4 Meg

£80

Large Range Of Software &

Peripherals For The ST Range Of

user.

Colour Palettes

£50
(Existing 1 Meg as trade-in)

Computers - Please Ring For Prices

Contents Include:
•

£140
(Your % Meg as trade-in)

volume - the ultimate ST reference book for the serious

• Assembler Programming

£60
(Your '/i Meg as trade-in)

• ScreenMapping
•

Solid 3D

• Real-Time Solid Graphics

• Raster Line Drawing

• Wireframe Graphics
• Making a World

•

Animation

62 Chester Road East, Shotton, Deeside, Clwyd,
CH5 1QB. Tel/Fax: (0244) 822597
•»

• Transformations

• Joystick Control

This fabulous new book has been developed from the
author's popular series of lectures on assembly language
programming. His students found that the subject took on
a new dimension - quite literally - when they applied
assembler to the challenge of real-time computer graphics.
Now, all ST users can be at the leading edge of this
exciting area!
185058 2173 264pp May 1991 (pr) £12.95/$26.80
Published by Sigma Press, UK.
ADVENTURE GAMER'S MANUAL

A Guide for Beginners and Experts
Bob Redrup
Known to adventure game enthusiasts as 'The Mad

Hatter', Bob Redrup provides a fascinating guide to the
world of adventure playing. Adventure Gamer's Manual
primarily covers Atari, Amiga, PC and BBC/Archimedes
machines with some recognition of the Amstrad and C64
markets.

Topics include: a brief history and classification of
adventures; tackling the parser; initial game scenarios;
puzzle solving; classification of mazes and how to solve
them; the use of logic and lateral thinking to solve puzzles;

'THE ATARI ST DEMO SPECIALIST'
D.W. Stables, Unit 1, Johnson's Shopping Centre, 29/31 Bond Street,
Blackpool FY41BQ Tel. 0253 404550

Fax. 0253 406053

ONE OF BRITAIN'S BIGGEST AND BRIGHTEST ATARI ST DEMO LIBRARIES...!
Megademos, Super single demos, STE Specials, Music Demos, Music Modules, Slideshows, Utilities...

I have the lot... including the FULL RANGE of the great 'PERSISTENCE OFVISION' (POV) packed demo disks!
SEND ONLY £1.00 FOR MY LATEST 'CATALOGUE DISK' which listsfully allthe above (itevenincludes an excellent PD game!).
Recommended disks for October (all D/S):
POV 71 DESTINATION DOCKLANDS: REVOLUTION: STAR TREK (Not STE).
POV 76

THE FINALCOUNTDOWN: COLD LAMPIN' DEMO: COCOON DEMO.

POV79
POV80
POV83
POV 84
POV 85
S 14
S 36
S 37
MD24

POISON (AliceCooper): BAT DANCE: DR. FEELGOOD (Not STE).
MR. BENN DEMO(Not STE): ROCKY & BULLWINKLE DEMO.
SCANNERS ('Exploding Head' - 1 Meg): KRAFTWERK.
THUNDERBIRDS 'SPECIAL EDITION' (1 Meg - Not STE): 'NEW SENSATION': OVERLANDERS' INTRO.
MONEY FOR NOTHING (1 Meg): STONED AGAIN ('Melting Face' - Not STE).
V8 MUSIC SYSTEM DEMO 2 (250 pieces of music!).
THE INVISIBLE MAN/REQUIEM ('Queen') - 2 DISKS.
KINKY BOOTS (Great sample of the 60's hit song!).
FISH'N' CHIPS (Brilliantdemos... funny menu screen!).

MD 32
STE 1
STE5

STATE OFTHE ART ( The Wildboys' 1991 super megademol).
STE PRESENTATIONS (4 stunners for the STE!).
STE1 MEG DEMOS (and 4 more, but for 1 Meg STE's only!).
1-5 disks £2.50 each. 6-10 disks £2.25 each. Over 10 disks £2.00 each

Please make cheques, postal orders payable to D.W. Stables. FAST SERVICE'
FOR THE VERY BEST INST DEMOS... COME TOTHE SPECIALIST!!

Caledonia PDL E™

how to choose adventure games for particular computers.
'The Mad Hatter' is Bob Redrup's nom-de-plume in The

250 Old Town Road, Hilton, Inverness IV2 4PT

Micro User magazine, where he writes a regular column
for adventure game players.

including 105 Demo Compilation disks by "Ripped-Off"

1850582531

approx 250pp Due November 1991 (pr)

approx £12.95l$26.80
Published by Sigma Press, UK.

Order from your bookseller - or send a cheque to John
Wiley & Sons Ltd, Customer Services, Distribution

Centre, Southern Cross Trading Estate, 1 Oldlands Way,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 9SA. Credit cards to
Fax: (0243) 820250 or Tel: (0243) 829121. Please add

£1.95/$4.95 p&p. Postage is free when you order two
or more books.

Hundreds of titles for the ST/STE

TV-Titles 2.0 - Full working version - Only from Caledonia

D

STILL JUST £25.00 INC. P&P AND 30 PAGE MANUAL
1-9 disks (DS or SS) at £2.50 each -

10 or more at £1.90 each

Ripped-Off CD's at £2.00 each
Latest Titles include:
DTP-12: PAGESTREAM FONT EDITOR

AU-121: The Financier (Excellent finance manager)
AU-122: Bill Aycock's Ace's (Inc. CAL 5.3)
STE-23: Winter in July By Bomb The Bass (3D Stereo)
MU-24: Noisetracker V1.5 plus MODULE

DiskCataloguewith free gameavailable nowfor £1.00 or a blank disk.Special ~\

packs for beginners available - call for details - 0463 225736. Educational

)

packs made tomeasure - Also business packs arranged. All atbargain prices. /^
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Toki

17.49
17.49

Warlock the Avenger
Cricket Captain

17.49
17.49

Wonderland

19.99

Chuck Rock

17.49

Lemmings

17.49

World Class Cricket
Back to the Future III

21.49
17.49

Advanced Destroyer Sim..17.49
Pansa Kick Boxing
17.49
Toyota Celica
17.49
Navy Seals
17.49
Rick Dangerous II

17.49

Golden Axe

17.49

Lost Patrol
WolfPack

17.49
17.99

Prince of Persia

17.49

Dungeon Master
Napoleon 1

17.49
21.49

Prehistorik

17.99

Super Off Road Racer

17.49

Shadow Dancer

17.49

Hard Drivin II
Chase HQ 2

17.49
17.49

Legend of Fairgaie 11.99
Castle Master

9.99

Mighty Bombjack 9.99
Viz

11.99

Double Dragon 6.99
Silent Service
F.O.F.T.
Prince

11.99
8.99

7.99

Crystals of Arborea

19.99

Armarda

Das Boot
Demoniak

21.99
19.99

Sherman M4

Switchblade 2
Viz

17.49
11.99

Darkman

17.49

World Champ Boxing

14.49

Bard's Tale

7.99

Monty Python

9.99

8.99

6.99

Lombard Rally 6.99
North & South 6.99

Gettysburg 5.99
Nine Lives
Rambo III

7.99
6.99

Treasure Island Dizzy 4.99

KickOff2

14.49

Borodino

Team Yankee

21.49

Op Wolf 6.50

Final Fight

17.49

J. Lowe's Darts

5.50

Hellfire Attack
Crackdown

5.50

19.99
19.99

Escape Robot Monsters 9.99

17.49

4.50

RBI Baseball
Wrath of the Demon

Shadow ofthe Beast 11.99

17.49
19.99

17.49

4.50

Quartz

19.99

Brat
Cohort-Rome

Pro Tennis Tour2

Blue Angel 69

17.49

26.49

Dragon Breed 9.99

Super Cars 2

17.49

Alcatriz

F19 Stealth

21.49

17.49

Swiv

Mig 29 Fulcrum

11.99

Blue Max

Predator 2

6.50
3.50

Turrican II

17.49
17.49
21.49

17.99
17.49

24.49

Torvak theWarrior 6.99

4D Boxing
4D Driving
Afrika Corps

R-Type
Mega-10-Mania

F15 Strike Eagle II

17.49
17.49

12.99

17.49

21.49

Tom &Jerry
Storm Trooper

17.49

29.49

24.49

Thunderhawk

24.49

Last Ninja III

Final Whistle

Flight ofthe Intruder

24.49

War Zone
Hill Street Blues

Stir Crazy 5.99

3D Construction Kit

Hero Quest

Rail Road Tycoon
MidwinterII

8.99

Curse of the Azure Bonds 19.99
Loom
21.49

Lemmings Data Disk
11.99
Secret ofMonkey Island...21.49
Night Shift
17.49

LOOKING FOR A NEW
CONSOLE?
LOOK NO FURTHER!
OUR SISTER COMPANY TOKYO
JOE'S DEALS IN ALL THE
LATEST HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE AVAILABLE
THEY ARE ABLE TO SUPPLY
EVERYTHING FROM A "GAME

BOY' TO A "MEGA DRIVE" TO A

2.00

Flintstones

4.50

Kick Off

7.99

Corruption
Fighting Soccer
Fallen Angel
Last Ninja II

6.50
3.50
4.50
6.49

Cybernoidll
Adv Rugby Sim

3.50
4.50

Captain Blood

4.50

Nark

17.49

Robocop II

17.49

"FAMICOM" WITH ALL THE
SOFTWARE TO GO WITH
THEM.
WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF

Total Recall

17.49

BOTH NEW & SECOND HAND,

Chariots of Wrath

2.50

Super Monaco GP

17.49

XOut

8.49

Hunter

21.49

Lotus Esprit

17.49

SO WE WILL HAVE
SOMETHING TO SUIT YOUR
POCKET.
SO GO ON RING US NOW AND
GRAB YOURSELF A BARGAIN
PHONE THE SWITCHBOARD
ON

FullConst. Kit
James Pond

8.99
11.49

Turrican II

17.49

Falcon Collection
Exile

24.49
17.49

0782 575043

Battle Command
Elvira

17.49
21.49

TOKYO JOES

Man Utd Europe

17.49

Gremlins II
Jack Nicholas
Wonderland
Life and Death II
M1 Tank Platoon

17.49
17.49
19.99
21.49
19.99

Powermonger
Supremacy

21.49
21.49

Deuteros

21.49

AND ASK FOR

Corporation
Conqurer

9.49
9.49

Tournament Golf
World Soccer

9.49
9.49

Joe Blade

2.50

Joe Blade II

2.50

Live& Let Die

3.50

Interphase

4.50

Pro Tennis

4.50

Pub Trivia

4.50

Last Duel

2.50

Nebulus

2.50

Ninja Spirit

6.50

Jet

9.49

Rock Star Ate Hamster

4.50

Tailspin

7.49

Roller Coaster Rumbler

4.50

Seconds Out

3.50

Fun School II Under 6
Ancient Battles

11.49
9.49

9.49

Front Line

8.49

Awesome

19.99

Waterloo

9.49

Rick Dangerous

8.49

APB

Turrican
Warhead

6.99
8.49
8.49

Treasure Trap

8.49

Grand Monster Slam
Switchblade

5.99
6.99

14.49

5.50

6.99

Vulcan

17.49

2.99

Gato

Oit Imperium

11.49
29.99

ZOut

Savage

9.99
6.50
5.99

21.49

StDragon

4.50

Carrier Command
Music Con. Kit
Hammerfist

UMSII

17.49
32.99
17.49
17.49
17.49

2.50

Crystal Castles

Flimbo's Quest

Voodoo Nightmare
Pro Flight
F16 Combat Pilot
Pick 'n' Pile
Duck Tales
Ed the Duck
Eswat

Custodian

9.49

Nitro Boost

4.50

Scramble Spirits

5.50

Sonic Boom

3.50

Shadow Gate

4.50

Uninvited

4.50

Weird Dreams

4.50

Speedball

8.50

Fast Food Dizzy
Tracksuit Manager

5.99
6.50

7 Gates of Jambala

4.50

Towerof Babel

4.50

Please rush me:-

Post to:

Title

ST

Name
Address..

CASTLE SOFTWARE

Castle House,
2 William Clowes St,
Burslem,
Stoke-on-Trent
ST6 3AP

Amount

Postcode

P&P (if applicable)
Total Amount

Tel No

Please add 50p P&P per Game
Most games are despatched within 48 hours.
Out of stock games may take longer, please
allow time for cheque clearance.
STU OCTOBER

3y2" DISKS

3y2' DISKS

Benchmark >

UNBRANDED DS/DD

BRAND DS/DD

£29.00

100
£41.00

25
£11.00

50
£18.50

100
£33.50

500
£163.00

1000
£309.00

200
£63.50

500
£153.50

1000
£303.50

25

50

£17.00

200
£75.00

SPECIAL OFFER 3i/2" DS/DD. Ex Western Digital VGA Drivers. All brand new but have
been formatted & labelled available in black or IBM grey. PRICE £25.00 per 100 inc new
label. Only 10,000 available - 'Don't miss this one' - First come first served.
DISK STORAGE BOXES
31/2" 10 Capacity Qty 5
31/2"
3V2"
31/2"
31/2"

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY

Cheques and

£4.50
£3.00
£3.70
£4.70
£15.00

10 Capacity (printed) Qty 5
50 Capacity Lockable
100 Capacity Lockable
240 Capacity Stackable

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS

Postal Orders to

Telephone: 0597 87 792 Fax No:0597 87 416
DeptSTU10, GlenCelynHouse, Penybont,Llandrindod Wells, Powys,LD1 5SY.
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS (UK) LTD

ANALOGIC

152 Latchmere Road, Kingston-upon-Thames,

/Ml^-OGIC

Surrey KT2 5TU
<

1 Meg
Includes 1 Meg Drive and • Dragons Breath

• Super Cycle • Indiana Jones • Anarchy
• Neochrome• First Basic • ST Tour • CX40 Joystick

1040 STE FAMILY CURRICULUM PACKj 1 Meg
Includes an Atari 1040STE Personal

UJ <

Ul

.£299.00
.£329.00

«

i Telephone Mon-Sat. 9am to 9pm

} TEL: 081-546-9575
I FAX/TEL: 081-541-4671

POWER SUPPLIES WITH ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
STFM/STE Power Supplies (Service Exchange)

* *a°o <

£<£

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 87784

Manor Court Supplies Ltd

ANALOC m

520 STE DISCOVERY EXTRA PACK! 512K

EZ! FCi

£44.95

MEMORY UPGRADES WHILE YOU WAIT!
1.520 ST/STM/STF/STFM to 1 Meg

.£349.00

o

Computer and five different level application modules:
MODULE 1 is designed for Pre-School aged children.
MODULE 2 targets the junior school children.
MODULE 3 is designed to assist those taking GCSE Exams.
MODULE 4 contains Hyperpaint, Music Maker2 and ST First Basic.
MODULE 5 is a business computing compilation:
Word Processor Package, Database, Spreadsheet.

!PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR

3.520 STE to 1Meg

4.520 STE to 2 Meg
5.520 STE to 4 Meg

£59.95

^fc. ^ ...£159.95

^5\1^ •

*V*
XZ^..

..£29.95

..£89.95
£169.95

• We specialise in Surface Mount Chips
•

WE PROVIDE PICKUP SERVICE FROM YOUR PREMISES FOR ONLY £5.00

VAT

MEMORY CHIPS AT LOW LOW PRICES!
16 x 256k x 1 Bit DRAM

£29.95

16 x 1 Meg x 1 Bit DRAM

£89.95

EMULATORS!

MODEL 2231 High quality medium resolution colour monitor
with remote control teletext TV & Scart cable .£269.00

MODEL 3332 High quality medium resolution colour monitor
with remote control TV & Scart cable

2.520ST/STM/STF/STFMto2.5Meg

PC SPEED & Fitting
AT SPEED C16 including Fitting .
• 16 MHz Clock Speed

...£99.95
.£249.95

£239.00

ProGate HARD DISKS for your ST
DISK DRIVES
1 Meg 3.5" Internal Sony Drive
1 Meg 3.5" External Drive with its own PSU

£49.95
£59.95

REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES
520/1040 (STFM/STE) • FIXED CHARGES • FAST TURNAROUND....£59.95
* We pick up faultycomputer from your premises for only £5.00 + VAT

PROGATE
PROGATE
PROGATE
PROGATE
PROGATE
PROGATE
PROGATE

^3

20
30
40
40DC.
60
80
80DC.

.£279.00
.£319.00
.£339.00

.£419.00
.£429.00
.£479.00
.£559.00

* AH Prices include VAT and Next Day Delivery

•k Please callfor special deals on Printers and other Atari Products

^jj

inevitable that some of them are a lit

Vorsprung

tle obscure, for instance, the option

to use any of six predefined arrows.
Still,variety is the spice of life, and
besides, it's probably a godsend for
people who can't draw arrows.
It also contains plenty of familiar
options from your normal everyday
art package. Freehand drawing, fill
area, different brush sizes, and spraycan are all featured here, along with
some more elaborate functions such

as ellipse ring segment, bezier curve

Daniel Whitehead attempts to
categorise that multi-talented German
marvel, MegaPaint II Professional

1^^

aaV

^^ aeV

echnik
T h e MegaPaint series is a
strange one. It's not quite an
art package, despite what the
name suggests, and it's not quite
desktop publishing. MegaPaint sits
on its own in a spooky no man's land
somewhere between the two.

and take a voyage into the realms of
MegaPaint...

The first thing that strikes you is
the size. The whole caboodle comes

in a pretty daunting box. Inside the
box they've stashed two floppies, a
wad of manual pages and a ring

Many terms have been used to try
and encapsulate what the programs
actually do. "Image Manipulation" is
one, "Erm, not sure really" is another.
Originating in Germany, the
MegaPaint concept was conceived by
Tommy Software and now Silica
Systems are about to release
MegaPaint II Professional.
This version of the program boasts
even more options and features than
its predecessors and so is even harder
to define. Last month's buyers' guide
helpfully called it a "Professional ver
sion of MegaPaint" so I suppose
there's only one way to unravel the

binder.

mystery.

ticular setup. Then at long last we

It's time to don your lederhosen
Fill

Print

Also lurking within is a registration
card. Don't forget to fill it in and
send it off or you won't be eligible for
the upgrade service. That done it's
time to assemble the manual and

boot up the program.

Time to take a peek at the manual.
There's an explanation of terms, what
the hardware requirements are and
how to install the program, and
finally, a chapter entitled "First
Program Start", which tells you how
to adapt the program to suit your par
reach the chapter that deciphers all

Object
Ptc
Erase
IseDTock
blex
Invert block

and polyeder.

There is a downside, though. The
program is only compatible with
monochrome monitors: if it thinks

you're using a colour monitor, it goes
all sulky and refuses to load. This
may or may not be a disadvantage
depending on what applications you
had in mind but you should remem

the mindboggling options:
"MegaPaint Desktop".
It starts on the simple stuff, such as
fill patterns and how to select the
various options, and moves on
through each menu as it appears
onscreen, so the pull-down menu at
the top left of the menu bar gets dealt

ber that colour has been sacrificed in

favour of more memory.
All of these features mentioned so

far reside in the raster section of the

program. This section is similar to a
conventional art package in that
everything is made up of individual
pixels.
This makes it ideal for scanning in

with first, and so on. Add to this a
clear and exhaustive contents and

index and you have a very useful
manual which acts both as a begin
ners' guide and a reference book.
The program is easily installed and
the familiar registration screen allows
you to put your own personal stamp
on the program. Any mistakes made

pictures full of fine detail and editing
them in microscopic detail.

Vector graphics
The disadvantage is that raster graph
ics can eat up giant chunks of mem
ory. It also means that individual
objects cannot be manipulated once
they are incorporated in a drawing.
To remedy this, MegaPaint II

here cannot be rectified afterwards so

be careful when you enter your serial
number. From there you enter the
main body of the program.
If you thought the manual was

Professional has another, even more

mysterious side.

scary, the editing screen will really
give you the heebie jeebies. All man
ner of icons, menus and options with
scientific names and symbols leap out
from every nook and cranny.
And what of the options? There's

Tucked away in the Extras menu

you will find an option to go to the
"vector part". Select this and you
enter what is basically a completely
different program. Different options,
different rules and different results.

more than a few of them, but are

This is because vector graphics are

they the sort you'd want to use and
form a lasting and meaningful rela
tionship with, or are they the elec
tronic version of a Jeffrey Archer
novel - intriguing titles but com
pletely useless?
With so many options it's
tv«t.. Fll.

Print

PI.-

made up of individual pixels, as in
raster mode, but of mathematical

equations which store the data
required to reproduce the shapes.
Memory is saved because these equa
tions are easily stored, and individual >

Mnrfr nh I—♦ •frOHlel

TlMI1-

1—t-l
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Pr nter OViver

Copy block

Printer Ho.:

[

B

3 I 4 I

Hove block

Enlarge block

Ham: |TAR LC

Type: 9 pin printer.

Reduce block
Rotate block
Reflect block
Sheer block

Interface

Erase buffer
Uork on buffer
Read buffer
Insert buffer

Show buffer
Load buffer
Save buffer

: KJJ

Serial

Filled

Both

Resolution: •*!••!E1B1

00,00,00,00,30,06,00,00,00,00

Before printing

1b,40,06 00

After printing

00,00,00 00 00 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
00,00,00 00 00 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
00,00,00 00 00 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00

Grafice 24B dpi
Advance
1/216"
Advance 22/216"

1b, 2a, 03 00 00 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
1b,4a,01 00 00 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
90 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
1b,4a,16

00

I Cancel
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The Block menu allows sections of the design to be edited seperately
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i
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The variable printer driver makes Megapaint Pro compatible with any setup

• shapes can be selected and moved
even when they are buried deep
within a picture.
An added advantage is that graph
ics can be stretched and squashed
without suffering from the horrible
chunky pixel syndrome.
The program merely adjusts the
equations governing that graphic to
accommodate the new shape. Clever
isn't it?

As if that wasn't enough, pictures
from one format can be blended in

with one from the other format for

maximum scope. For example, a
graphic designed in vector can be
touched up in the raster section using
the high precision editing tools that

^tiftorw m\C'
FEATURES: Compatible
withpracticallyeveryST,
providing you have 1Mb and
a monochrome monitor.

Choke ofvector or raster
graphic mode. Can be used
with any printer.

EASEOF USE: Tricky to
get used to but dedication
will be rewarded-a few
minor niggles only.
Despite the lack of colour, Megapaint Pro can still create impressive drawings

can be found there.

IU!iiiU'lJMi
Bad
~

Head start
This clever merging of two powerful
graphics modes is, I think, unique to
MegaPaint II Professional and cer
tainly gives it a head start for those
wishing to put together highly
detailed technical drawings. In fact,
the whole program is well suited to
technical drawing, much more so
than normal drawing.
So that, in a nutshell, is what the

program can do but how well does it
do it? Despite the staggering number
of functions and the vastness of the

system it's surprisingly easy to get

used to. Don't let that fool you into
thinking that it's a doddle though,
because it isn't.

To get to grips with the complexi
ties of the program could take a good
while, although competence comes
after a few days.
The program comes with some
excellent sample pictures on the data
disk, just to make you feel grossly
inferior while you're starting out.
Look at the screenshots to see what I
mean.

As far as the advantages go, the
program is compatible with practi
cally every printer drive, and just in
case, comes with an editor so you can
connect up to even the most obscure

letterheads. It will run on any ST,
even the TT, with at least 1Mb of ram
and a double-sided drive. The more

ram you have, the more efficient the
program becomes since it will leave
out certain features to squeeze into
the available space.
It also contains almost every shape
under the sun so that long tedious
hours are not wasted trying to draw a
perfect hexagon or pentagon.
Disadvantages are largely negligi
ble. The complete incompatibility
with colour monitors is a problem
because many may find that the only
thing stopping them from running
the program is their monitor.

Problems
Another niggle is the limited undo
feature. It only works on certain func
tions, such as the predefined shapes,
but not on freehand drawing or the
spraycan. Since this is where most
people will make mistakes, it seems

The high precision of the program makes it ideal for technical drawing

certainly doesn't hold you back from

features of the Professional version.

the opportunity to be a genius but

MegaPaint II Professional is proba
bly the best, and perhaps only, graphics-DTP-technical drawing
manipulation package available on
the ST at present.
As they say on Blind Date, the
choice is yours!

whether or not you grasp it depends
on your own artistic flair.
So how do you mark a program of
this type? To be really fair to it I'll
have to chicken out and say that
when it comes to the crunch it's up
to the punter to decide.

If MegaPaint II Professional sounds
like the answer to your prayers
then you'll need no prompting to

cover them.

get it.
If, on the other hand, it sounds

printer.

The big problem with packages like
this is the fact that the quality of the
results relies very much on the com

like the sort of thing you need but is
a little out of your price range then
bear in mind that MegaPaint II is

It can also incorporate graphics
into addresses to create impressive

petence of the person at the key
board. MegaPaint II Professional

available for a mere £99.95, albeit

Systee

File

Print

unusual not to extend the feature to

MegaPaint II
Professional
£249.99

Silica Systems, 1-4
TheMews, HatheriyRoad,
Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX
0813091111

without some of the more up-market

Pic

Systew

File

Print Pic

Block Object Special
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The vector section allows graphics to be inflated without losing clarity...

+0000/ *0000)(*00,000/+00,000)
opy block
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...this eleminates the chunky pixels suffered in raster graphics
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INTERNATIONAL
L

Quality P.D. for the Atari ST/STE
80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys, DE7 7HN

juide
Public Domain & Shareware Gui

Tel: 0773 761944/605010
•

P.D. Disks £1 to £1.50 •

• Budgie &Licenceware disks £2.95 and £3.95 •
• Same day service, quality virus tree disks •

NEW

• P&P FREE on orders over £5.00 (50p otherwise) •
Here are just a few disks from our comprehensive catalogue (£1.50 each):

Intro Set 1

M.76 FORM FINDER: Sophisticated, yet simpleto use horse racinganalysisprog.
D.266 STATE OFTHE ART: All newmega-demofrom the Wild Boys. (NotSTE) D/S
G.131 STARTREK - THE GAME: Areal treat! Digi-pics, digi-sound. Superb.1 Meg

P.12

CRACKED SYNTAX TERROR: The Syntax Terror demo cracked so thatitcanbeexamined tosee how it'sdonel
Two disks - E3.00 (Other cracked demos available i.e.Darkside ofSpoon (£3.00), Cuddly (£3.00) etc., etc.

P.17

E8000PROGRAMMING COURSE: 'Howto do if document files. S/S

D.257
D.253
D.216
D.120
D.195
G.115
G.124
D.265

DRAGONS LAIR II: Time Warp. Demo oftheincredible Readysoft game.S/S
DOUBLE DOOZER: Super mega-demo fromChaosof Manchester. D/S
FISH 'N' CHIPS: Amega-demo fromSewersoft. D/S
THE TEST: High speedgeneral knowledge quiz+ BOARDMASTER strategygame.
EUROPEAN DEMO: Europe's top demowriters ontwoD/Sdisks(£3.00)
MYSTIC WELL: Excellent 'Dungeonmaster' typegamefromtheStates.S/S
SPECTRAL SORCERY: Agameof battling wizzards. S/S
BETTER THAN LIFE: Superdemo unbelievably written in 100%STOS!! D/S
STUMPED: Cricketsimulationwithall the major rules catered for.S/S
CHAOS STRIKES BACK: Tennewdungeons on twodisks.(Original gameneeded to play)(£300) D/S

G.53

G.77

ADVENTURES:

Choose fromG96PorkI, G97PorkII,G9SDragon Slayer,G100 Star Portal, G114Don'fBankOnIt, G85
Asylum.G128 Elven Crystals I. G129 Elven Crystals II.G90Tamoret (D/S)plusmanymanymore.
AIRWARRIOR: Flight simulatorwithWWII aircraft. S/S
TECHNICAL MANUAL: 4 manualson one disk:GEM, GEMDOS, BIOS and engineering hardware specs. S/S.
PLANETARIUM: Superbcommercial quality astronomyprogramS/S.
AUDIO SCULPTURE: Excellent MOD fileplayer(Stereoon STE). Bestwith1 meg. D/S

M.19
M.33
M.1
S.44
S.52
U.14
X.15
P.16

NEW

HITCH-HIKERS PDUTILITY DISK: Diskfullof excellentutilitiesby Stuart Coates. D/S
THEAWE CHASM:Adult adventure. Orders must be endorsed 'Over 18'. S/S

CADVENTURE TOOLKIT: Writeyour ownadventures. S/S

Intro Set 6

Intro Set 5

Only

Only

Only

£14.95

£14.95

£14.95

ST Writer

Jigsaw 1

ULM Demo

Address Database

Froggy

Slaytronic 7

Bank Account
Business Accounts

Bubble Trouble
Zoox

Star Wars

Gremlins

Appointments

Jumpstar

Trans Party

Zap Card Database

Lazerball

Video Database

League Soccer

Raisons 2
Total Vision

Edhak Text Editor

Nova

Typing Tutor
Calendar Program

Stumped
Top Pops

SDLM 90
Euro Demo Dsk 1
Euro Demo Dsk 2

v

WILD BOYS DIGI-SYNTH 4: Nine .MODfiles with a player, D/S

/

Latest Titles

A.S.P. Approved

ST Writer, \qt 4.2,
enhanced, and now oper

The 1st Shareware

Fair Prices
Two disk demos

EDUCATIONAL LICENCEWARE: £2.95 each
L1 Robot Attack, L2 Moon Letters etc.

ates in 6 resolutions
- 3 TT & 3 ST.

Vendor to gain
approved status for our
ST Catalogue from the

Superboot - version 7,

influential Association

A FEWOFTHEDISKSFROM OURBUDGET COLLECTION (Only£1.00 each!)

now supports sampled

of Shareware

disk sets

sound etc.

Professionals

(Why pay £3 per disk?)

BUDGIE UK LICENCEWARE:

Wehavethe fullrangeavailable listedin our catalogue, including the NEW LostBoysMAGGIE 7 (£2.95)

B.14
I
i

NEW

10 Disk Office 1 10 Disk Game 1 10 Disk Demo

ROBOTZ: The best P.D.shoot 'em up to date. S/S
CAVESOFRIDEL:Underwater shoot 'em up S/S
BUMPER-JACKY: Arcade action in Mario Bros, style, S/S

I
'

HACMAN: 50 levels of Pac Man action. S/S
FROGGY: Classic arcade action. S/S

i

ROLL'N' NUDGE: Aworkingfruit machine.S/S

Only £3.00 complete
Plus reductions on all

multi-disk programs and

Now Incorporating

Fora FREE copyof our latest, user friendly, cataloguedisk just send a blankdisk and s.s.a.e, lo the address aboveand
we'll send you one by return cnmplete witha couple of FREE games, a slideshow, and the top rated UNVERSAL
PICTURES DEMO. Alternately send £1,00 and we'llsend you the same catalogue and free programson one of our

The Official STOS Shareware Service
Discovery PackOwners- Send to the newaddress for yourSTOS ExtrasDisk

disks. (Please quote STU4).

Thecatalogue(without the freebies) can be downloaded from the SherwoodForestBBSon 0602397113.

CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE ARE FINDING WE ARE THE ONES TO DEAL

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

CIRCUITRY 1 & 2
Excellent 48 room
Platform Game

DRAGONS TOWER

PACBOT

16 Level Machine Code
Platform Game

favourite - 60 levels

WITH FOR QUALITY AND SERVICE

WIZARD P.D.
178, Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ
DADV

POCKET POWER

SELECTION
13 disks of commercial

software available at only

01

DDST,

DUNGEONS

&

DRAGONS, Role playing adventure.
PARANOIA, ENCHANTED REALM and
ELBOZO CITY 3 more good adventures

£2.80 each.

Football Manager, Warzone,
Space Station, Seconds Out,
Hotshot, Carting, Grand Prix,
Artificial Dreams, Las Vegas,
Frost Bite, Mouse Trap, Pluto's
Protector, Fire Blaster

DAST 05 ANI ST

DUTL 23 ZX81, BBC BASIC CPM

and run and more

DAST 01 PLANETARIUM simply the
best PD Astronomy program. SKYMAP
another great Astronomy program plus
aSTronomer.

DARC 13 FUZZBALL TENNIS, PICK
POCKET, ROLL n NUDGE, KILLER
CHESS A superb collection of ARCADE

Only

£3.95

Specials

Goldmaster

STOS

From Goodmans, a

Branded Disks

STOS PAINT 2 by
Ralph Effemey

translated version of

SAGROTAN, the ulti
mate Shareware Virus

Killer, that recognises

10 DS/DD-

Only

£7.95

20 DS/DD - £13.95
50 DS/DD - £32.50
Mitsubishi Bulk

£3.95
Plus many more STOS
source code disks, some
available ONLY from
Goodmans

at £80.00 now PD, VAN GOUGH Paint

package with animated sprites. 4
LANDSCAPE Generators including
GENESIS and a CAD Package.
MUS 18 NOISE TRACKER Super music
program like the AMIGA sound
TRACKER with music modules and

player program. (DS DISK).
DMUS 03 The ACCOMPANIST SEQUENCER

Easy Text Plus
The price may be low,
but this superb DTP
package is high on

10 DS/DD- £5.95
20 DS/DD - £10.95
50 DS/DD - £25.00

Introducing Atari
ST Machine Code
Book and disk set, an
ideal introduction to m/c

programming.

features.

Prices INCLUDE

£19.95

VAT & UK Carriage

£19.95

Modem Owners - Order via the Bath BBS FAX service on (0225) 840060

From H. COSH. WADDINGTON, 32 TRACK

SEQUENCER DLX PIANO Turn your ST into
a synth. JUKEBOX and POP MINIS
DESKTOP MUSIC.

DWPR

06

ST

WRITER
The

2

V3.8
best

and

GAMES

FIRSTWORD.

DARC 10 BLASTER, JOUST, ASTRO
PANIC, MEGAROIDS, MOTOR CYCLE

processors for the ST(E) plus a spell
checker, print spooler and a selection
or ready to use letters.

word

and more! Another great collection of
ARCADE ACTION.

Only

£2.95

Great animation package formerly sold

or 5 games for £13.00
emulators plus other goodies like the
ZX81 comes with 35 listings to load

Only

£3.95

over 470 bootsectors,
15 Viruses, mini-boot
programs etc.

also on this disk.

Variation on the old

ODD 07 THE WORLD OF STARTREK.
Over 300K of text interviews and

DBRD 01 MONOPOLY, LAZERCHESS,
OTHELLO, CHECKERS, WHEEL OF
FORTUNE, SUPERSIMON, MASTERMIND
and more, a superb collection of BOARD

biographies from the original STARTREK
and NEXT GENERATION plus loads of
pictures from both series. A must for

GAMES

all TREKKIESI!

Discover why we were voted Public Domain & Shareware
Service of the Year. Send £1.95 for the Spring/Summer edi
tion of The International PD & Shareware Catalogue, with
Shareware reviews, articles etc., or send £2.50 for catalogue
AND disk catalogue database.

Goodman Enterprises (Dept STU)

16 Conrad Close, MeirHay Estate,

E3 Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, ST3 1SW.
Tel: (0782) 335650

MasterCard

Fax: (0782) 316132

For FREE paper catalogue detailing over 800

disks send SAE (A5) or ring 0734 574685

I

All PD disks £2.25 each

Shareware is supplied as 'Try before you buy', and you should register direct
with the author if you continue to use it.

k1
A further selection of the cream of ST artwork
i irst up we have a selection of semi digitised pictures
from Irene Lamb. Irene has used a Pandaal

Marketing Datascan Plus hand held digitiser to
convert many famous and glamorous celebrities to the ST.
Each black and white picture was then resized to low
resolution using the IMAGEMOD utility and the resulting
pictures were touched up pixel by pixel in Cyberpaint.
The results, as you can see, are a clever blend of hand
drawn and digitised graphics.
They don't suffer from the lack of imagination that can
spoil a lot of digitised pics.
If only you could see the number of RoboCop pictures
we receive every month you'd understand!. Irene's
pictures are like a who's who of the screen and music

legends of past and present (and John Major) and are a
welcome break from the usual subjects for scanned
graphics.
Also using Cyberpaint to great effect is Bob Chewter

who gives us "The Artist", an original composition hand
drawn on Cyberpaint with a great visual joke.
His second piece was scanned in using a Cameron Type
10 105mm hand scanner and then, as before, touched up
pixel bypixel in Cyberpaint.
A great example of cartoon quality graphics on the ST.
Bob is also the winner of this month's Gallery prize for
"The Artist" which is a shining example of what can be
achieved with nothing more than a little imagination and
an ST.

Think you ca.

ind your

Gallery entries to:

Gallery,
Atari ST User,

Europa House,
Adiington Park,
Macclesfield,
SK10 4NP.

If yours wins

THE
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OF i WA« E LrsI
THE THREE BEARS (5-10)
IBM, ST, CPC, AMIGA.
Superbly reviewed educational adventure.
Develops reading and imagination.

MAGIC MATHS (4-8)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA.
Highly rated primary maths programs. Selection of
games. Add and Subtract.

MATHS MANIA (8-12)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA.
"The best primary programs I have yet seen."
Multiply, Divide, Maths Skills.

BETTER SPELLING (8-18)

THE BEST IN EDUCATION

IBM, ST, PCW, AMIGA, CPC, BBC,
CBM (D).

HOW TO ORDER

BETTER MATHS (12-16 GCSE)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA, CPC, CBM (D).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Very comprehensive coverage of all the major aspects of
maths for this age group. Excellent

Prices

Highly acclaimed tutor. Received excellent

reviews. Challenging.

Post your order.
Fax your order.
Ring credit card number.
Ring for advice.
Ask your dealer to order.

IBM 51Aor 31/2, ST & STE, AMIGA.
CPC, PCW, CBM (disks)

JUNIOR TYPIST (4-10)
IBM, ST, AMIGA.

.£22.95
.£16.95

FREE CATALOGUE

Keyboard trainer which helps spelling.

ORDER DIRECT TO:

School Software Ltd..

Tait Business Centre, Dominic Street, Limerick, Ireland.
Tel: (U.K.) 010 353-61-415399 Fax Orders: 010 353-61-414315
Credit Card Hotline (U.K.): 010 353-61-415399 Others Tel: 010 353-61-415399
Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/VisaNo.

Expiry Date

Cheque/Postal Order

My machine
Titles
Name....
Address

Postcode.

Printer pleasure
I am the very fortunate winner of the
KX-P1124i 24-pin Multi-Mode printer
that was presented by your magazine
in a draw at the 16-Bit Show this

for this issue... but the numbering

for it is a sheet feeder. Should you
decide to print all or some of this let'
ter, may I assure your readers that 1
do not work for AtariSt User or any
associated company and that obvi
ously such draws are genuine.

remains.

We got rid of our volume and
issue numbering system at the
same time as our sister magazine

Amiga Computing. The main reason
was that traditionally a volume of
12 magazines represents a complete
unit. With computer magazines
that isn't really the case.
The numbering would become
even more complicated if we took

In fact I am retired, am over 70

month.

I filled in the entry form at your
display stand and handed it in with
out actually being aware of what the
prize was. True! And when your office
telephoned on the Monday morning
following the exhibition to say that I
had won a printer it did not really
sink in.
I was told that it would be for

warded by courier service, so, I
thought maybe a week before it
arrives, but no - next morning on
answering the front door at just after
9am I was requested to sign for a box
labelled "Panasonic" in large letters!
I must congratulate Atari ST User

years of age, use my Atari mainly for
serious work and thoroughly
enjoy doing so.
Leslie C Ryder, London
Well done on winning the
printer! I must say that I was
sorry to see it being won by
anyone -1 would have

If there had to be a win

Atari ST User and read the review on

ner, you sound like a deserving
one. Many thanks for taking the
trouble to drop us a line.

So, what do you
thinkof the show so far?

Do you like the all new

Number run
What has happened to the number
ing system with AtariST User maga

Atari ST User?

zine?

Do you think it could be
improved?

the Atari ST User management for
promoting a draw with such a splen
did prize.
Pondering on the matter made me

Until June 1990 I was quite happy
filing my magazines under a volume

realise that I had to have had aston

and number order but after Volume S

ishing luck to be the winning name,
in particular because over the last
couple of months I have been reading
up on tests and reviews of 24-pin
printers, as I felt that I needed to
improve on my Panasonic KX-P1081
9-pin printer, which I must say has
given me extremely satisfactory ser

Issue 4 it suddenly changed to an

Well, not only have I now got a
24-pin printer but, strangely enough,
thevery printer that I had placed at
the top of my list for performance
under review, value for money, and
that amongst the accessories available

Video box
I recently received the August issue of

desk!

and all those concerned, on the man

vice.

story for another time!

loved to keep it on my

ner and promptness with which this
exercise was carried out, and to thank

ST World into account, but that's a

"issue" number which started with

No 53, which I assume was the num

ber of issues since the first print.
In June 1991, after "May issue
No.63" we were left without any
numbering system at all.
Is there a policy or can't you count
over 63? Give us a reason and per
haps we will understand.
H Spencer, Maidstone

letter entitled "Shop Around", where you advised readers to check mail order
adverts, I have a little advice concerning returns due to faults with the equip
ment. This is not a gripe about how poor mail order companies are,
because most of them are fine, it is a warning about the incompe
tence that could be experienced on behalf of the post office!
Back in 1989,1 was working as a YTS trainee in a computer
shop and was in the process of building up a small music studio.
I used several mail order firms to purchase equipment because of
the savings that could be made, plus there was some excellent
second-hand gear at very silly prices.
From one of the Ex-demo columns, I purchased a Yamaha TX81Z

Well, the version I received

through the Home Computer Club
does not contain the video at all. I

Write now! to:

Eddie McKendrick,
Atari ST User,
Europa House,
Adlington Park,
Macclesfield,
SK104NP.

Atari ST User. As you will see, we
have gone through a few changes

After reading Jenny Roberts'jl

prised to find that the reviewer stated
that a video of the product was
included in the retail price of £39.99.

then decided to phone Domark and

Hmm... This is issue number 68 of

Special delivery?

the 3D Construction Kit. I was sur

found out that the version I had

(release 01.0000) was in fact

Incentive's release and supplied with
out the video at the price of £.39.99.
This version is full of bugs and
crashes after approximately half an
hour. Domark were very helpful, stat
ing that they would replace the disk
with their version, but I would be

unable to get the video.
So please could you tell me how to

obtain it, and if I would have to pay
for it? Also, inform your readers to be
careful when purchasing this product
and to be careful that they obtain
Domark's release and not Incentive's

- then they will get the full package
and not half of it.

Another good idea would be for >-

order company, had they received it?, No. Oh dear. After getting the post
officeto look for my parcelfor two months, nothing had turned up, £250
worth of Yamaha goods had vanished. That alone was incompetence, but
there is more. Because the parcel was not registered (thanks Mum), I received
only £21 compensation!

But there is even more. The post office mentioned nothing about a
seriesof mail train robberies which were occurring on the route that
my parcel would have been taken. I found out by chance while on
holiday in Great Malvern last year.
If I had known at the time I could have contacted the

letter

local police, but on approaching them in 1990 I learned that it
was a bit late as the man responsible had been sentenced and I
would have to take it up with the post office.
After my previous attempts at discovering intelligence, I decided

not to bother. I had already replacedthe lost equipment and had liter

(which was one of the best sound modules around), I received it, tested
it and used it in my home set-up. Everything was fine, until one day it refused
to work properly.

ally worked every hour I could spare to replace it.
My mother's excuse for not sending my gear by registered post was because

I phoned the company I bought the module from, and they told me to
send it back and I would get a replacement within a week. So I merrily packed
the module away and left it to Mother to post it, telling her to use registered

caution when dealing with the post, it can be worse than tacky, rip-off firms.
M Ramage, Huddersfteld

it would have cost £30. It eventually cost me £600. Sobeware, take everypre

post.

Two weeks passed and nothing was heard, no letter, no phone call and no
replacement Yamaha TX81Z! Fearing the worst I casually asked Mum if she
had sent my parcel by registered post; the reply was no. Had she wrapped it up
to cover up the various Yamaha logos on the box? No. I phoned the mail

Sorry to hear about your mail order problems. There is a moral here of
course, and that is to send everything valuable by registered post or at
least Royal Mail Special Delivery which is just as fast and a lot cheaper.
I wonder if you will ever forgive your poor old mum?

>• suppliers to remove Incentive's ver
sion from the shelves and get them
replaced with the new one, or reduce
it in price to say about £25 as I think
£40 is a bit of a steep price to pay.
M Morley, Leeds
Sorry, but I have absolutely no idea
how you would go about getting
hold of the video from Domark.
I do think it is a bit naff that

they didn't put any marking on the
packaging to say that there was no
video included and that it was a

preliminary release. I certainly
would not be happy if I had bought
the package. Perhaps you should
write them a letter asking very
nicely for them to reconsider?

Get busy,i
With reference to the letter from Joe Skielnik entitled "Get Busy", (Issue 66
Atari ST User). I seem to remember a program by the name of VIP
Professional being included in an Atari pack that was available some time
ago.

The program was described as a Lotus 1-2-3 clone, and from what I can
remember, it was almost identical to 1-2-3, both in appearance and opera
tion.

I, and I'm sure Joe, would be interested to know if this program is still
available, and the name and address of a supplier.
I have been an ardent ST'er since 1988 and have purchased every issue of
Atari ST User since then. I And the articles interesting and informative and
have, on more than one occasion, bought software (and hardware) on the
strength of your reviews. Keepup the good work!
S Brown, Newcastle upon Tyne
Anyone got an idea if this program is still available? Write in and I will
pass on any information.
It's good to hear that you trust our hardware reviews. It makes those
long hours of dedicated research worthwhile.

back because you have one more
loyal subscriber.
S Chan, Singapore
Thanks for the praise, it never falls
on deaf ears! I hope you like the
changes which have taken effect
from this issue. The entire Atari ST

User team has been working very
hard to improve on the mix which
has made us so popular over the
last five and a half years.
There will be more technical pro
jects and articles following the
incorporation of ST World into the
new look 'User package. The fun
side of things is taken care of by ST
Gamer which will provide 32 pages
of the best games coverage any- •
where... every month.

Hard drivin'

H'or i',g< i'i'?

Just a reply to an article by Bob Baker
in the June 1991 issue about his prob
lem with his hard drive. I can't speak
for GFA Basic, but with Microsoft
Write and other types of wordprocessors as well as desktop publishing, I
have had no problems on my Atari

six copies of STupendous (our club
mag) a year, along with programs,
demos, games, programming rou
tines, etc. Also members get free
membership of our exclusive PD
library.
We have established this club to

SH205.

The only problem I found with

provide support for Atari ST/E owners

Microsoft Write was if I had Pinhead

that we believe has been somewhat

vl.8 loading from the boot-up drive

lacking in previous years. We hope to
cater for both serious users and games
players alike and would appreciate it
if you would give us a plug in the let
ters column (grovel, grovel!).
Klarrnan, ASTUA, 18 Poplar Close,

C in the Auto folder - it would not
work. Once I have removed the last
extension character so that it won't

load, Microsoft Write works perfectly
every time.
I have the same problem with

Biggleswade, BedsSG18 OEW

software houses seem to have a

problem with customer service.

Balancing act
I have been reading your magazine
and other leading ST magazines for
more than one year now and 1feel
that it's time for me to write to you
chaps there in AtariST User just to
show my appreciation for the fine
work you have done in producing the
best ST magazine anywhere, any

know that TT users are a minority at

Consider yourself plugged! I am

nation of both serious and fun arti

sure that the STE will have a

and the trouble is solved. There are

brighter future ahead now that it is

cles, even if it is a bit pricey down
here (equivalent to almost £6).

always ways around these hassles,
you just have to work them out.
Don't give up!
As for advising people not to buy a
hard drive, I disagree, it's the best
investment I ever made. Hope things
work out for you Bob. Atari's going

the standard machine. It would be

Other magazines don't seem to

interesting to know what percent
age (if any) of our readers have
upgraded from an STFM to an STE.

have that secret ingredient that
makes your magazine so much more
readable, especially PC-based maga
zines which seem so aloft and serious

Further to the letter about Falcon

P Fowell, Australia

I honestly don't know what I
would do without a hard disk to

run my DTP and graphics software

Mission 3 (or 2 or whatever) not load

ing with a second drive plugged in. I
phoned Holobyte about the same
problem. I was told to return the disk
and await a replacement - faulty disk,

do not know of the TF's existence. I

the moment, but so were ST users

not work with certain programs, so

strong.

ST magazines are either ignoring, or

Having read almost all ST maga
zines available in Singapore, I find

all I do is load UIS II instead of UIS III

Impossible mission

Now that I am a TT owner, it soon

became apparent to me that all the

time.

that Atari ST User has the best combi

Universal Item Selector III - it will

Having waited for some time for the
arrival of the new Mega 4 STEmy
patience ran out. My 1040 STFM was
just not powerful enough, I needed
more memory, a hard drive and fast
processing power. So after a word in
the ear of my listening bank manager
I went for the ultimate upgrade, the
mighty TT.

(boring....aaargh!). After all, too much
work and no play makes for very bor
ing reading.
However, having said that, I would
also welcome it if a tad more techni

cal projects for the ST could be pub
lished. Anyway, keep up the good
work and give yourselves a pat on the

when Atari User (your original 8-bit
magazine) first reviewed the 520ST
and later produced a pull-out section
called ST User\

I realise that a new magazine or
supplement called TT User is
unthinkable for now, but it would be
nice to see a TT column. I'm sure

your readers would be interested in
what's happening to the latest gener
ation of Atari computers.
At the moment I am trying to
compile a list of TT-compatible and
incompatible software. Most software
working under Gem is fine and so is
some entertainment software but I

am reluctant to risk buying any soft
ware that does not state it is TT-com

ate commercial software which is

they said.
It took three months then all I got
was a disk. No letter, explanation or

patible.
It would be helpful if you men
tioned TT compatibility in the

on. The main thing that annoys me
with hard drives is having to toler

copy-protected in such a way that

anything. I loaded the damn thing up

it cannot be transferred to the hard

and "blammo", Bogeys at Angels 3,

reviews, and that includes entertain
ment, educational, art and music

disk.

all systems turned to strawberry jam.

software.

It really does seem pointless to
have some spare megs free on the

Well, at least you told me what
was wrong, pity Holobyte couldn't
be bothered. They deserve a slag
ging off, good game or not.
A Warner, Plymouth

hard disk and still have to wait for

floppies to crunch and grind!

i Uit'-'s

I am writing to inform you of a new
user group which I have founded for
all Atari ST/E owners.
The club is known as The Atari ST

Users Association or ASTUA (ass-stuaah!) for short. Club members receive

K Hunt, Salisbury
You can rest assured that we know

the TT exists and we will cover it in

more detail as it grows in popular
ity. Look out for occasional features

Well if they deserve a slagging

within the magazine. These will

off, you have certainly deliv

obviously become less occasional as

ered it.

the machine becomes more popu
lar. Who knows, in a year or so you
might be lucky enough to have an
Atari TT User magazine. We will all
just have to wait and see!

Look on the bright side! At
least they did forward another
disk. You would be surprised
how many other "reputable"

Moriarty Software Presents

B-SOFT

An Atari high res monitor for £19.95!
Well not quite. But the Moriarty Monulator will turn any colour TV
or monitor into a genuine monochrome monitor capable of
displaying all 256,000 high resolution pixels!

SOFTWARE FOR ALL MODELS
OF ATARI ST
PUBLIC DOMAIN

More than just a monochrome emulator

documentation. D/S

H02 35,000 WORD SPELL CHECKER, word
counter, virus killer, and other programs to
aid word processing. D/S
H03 DBASE1, fully gemmed database with report
generator and in-built calculator on reports.

The Monulator is packed with useful features:
• Special screen modes for 640 x 400 pixel accuracy
• Extremely fast operation with crisper text display
• Desk accessory control with too many options to list!
• STE compatible • Fully illustrated user manual

ANI ST, previouslysold as AegisAnimator for
£80. An art animating package. Now £2.00

AT6

ART-ST. Possiblythe most comprehensiveart
package I have seen on the ST. Accepts
Degas & Neochrome files. Works in all

SM3

ACCOMPANIST, the latest available PD

only. S/S

resolutions.

H023 GEM-CALC, excellent fully gemmed
spreadsheet with full graphs ability. This

version of this very capable midi sequencer.
S/S

GG6

version has been especially adjusted for B-

Stamped addressed envelope for more details

S0FT to work on 520's D/S

H08 1ST WORD WORD PROCESSOR. Fully
gemmed, very capable. Includes tutorial and
printed help sheet. D/S

H010 GRAPHS. Two programs on disk to generate
bar, pie, line and dot graphs of up to 32

»RH10 3AT» TEL: (0293) 539215

numerical inputs. Includes other utilities to
aid insertion in DTP, print etc.
UT36 DISPLAYER,
the
incredible
text
handler/displayer. Use mouse to scroll
through text, backwards and forwards. Mark
blocks, index sections, print blocks, on-line

STRATEGY SOFTWARE
Strategy Games for the Atari ST

BLASTER,arcade classic. S/S

Minter. All action arcade classic.

BG1

choice of controlling the Axis, Allied or Soviet forces.
The game is built around an easy to use menu system and a detailed

AC3

FORTUNE.

KI16

map containing 48 countries from the British Isles to the Middle East

AC14 CHAMELEON. This amazing program will
load any desktop accessory from within any

synthesiser and others. S/S

and from Scandinavia to Africa. All these countries have their own

gem program, without having to power down.

armies, navies, airforces,population levels, trade, types of government,

S/S

industry, defences, alliances and much more.

AD2

FIELDS OF FIRE - is a strategy simulation of the First World War in
Europe. You have the option of controlling the Central Powers
represented by Germany and Austro-Hungary, or the Triple Entente
represented by Britain, France and Russia.The game uses the Europe

AD7

COLOSSAL CAVE. The text adventure
everyone must have. This is massive, a
classic of its kind. S/S

NETHACK. The classic Dungeons and
Dragons style adventure/role playing game.

DOOGIE HOWSER STYLE DIARY. Day by day
diary with security access code and in-built
Yellow Pages style telephone directory. Also
ACC & PRGspell checker.

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
AT P.D. PRICES

calculator and much more. S/S

FOUR DISK COPIERS, including F-C0PY 3,
ace and prg versions. Alsovirus killer, speech

BACKGAMMON,

BG2 CRIBBAGE, OTHELLO, YAHTZEE, WHEEL OF

DESKPACK. All in one accessory that in
cludes diary, telephone book, programmable

Warin Europe. Forone to three playerswith each playerhaving the

CHESS, MONOPOLY,
LASERCHESS.

help,automatically adjusts text from any res.
AC1

FLOYD THE DROID, great arcade action in
this shoot-em-sideways classic. Also

GG17 TETRIC0L. Sy far and away the best Tetris
clone. Simultaneousone or two playeraction.
AR6 LLAMATRON. Latest title from Jeff (Yak)

to any res. D/S

EUROPE AT WAR- is a strategy war simulation of the Second World

Allat £2.80 per disk. These are not PD, these are
fullcommercialgames at sillyprices.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FOOTBALL MANAGER
LAS VEGAS
KARTG.P.
SECONDS OUT
WAR ZONE
FIRE BLASTER
HOTSHOT
P&P Included

Get it!

£2.80
£2.80
£2.80
£2.80
£2.80
£2.80
£2.80

All Public Domain disks £2.00 inc. P&P

Europe add £1.50 P&P, outside Europe £5.00

At War game system.

SEND PAYMENT TO:B-SOFT,
33 CORSHAM ROAD, CALCOT, READING, BERKS RG3 5ZH
Telephone orders &enquiries: (0734) 416492
SAE forfull description

Price £1 9.95 P&P included. Outside UK add £2.00 P&R

Cheques/Postal Orders payable to STRATEGY SOFTWARE
STRATEGY SOFTWARE, 32 Albert Street, Seaham, Co Durham, SR7 7U. .

SOFTMACHINE A
Datascan Professional
Linnet Modem

£171
£161

520ST-E Discovery Xtra...£294.99 Supra 2400 Modem
1040ST-E Family
E359.99 Mastersound2
Playback
MEGA 1/2/4 ST-E
Call
Replay v8
MEGA2 ST + Pro 24 III....£614.99 Replay Professional
MEGA4 ST + Pro 24 III....£784.99 GoldenImage Mouse
Stacy 2Mb Ram 20MbHD£1344.99 Naksha Mouse

£129

Atari Hardware

TT 2Mb Ram 40Mb HD ..£1629.99
TT 4Mb Ram 40Mb HD ..£1934.99
TT 8Mb Ram 40Mb HD ..£2139.99
SM124 Mono Monitor
£134.99
SC1224 Colour Monitor....£269.99
PTC1426 MjUisinc
£409.99
MEGAFILE 30 HD
£344.99
MEGAFILE 60 HD
£459.99
Portfolio
£181.99

£29

£22
£59.
£94
£19.

Contriver Trackball
Tilt & Swivel Monitor Base
Universal Printer Stand
Centronics Printer Cable
ST-FM to Scart Cable
ST-E to Scart Cable

£24.
£29.
...£9,
£6.
£4.
£11.
£11.

3.5'80 Cap Disk Box
10 x Sony Bulk3.5"
50 x Sony Bulk3.5100 x Sony Bulk3.5"

£6.
£5.
£24.
£44.

Hardware/Peripherals
Philips8833 Mkll

£239.99 AtariST 3D Graphics Prog .£18.95

Citizen 120D+
Citizen 124D
Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 24
Swift 9/24 Colour Kit
Star LC-20
Star LC24-10
StarLC-200
Star LC24-200
Star LC24-200 Colour

£134.99
£184.99
£189.99
£284,99
£34.99
£154.99
£199.99
£214.99
£239.99
£299.99

Supra 40Mb Hard Drive....£194.99
Supra 105Mb Hard Drive..£564.99
Cumana 1Mb 3.5" Drive
Roctec 1Mb 3.5" Drive
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM STE
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM ST-E

£79.99
£64.99
£52.99
£62.99
£15.99

Forget-Me-Clockll

£22.99

Printer-Q Buffers
AT Once Plus

AT4

Full manual on disk. D/S

MORIARTY SOFTWARE • 55 BURNS ROAD
• POUND HILL • CRAWLEY • WEST SUSSEX

A

NEOCHROME MASTER. The latest version of

this classic art program, with full manual on
disk. S/S

Full documentation. D/S

H06 SHEET V2, the best of all PDspreadsheets.

Don't buy a high resolution monitor until you've seen the Monulator!

SOFTWARE

AT1

H01 ST WRITER ELITE. The fastest competent
P.D.word processor for the ST,with full

from £52.99
£174.99

AT SpeedC16(CRDOS v5)£219.99
PC Speed
£99.99
Hitachi Camera & Lens

£224.99

Vidi ST + Vidi Chrone

£104.99

VidiRGBSplitter

£69.99

Vidi Colour Solution

£159.99

Golden ImageScanner

£179.99

Atari ST Basic to C

£18.45

Atari ST Explored 2nd Ed
£9.95
AtariST Logo Users Guide.£18.45
AtariST Mach Lang68000.£18.45
AtariST Programmers Gde£22.95
Atari ST Tricks & Tips
£18.45
ElementaryAtariST
£14.95
ElementaryST Basic
£14.95
Game Makers Manual*

£12.95

Introducing * MachineCode £
MIDI & Sound Book*

£17.25

Musical Applications'
£5.95
Presenting the Atari ST
£15.95
ProgramDesign Techniques.£14.95
Prog by Example: ST Basic.£14.95
Real-TimeGraphics *
£17.95
*ApplGde to Prog in C
£19.95
ST Disk Drives In & Out
£18.95
Tech Ref Gde *Vol1 VDI
£19.95
Tech Ref Gde *Vol2 AES £19.95
Tech Ref Gde *Vol3 TOS ....£22.95

£9.95

....£14.95
* Indicates Atari ST n title
68000 Assem LangProg....£21.95
Programming the 68000 ....£23.95
£8.95
Teach Yourself 68000....

40 Great FlightSims
40 MoreGreat Flights

...£13.95

F-19 Stealth Air Combat

£11.95
...£13.95
...£14.95

F-19Stealth Fighter
FlightSin Adventures
Flyingon Instruments

TakeOffFlightSim

£29.95

K-Data
Prodata

£37.95
£55.95

Superbase Personal
£39.95
Superbase Personal 2
£64.95
Superbase Professional....£164.95

£14.95

£12.95
..£14 95
£13.95
...£14.95

Learn to FlyFlightSim

Data Manager Prof

£14.95
...£12.95

Spreadsheets
3D-Calc
DGCalC

£22.95
£27.95

K-Spread
£21.95
K-Spread2
£44.95
K-Spread 3
£67.95
K-Spread4
£91.95
K-Spread 4T
£112.95
Mini Office Spreadsheet £18.95

£15 45

Turn & Burn Gde to Falcon .£11.95

Up & Run Flight Sim

£8.95

|Word Processors/Text Editors
1st Word Plus

CalligrapherJunior
K-Word 2

...£59 95
£69.00
...£29.95

.£102.95
£28.95
£89.95

Tempus2
That's Write
Wordflair
WordPerfect
Word Writer
Write On

£59.95

.£178.95
...£36.95
...F44.9B

Desktop Publishing
Fleet St Publisher v3

£169.95

Cashbook Combo
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Home Accounts
Personal Fin Man Plus

£54.95
£41.95
£27.95
£21.95
£29.95

System 3

£41.95

Hisoft C Interpreter

Call

FaSTcomm 2
Flash
3-Comm2
Mini Office Comms

£39.95
£19.95
£37.95
£18.95

Audio/Music

DrT's MRS

£609.95
£479.95
£799.95
£494.95
£269.95

£76.95
£201.95
£169.95
£249.95
£51.95
£24.95
£35.95

Timeworks DTP

Lattice C v5
Nevada Cobol

£111.95
£34.95

ProsperoC
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£72.95
£72.95
£72.95

STOS

£29.95

£36.95
£36.95
£36.95
Degas Elite
£19.95
Easy Draw 2
£36.95
Easy Draw 2 Supercharged £59.95
Hyperpaint 2
£29.95
Deluxe Paint

MasterCAD

£22.95

Megapaint 2
Spectrum512

£89.95
£22.95

Simulations/Strategy
Borodino

£21.50

F-15 Strike Eagle II

£24.99

F-16 Combat Pilot

£17.50

F-19Stealth Fighter

£21.50

FlightSimulator II
Gunship
Proflight

£24.99
£17.50
£28.99

UMSII

£21.50

Better Maths 12-16 yr
Better Spelling Over 8

£19.95
£19.95

Fun School
Fun School
Fun School
Fun School
Fun School
Fun School

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

£62.95
£289.95

K-Minstrel 2
Quartet

£28.95

...£96.95
...£34.95

Communications

£84.95

£74.95

DGBase

£29.95
£34.95
£29.95
£17.95
£24.95
£24.95

DrT's Tiger Cub

Hisoft Forth

Databases

£24.95

£37.95

£41.95

Highspeed Pascal

£72.95

Knife ST

K-Resource 2
MailshotPlus
Neodesk3
Twist
Turbo ST
WERCS

FTL Modula 2 Developer £69.95 DrT's CopyistDTP
GFA Basicv3.5 Compiler....£23.95 DrT'sKCS
GFA Basic v3.5 lnterpreter..£39.95 DrT's KCS Level II
Hisoft Basic 2

£25.95
£41.95

K-Graph3

Band in a Box
C-Lab Creator
C-Lab Creator/Unitor
C-Lab Notator
ASSEMBlERS/COMPILERS/lANCUAG'S C-Lab Notator/Unitor
Cubase
Devpac 3
Call Cubeat
FTLModula2
£48.95 Dr T's Copyist App

Dagestream FontSets...each £44.95

£164 95

CyberStudio
Cyber Texture
Hard Drive Turbo Kit
Harlekin 2

3D/Animation/CAO/Graphics
Canvas

£10.95

Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt

£29.95
£36.95
£57.95

Please makecheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. All items subjectto availability.
All prices include V.A.T. &U.K. Delivery. All prices subject to change withoutnotice. E.&O.E.

SOFTMACHINE
Dept. STU10,20 Bridge House, Bridge Street,Sunderland SR11TE. Tel: 091-510 2666/2777 Fax: 091-5641960

2
2
2
3
3
3

Under 6
6-8
Over 8
Under 5
5-7
Over 7

Magic Maths 4-8 yrs
£19.95
Maths Mania8-12 yrs
£19.95
M Beacon Teaches Typing ..£22.95
Micro French GCSE
Micro Maths GCSE

£20.95
£20.95

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs

£20.95

Prof Looks at Words
Prof Makes Sentences

£19.95
£19.95

Prof Plays a New Game
Spell Book 4-6
Spell Book 4-6 Data
Spell BookOver7
Spell Book Over 7 Data
Spell Book Data Creator

£19.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£11.95
£7.95

The Three Bears

£19.95

Things to do with Numbers £14.95
Things to do with Words ....£14.95

RIVERDENE PDL

Cambridge

30a School Road, Tilehurst, Reading, Berkshire RG3 5AN.

Business
Software
ARATI ST SOFTWARE
LANGUAGES & COMPILERS

ACCOUNTS
Small Business Accounts Cash
Small Business Accounts Extra
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Cashbook Combo Pack

£69.95
£99.00
£39.95
£24.95
£59.95

System 3 (Inv/Stock)
System 3 Extended
Sage Cash Trader
Wages ST

£39.95
£59.95
£79.95
£89.00

Personal Accounts Plus

£26.90

Personal Finance Manager Plus

£29.95

I'MKWfriy
AdimensPlus

£99.00

Data Manager Professional
Superbase Personal 2 (V3.02)

£29.95
£69.95

Superbase Professional(V3.02)
DigitaDGBase

£175.00
£39.95

Prodala

£59.95

Mark Williams C v3

Mark WilliamsC Source Debug
Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Toolkit

£89.00

£42.00
£75.00
£75.00
£75.00
£55.95

;

Hisoft Lattice C v5

£115.00

HisoftHighSpeed Pascal
Hisott C. Interpreter
HisoftDevpac v2.22
HisoftDevpac TT

£89.95
£49.95
£45.00
£119.00

Hisoft Power Basic
Hisoft Basic

£39.95
£59.95

Hisoft Nevada Cobol (withCP/M)

£42.00

DEMOS

ART

UTILITIES

ST444 ANI-ST

ST043 DB MASTER ONE

ST850 (D/S) ULM

ST525 MASTERPAINT

ST047 MONO EMULATOR

ST878 (D/S) FISH N' CHIPS

ST670 MANDELBROT KIT

ST604 F-COPY III

ST906 COSMIC DEMOS

ST671 PICSWITCH

ST614SUPERBOOTV7

ST933 (D/S)SONIC PROJECTS ST828 NEOCHROME v2.21
ST936 (D/S) REFLEX DEMO
ST945 SMALL VIEW

ST297 KID PUBLISHER

ST752 JUNGLE

£19.95
£164.99

GAMES

£49.95

GFA Basic Interpreterv3.5
GFA Basic Compiler v3.5
Nevada Cobol (with C/PM)
MPE Forth83 (GEM)

£45.00
£24.95
£42.00
£44.00

ST312FLLOYD THE DROID

ST636 SPACE BALLER
ST668 ENGLAND MANAGER

Fleet Street Publisher v3
Calamus

£159.00

£250.00

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DynaCADD
PC Board Designer

£747.50
£135.00

BeckerCAD

ST904 (D/S) LLAMATRON

£79.95
£209.00

GFA Draft Plus v3.13
CAD3DV1.0

£79.95
£18.95

CAD3D v2 (Cyber Studio)
Cyber Control

£39.95
£32.95
£39.95

Cyber PaintV2
CyberSculpt
CyberTexture
Architectural Design Disc
Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw2

£59.95
£39.95
£17.00
£39.95
£59.95

MUSIC
C-LAB Creator v3
C-LAB Notator v3

£275.00
£459.00

Creator/NotatorUpgrade
C-LAB NotatorAlpha

£239.00
£179.95

C-LAB Aura
C-LAB Midia

£89.00
£59.95

C-LABv.3 Upgrade
Cubeat
Cubase

£37.95
£239.00
£459.00

FMMelodyMaker

£57.95

W/PROCESSING

€1

ST255STWRITERV3.8
ST390 YOUR 2ND MANUAL
ST449 DISK MAG CREATOR

MINIMUM ORDER
5 DISKS

ST625 TYPING TUTOR

ST673 ACCENT
ST788 MAGNIWRITER

PRICE INCLUDES 1st CLASS POSTAGE & PACKING (MINIMUM ORDER E5.00)
OFFER ENDS 31 st OCTOBER 1991

FREE PD CATALOGUE ON DISK
(Please state Atari STor Amiga)

WORD PROCESSORS

£99.00

MegapaintII
Megapaint IIProfessional

ST9l8(D/S)ESION

PER DISK

ST702 QUIZ KIT
ST840 MIX N' MATCH

£67.95
£89.00
£129.00
£79.95
£95.00
£99.00
£29.95

ST861 (D/S) STOS TRACKER

ST888 FRANGLAIS 2

ST859 STE INTROS

£52.00

K-Spread3
K-Spread 4
K-Spread 4T
LogistixV1.2
Hyperchart by Atari
LDWPower Spreasheet
Digicalc

ST831 SAMPLE CONVERTER

ST810 GCSE PROGRAMS

ST829 DELIRIOUS 3

ST569 ACCOMPANIST v2.3

ST795NOISETRACKERvl.5

ST701 SHIPWRECK

ST753 ACIID

£69.95

DTP Clip Art Pack
Pagestream v.2 TT (UK)

ST386 SYNTH 50

ST148 SPELLING MADE EASY

ST739 MOVIE STE

£69.95

SPREADSHEETS

MUSIC

ST125 MATHS MADE EASY

FTL Modula 2

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

ST887 (D/S) DEMO CREATOR
ST944 (D/S) FULLSCREEN

EDUCATIONAL

ST-E
ST615 BOOT DISK

FTL Toolkit

£139.00

Fax: (0734) 451239

ST836 (D/S) SYNTAX TERROR

FTL Modula 2 Developer

Minixv1.5

Timeworks DTP

Tel: (0734) 452416

Thats Write
Write On
GST First Word Plus v3.2 TT
Protext v5
Protext V4.2

£85.00
£45.00

£57.95
£109.00
£69.95

WordPerfectv4.1

£179.95

Timeworks Wordwriter
Wordflair

when you send a blank disk and SAE to RIVERDENE PDL

ACCESS &VISA welcome
WHY NOT VISIT OUR SHOP?

A

£39.95
£65.00

45 Provost Graham Avenue

Hazlehead, Aberdeen,

MISCELLANEOUS
NEWATSpeed C16 PC Emulator
PC Speed

r—a
B3

AB1 8HB Tel (0224) 312756

£229.00
£99.00

Neodesk v3 (UK)

£29.95

G + Plus

£29.95

Deluxe Paint

£59.95

Hyperpaintv2
Hyperdraw
Degas Elite

£29.95
£29.95
£19.95

Knife ST
Hariekin
Turbo STv1.8
Mailshot Plus

£24.90
£39.95
£29.95
£34.95

SLM804 Epson Emulator

£24.90

Professional Virus rviller

No surcharges on European orders!
Many other titles in stock

Phone 0763 262582 NOW!

$0*
PROGATE HARD DRIVES
U
FAST, HIGH-SPEC, HARD DRIVES FOR ALL STs
• FAST ACCESS TIME • EXTERNAL DEVICE NO. SWITCH •
. DMA THROUGH PORT • UP T012 PARTITIONS• AUTO
BOOT/PARK • EXCELLENTGRAPHICS-BASED SOFTWARE •
• 12 MONTH INSTANT REPLACEMENT WARRANTY •
OTHER CONFIGURATIONS

Progate 20Mb

£279.00

AVAILABLE, INCLUDING

Pr°3ate 30Mb

£326.00

REM0VEABLE44SAND
t/idc otdc/imcdo

ffiKXffi
Progate 60Mb

SSoS
£437.00

TAPE STREAMERS PHONE FOR DETAILS

Progate 80Mb
Progate 160Mb DC

£486.00
£922.00

24-HOUR ORDER LINE (0763) 263127
All prices include VAT & delivery. Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software

Melbourn Science Park, Cambridge Road, Melbourn, Royston, Herts. SG8 6EJ
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)
ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & TVEI

HOW TO ORDER:
TEL: 0763 262582 • FAX: 0763 262425 • TELEX: 817932

Protection Against The Growing Menace Of Computer Viruses
If you've tried the demo version on the July 1991cover disk of Atari ST User you will no
doubt have found at least one Virus in your collection. It is more than likely that you
found several. For a mere £6.95 you can have the full version of this invaluable program
and check every new disk you receive BEFORE you risk infecting the rest of your
collection. Updates will be made available to all registered users at low cost. Remember,
prevention is better than cure! At £6.95 it's simply not worth taking the chance. Buy PVK
now, before Viruses destroy your valuable data!
Extensive Collection Of Over 2800 Public Domain & Shareware Disks

Our catalogue is disk based and costs 80p but is free if you supply a blank disk. The
catalogue program is an easy to use adaptation of the now famous Revenge Document
Displayer by The Hitchhiker. You can view or print out entire files or select any section
within a file for printout. Many other advanced features are included in the program,
including a powerful search facility. Order your copy of PVK today and we'll include a
FREE catalogue disk!
Master Card,
EURQCARD

GRAPHICS PRINTING IN COLOUR
IMPrint is a value-for-money, high quality, GEM, and NEO paint
package with the very rare feature of colour printing on 9 pin colour
printers. A comprehensive program for Only £15.95
EASY TEXT PLUS is a good Desk Top Publisher with all the
features expected by the newcomer. Write your document with a
favourite wordprocessor and import it, or enter it directly into a
frame. Degas clip art can be imported and sized. Printouts from 9
pin mono printers are excellent. Only £20.
PUBLIC DOMAIN SERVICE Send a SAE (9" x 4"), or £1.22 for a

catalogue and disk DEMO. PD now available includes:

UlElErVBofHampshire
Best for service
Panasonic
KXP1081
KXP1180
KXP1123*
KXP1124J*

ALPHA COMPUTING

S

32 Meadow Drive, Halifax, West Yorkshire, HX3 5JZ
Tel: 0422 366785 (9am-6pm)

ASTROLOGY

* 24 pin printers

Atari STE's

Printer Dust Covers

prices inc VAT, cable & paper

with discovery xtra software

520
520
520
520

512k ram
1M ram
2M ram
4M ram

£289.00
£309.00
£349.00
£429.00

Atari SC1224
with ST cable

A simple program to calculate a horoscope,
an introductory booklet & 2 self-teaching programs
(how to interpret the horoscope).

£265.00 (£225.53 + VAT)

Philips CM8833 Mk2

Only £12.50 - No previous knowledge required

with cable

Payment by Access/Visa, Cheque, etc.

£225.00 (£191.49 +VAT)

Or send for free catalogue of our wide range of programs for
PROFESSIONAL ASTROLOGERS (sae 33p - about 9"x7").

Atari SM124
with ST cable

£119.00 (£101.28 +VAT)

ASTROCALC

0.5 Simm Ram upgrade
£22.00
0.5-2M Simm Ram upgrade
£79.00
0.5-4M Simm Ram upgrade ...£149.00

Accessories

Full range of Joysticks

ATARI 520 ST to 2.5Mb
ATARI 520 ST to 4Mb

£99.99
£169.99

PC Speed.
AT Speed.

1Mb

2.5Mb

4Mb

£74.99

£134.99

...£99.99

MEGA 1 2Mb.
MEGA 1 4Mb

MEGA 2 4Mb.

FLOPPY UPGRADE
1 Mb Internal.

£49.99

£99.99
£169.99
£99.99

Software etc.
Inc. VAT

ST Basic Tutorial Book

£4.60

Fast guaranteed repairs
low prices

Flexidump LC10 Colour
First Basic by Hisoft

£28.00
£9.95

Leicester LEI 4LF

1

£13.90 inc VAT

£69.00

Tel: 0533 628182

Fax: 0533 626636

£233.83 inc VAT

Cumana CSA354
External 1 Mb Drive

£69.90 (£59.49 + VAT)

1Mb Drive Internal
£58.75 (£50.00 + VAT)

DISKETTES
Inc. VAT

Timeworks DTP by GST

r™^l

360dpi Ink jet with cable & paper

10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
1k 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

ATARI REPAIRS

,

with cable and paper

£128.00 (£108.94 +VAT)

SONY branded

£28.00

Imperial House, St. Nicholas Circle

Citizen 120D+

(100% certified error free)

Neo Desk 3

ABEVILLE
COMPUTERS LTD

Colour kit with printer £24.00

£21.50 inc VAT

£55.00

ON ORDERS UNDER £100

£245.00 inc VAT

With house & mat

£29.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FITTING P&P £3

r \

£2.99 to £17.95

1st Word Plus

PLEASE CALL

Swift 24

£2.95

£4.95

Flight Simulator II

£209.99

MEGA ST 1 & 2

£9.50
£6.99

Squick Mouse

£29.99

PC EMULATORS

£10.95

Naksha Mouse

ATARI 520 STE SIMMS
512Kto

£5.88
£4.70

£49.99

ATARI 520 ST 2 MB/4 MB

(£329.00 + VAT)

Canon BJ10e

Inc. VAT
£4.70

Joystick/Mouse extension
4 Player Adaptor
ST Dust Covers
ST to ST Serial lead
ST Monitor plug to free end
ST Printer lead
Mouse Pocket

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)

ATARI 520 ST FM/M 1 MB
51 2K UPGRADE (fits all models)

3 year warrantee

ST SIMMS
Inc. VAT

UPGRADES anil REPAIRS

Deskjet 500
H.P. 300dpi Inkjet printer

2 year warrantee

Progression, transits, harmonics, midpoints, etc.
Superb graphics, 5000 year ephemeris, etc (from £25).
Also TAROT, GRAPHOLOGY, NUMEROLOGY, etc.

ATARI 520/1024 + MEGA ST

Most types in stock
from £4.70 inc VAT

£386.58

TEACH YOURSELF with our STARTER PACK

(Dept STU) 67 Peascroft Road, Hemel Hempstead
Herts HP3 8ER England. Tel/Fax: 0442 251809

Star
LC10
£149.00
LC200
£199.00
LC2410
£188.00
LC24200
£244.40
LC24200COI
£299.00
prices inc VAT, cable & paper

* DTP * Databases *Spreadsheets *Copiers *Emulators *Graphics *
*Wordprocessors * Accessories * Clip Art * Demos * Games *

£129.00
£134.00
£185.00
£252.63

Phone for ST Software catalogue.
Many titles inc. Educational.

£7.50
£32.30
£59.93
£540.50

DISKETTES
(lifetime warranty) SONY bulk
(100% certified error free)
Inc. VAT

10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
250 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

1k3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

£5.95
£19.80
£37.95
£84.89
£339.58

50 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock

£5.99

100 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock

£7.50

Phone for our 40 page catalogue
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices subject to variation without prior notification.
Established 6 years. We are closed Saturday afternoons.
Free parking. 2 minutes from M27 Junction 11.
Postage 94p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 + VAT).

UleServe
Larger items delivered
by Securicor

ST/U Dept
40-42 West Street,
Portchester, Hants.
P0169UW
Tel: 0705 325354

I

hesitated slightly when offered
the chance of reviewing That's
Write so I'd better confess my
prejudices.
1spent some time looking at
versionl.38 about 18 months ago and

was impressed by a fully-featured

A

File

Block

Type

Style

Layout

Edit

The work screens

Options

are slightly larger

foots,1

-~mn
IB

11

12

than if Gem windows

13

14

15

16

had been used - the

top of the first
screen is pulled

Symbol 14
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"EH

down to reveal the
second one behind it

Times 11

wordprocessor with numerous extras,

abcdefqhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

adequately fast and not unreasonably
priced; disappointed by the poor

1234567890-=l !"£$8Aa*0_+dolpin.tH

PI f)2

I

llliPage

lilLine

lllColunn
11

manual and a rather unpolished feel

to the program as a whole.
My criticalpiece wasn't published
but Steve Cassidy, who had reviewed
the program for ST World in August

12

1 |<>ll»l l<?

13

14

15

16

The Monkey and the Dolphin - from jEsop's Fables

'89, also seems to have been unable
to give it unqualified approval.
If 1.38 was unsatisfactory how
could the addition of 0.13 to the
version number make it much better?

When people go ona voyage they often take with them lap-dogs or monkeys aspets

It has, though there remain things to
be done.

Compo, the German/Dutch
company who produce and distribute
That's Write now have their own

enthusiastic UK division. The

programhas moved on considerably
and there are plans to take it further.

It is apparently the most popular
wordprocessor in Germany against

competition largely from Script2 and
1st Word Plus. It is certainly a Euro-

wordprocessor, having additional
dictionary files for German, French,
Dutch, Spanish, Swedish and
American.

Snapshot
That's Write is supplied on three
disks. The first two contain the

installation program, other program
files, font files and extras. The third
carries the dictionary files. The extras

Two years on from its original reledse, John Mallinson considers the latest
version ofwhet is cldimed to be Germany's best-selling wordprocessor

comprise a font editing program, a

programto convertSignum fonts for

monitor. The manual is much

the first thing you will notice is that

use with That's Write, an alternative

improved but still not exactly
generous in its explanations of the
program's functions.

Gem windows have been banished.

second screen is revealed by pulling
down the information bar at the top

This has probably been done in the
interest of speed as in general there is

shot.

file selector Auto folder program, a
versatile snapshot accessory for
capturing screen images and an
accessoryfor displaying the current
font's key allocation.

nothing like displaying text in
windows to slow things up: the

least a megabyte of memory and a

There are a couple of example files
on disk which you are encouraged to
study, but a program of this
complexity really needs a handholding tutorial section.
Although That's Wfite uses a

mono or medium resolution colour

standard Gem menu and dialog boxes

memory at the same time and the

The program runs on current
models of ST, STe and TT030 with at

That's Hrite - progran/printer installation

program is certainly faster at scrolling
and updating the screen than some of

1single sided 1

If you need to work with half a
dozen files in memory you will have
to buy Protext or Calligrapher: I find
two quite adequate.
An information bar beneath the

its brethren.

menu headings shows the cursor
position (not updated in real time),

Two documents can be held in

Nane: dolpin.tw

<> _

0

Page number offset

Drive:

of the first as shown in the screen

Footnote nunber offset

0

9

1double sldedj liEMElEl

This dialog is called up by
clicking over the file name on
the status bar. It lets you add
comments to the file name, see
when it was first created, and
set password protection

Author: Aesop - fron the Fables

Path:

Connent: Sanple fi e for That's Write review.
Change: 27.85 ,31 14 18

Creation: 27.95,91 14103

HP LaserJet+ (Diskdrive only) [Elite in printer]
HP LaserJet-*- (Floppy Disk) (Elite grafic font)

L"

OK

|

1Cancel 1

Page layout: [~*
Paper width;

8 inch

Left nargin:

8 picas

Right nargin:

6 picas

Top nargin:

6 lines

TOP nargin:

3 lines

Botton nargin:

E lines

Foot nargin:

4 lines

Paper length:

11 inch

HP DeskJet* (or DeskJet + Italic cartridge)

HP Deskjet* (Floppy disk)
HP Deskjet
HP Deskjet (Floppy disk)
The basic page layout is set here.

I

OK

I

Cancel I

The installation program has to be used to set up your

working copy of That's Write as the files on the original
disks are all archived to save space. The installed

program, fonts and associated bits and pieces eat up
about 1.5Mb of my hard disk

Note the different units in use -

inches, picas, lines - which can
be changed by clicking over them.

Ho,

of no limns:

1

, distance:

Nunber of lines at start 3,
Footnote distan ce:

3 picas

at end of paragra ph 3
1 lines

I find this sort of mixture utterly

confusing. Most programs which
can accept different measuring
units only allow one at a time

Separation line length:

1 OK I | Cane El 1

0 picas
1

Bclete

1Left -Head II Header I
1

1Left -Fo ot|| Footer I

current page layout and paragraph
style, insert/overwrite and caps lock
status, and the document name - all

of these items can be changed in
dialogs which appear if you click on
the relevant part of the bar.
Beneath this is the ruler with its

microscopic symbols for tabs (four
types), indents and margins. These

Different paragraph
layouts can be organised

Paragraph layc ut:

[o| Rl |*| left al igned

Heading level: 0

Default layout!

IHJJJ 1Centered

Justification:

IRight aligned

again a mishmash of
values can result.

Default font:

l«l Helv iflpt 1*1

Fortunately these settings
can all be made on the

can be moved or set with the mouse

but changes are not immediately

in this dialog. Pretty
straightforward apart
from the rather clumsy
Ruler dialog at the
bottom. This lets you set
margins, indent, and tab
settings and tab types:

Default style:

1 Italic 1 I Bold

1Superscript]

1 Underlined

ruler bar, and much more
easily

reflected in the document.

The ruler gradations are in
centimetres which may or may not
correspond to the units used when

defining the margins and tab settings
in the page and paragraph layout
dialogs - confusing.

1Striked through II Double underlined
Paragraph sepa ration:

0 m

Line spacing:

Ruler:

Subscript!

J LJJ

|-| L

1*1

0 picas

1 Delete

c

OK

1 ICancel

Style conscious
To get the best out of That's Write
you must acquaint yourself with the

keys for the first letter of the menu

columns. These are displayedin

title and the first letter of the

galley form onscreen (i.e. one above

idea of paragraph styles. This is a

function's name are pressed(e.g.

the other) which makes the effect

is worth checking how well That's
Write supports the printer you use.
That's Write is fairly well stuffed with

concept also used in WordUp, Write

Control-FS for Save in the File menu).
At first glance this seems a clever
idea but after longer use I still found

difficult to judge - a page preview is

features, all of which seem to work

sorely needed here and should, I am

reliably, though in some cases their
implementation is not as

and Calligrapher and, indeed, in DTP
programs such as Timeworks where it

is usually referred to as "tagging".
Each paragraph is tagged by a named
style using descriptive terms such as
"headline", "bodytext", "right
aligned" and so on.

A paragraph styling dialog lets you
define justification, font, font
attributes, line spacing and ruler

settings for each named style. If you
subsequently decidethat your body

myself hankering after the more

told, be forthcoming in the next
version. Space does not permit

standard Control-S for Save, Control-

discussion of all of That's Write's

X for Cut block etc. and using the

features in detail. Suffice it to say that
there are enough to meet most needs.
Macros, simple mailmerge, a sort
of outlining facility, index and table

menus far more than I would have

liked. As an alternative you may
switch to using Wordstar compatible
shortcuts: Wordstar is still widely
used commercially so this possibility
may appeal to some.

of contents generation, footnotes and

which have a somewhat thrown-

together feel. In particular I still have

of the program: it is not pretty in the
way that Scriptand Calligrapherare.
These days producing computer

text paragraphs would be better in

unorthodox. Click and drag uses a

10-pointRoman rather than 12-point
Swiss all that is needed is to change
the font and sizein the dialog and all

rubber-band box which can select

part of one line or the whole of

included.

paragraphs tagged as body text will
be changed.

several lines: more precise selections
need various combinations of

contents of headers and footers.

mouseclickswith or without pressing
the Alternate key. Microsoft Write
and WordUp handle block selection
most elegantly and other software

Layouts can be saved to disk: such

authors should take note. In addition

files will contain page layout details
and the associated paragraph styles.
If you use this idea fully you can
create and save templates for your
usual document types; it may take a
little time to set them up in the first

to the usual formatting facilities

The page layout dialog lets you
define margins, page length, and the

That's Write was one of the first

programs on the STto allow multiple

place but they will save a lot of

fiddling around later. Having got
used to paragraph stylesand page
layouts you certainly miss them if
you go back to a program without
such facilities. In terms of the

expected word processing functions
That's Write will not let you down,
and may at times surprise you. There
are no fewer than five buffers for

blocks of text which have been

copied or cut from the screen, and a
clipboard on disk can also be used.
None of these can be viewed

onscreen, however, so there is

considerable potential for confusion
and forgetting which block is in
which buffer. All menu commands

FEATURES: Fairly stuffed
with usefulfeatures,
althoughmure expenme
rivalprograms have mure.
Flexible use of multiple

hutworth getting togrips
with. A hand-holding

An area in which That's Write excels

rather let themselves down in this

area. I hope that more attention will
be paid to this in future releases.

Wordprocessors fall into two

categories: those using the
computer's system font onscreen and
the printer's fonts for output (Protext,
IstWord Plus, WordPerfect) and
those using "soft" fonts for both
screen and printer (Write, WordUp,
Calligrapher, Signum).
The advantage of the former
system is speed of printing. With the
latter, the gain is a much greater
range of typefaces at the expense of
slow printer output. If your printer

Overall the program can be
recommended. Its price of £99 is
quite high but many stores sell it at a
considerable discount. Protext and
WordPerfect have an even wider

range of features, implemented in
more depth. Neither can incorporate
graphics at all easily and neither have
That's Write's flexibility when it
comes to using multiple fonts; both
are more expensive.

Calligrapher is the other

has good built-in fonts it seemsa pity

obvious rival which does allow

not to use them.

multiple screen and printer fonts.
It is more expensive, rather slow
in its screen display (in the version

these it was possible to access the

worthwhile.

printer's fonts and thus print at high

Appalling

programmers though Messrs Erprath,
Hinsen and Zabell may be, they

is its use of fonts when printing.

correspond to fonts in the cartridges I
have installed in my printer. Using

manual would haw been

Excellent

software needs some of the skills of

that I have seen),but certainly
more powerful.

Helvetica screen fonts which

tutorial section in the

can be accessed from the keyboard
using a unique system of short cuts.
To call up a menu function the
Control key is held down and the

Intelligent printing

Compo supplied me with two extra
sets of fonts for the HP DeskJet. These
comprised a range of Times and

EASE OF USE:

reservations about the cosmetic side

the graphic designer and, clever

For this review Neal O'nions of

fonts.

Conclusions
The overallconcept of the program is
good but there are still aspectsof it

endnotes, the inclusion of graphics in
.IMG format, word count,
hyphenation, automatic correction of
capitalisation errors, and automatic
timed back-up of files to disk are

Block selection is also somewhat

sophisticated as it might be.

|.

speed, get a closer screen
representation of how things would

be printed than in, say, Protext, and
mix in soft fonts if required.
Such versatility is excellent and
not matched by any other program; it

That's Write
1.51

£99

Compo Software Ltd
7 Vinegar Hill, Alconbury
Weston, Huntingdon
CambsPE175JA

0480891819

SPECIAL OFFER

k

10 Bulk DSDD Disks for £2.99 if

purchased with 20 PD Disks

809 AIM 3.21, An image processing package, plenty of
docs. * DX *

WHY BUY FROM US?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

810 AIM V3.21 disk 2. This has colour images k

FIVEYEARS EXPERIENCE IN ST P.D.
FAST AND EFFICIENT ORDER PROCESSING
ALL DISKS ROUTINELYCHECKED FORVIRUSES
HUNDREDS OFDISKS TO CHOOSEFROM
ALL DISKS ARE SCANNEDFOR ERRORSAFTER COPYING
ONLYTOP QUALITY DISKSUSED

7) PRICE - AS FAR AS WE KNOWWE'VE ALWAYS BEEN LOWEST!

macros.*DX*

812 AIM v3.21 disk 3. Threemacro demos, PCB analysis,

shading correction &Abingdon Cross Benchmark.* DX
but not hard to master. * M *

820 SNOOPY, 25cartoons with displaver *C*
571 GRAPHS disk.Full ofutilities forprinting graphs. TOP
CHART.

336 ST FONT EDITORS. GEM fonts are used. Includes a
font loader that works as a Desk.ACC. Also a mouse

designer.

577 PALART. Excellent art program with full docs ondisk.

1) YOU DON'T LIKEANY OFTHE ABOVE

556 VAN GOUGH1 Dutch* STUDI02I Imeg ram), 2
colour art packages.

Excellent features. *C*

401 LOW COST CAD 6.20. PD demo version.

442 STCADv2.1, a medium or High res CADpackage.
Charactersbetween asterix's show special requirements:
"M" • Mono Res

"C" » Colour Res

"D" = Double Sided Disk

"X" = 1 Meg Ram

747 TURTLE, A HARD disk backup utility. PROTECT,

write protect Hard disk drives. HDUTIL. DSBMARK
testharddiskspeeds.
728 HEADSTART VI.1, excellent program thatallows you

to autohoot programs, inc. GEM from an Auto

UTILITIES

302 DAsinc. clock, calculator with Hex/Dec convn,free
Ram checker, 2games. Watch DA,

folder. +

729 RECOVER,copv specified sectors ona disk toa named
file on another disk. BOOT1INFO put any text on

328 Formatter, calendar, clock, dir printer, Disk Manager -

format, copy file, disk free k rename folder options. +
printer utility.
303 Reverse mono display. Fast copier. German Copier 11
sectors and 83 tracks. Hex dump prog. Deg-Neo,
Koala-Deg & Neo-Deg. File compressor utils. Tiny
Basic language 68K.
337 Hard Disk Drive Utilities. Boot from drive C, Dir

checking, back up utilities, Auto folders, &overcome

screen at boot up. FSCK vl.l File System Checker &
Repairer.

730 GEMINI Desktop replacement. All English version ofa
replacement Desktop simular toNEODesk.
384 Onthisdiskis a prog called LABEL EXPERT good
label maker. Preset formats for floppy disks, video, &
cassettetapes.

857 DISKMECH powerful disk analvser/archiver/ editor
with full docs.

the 40 folder limit.

881 100% IBM compatible formatter • 3.5" &5.25" for
DOS/TOS Manual pager, a way forUnix techies to

884 AMC GDOS, Atari's replacement forGDOS, used the
same. ARC SHELL vl.98. DISK TOOLBOX v2.03.

produce documentation. MEGA formatter. + lots

HYPERFORMATv2.56

584 MOUSE TRICKS, a .ACC thatgives theuserextensive

more.

379 GULAM CLI Command Line interpreter, 60
commands. Comprehensive instructions.
383 DRFLOPPY, disksector editor, SCODE makes ASCII

control over mouse movement k menu. QoickST

Speeds screen output.
843 AUTOGEM autoboots anv Gem program when

for easy data transfer. FORMAT plus. SORT, string
sorting.*more

745 STAR LC-10 PRINTER configuration utilities for1st

booting. XFORMAT2 extended formatter k VC
Spreadsheet.
883 MX-2 v2.3 a multi-tasking & user environment,

allowing up to7 concurrent tasks such ascompiling,

WORD & 1st WORD PLUS.+

746 SUPER VKILLER is a utility thatdetects 5 different
viruses, 7 anti-viruses &133 othertypes ofbootsector.
751 SUPERBOOT V6.0 THE latest version ofthisutility for

controlling your ST. Plus a good selection ofother
utilities.

438 REAL TIME MULTI-TASKING OPERATING SYSTEM,

a complete multitasking environment for the
experienced user,*D*
439 GEMDOS USERS GUIDE, a disk full of information
about GEMDOS. Excellentvalue

572 GEM PLUS. This isa great variant ofNeodesk. Alter
desktop icons, design your own, and dothe same with
progs.

381 dbMAN tutorial. Visicalc stylespreadsheet. Disk
formatter. Multi-purpose file print util. Mramdisk.acc.

printing, etc.*D*
842 DEC edit clone, Disk engineer v3.01 Do almost
anything toa diskvia GEM
GRAPHIC, FONT AND ART/DRAWING DISKS

323 Digitised pictures. 5Irom Raiders ofthe Lost Arc k 12
from Ghostbusters.

375 FONTEDIT v3.0, Editor & loaders for Ram &
downloaded fonts. Inc. area number of fonts, font data
disassembler +

397 DOODLE, This diskhastheoriginal Mono &Colour
versions. NEOCHROME v0.6.

578 ST GRAPH, A comprehensive graph, handles Bar,
Horizontal/Stacked Bar,Linek DotCharts.

376 FONTS2, Screen k desktop fonts. Columbia, Devoll,
Hudson, Saturn, Spokane,, Thames k Universal
Roman.

882 CHK 2.3 - Disk checker. Desktop Manager v2.1. IBM

876 DELUXE FONTMASTER v2.0 Print a large choice of

original fonts onan Epson/IBM/NEC compatible

MODIFIER alters DS Atari disks so that an IBM can
read them.+

885 PROMOUSE self-adjusting mouse accelerator.
RATTRAP locks out menus. TURBODOS. MAXIDISK

reset proof Ramdisk.
333 Printer drivers for usein progs such as 1ST Word,
Degas k Gemfont.
385 68000 assembler, an Address/Mailing list, an Autodial
Utility. Label printer +more.
824 P1CSWITCH 7 change resolution. Hi-Res k Colour
emus. BBOOT bootBdrive. SWITCHER - 2 progs in
memory. FSEL 5.5.

517 STE BOOTUP, boot uputility for STE's, gostraight into
medium res.

886 DIY DEMO, Make demos, features titlescreen &
scrolling message.

printer. 'MD*
388 A Pics disk includes Mona Lisa, Moon, STkeyboard,
Planet, Yoohoo,Saturn.+

392 A version of Neochrome & Neofun. A great art
package.

803 Amiga k Macpaint pic files plus PICSW1TCH which
canreadNeo, Degas, etc.
808 FRACKTAL is a fractal drawing program from
Germany. Fractal landscape prog.

Full docs. CALCPLOT, scientific calculator and

function plotter.

393 THE ARTIST, Agreat drawing package with all the
464 NEOCHROME MASTER, litis is a recent upgrade of
Neochrome. Inc. Extra cut k paste, etc. LOW RES only.

469 JILCAD, a good shareware CAD package. Lots of
features (2D)Add-ons available. *XD*

471 FONTS, Calamus PD fonts from USA. Advert,

Babyteth, Barnum, Carolina, Casual, Celtic, Chancery
Bold,Chancerv+ others*D*

conns progs andverv large helpfile.
APPLICATIONS - SPREADSHEETS, DATABASES ETC

826 DATABASE I, GEM driven database. Easyto use k
learn.Onlinehelpscreens.
827 STSHEET. Thisis a verygood quality spreadsheet.
Can be used as a Desk Accessorv.*C*.
830 HOME ACCOUNTS vl.O Pullin. 43 different

statements in memory. 100 entries per statement *C*
873 B/STAT v 2.01 This is a sophisticated graphing k
statistical analysis program *D*.

874 OPUS v2.2. This program isa GEM based spreadsheet

&charting program *DX*.
543 WGDATA, database, custom screen layout for data

input. Comprehensive docs.
537 DOUBLE SENTRY, Accounting prog. A fully working

accounts package that covers allaspects except VAT.

MUSIC

875 COMPOSER, musiccreation, uses ST's soundchipor
midiinterface, withdrumkitetc.There isalsoa player
program

755 PERSONAL DTB is a database forstoring yournames
k addresses k creating labels orpersonalise mail shots.
541 INVENTORY PRO v2.0 isa fully featured stock control

system. Very powerful.

370 Digidrum demo from Microdeal
570 CZ SOUNDS, xfer data from CZ101 to ST midi.

MASTER, demo sampled music sound.
371 Digitised music Secret Separation *DX*

432 TCOS database that allows data to be structured in a
tree arrangement.

433 ZAPCARD, easy to use card type database. Allows

550 Digital sound demo, Degas k Neo graphics. Quartet
demo, 4channel sequencer.'C*
373 Digitised Wind Him Up bySAGA. *DX*
870 SINGING CALIFORNIAN RAISONS 4 piece group of
singing raisons
720- MUSICWRITER, create music on screen, Also Sound

upto 1024 card's. BANKER Simular toLotus 123.
Comprehensive docs.
WORDPROCESSING k DESKTOP PUBLISHING
727ATEX, 6 DISK PACK, Includes TEX the document

processor &typesetting system. Comes with it'sown
programming language, handles graphics &equations
with ease. Comes with 114 fonts in 28 stvles.

ChipController.
SOUNDTRACKER

463 LOFT COMMS DISK. Ideal for the beginner, some

NOTSTE.

normaloptions. *M*

721A-B

364 PACK-ET-TERM v3.3A, a great radio package. YARP
splitscreen RTTY terminal
316 XMODEM, MODEM 7,a multiple file transfer utility,
transfer a whole diskinonego.Plenty ofdocs.
366 UNITERM v2.0a, docs inc.Superbcomms package.
Tektogem transformer prog
752 VANTERM 3.71 k 3.8 is just about the best PD
Communications package around

PLAYER

k

MODULES. ZOWEE, TIMDEMO, AUSIFOOT,
GRILLEDMUSIC1,more *2 Disks!!

536 CASIOCZ SOUNDS4 EDITOR, 2 Casio CZ series

synthesizer editors/librarian programs.
871 CHANNEL SCOPE,an earlv version of Midi Monitor

HIGH-TECH TRIVIA vl.2+*

535 ACCOMPANIST 2.3, midi sequencer program. 16voice
96bpm resolution. Loads offeatures.* C*
760 KYLIE MINOGUE, digitised sound demo with a slide
showofKvlie.*D*

753 XBIOS Music Construction Kit, a powerful song editor.
754 PERCUSSAMAN is a 4 track, 16instrument, digitally
synthesised sequencer.
750 SOUNDTRACKER PLAYER & MODULES. DDREAD1, D-DREAD2, PAT-MIX, RVB DEMO,
SPREAD.

Full documentation*"" 6DISKS!!!

DM* '

310 On this disk there are three versions of Includes

template &quick reference files.
835 1ST WORD Wordprocessor. Fully GEM based
professional wordprocessor.
831 (SS)841(DS) EASY TEXT vl.2- Fullyworking DTP

demo program. Fully Gem orientated using the

WYSIWYG presentation. 21 page manual ondisk. The
only difference between this and thefully working
version is thatthiswillonly print1/4 of a page at a
time.

363 STWRITER ELITE,v3 thelatest release ofSTWRITER. It's

asuperb PD Wordprocessor with text files, docs, etc.
877 STFOLDING EDITOR v0.9A Shareware 'folding' text
editor which allows sections, sub-sections k

paragraphs tobemade invisible sothe structure ofthe
document can be clear.

767 MICHAEL JACKSON - BAD, digitised sampled sound
&great graphics.
466 GHETTOBLASTER, a simple but enjoyable demo
designer. LOW RES.

477 MFP, music design package from Yugoslavia.
Comprehensive package inEnglish *DX*
PROGRAMMING/LANGUAGE DISKS

574 6800ASSEMBLER. Assembler. This disk is full of the
assembler and it's associated files.

702 STOS SOUNDFXCREATOR, Create sound effects for

STOS games inthe format ofSTOS banks.
325 XLISP vl7, Experimental object orientated language.
Includes masses of docs.

GAMES

343 SHERLOCK, Aduedogame Sherlock. ElBozo City,
Sci-Fi textadventure.AroundThe World In 80 Days,
collect 17 souvenirs in order to succeed.* M *
340 ARKANOID CONSTRUCTION Kit.'DX*

544 AYATOLLA, Your border is under attack from
terrorists.

868 ROBOTZ, Very playable game with excellent graphics
&animation. There are40levels forvoutocomplete.
847 FRUITMACHINE simulator.

352 Eamon isan Adventure game writing write yourown
games. Comes with5games
856 CHESSNUT, is a 3Dchess game. SPOOKS is a great

828 STOS RUN, is a utility that enables you to runSTOS
programs without STOS.

531 COMPUTER P1NBALL, as it sounds. DEVASTATOR, a

shapes k the ST draws the ones inbetween. Full docs.
396 MASTERPAINT, Agreat drawing package with some

312, 313 k 314, C LANGUAGE DISKS 1, 2 & 3 of

576 TALESPIN. The wolf and the 7 kids. This was intended

Elementary C,a setof3 disks ofprogram toillustrate
tothe beginner theuse of'C. Each prog includes C

324 ADDRESS LOG, On this disk there's a limitedaddress

book &label printer, a disk catalogger that auto disk

excellent features k it works in Mon & Col. LITTLE
PAINTER

394 P1CWORKS, This isa utility for enlarging, reformatting

directories etc.

k manipulating pics upto3times normal size. *M*

360 APascal disk with a large selection of programs and
their source codes.

source code.

361 A68000 Assembler, selection ofprogs inFORTH-83, ST
Logo, ST Basic &OSS Pascal.
305 CPM EMULATOR,CPM-8 version 2.0, runs at 2

megahertz.
306 CPM UTILITIES, to utilise disk 305.

FULL BUDGIE RANGE STOCKED -

308 GEM CLASSES, 1 to 17 takenfrom Antic magazine.

PRODUCTIVITY DISKS (PRO)£3.95

Good tutorial.

334 CCOMPILER, boot up utility, ramdisk, and command
lineinterpreter.

sim-simulation plat• platform arc-arcade

813 PROGRAMMING EDITORS, 3 editors, CONTEXT v2,

BU02 FOOTBALL88 Sim

BUOSPRODARTSsim

BU08SPECULATOR Sim

BU11MAELSTROMarc

BUM GOLDRUSH plat

BU18PARABELLUMplat
BU26 CARRIER ATTACK battleships

BU21 IMPULSEarc

BUI 7MAKE ABREAK quiz
BU23 SPACE BLOB plat

BU31INFERNOboulderdash

BU33 CRYSTAL CAVERNS cavesadv

BU34SAFEASHOUSESboard

BU36DOGFIGHT arc

BU41 EXODUSarc

BU38BUDGIES CROSSWORDS

BU44 EXTERMINATE arc

BU51 SPACE DUEL arc

BU« THE VILLAGE adv

476 MODPAS, Pascal Compiler, docs. 'D*

850 FONTKiT 3.31 An excellent font program. *D*
880 COLOURBURST 3000 v0.2, This program allows you
to add different colours to pictures from other
packages. *CX*
888 ANI-ST, animation system. You draw the initial &final

836 BICLOCK to set time/date.CoderSetprinterfrom
desktop. MONOEMU v5.0,

GAMES (BU)£2.95

475 MKRSCGEM resource construction util.
COMMUNICATIONS DISKS

540 PUBLIC PAINTER Anexcellent art package. German

WHY NOT?

2) YOU DOLIKE SPENDING MORE MONEY THAN YOU NEED TO!

440 C TUTORIAL, superb diskmanual that provides an
excellent intratoC programming.
474 GNU GDB, sourceleveldebugger. SZ ADB, M/C
debugger for SOZOBONC.'D*

BU58 BERT THE SQUIRT plat, excellent!

BUS4AUTORAMA racing

BU61 DIZZY LIZZY II
BU65 DOUGLAS 2
PROl ELECTRONIC BANKSTATEMENT V1.3*D*
PR05 THESPRITES PORTFOLIO Vl.l *D<
PROIO CLASSROOM MATHS
PR012ASTROLOGY
PR017SPLASH - ART PACKAGE FOR3-10YEAR OLDS

BU68BLACKSCAR MOUNTAIN
PR03 SPRITE MASTER

PR07MUZEXX MAKER"D*

PROW FUNTIME-3-7 YEARS

PRO-ED and P-EDTT. Docs.

PACMAN clone.

BELLUM INTERNECINUM,

Galaxian clone.

3Dgame, &a DARTS game.
asa first adventure forchildren aged 5-9.
518 Cribbage, Othello, Yahtzee.
519 WIZZARD'S LAIR complete text k graphic adventure.
780 UNDER BERKWOOD Amassive graphic adventure.

781 MAKE ABREAK, Agreat Trivia game leaning heavily
towards Snooker rules.

403 FLYOVER, abombing raid game, reasonably difficulty
405 BOXING CHAMP, fight theworlds top10champs.
409 ESCAPE FORM THE TOMB OFRA, collect jewels to

prolong vour life, find the secret passsages, and ifyou
can, getoutalive.
410 MUTANT, Areactor ina nuclear powered mine goes
outofcontrol. You must gettotheendcavern and
destroy it.

359 On this disk thereare a large number of Pascal
documents, programs k source codes.
839 Nigel Smith's ST 68000 Ref. guide v2.0 gives a popup
guide toAssembly language.

413 MARS MAZE, good platform game. Work your way
upthrough thelevels, getthefuel pod before your time

887 SOZOBON C,Probably thebestPDCcompiler.

421 COMPANY, business simulation.
422 MOTORBIKE, drive vour bikearound and
BLACKJACK.

851 The STOS products'demo. Covers thelanguage,
compiler, Maestro &Sprites 600.
759 SPRITE EDITOR. Create k save your own sprites.

Excellent Sprite design program that has several fast k
flexible routines.

runs out.

419 CHESS, a vervgood implementation.

423 TARK, great text adventure. You areTark, priestess of
theFirst Church, inherbattle against theDemon ofthe
DarkDesire. D k D type.

200 GULF TORNADO, awesome scrolling shoot 'em up. Blast those Tanks, Missile
Launchers &Migs. Not Public Domain. EXCLUSIVE TOUS.
£2.50

467 BATTLE FOR THE THRONE, a role playing adv.
418 THE NAME GAME, based upontheSun puzzle.
CLIP ART

521 Various human figures, different cartoons, Titles +
522 Sports figures ofhigh quality, July 4thlogos.

710 VIRUS Save theCPU from a virus outtodestroy it.
402 JITTERBUGJhe ship containsrare alien lifeforms
which youhave tocatch.
406 TRACKER, destroy theenemy tracker base.

407 OVERLANDER - shoot 'emup where you fly inand

523 Children's whimsical k elaborate fonts & Christmas

card images.

524 Food images, Atari ST & Fuji logo etc. Disks,
Computers, Robots &otherSci-Fi.

destroy the enemy base.

408 CHANCE, Defeat the Archons. You have to fly through

their defence system and destroy themothersnip.
414 STEEL, a good scrolling shoot 'emup where you can

525 Faces & Eyes, concentrating upon expressions,
Horses, Building plan symbols & somedifferent
Christmas images.

blast everything insight.
326 Arcade games including Warzone, Daleks, Haunted

526 American trademarks from the 1920's & 1930's. Some

317 The games on thisdiskare Battleships, Checkers,
Maze(.ACC), Megaroids(Mono) Pool.
547 ADDICTION, a great version of the card game

veryatmospheric images.
527 Various borders, tints etc. Higharty & cartoons Picasso tosmall fluffy animals.
732 IMCSHOW, IMGVIEW show progs, fruit, over20
arrows &Access symbol.
733 Occasional Clips, Various Characters etc,
735 Herbs &Kitchen parts.
738 Humorous clips +individual letters A-Z.

736 More Arrows, Artdeco, Breakfast, cups/glasses &
morekitchen parts,
737 Babies, Boys &girls,
739 More Girls, Scrolls &Occasional clips.
GAMES

764 YAHTZY, Anextremely popular game.
799 BOMB OUT BROTHERS, Compilation disk No.l.
MAD MOLE, greatversion oftheBoulderdash, LASER
RACE, defeat enemy laser cars in thearena.. ALIEN
BLOCKADE, based upon thearcade game QIX.
548 ENGLAND TEAM MANAGER. Football team

management. MILEGAME isa card game.
563 DARKNESS IS FOREVER, adventure full graphics in
Mono or textonlyinColour.

House & Mousemess.

patience, great graphics (notSTE).
329 Checkers, The Original Adventure, Pool &a funChess
game. *M*

345 PUZZLE PUZZLE, jigsaw puzzle games from
Genua ny.*M*
863 SLEUTH, A CLUEDO stylewhodunnit. LOCATION

CRISSLEFRIDGE, You're Denby k you must dispose of
radiation canisters.

891 SUPERBREAKOUT, There areover 40brick types all
withspecial features.*M*
554 NAPOLEON, conquer europe. *M*
761 EMPIRE BUILDER property development simulation.
LOST TREASURE, you have to recover the lost
treasure.

762 RUSH, rush around moving bricks in order tocreate a
wayout for the ball.Game where you headbutt
attacking rats.
566 DIE ALIEN BLOB, a great shoot 'emup.
742 TREASURE SEARCH, find the hidden treasure »D*

582 STUMPED play international cricket, Control of team
selection *D*

565 SKIDPAN, Amotor racing game.
529 STOCKMARKET, Wheeling k dealing. GALACTIC
WARRIORS, a goodshoot'em-up.
532 ADVENTURE SOLUTIONS 1 - Solutions to over 25

advs. CrowleyManor, Amazon, Zork 3A, 2Bk
3,Enchant,+ others.

344 BALLER, arcade castle k cannons game. *M*
309 ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM

553 IST SERVETENNIS,tennis simulation

766 TUNNEL VISION, Agreat maze game

552 BERMUDA RACE 2, The challenge is to sail to
Bermuda.

354 Diamond Miner isa multi-screen game with a built in
games editor. Snafu &a cardgame called Skat,* M*
855 EXPLODE isa fairly original game where you have to
outwit thecomputer. BALLZONE isanArcanoid clone
controlled by the mouse. JITTERBUG, You rescue
aliens from a 'dying' spaceship.

562 INVASION, advset ona huge spaceship, Over 100
locations to beexplored &puzzles tosolve. CRICKET,

528 FLOYD THE DROID, an ultra fast shoot 'em-up,
warplanes, accurate details, fly 'solo'. Full

351 HACK 1,a Dungeons k Dragons text adventure with
graphic maps.
581 TOP OF THE POP, Climb uptheTop 50
350 MINEFIELD &MISSILE twoarcade games *M»

documentation.

507 SKULDUGGERY, Mono/Colour, Guide a cave mite

Sampled soundisa realblast.
530 AIR WARRIOR, a Flight Simulator, witha choice of

705 HARRIS WENT SKIING, You have togetHarris across
a busy road tobuySkis.

text simulation.

580 LEAGUE SOCCER, Play the full league
programme week by week. Full control over player
selection.

around cavernscollecting diamonds.100levels.

347 SPACEWAR isa good arcade game. FIRESTORM, uses
themouse. AZAR1AN shoot 'emup,beat theinvading
Thraxx

349 SOLITAIRE with 3Dgraphics. MACPAN is a Pacman
clone. Galaxy k Sprengmeister arestrategy games *M*
508 ATOMS isa mentally challenging game for 24 players.
KILLERCHESS. AMMOTRACK's a race k blas't'em

most printers.Screen dumps pictures. Some features
disabled but still useable.

448 CYPHER: Encodes pics so that they cannot beloaded
into normalart packages(& copied or modified)
LITTLE GREEN SELECTOR: great file sel. replacement
withmany features lacking in the Atari version. Full
docs. WPTOOLS: A.ACC thatgives extra facil ities to

game.

1ST Word and 1ST Word Plus.

348 PACMAN, TRIVIA QUIZ,YAHTZEE

511 SCANNER a checkers game, SPACEWAR, 2 space
shipsbattle itout

515 SHIPWRECK, educational maths with graphics.
514 A DUDLEY DILEMMA, ADV. game. You guide a
student atHarvard University.
782 NAVAL BATTLE, Battleships

707 CENTAURI, a Horizontal scrolling shoot 'emup.
783 CHESS, MONOPOLY, BACKGAMMON

412 GRAND PRIX, good fast raring game
416 WHEEL OFFORTUNE, quiz based upon the TV
programme.

417 HEDGEHOG, Frogger clone.

411 KEY TO ATLANTIS, Goaround collecting various
treasures toprolong yourlife.
ST P.D NEW ADDITIONS

785 MOVIE CONSTRUCTOR: animate objects & textto
create stunning effects. Examples inc. FACE
ANIMATOR: design a face then letyour ST animate it.

449 LLAMATRON: Agreat Shareware game by Geoff
Minter. Beware of the mutant Llamas in this shoot'em

up.1/2& lmegversions included. *D*
450 REVENGE V2.01: Super intelligent document
displayer, which makes file reading a dream. Full docs.
451 VIDEO POKER: Afaithful rendition ofa Las Vegas
poker playingmachine. Docsincluded,Shareware.
HAPPY WORM:Guide the worm around the maze.

452 DERRICK THE DROID: A great mixof platform,
Shoot'em up &puzzle game. Select from 6 levels to
play. Collect theredk bluetokens.F7;F7
453 CHORDEX: Simple but effective musicians tool, leam
major k minor chord shapes, it canconnect to a Midi

keyboard k play chords automatically.
454 MEMFILE 2.0: Memory anddisk editor with powerful
features, runs asa .ACC and you can actually examine
theprogram you are running inmemory. DLII: Check
disks, retrieve deleted files &editdata directly on a
floppy or hard disk. REORG: Companion prog for

*M*

786 SIMPLE DRAW V3.4: Agreat artpackage that works in
medium k high Res. Degas compatible samples
included. (Docs foreign)
787 HYPERTEXT: Shareware prog suitable for the
production ofvery professional documents. Simular to
a DTP butmore flexible, pics &text easily mixed on

DLII. Examine data on a disc related to one file and

rewriteit forbetterdiscmanagement, docs.
455 NAMENETAn excellent database that runs in Med &

High res. Large amount ofdocs, and includes an 01 to
071 /081 telephone number converter.

456 VANTERM COFIG: Presetconfiguration file for
Vanterm v3.8 with most of the best bulletin boards k E

screen *MD*

mail services included. CODE FINDER: Decode

443 ATARI TOS1.4 FlXERS(STFMs with Rainbow TOS):

telephone coded byentering thedialing code andit
will give you thetown. STARNET: is a fully featured

POOLFIX.PRG &TOS14FIX.PRG for fixing O/sbugs.
CACHE.TTP forspeeding updisk access. Full docs.
444 XCONTROL: ATARI'S latest TT control panel accessory
foral!STs. CPXs included; Color Setup, Configure
CPX's, General Setup, Modem Setup, Printer Setup,
Sound SetupfSTE only), Window ColoursfTT only)

Bulletin Board System withcomprehensive docs.
457 HDSCAN 1.6: Comprehensive shareware harddrive

manager with full docs. ST TYPE: Nifty little program
thatgives youtheTOS, GEM k AES version numbers

of your computer. DCMAX TRACK: Agreat little
utility totest how much data your disk drive can safely

andAccelerator. Plenty ofdocs ondisk.
445 ULTIMATE VIRUSKILLER V5.0: Detects 60 viruses.

This cutdown version kills only 1 virus persession
and some features are not fully functioning.
CALSHOW: is a superb calender prog with great

copewithover&abovethe normal9 sectors 80tracks.

DCDISK INFO: Shows how much space is lefton a
disk byagraph! cal representation.
458 TETRISClassic 2D tumbling blocks game that's highly

features and has loads of American historical data

addic tive(MONO). PUZZLEMANIA: Multi level

already programmed. Comprehensive docs.

mayhem, highly addictive puzzle game wher you have

446 SNOW FLAKEFRACTALGENERATOR: Generates

curves based on theVon Koch snowflake principal,
withdocs. DIARY: A greatdiaryand address book
utility, a must for keeping track ofevents and people,

to plan your way around the maze, turn on the
generator andtrapthedroids.(COL)

459 STINGRAY DEMO:"Anything can happen in thenext
half hour!"

with docs.

447 FLEXIDUMP PLUS: Working demo version, Okwith

BLASTERdefender clone.

PD DISK CATALOG
ONLY 60P OR FREE

OTHER ITEMS;
EASY TEXT PLUS commercial version
INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE book with disk

..£18.50

WITH ALL

(+ 2 free PD disks)

£20.00

BULK DISKS - DS/DD135 tpi fully certified
GENERAL

588 STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO NO.2 - Megabang,
Robomix, &Magiceys. *D*

10- £4.99

25 - £10.99

567DELERIOUSDEMOH/D*

DESK ACCESSORIES k UTILITIES

568 THE DEFINITIVE DEMO, byTLB *D*

GAMES DISKS

301 Dir printer, various RAMdisks, Snapshot screen save in
Degas format, spooler k a Desk Ace. loader toenable
youtoselect which DAs youwant toload.
385 68000 assembler, anAddress/ Mailing list, Autodial
Utility -date/time input. Label printer.
824 PICSWITCH 7changes allgraphic resolution. Hi-Res &
Colour emulators. BBOOT, boot from your Bdrive.
SWITCHER, switch between 2progs inmemory. FSEL

329 Checkers, TheOriginal Adventure, Pool anda fun
Chess game.'M*

EDUCATIONAL

589 STEVE'S COMPACTEDDEMO DISK NO,3 Micromix, Stingray &Ballit*D *
569 SLATATANIC CULT, DemoI & II *D+
358 GFABASIC 1, A run-time version of CFA Basicis

included with plenty ofsamples.
549 POOLS predictor, that includes a data

462 AUTOROUTB DEMO, Demo version is highly
useable, covers thesouth ofEngland.
465 POOLWISE V3.5, Sophisticated pools predictor.

872 KIDCRAPH,

KIDMUSIC,

KIDPIANO

KIDPOTATO forchildren from 2-5 years *C*
559 KIDPUBLISHER, Kidsong. Numeric go round,
Braille.

424 DOT2DOT, join the dots to make pics.
KIDCOLOUR, foryoung children. KIDSHAPE.

425 MIX'N MATCH, an excellent game where you
mustpicktwomatching cards,

426 THE BODY SHOP, a great prog ideal foranyage
group, locate bones andorgans.

MED RES.

586 LIFE'S A BITCH, demo *D*

435 NEWGEN V4: very good Genealogy prog. Can
print familvtreesetc.

437 BUSINESS LETTERS, 100 business styleletters.
SPREADSHEET, visicalcclone,
587 STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO DISK NOT - Bat

Demo, Micromix II,FujiBonk,*D*
889Virus killer, a mono res" emulator, Art utilities,

OIDS demo &aSpace Invaders game.
821 POV6, Space acedemo, Starwars Rap, Bouncing
ball + others. *DS*

807 SKY MAP, will display over 1500 ofthebrightest
stars.

356 FAST BASIC 1,Aselection ofFB progs. There's an
address database, & others.
575 CONSTELLATIONS, an Astronomers disk *M*.

701 PLANETARIUM, look at planet &getstatistics on
them.

357 FAST BASIC 2, A selection of Fast Basic progs.
FILECOST.ACC, usewithFastcomm, &more

802 THE PLANETS, Aslide show around theplanets

with plenty of pics, facts &figures.*D*

832 STTOUR, Guided tourofyourSTintutorial form.
833 YOUR SECOND ATARI MANUAL - A text file of
the book. A must for all ST users.

593 TRANSYLVANIA DEMOby TLB * D *
594 SOUNDCONNEXIONSDEMO*D*

595THENEW YEAR DEMO, byTCB. *D*

427 SOLAR SYSTEM GEOGRAPHY, loads of data on
thesolar system.

428 GEOGRAPHY TUTOR, a great shareware package,
full of all sorts of info.

429 ZOO MAKER, a game with a difference, you are
asked questions and the computer tries toguess
the animal.

704 WORLD MAP GAME Locate places around the
World.

825 Spelling made easy

341 BARNYARD pair animals from memory.
Smoothtalk demo. *C*

564 CHUNNEL, A French to English &vice-versa
tutorial game, *C *
538 TYPING TUTOR (1).

744 PERFECT MATCH, Try and match cards 2 at a
time.Questions & answers.

539 TYPING TUTOR (2) A very good full
documentation.

557 SPELLING MADE EASY, The computer speaks the
word, you then type inthe correct spelling. Words
included.

558 MATHS MADE EASY, Another great prog with
speech synthesis.

430 ME FIRST, a prog where thepics have tobeputin
the correct order.

431 COLOURING BOOK, Superb prog for young
users.Draw pics& thencolourthem in.

PRICING
1-5 disks £1.49 each

ORDERS OVER £5

50 - £19.99

6-10 disks £1.25 each,

11 disks and over 90p EACH

Payment by Access/Visa/Mastercard/cheques/POs.
Prices inclusive of post, packing and VAT. International orders welcome +
10% of total,

Air Mail 50p per disk up to 10 disks then plus 20p per disk 11 &over.

545 UPSTART An excellent shooting the cherries game,
uses the mouse. Sampled sound and great graphics.*S*
765 COMPANION isashoot'em upmission inouter space.
343 SHERLOCK, Aduedo type game. El Bozo City isa
Sci-Fi text adventure. Around The World In80 Days,
collect17souvenirs in order to succeed.*M *
544 AYATOLLA, Yourborder is under attack from

307 Boot Double sided disks. Disk speed checker. Araster
sprite generator. Floppy diskindexing system for
catalogging vour disks. Index prog.+ more.
854 DATABASE CONSTRUCTION SET isa verv good PD
Database. SPELLER'S a spellchecker. DEFSEL
fileselector, comprehensive inst. F-COPY. DOS.ACC,
show files, format disks, digpmtr, setkeyclick &chk
free memory. MONST isa disassembler.

513 FUZZBALL a great platform game

585 ANTIDOTE, Superb Virus killer for detecting k killing

708 STAR TREK -THE NEXT GENERATION, Agreat

all bootsectorviruses,comesas a .ACC, CLIis a .ACC

Command Line Interface. Help for command list. BIT 7
STRIPPER removescontrolcodes from Wordstarfiles,

RUN LENGTH ENCODER gets more into limited

terrorists andit'syour job tostop them.
546 SLIDER, a very good quality puzzle game with 3levels
ofplay.

512 ZOG agreat blasting game. SUPER SENSORI, repeat
thepattern ofmusical notes withcoloured buttons.

707 CENTAURI, Ahorizontal scrolling shoot'em up. One
ofthebest produced inSTOS todate.

strategy game, with some good digitised effects and
good graphics. Based upon Star trek. *DX* NOT STE
403 FLYOVER, abombing raid game. Fly over thesea and

bomb the enemy ships. The defensive fire isvery

memories & saves memory.

834 DOUBLE CLICK formatv3.03 9/10sectors, 80/82

tracks, regular/fast format options. Formats Magic
disks, place MSDOS bootsector, loads offeatures.

MEGAMINUTE v2,l Hard drive backup utility.
382 Aselection ofarchive utilities, including ARC,

intensive.

404 GLOB, you collect cherry cakes while avoiding
pursuers. Inst, foreign butvery easy topick up.
415 BATTLE COMMAND, agood version oftheoriginal
Missile Command.

EXSQUZ, SQUEEZE, STPACK, STSQ, UENCODE &
TAU a text file archiver,

703 STICKER III, Agreat program for creating disk labels.
844 DISKMAN isadisk utility NEW WORD's awordpro.
Mike's Ramddisk, anAlarm clock & WPTOOLS,
written for 1ST word.

746 SUPER VK1LLER isa utility that detects 5different
viruses, recognises 7anti-viruses k 133 other types of
boot sector. MUG FORMATTER, this prog formats
disks inseveral different ways k also immunises them
from most known viruses. TLC SUPTE offour progs
forgetting more from yourST.

422 MOTORBIKE, drive yourbike around thetrack inthis
good simulation. CHECKERS andBLACKJACK
EDUCATIONAL

859 REBUS WRITER, Design k print Rebuses -a 'code' in
which pictures k symbols areused torepresent words.
It'sveryeasyforchildren touse&lotsoffun.

555 WELCOME TO CHEMISTRY V2, Excellent prog
introduces chemicals gases, atoms, radioactive
materialsand more (NOTSTE).

564 CHUNNEL, AFrench toEnglish k vice-versaa tutorial
game, withwords &shortphrases. *C*

NO GIMMICKS!! JUST HONEST PRICES
Telephone your order NOW or any time, order line open 24 hours a day, seven days aweek to

03548 590
just quote ihefollowing; credit card Name, initials and address, and the numbers of the disks that you require.
or post to:

COMPUTER CONNECTIONS, DEPT STU, ASHLAW HOUSE EUXIMOOR DROVE,
CHRISTCHURCH, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE. PE14 9LS

'///////////////////////////////////////////////////'

LIVE IN LEEDS?
... THEN LETS GET SERIOUS!

*

WARPZONE P.D.L.

3

WE HAVE MOVED!

DOMAIN SOFTWARE &
FOR THE ST a STE

PUBLIC

Why not visit Leeds' no.l Atari ST Dealer
at our new City centre superstore?

SHAREWARE

We a i m ~t o give you the most PD. for your money
** Not less than 250-300k per S/S disk «»
«* Not less than 500-600k per D/S disk »»
A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR LIBRARY

We specialise in DTP, MIDI, GRAPHICS, and BUSINESS
%

UTY-10

Gemini replacement Desltop + utilities.

serious software plus, of course, the full range of Atari
ST computers and related hardware. All on demo too so
you can TRY BEFORE YOU BUY. And if you want
competitive prices, we've got them too...eg
520 STE Discovery Pack
£279
1040 STE Family Curriculum
£389
£309
520 1 Meg
520 2 Meg
£369
520 4 Meg
£459
48 Meg Hard Drives
£469
SM124 (when bought with 1040)
CALL

UTY/21

Sticker,Best ever disk labe Her, 1 00 + icons.

PC Emulators

CALL

UTY-22

Label Expert + 10 more progs for printer.
Hard Drive Backup + Desktop environment*

MegaSTE's

CALL

a '/'in prefix indicates D/S a '- ' indicates S/S
The Jungle demo,colour & sound to show
STE/1

off your STE + a fix for the med.res. bug.
STE/3

SLIME

GEN-2

to show I great colours & stereo sound.
ST Tour, the perfect disk for beginners....

BALLS

+ AN-COOL DEMOS two

GEN-5

Adventure freak ?, fine write your own

MID/1

PSS Special, over 700k (165 files) of
progs for Yamaha PSS series keyboards.

MID/14 Name That
UTY-6

Tune with 101 midi tracks.
14 utilities inc.Formatter,Ramdisk,clock,etc.

UTY-23
MB-3
MB- 1 0

All prices include VAT and are subject to change without notice
PLUS
for the MIDI MUSICIAN
an exciting range of
Yamaha, Roland and Cheetah synths, keyboards and four tracks.

Virus atidote,Archiver,Textedit + 9 more.
B-Boot.Diskmech.ST-lnit + 1 0 more.

N ig ht c r a wler + 5 adv. /sr at edge y games.

Why hop between computer and music stores when you can get

y. G AM-7 Clo w n s + Rocket C o mmand.8 -bit clones
Air Warrior,Best PD.Flight Sim.with manual
V, G AM

IS
^

applications and always have in stock a great choice of

S/S

4, D/S

1-9

disks

£1.25

1 - 9

disks

£1.75

100

NEW

DISKS

1O + E 1 . 00

10+£1. 50
THIS MONTH

the best advice and deals under one roof.

inc.postage
inc.postage

Miditech

/• Send SAE.for new catalogue or
for: Intro-Disk ( C a I a lo gue +700k of progs.) a
£ 1

0. 0 + S A E

WARPZONE P.D.L.

53 ROPEWALK, RIVER St.
St. JUDES, BRISTOL BS2 9EG

I

MIDITECH, 54 THE BALCONY
MERRION CENTRE, LEEDS 2
0532 446520
Access & Visa Welcome

'W7777777777777777777777777777777777777777722ZE7R

SOCCER GLORY
£13.35

Soccer Glory gives you the choice of being Player Manager or Club Man
ager only. Whatever your choice this exciting and realistic game will

require skill, good judgement and luck. We have researched teams, play

ers and soccer tactics to add realism and the pressures on a current 1st

Division Manager. Success will be hard to achieve but very rewarding.
Over 1,200 named players, all with individual playing skills. Transfer mar
ket, English/Euro cup competitions. Players' contracts, physio's and
coach reports, injuries, penalties, goal tally, named, goal scorers, etc, etc.
Take the challenge and obtain Soccer Glory

THE RACING GAME
£13.35

An exciting game designed for the horse racing enthusiast
Manage, train and race 36 horses in Britain, Europe and USA.
Race your horses over 5 furlongs to 2 miles in Group, Listed, Grad
uation, Stake, Cup and of course the 5 English Classic races. Form,
fitness, going, draw and distance all affect results. Training sched
ules and jockey instructions. Full betting market, stewards enquiry,
photo finish, financial and success reports, save game etc, etc.
All orders despatched quickly and by 1st class post Send cheque or postal order to:

TANGLEWOOD SOFTWARE,

157 Warwick Road, Rayleigh, Essex SSG 8SC. Proprietor j. moss

IME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME
N o w that we have spent a
couple of months getting

note from a one octave major scale of
C and asks you to guess its value.
If you choose correctly by playing
the right note on your Midi keyboard

more advanced applications. This

printf("\7") and STOP causes the pro
gram to wait for an alphanumeric key
to be pressed by using Bconin(2).
Now that we have a simple
method for generating random num

month I would like to delve into the

bers we can have some real fun.

try another by hitting the spacebar

our feet wet I think we are

ableto take a look at someslightly

workings of the rand() function.

At this point you may be wonder
ing what in blazes this has to do with

Midi programming. Just bear with me

for a fewmore paragraphs and all will
be revealed.

A version of rand() will almost cer

tainly be included with your C pack
age. For this reason 1will not go into
how rand() actually works. Suffice it

you are congratulated and invited to

Many types of automatic composing

for the next note. Ifyou are wrong,

or improvising programs are based on
a system of constrained random
number generation.
The type of constraint used dic

you are suitably admonished and

tates the style of music produced. My
Avant Garde jazz program (JAZZ.C)
uses very little constraint beyond lim

invited to continue.

The main innovation in this pro
gram is contained in the function
question(). This function returns a
note value restricted to the notes of a

C major scale. If we think of a chro

iting the range of notes to two

matic scale in terms of numerical val

ues starting at 1, then a scale playing

to say that in most cases randO

octaves. Forthis reason the resulting
"music" is just slightly less effective

all possible notes within one octave

returns pseudo random numbers in

than a performance by a

would be as follows:

the range zero up to the maximum

demented cat placedon a key

positive integer value.
One limitation of rand(), however,

board.

is that each time it is initialised, say
by stoppingand restarting a program,
it effectively goes backto the top of
its (long) list of pseudo random num

bers. For this reason it is necessary to
employa system of "seeding" the
generator to prevent repetition.

Seeding
This involves giving the rand() func

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

CHROMATIC C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A
This program uses the tried
MAJOR
C
D
E
F
GAB
and tested Note_On() and
Note_Off() procedures from last
A major scaleof C arbitrarilystarting
month. Pasting these in with the ranat C = 1 would only contain the note
dom() and seed() functions from
values 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12, or in

abovewill cut down your typing con
siderably. The main procedure simply
seedsthe random number generator
and then calls the playjazz proce
dure.

other words, would not contain the

accidental (sharp or flat) notes 2, 4, 7,
9 and 11. Byusing this information
to create a note filter question()
restricts its activities to testing only

Playjazz calls in its turn random()
with an argument of 24 or two

major scale notes.

tion a different starting point in its

list every time an application usingit

octaves in musical terminology. I

resulting value to bring it up to a rea
sonable range on the Midi keyboard.
Awider range of notes, say one or
two octaves, could be attained by

initialises. The srand() function is

have added 48 to the value returned

used for this purpose.
My first program this month

to bring the range into the centre of
the keyboard. The final twist is in
using random() once more to provide
a bit of rhythmical variation in the

(RAND.C) uses both these functions

to produce a list of random numbers.

Youwill notice that when the pro
gram is run it produces an entirely
new list each time. Trydeletingthe
seed() function and you will notice
that the program now producesan

identical listeach timethe program is
run.

The seed() function uses time()
from the library time.h to supply a

delay() procedure.

The avant garde program is by no

statusbyteof 144from a Midi key
board connected to the Midi in port.

rated in the above.

Some of the detailsof syntax may
have to be alteredto compensate for
your version of time(). In the case of

Avant garde
Keychanges could then be intro
duced by altering the range value 1
set at 48. In addition, the rhythmical
area could be improved by introduc
ing rests and some type of rhythmical

Lattice C the "t" argument must be a
long integer.
The argument sent to the ran-

The final program (EAR.C) is our
most ambitious outing so far. Once

dom()function specifies the range of

again using seed, random, Note_on

random values returned. This is

and Note_off from our libraryof rou

achieved simply by taking the modu

tines will cut down typing consider
ably.
In addition delay() can be utilised
by removing the random() line
included in Avant Garde Jazz.

lus of the value returnedby rand()
using the range variable.

The #include list for your C imple
mentation may vary. With some ver
sions it may be necessary to #include

Explore and expand

giveyou a starting point for your
own explorationof this fascinating
area. Atechnique I use in my next

starting value for srand(). Since the

mentations of C on the Atari will let

plied by 12 and adding the result to
the return value x.

The answer() function simply waits

system time is constantly being

you read the system time.

using random(l) or random(2) multi

means going to take the musical
world by storm, however it should

program Ear Improver to limit the
notes random() can produce to a
major scale could easily be incorpo

updated this willbe different every
time it is called. Again, most imple

Once again a factor is added to the

structuring.

I would recommend including the

math.h or stlib.h. Finally I should

initialise() procedure from last month

mention the the two useful macros.

to clear the Midi buffers before the

BELL rings the Atari bell by using

program starts. Ear Improver plays a

for a note on for Midi channel one

When it receives this it returns the

value to main() which then uses both
question and answer values as argu
ments for the procedure result().

This program could easily be
expanded to produce an effective ear

training facility, testing major and
minor scales and chords over various
ranges.

In addition, the program would
benefit greatlyby having a compre
hensivescoring/statistics facility per
haps incorporating a Gem menu
front end.

I hope you have fun exploring
some of these options or feel inspired
to create a bebop improvising or Bach
playing program from the bones of
my Avant Garde cat.
Next month, I will take a look at

how you can integrate the Atari inter
nal sound generator with Midi and

also produce chords from single notes
played on a Midi keyboard.
C vou later.

RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUi
go ahead.

SERIALNO is a 24-bit serial number

INERLEAVE Determines the order in

which is written to the boot sector.

which sectors will be written on the

Setting the value to $1000001 forces

disk.

a random serial number to be gener

SIDE Selects the disk side (0 or 1).

ated.

TRACK The track to be formatted.

DISCTYPE can be 0, 1, 2 or 3,

SECTRS The number of sectors per
track. The standard is 9, but most

although 0 and 1 refer to 40 track
disks. 2 signifies a single sided 80

disk drives can read disks formatted

track disk, and 3 a double sided one.

with 10 sectors per track.
drive This selects the drive being

EXECFLAG determines whether the

To produce the prototype boot sector

Now that may look a bit complicated,
but it's really quite simple. The only
thing that is reallyworthy of any

in the buffer we need the following
program segment:

attention is the buffer. This should be

fill startdO) to start(10)+tength(10),0

a memory bank of at least 8Kin
length if you are going to format with
9 sectors per track. I prefer to use 15K

trap 14,18,,t BUFFER,.I $1000001,.w

do this we use yet another XBIOS
function, #9. The Stos command to
do this is:

trap 14,9,.t BUFFER,.! 0,.« drive,,w
sector,.w track,,w side,.w count

Obviously,
track to
the sta:
what al

ThisWBK^Jj^function

how ma^y^&lfto write. Now you
supposeyou would only have to

HKkKi single sector, butyou would

the first 512 bytes <

Wewrong. Try it. You'll find your disk
will throw up a disk error every time
you use it.

we can now alter;

with a statement such as BUFFER =

Instead you need to write a whole

start(bank_no).

feed do

For a standard <

The program segment that will lay
.

the CoverDisk as STOS01.BAS. ^A

produce the boot se ^Midwip

sector 1 on side 0 of the disk, and to

Having made our boot saj| •
(memory bank 10 ij

to the address of the start of the bank

with two function^a^trap 14,18 to

remains to do is to place it on the
disk in the right spot being track 0,

SIDES+1,.u 0

The variable BUFFER should be set

a boot sector on the disk. This we do

duced a correct boot sector, so all that

BUFFER = startdO)

to be on the safe side.

For the ST to be able to recognise
the disk, and use it, you have to write

We've laid down the tracks and pro

boot sector is executable(l) or not(0).

used.

down the tracks on your disk is on

poke (BUFFER+20),TTL_SECTRS/256

nothing. For this <

FTple, however,

track, so count would be set to the
number of sectors formatted per track

sectors on a double sided disk.

on your disk. Therefore, the Stos
command to lay down the boot track

pRWiurnber of sides on the disk

would be:

should already be written into the
prototype boot sector,but I never
leave anything to chance, so I always
poke that information in with:

trap H,9,.t BUFFER,.! 0,.w drive,.« 1,.w
0,.w 0,.w SECTRS

let us assume we want 82 tracks of 10

After each successive trap call dreg(0)
will contain 0 if the call has been suc

poke (BUFFER+26),SIDES

Next we need to poke in the number
of sectors per track with:
poke (BOFFER+24),SECTRS

HoweTOijifyou are using anything
A l l the calls we need to for
mat a disk are found in the

XBIOS (the extended Basic

Input/Output System). All are
accessed via a trap 14 command, and
the three functions needed are:

just builds a neat disk formatter

information into the boot sector

this simply multiply SIDES by

around the three XBIOS functions we

yourselfas the function call trap
14,18 simply produces a standard

TRACKS by SECTRS so;

have used this month.

on the disk.

TTL.SECTRS = SIDES * TRACKS * SECTRS

boot sector.

Now we can poke that information in

disks after formatting - don't trust

in Table 1. Out of this lot there are

with:

any valuable data to them until you
are certain you can get it off again!

poke (BUFFER+19),TTL_SECTRS mod 256

The structure of the boot sector single and double sided disks:
Address

Useage

0- 1

Branch instruction to

the XBIOS function #18. The Stos

2- 7

'Loader'

3 Write boot track to disk.

command would read:

8-10

24-bit serial number

have to call function #10 a total of 80

trap 14,18,.t BUFFER,.I SERIALNO,.w
DISCTYPE,.u EXECFLAG

times, with track numbers from 0 to
79. The Stos command would read:

The various variables we need have

trap 14,10,.I BUFFER,.I 0,.w drive,.w
SECTRS,.w TRACK,.w SIDE,.w INERLEAVE,.I

the following meanings:

$87654321,.w $E5E5

BUFFER is the address of the buffer

$E5E5 The value that will be written

in memory we are using. You should

into each word of each sector as it is

clear the buffer before using it with a

written. The standard value for this is

command in the form of: fill

$E5E5.

start(lO) to start(10)+length(10),0

$87654321 The constant $87654321

otherwise your boot sector won't

must be used or formatting will not

work properly.

80 tr SS

80 tr DS

executable boot program

prototype, and this is done by using

2 Produce a boot sector in ram.

To format a disk with 80 tracks we

Well, I think that's enough to keep

you going. Remember to check your

The standard boot sectors are shown

interested in - those found at bytes
19 & 20, 24 & 25 and 26 & 27 - as
these allow us to make up a boot sec
tor that will correspond to the format
we require.
First of all we have to produce the

1 Laydown the tracks and sectors

you should look at carefullyas this

Finally we need to poke in the total
number of sectors on the disk. To do

only three values that we are really

follows three basic steps:

You'll find the file "FORMAT.ACB"

on this month's CoverDisk which

other than a standard 9 sectors per

#09 - Write a sector

The way in which is disk is formatted

error.

track format, you'll have to write this

#10 - Format a track
#18 - Produce a boot sector

cessful, or a negative value (meanings
given last month) if there was an

11-12

Bytes per sector

512

512

13

Sectors per cluster

2

2

14-15

Reserved sectors

1

1

16

File allocation tables

2

2

17-18

Max number directory entries

112

112

19-20

Total sectors on disk

720

1440

21

Media descriptor

248

249

22-23

Sectors/file allocation table

5

5

24-25

Sectors per track

9

9

26-27

Number of sides to disk

1

2

28-29

Number of hidden sectors

0

0

510-511

Checksum

Table 1

TIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUNTIME
ferent channel. The sound chip uses
direct memory access (DMA) to fetch
samples from memory, and two inter

rupts are provided to allow samples
to be run together. The sample
address registers are buffered to make

the join between samples seamless.
Volumeand Tone control is pro
vided via a National Semiconductor

LMC1992 volume/tone controller
which also allows the sound from the

original sound chip to be mixed with

addressesof the sample, and are set

initialised so that an interrupt

by placingeach of the leastsignifi

is given at the end of a sam
ple. This can be done before the first

ory one word at a time, these

not the last byte or word of the sam
ple. Forinstance, if the sample is 100

ume/tone controller. There are three

sample, once loaded, can be

on the CoverDisk which demonstrate

played by setting the mode
control register, placing the

programs.

The samples on the diskare ready
for use with the example programs,
and are not in STEPlay format - use
the Read option to load them into
STEPlay if you want to edit them.
The DMA sound chip on the STE

provides mono and stereo playback
for 8-bit samples at one of four differ
ent frequencies, from 6.25 to 50 kHz.
Sample values are in the range -128

to + 127, these values representing a
positiveor negativespeakerdisplace
ment at a specific point in time.
Stereo samples interleave the left
and right channel data, so each alter
nate byte from memory goes to a dif

ble sound, play once
ble sound, loop forever
fraie base address high
frame base addeess middle
frame base address tow

frame address counter high
frame address counter middle
frame address counter low

(r/w)

frame end address high

(r/w)
r/w)

frame end address middle
frame end address low

$ff8920
r/w)
sound node control:
bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
use

» . . . . r r

m - 0 = stereo mode, 1 = mono
rr - 00 = 6.258 kHz frequency
01 • 12.517 kHz

mode

10 = 25.033 kH>.
11 = 50.066 kH

sample is started, since no interrupt
will occur until playback starts.

after a specified number of repeats,
Timer A must be set to Event

MFP's interrupt enable A and inter

Countdown mode. This is done by
setting the Timer A data register

rupt mask A (ieaand ima) registers,
and has two registersto control the
mode, the TimerA control register
and TimerA data register.
The original state of the MFP regis

the next address is needed, and then
setting the Timer A control register to

ters should be saved, and the Timer A

example 68000 source codeprograms
the techniques explained here, each
fully commented, plus STEPlay, an
STE sample playing utility which can
be used to edit new samples for use
with the example code or your own

Sff8912

interrupt vector replaced with the
new interrupt handler. Timer A can

eitherplaythe sample onceor repeat
it forever. The enable registercan also
be used to stop a sample at any time.
Usingthese registers a single

how to program the STE's
DMAsound chip, and the vol

$ff890e
$ff8910

start address + 100.

The sound mode control register

- ena

Sff8908 (ro)
(ro)
(ro)

bytes long the end address will be the

sets the frequency and stereo/mono
mode for sample playback, and the
enable register can then be set to

- ens

11

$ff890a
$ff890c

Timer A uses bit 5 of the MC68901

word just afterthe end of the sample,

01

$ff8902 (r/w)
$ff8904 (r/w)
$ff8906 (r/n)

number of times.

isters are for the start and end

addressesshould alwaysbe even, ie
word boundary. The frame end
address is actually the address of the

enable register:

- disable sound (default state)

DMA sound active line of the

For sample playback the
Timer A interrupt needs to be

cant three bytes of the address in the
relevant three registers.
Since samples are read from mem

(r/w)

Detection of the start or

sound chip. The Timer A
interrupt is easiest to use,
since it does not depend on
the type of monitor con
nected and can also be pro
grammed to interrupt after a
sample has been repeated a

Using DMA sound chip

$ff8900

end of a sample is provided
by both the TimerA interrupt
and the GPI(7) interrupt,

back of the machine, ideal for con
necting to a hi-fi, and is also mixed

The DMA sound chip on the STE is
controlled by 11 memory-mapped
registers. The frame base and end reg

chip registers

ished.

which are connected to the

monitor output.

DMA sound

sample is playing, and will be
used by the sound chip when
the current sample has fin

the DMA sound output. Sound out
put is from two RCA jacks on the

with the Yamaha sound chip for

T h i s month's article describes

In fact, since the sample
addresses are buffered, the
next sample address can be
loaded up while the current

then be enabled. To get an interrupt

(tadr) to the number of loopsuntil

8. However, since the address of the

next sample must be loaded up before
the end of the last repeat of the first
sample, the repeat value for the first
sample must be decremented by 1.

Thiswillthen givean interrupt at
the end of the last but one repeat,
allowing the address of the next sam

ple to be loaded up ready for the end
of the last repeat. Once all the MFP
registers are set, the sound chip can

be enabled, using 3 to giverepeat
play.

If the first sample is only
to be played once, the

start and end addresses of

addresses for the second sam

the sample in the frame
address registers, and
then setting the
enable register to
either 1 for a single

ple can be loaded into the

frame address registers as
soon as the first sample has
started playing, and will be
used by the sound chip
when this sample has played

repeat or 3 to repeat
forever. This is

once. If the tadr is then set

shown in example

for this sample an interrupt

program A
(DEMO_A.S) which
loads a sample and
then plays it until
space is pressed.
To play a
sequence of different
samples, it is neces

will occur at the end of the

last but one repeat, ready to
load up the start and end

of one sample so that

addresses for the next sample.
At this point, the sample playing
can continue under interrupt con
trol, with the interrupt handler load
ing up further addresses and setting
the tadr accordingto how many
times each sample is to be played.

start and end addresses of

The interrupt handler must also clear

sary to detect theend

^

the next sample can be set.

bit 5 of the isra before returning, to
x3

•

TIME RUNTIME RUNTIME RUI

RUNTIME R
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Interrupt control
MFP Interrupt vectors:
$134

Timer A vector

$13c

GPK7) mono monitor detect vector

MC68901 MFP configuration registers:
$fffa03
$fffa07

$fffa0f

$fffa13
$fffa19
$fffa1f

Active edge
Interrupt enable A
Interrupt in service A
Interrupt mask A
Timer A control
Timer A data

Timer A uses bit 5, GPI(7) bit 7
Shift mode register:
$ff8260

Shift mode

Forinterrupt at start of sample:
Screen mode Active edge

2 dono) Positive - or.b #$80 with edge

to program, since it gives an interrupt
every time a sample starts playing
and has to be used differently
depending on whether a
monochrome or colour monitor is

connected to the computer.
This involves reading the screen

mode and changing the active edge
for the GPI(7) interrupt, and an addi
tional trick when using this method
is to change the edge so that the
interrupt occurswhen a sample starts

> returning, to re-enable lowerlevel
interrupts.

This may seem confusing, with
the program always havingto be one

playing. This allows the address of
the next sample to be loaded up

step aheadof the sound chip so that
addresses are ready. Example program
B (DEMOJ3.S) demonstrates this

when the current sample begins,
rather than at the end of the previous
sample.

method, and the best way to get a

feel for how it works is to explore the
source code, particularly the way in

this seems to cause problems
with loading up the address

0,1 (colour) Negative - and.b *$7f with edge

registers in time for seamless sample
playing, and can lead to the address
being used when it is only partly set.
This can give very strange results,
with the sound chip playing other
parts of memory, including screen
memory, rom, and even non-existent
memory!

Example program C shows how to
use this alternative interrupt to
achieve the same results as using

volume to -40dR, use the address of
the volume/tone contoller (%10), fol

lowed by the three bit code for mas
ter volume (%011) followed by the
six data bits (%010100 - 20 = -40dB).
To send the data, set the mask reg
ister to $7ff, then write the data regis
ter. In order to ensure the data has

been sent before proceeding the pre
vious value of the data register is read
before any data is sent.

Timer A, as well as demonstrating

Afterthe data register has been set

how to program the volume/tone

with the new value, the program
waits until the data register returns to

controller.

Volume/tone control

Apart from the above differences,

its previous value, indicatingthat all
data ha« been shifted out of the regis

which the sequence is startedoff.
The problemwith this method is

this method works the same way as
the one for Timer A, except that as

The volume/tone controller is used

that it uses the ST's last free timer. In

soon as the first sample starts playing

STE. This is a serial bus accessed by

demonstrates the techniques

order to avoid this, a second interrupt

an interrupt occurs.

has been provided by using the

explained above by allowing the
parameters to be changedusing the

GPI(7) mono monitor detect inter

The active edge can be set the
other way around, to give an inter

two registers, a data register and a
mask register, and allows for other
devices to be added to future

function keys.

rupt. Thisrequires a little more care

rupt when eachsample finishes, but

machines by giving each device a
unique address.
The mask register indicates

As well as being a "nice touch" for
sample playback, the volume/tone

Volume/Tone Control

via the microwire bus added to the

Microwire registers:

which bits of the data register are
valid, and is set first.
This is because the contents of

$ff8922
5ff8924

microwire data register
microwire mask register

Volume/Tone addresses and parameters:
Master Volume:
Left Volume:

10 011 DDDDDD
10 101 xDDDDD

RightVolume:

10 100 xDDDDD

Treble:

10 010 xxDDDD

Bass:

10 001 xxDDDD

Mix:

10 000 xxxxDD

to use the sound chip and
volume/tone control in one particular

that device.

way. Other problems will requiredif

For the volume/tone controller

the address is %10, followed by
three bits indicating which

parameteris to be set, followed
by 6 data bits - not all data bits

Volume/Tone data values:

ume/tone controller is always set
to $7ff (all the lowest 11 bits

Treble/Bass:
Mix:

0 -12 (0 = -12dB, 6 = OdB, 12 = +12dB)
0 - 3 (0 = -12dB, 1 = Mix PSG, 2 = don't mix PSG, 3 = reserved)

effects by panning from one speaker
to another using left and right vol
ume, and to fade sound in or out in
mono or stereo.

The mask register for the vol

Left/Right Volume: 0 - 20 (0=-80dB, 20= OdB)

contoller can be used for stereo

as the registeris written. The data
register gives the address of the
device, followed by the data for

Where x indicates don't care, and D is a data bit.

0 - 40 (0 = -80dB, 40 = OdB)

Example program C (DEMO_C.S)

the data register are sent as soon

are used for certain parameters.

Master Volume:

ter.

valid).
Values for the data for each

parameter are in increments of 2
dB. For instance, to set master

The example programsshow how

ferent techniques, but the same prin

ciples apply, and the explanation and
examplesgiven here should show
enough to allowthem to be adapted
for other uses.

• Next month's article will take a

good look at how to make use of
the STE's improved video shifter

chip. Until then have some fun
with the sound chip, and don't be

afraid to play with the code pro
vided - that's what it's there for.

DUMP PLUS
SUPERB pf\J ATTT) DUMPS
FROM YOUR LULUUlV PRINTER
SuperbColour/Mono Graphics Dumps
Vary Dump sizefrom 1mmto 10metres in length
Select part of screento be printed
Choosefrom a variety of densitiesand passes
Colour correctionfor best possible colour
Colour cataloguefunction. Put a picturedisk in and
Flexidumpwill print a miniature of each picture
and print the titles.

Also includes a complete production label program
Other features include Text insertion, X Reflect

YReflect, Mirror, Upturn, Fill,Rbox,Random,

Invert, Frame, Block, Circle, Sketch, Uprightor
sideways Dump, Auto Calculateson 1:1 Aspect
Ratio or Deselect this and Stretch the Dump.
Ideal for use with T-Shirt printing ribbons.
FlexiDump Plus (2 Disks) Colour and Mono

9 and 24pin drivers included only £39.95

Don't throw away your plastic printer ribbon cases when the
ribbon wears out. Just take the top off, take outthe old ribbon and
reload itwith a new one. It'ssimple. Full instructions supplied.

Reloads ton-

Star LC200 9Pin 4Colour (Normal Ink) 5Reloads
Star 24 Pin 4Colour (Normal Ink) 5Reloads
Citizen Swift 4Colour (Normal Ink) 5Reloads

only£23.50
only £28.20
only£39.95

Normal ink ribbons available in Gold, Silver,

Magenta, Orange, Purple, Brown, Green, Blue, Red
for a wide range of printers.

T-Shirt Printing Ribbons
PRINT ON NORMAL PAPER IRON ON T-SHIRT

4 Colour Citizen Swift
4 Colour Citizen Swift (Reload)
4 Colour Star LC10
4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin
4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin (Reload)
4 Colour Star LC200 24 Pin
4 Colour Star 24 Pin (Reload)
1 Colour Citizen 120D/Swift
1 Colour Star LCI 0
1 Colour all Star 24 Pin

£29.61
£13.16
£12 22

£29 61
£12 22
£33.84
£14.10
£7 99
£7.52
£8 93

1 Colour Epson FX80/LQ400/MX80
1 Colour Epson LX80
1 Colour Epson FX100

£7.05
£5.64
£9.17

1 Colour Panasonic KXP 1080
1 Colour Taxan/Canon 1080A

£8.93
£9.87

Heat transfer Pens5 largered/orange/yellow/green/blue,

FlexiDump Mono 9 pin printers £19.74

Large pens have a market size nib

Above prices includeVAT and Carriage.

£11.75 a set

Heat transfer Pens5 smallred/orange/yellow/green/blue,

How toorder: Enclose cheques/PO made payable to
CAREELECTRONICS or use Access/Visa.

Recycle It

Small pens have a fine nib
£9.87 a set
T-SHIRT RIBBONSNOW AVAILABLE IN RED,BLUE, GREEN,
YELLOW and BLACK AND FOR A WIDE RANGE OF PRINTERS

VISA

CARE ELECTRONICS
Dept STU, 15Holland Gardens, Garston, Watford, Herts, WD2 6JN.
Tel: 0923 894064 Fax: 0923 672102

Phone ourorder lineon0923 894064 (Answerphone outside normal hours)
AtariROM Cartridgetakestwo 27256 or 27512 EPROMS

£11.28

50 Colour Pictures

£14.57

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE

AMAZING
Armour-Geddon £15.75
Double Sided Double Density with Labels
Price

Quantity

£4.30

80

£7.80

100

£9.95
£11.50
£12.95

120

Price

£27.60
£32.90

£39.40
£48.95

150
200
300

£14.25
£16.00

£61.95

400
500

£18.25

Lemmings £15.75

LATEST GAMES

Brat
Chuck Rock

£15.96
£15.96

CyberconUI
Eye of the Beholder

£15.96
£18.95

Gods
Heroquest

£15.96
£15.96

Killing Cloud

£15.96

Mega Traveller I

£18.95

PGA Tour Golf

£15.96

Powermonger
Railroad Tycoon
Speedball2
Supercars 2
Super Monaco GP

£18.95
£21.86
£15.96

£15.96

SWIV
Turrican II

£15.96
£15.96

£15.96

£91.90
£119.90

Monkey Island

£15.96

Viz

£15.75

£149.75

Nam

£18.96

Wonderland

£18.95

Full No Quibble Replacement Guarantee
BOXES (with keys, labels, dividers)
50

80

100

120

5.60

6.30

6.80

8.75

Orders accepted for any games not listed above

Canon BJlOe Bubble Jet Printer

£259.95

Canon BJlOe Bubble Jet Ink Cartridge. ..£18.25

I Cumana CSA354 3.5" External Drive

All prices include Postage & V.A.T. and are effective until October 4th, 1991.
Credit Card Orders (9am-10pm 7 Days)

071 608 0624

Cheques/Postal Orders to:

DataGEM Limited, Dept STU, 23 Pitfield St, London .SI1 6HB.
Showroom open Monday-Friday 10am-6pm, Exit 2 Old St Tube.

£64.95
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SPECIAL OFFER
520STE £269
FIRST WORD PLUS £44.95
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GOLDEN Image Scanner

Q T

400 DPI comes complete with
the acclaimed Touch Up software

The BEETLE Mouse
At 320 DPI and with its

ST Format Gold Award Winner

smooth palm hugging shape

100 200

the Beetle Mouse is the newest

and best mouse vet available

]99I/

•too

for the ST.
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Wealso supply kits for the budding DIY'er

GASTEINER Mega Drives
All drives are autobooting and parking.
30MB
50MB
60MB
85MB
52MB

28ms
28ms
24ms
24ms
11 ms

£349
£409
£449
£489
£419

GE Soft Host Adaptor
Includes SCSI lead & OMA lead

£69.95

MEGA KIT, as above but also Case,
Power Supply, LED'S, and Screws £170

Professional
Monitors
NEC Multisync

The TRACKBALL

3D

Switchable between Atari andAmaga
with the third button "Click and hold"
feature this must be the best value

Quadram 1480

Trackball at

Audio out
£24.95

,,

<**

")r\ r \ f

39-95

£499

Multisync £399
Switch box with

GASTEINER 2x2 Ram Upgrade
Easilyupgrade your 520 or 1040 to 2.5 MBor
Mega 2 to 4MB

£149.95 inc high quality ram chips.

All these andmany otherproducts at:GOLDEN Image

Optical Mouse

GOLDEN Image Mouse
Sleek and smooth this

Amazing accuracy and
reliability with the first
optical mouse for the ST.

rodent is perfect for those
with a gentle touch

only £39.95

22*99

Prices maybe subject to P&P charges. Please telephone to confirm.

Unit 12A Millmead Business Centre
Mill Mead Road London N19 OQU
Tel: 081-3651151

Fax: 081-8851953

GASTEINER,,
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COMPUTERS
Atari

SOFTWARE
{Desktop Publishing
Timeworks Publisher

£24.00
£34.00

MEGA DRIVES

Draw Art
Borders

£39.00
£24.00

Gasteiner Mega Drives

WordProcessing
1st Word Plus (English)

POA

All drives are autobooting and parking.

520STE (Turbo)

POA

30Mb 28ms
50Mb 28ms
60Mb 24ms
85Mb 24ms
52Mb 11ms
100Mb 11ms

£349.00

520STE 4Mb

£429.00

1040STE 1Mb
1040STE2Mb
1040STE 4Mb

£349.00
£429.00

POA

V.

£299.00
£349.00
£399.00
£449.00
£409.00
£499.00

£509.00

Mega STE

POA
POA

TT

EGA KIT

£229.00 "\

Philips 8833 II
Atari SM124

Megakit, as above but also case
DMA Cable

£129.00
£34.95
£7.99

PERIPHERALS

£499.00
£399.00

Golden Image Mouse

Free Switch Box with Audio Out

j

Gasteiner Mouse
Alfa Data Mouse

PRINTERS

Golden Image Optical
Golden Image Scanner

Panasonic
KXP-1081

Bettle Mouse

Track Ball (click & hold)

£155.00

KXP-1180
KXP-1123
KXP-1124i
Star
LC-10

Track Ball
Printer Cable
Midi Cables

£159.00
£209.00
£269.00

10 x Sony Discs
ST Clock

£19.95
£17.95
£19.95
£29.95
£149.95
£29.95
£29.95
£24.95
£6.00
£6.95
£9.95
£23.95

£269.00
£249.00

Canon BJ10

MEMORY
J

Gasteiner 2Mb for ST,

STEM & Mega 2

LASERS
Panasonic KXP 4420
Atari SLM 605

£849.00
£879.00

HP Laserjet IIP

NEC 560P (Postscript)

£149.00

Databases
Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional
Prodata

Credit Cards
Welcome

Plotter and Printer Drivers
GIST
Genesis

Spectrum 512
Mark Williams C Version 3.0
csd for the Atari ST
GST Macro Assembler
Fractal Generator

£109.00
£49.00
£15.00
£15.00
£15.00
£89.00
£89.00
£89.00

GSTC

Prospero C Compiler
Prospero Fortran

£169.00

£159.00
POA

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Flash

START
Panner ST

£89.00

£169.00

£59.00

Stand-Alone Programs
COLR Object Editor
Crystal
Maps & Legends
Datamap Collection 1
Datamap Collection 2
Expert Opinion

Quicktran

4Mb

£45.00
£35.00
£45.00
£69.00
£45.00
£15.00
£15.00
£24.00
£15.00
£15.00
£24.00
£19.95
£24.00
£24.00
£20.00
£20.00
£15.00
£34.00
£24.00

Languages

£25.00

l/2Mb
2Mb

POA

Page Streamer Pro

3D Fonts I
3D Fonts II
CAD 3D 1.0

STE

POA
POA

Kermit & Remote

Navigator

POA
POA
POA
£6.95
£35.00

PIE

Valuetime Budget Range
Let's Make Calendars &:Stationery
Let's Make Greeting Cards
Let's Make Signs & Banners

£8.00

£8.00
£8.00

Spreadsheets

C-Lab Notator
C-Lab Creator
Cubase

£429.00
£269.00

K-Spread
Logistix

£79.00

£449.00

LDW

£89.00

Cubeat

£229.00

Word Processors
That's Write
Write On
Protext

Calligrapher
Calligrapher

Architectural Design Disk

£49.95

£849.00

£55.00

Fleet ST Publisher
Calamus

£32.00
£24.00

Antic Cyber Series 3D Design and Animatiot
Cyber Studio
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture
3D Developer's Disk

Unpop Board

Music

Sage Fin Control

£65.00
£34.00

Base II

£75.00

£1799.00

£76.00
£35.00
£379.00

Small Business

£29.00

1/2 Mb

ATARI ST SOFTWARE
Accounts
Sage Cash Trader

£29.00

Prospero Pascal

£169.00
£299.00

LC24-200 (Col)
LC24-200 (Mono)

NeeDesk 3

Drawing Programs
Easy-Draw 2
Supercharged Easy-Draw 2
Easy Tools

Cartoon Design Disk
Future Design Disk
Human Design Disk
Microbot Design Disk
Video Titling Design Disk

PRO MONITORS
NEC 3D
Quadram 1480

Replacement Desktop

Data Manager Professional

£99.00
£59.00

(includes SCSI lead & DMA lead)

and power supply
Power Supply

POA
POA

Atari SC1224

£55.00
POA
£44.00
£10.00

1st Word Plus (USA)
Word Writer
1st Mail

Databases

Syquest 44Mb Cart
GE Soft Host Adaptor

MONITORS

£59.00

other languages also available
Timeworks Publisher Tutor
Scan Art

520STFM

520STE 1Mb
520STE 2Mb

Tel:+44 081 365 1151
Fax:+44 081 885 1953

£29.95

POA

Miscellaneous
Deluxe Paint

£49.00

Hyperpaint

£24.00

£45.00
£109.00
POA

"THIS MONTHS SPECIALS"
Atari 520 STE

Trade and Educational
Orders Welcome

£129.00

£269.00
J

GASTEINER

Unit 3 Milimead Business Centre, Millmead Road, London M;

el: 081 365 1151. Fax: 081 885 1953. Mon-Fri (9.30am-5.30pm) Sat(9am-2p
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The PC magazine for tomorrow!
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TIMEWORKS
PUBLISHER 2
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PC TOOLS
VERSION 7
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rite ultimata
toolkit tried

BACKUP
SOFTWARE

til?
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How to keep

your date safe

PLUS. . .

a Mb.

• No t efcoofc PCs
• 486SX vs 3S60X
• Midi and comms

• Portable printers
- and more help
and advice In

09

The UK's fastest-growing PC magazine

9l770963ir159008

HI

Keep right up to the minute with the
latest developments in the PC world
- and those still in the pipeline.
• Reviews, features and tutorials covering the very best
of the new PC hardware and software

• PC Solutions - where our team of experts get to grips
with a wide range of problems sent in by readers.

Each issue has pages of the latest shareware
reviews PLUS a cover disk packed with
Iwsmf'i

uare - and it's AB

77 ELYFREE!

Available in both 5.25 & 3-5 formats

A12 month subscription costs £35.50 - call the hotline on

051-3571275
Orwrite to: Europress Direct, Ellesmere Port,
South WirralL65 3EB.

The revdmpedversion
of Harlekin hits Britdin.
Deniel Whitehead

takes a deep breath
and investisates

Dial icon. It takes up a fair sized
chunk of the manual and is pre
dictably the hardest feature to get

I f there's an acid test for a utility
package like this then it's to sit a
mug like me in front of it and see
what happens. Half a day later I'll
either be frantically clicking icons
and getting nowhere fast, or I'll be
sporting a smug grin as I slip from
one directory to another, manipulat
ing files and generally looking very
professional. So into which category

used to.
The sheer volume of features and

possibilities will probably mean that

even the most experienced user will
have to consult the manual to gain
the maximum benefit. Luckily the
manual uses plenty of examples to
talk you through each stage until you
can go it alone.
So what of existing Harlekin own
ers? Is it worth upgrading? Well, if

does Harlekin 2 fall?

The main problem with packages
of this type tends to be the manual.
Four hundred pages of technical jar
gon and long sections on how to
maximise buffer space doesn't exactly
make for exciting bedtime reading.

you really take your applications seri
ously then it might be worth your
while to know that Harlekin 2 is

more economical on memory space
than its predecessor, because it loads
programs only as it needs them. This

The manual for Harlekin, however,

is written in a relaxed, friendly way
that doesn't require a degree in com

can be slow so it is advisable to either

puter science to understand. It takes
The front end of
Harlekin reveals

the user through the package step by
step, although the more experienced

the many options

users can skip straight to the nitty
gritty.
This foolproof introduction makes
Harlekin ideal for ST owners who are

taking their first tentative steps away
from games and into the murky
depths of serious applications.
Don't be fooled into thinking that
the package is strictly for beginners
though. The range of options and the
ability to link different utilities
together for even more versatility
makes this a worthwhile package for
any desktop.
Let's use an example from the

available

manual. While you are tapping away
in Calamus you can use Harlekin to

grab a document from your col
leagues in another building, another
city, or even another country thanks
to the program's modem option.
You can then alter, correct and

generally fiddle with the document
using the editor before shooting off
to your printing company, again by
modem.

The program also contains a calcu
lator - which converts to Hex or

binary - a clock with alarm and

next to your appointment time.
Simple!

Keep a date
Appointments can be allocated priori
ties and alarm calls to make sure you

reminder function, a disk monitor

don't miss them. These alarms are

stored permanently so you
can set them to remind you of

sonal time manager, plus many other

appointments in several month's

disk and file utilities.

time, or even of important dates

The manager is the heart of

STs, 9 pin, 24 pin or laser
printer compatible.
Compatible with any GEM
program. Userdefined
memory allocation

there is an icon editor so you can
make up your own to suit your needs.
Hang-gliding on Thursday? Design a
tiny hang-glidericon and pop it in

which allows surgery on the bytes
stored on disk, and a massive per

Harlekin and is tied in to all of the

FEATURES: Works on all

The manager also features icons to
place next to appointments and notes
to remind you what the note is
about. For those with very busy lives,

other programs. In a nutshell, it acts
as an electronic filofax, but with a lot

more scope. It allows you to plan
ahead, right down to the last minute.
Desk

File

Lliea

every year, so you'll have no excuse
for forgetting...
The manager can also dial the tele

phone for you, as long as you have
an auto-dial modem, simply by click
ing on the phone number and the

Option*

EASE OF USE: An easy to
follow manual makes the

install the package on hard disk, or
failing that, on ram disk.
The manager has also been given a
major overhaul and, along with the
text editor, now allows the user to cut

and paste blocks of text from pack
ages such as Calamus. Other
improvements include the new com
patibility with YModems, more effi

cient file searching and handling,
and the option to define your own
keyboard shortcuts.
The manual states that "the

authors listened to and acted upon
the many comments of the enthusi
astic users of the first version" and it

shows. Everysingle new or revamped
feature has a very real and valid use.

This is not just a repackaged,
debugged re-release, it's a logical pro
gression from Harlekin 1.
So, at the end of the day, was I
gnashing my teeth in frustration or
was I wearing the smuggest of all my

smug grins? I'll be honest. I was very
surprised.
Not only did I understand the
thing, but I also enjoyed using it, in a
strange sort of way. The steep price

means that probably only the truly
dedicated will buy it, but if you can
afford it, and you're looking for a
comprehensive, user friendly package
of programs then look no further.

easy even easier. It could

B —

taketimetofully appreciate
the truepotentialthough

Harlekin 2

HiSoft, The OldSchool,
reenfkld, Bedford MK45 5DE
0525718181
Testing the
calculator with

some tricky
arithmetic

£59.95
All STs an
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Another success

story from

PUTOPRESS

yTy PUBLICATIONS

SALE

GET THE NEXT SIX MONTHLY ISSUES FOR JUST £9!

Dhnna 0^1-1^7 1975 Or write to: Europress Direct,
1UIIC \JD I 00 I

\LlD Ellesmere Port, South Wirral L65 3EB.
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Aspects
of the Atari ST
Atari ST User brings you seven specialpages
devoted to your very ownfavourite ST subjects.
There's somethingfor everyone —every month.
MIDI AND MUSIC

PAGE 138

What happened at the British Music Fair, and did the ST make
waves? Ian Waugh was there.

\2M*nx\

EDUCATION

Pat Winstanley brings education in to the home and encounters
robots, witches andfrogs.
*TTT"TTPIT^Tr,3rTT"rT^1,^^3Bi

AGE 143

Eddie McKendrick finds out exactly what sort ofpeople use
BBS, with a little helpfrom MAX sysop, Jon Brooks.
EMULATION

PAGE 145

The great hard disk disaster strikes! Gunter Minnerup finds
ways to improve your Mac user interface.
BBU . I ffT-lf f.TT]

Matthew Ward gets dressed up in a loin cloth and chain mail,
and then jumps down a large pot hole. Oh dear...
BLISHING

AGE 149

Charles Michael returns with some advice on bitmaps without
the bugs, plus how toframe text and get away with it.
BUSINESS

PAGE 151

Phil Trory uses his ST to keep his pennies in check, and then
takes a look into thefuture.

*Mm
Lab's Notator and Creator

was being demoed by
Sound Technology (0462
480000).

Desk

Z63516

New features

include enhanced score edit

File

Functions

TEST.SOH
ON

RRRBM6ESa;bJc;dii

rajr

and printing options
(Notator only, of course)
including a printer driver
for the Cannon

BJ-10

Bubblejet printer. Files can
now be saved in .IMG for

mat for direct loading into
DTP programs.

There's a graphic arrange
mode which shows Patterns

1111
4

8

0

0

111

as graphic blocks in the

Arrange window and you can now show 32
tracks in a single Pattern. There are new key
board shortcuts and support for the Fostex
MTC-1 which will allow the software to con

trol the tape recorder. The update should be
available as you read this and will cost £25.
C-Lab's Polyframe Editor, which was
announced at Frankfurt in '89(1), is now com
Atari's absence from the IMS was a disappointment but there was still plenty to see

plete. However delays are being caused by
attempts to design a double dongle which will
let Notator run with Polyframe without requir

Show business
T h e IMS (International Music Show),

previously the British Music Fair,
which took place at Olympia from July
10-14 is the largest UK exhibition of all
things musical. For computer buffs, however,
there was more to see at the MIDI Music

pop"'3'

Show.

The biggest disappointment was the
absence of Atari, not simply because they
didn't exhibit - they haven't shown before -

but because they were going to show and
then changed their mind.
It's particularly sad because Atari Germany
had a stand at the Frankfurt Musik Messe (see

report in May's Atari ST User) and heavily and
actively promote the ST as a music machine.
The change of heart may have contributed to
the resignation of Atari UK's marketing man
ager Peter Staddon, whose efforts at promo
tion seem to have been stifled by the powers
that be.

However, the ST was still in evidence at
the IMS on a few stands. Version 3.1 of C-

News Round-up
• Roland's Tentrax sequencer program, which is tailor - made for use with
theMT-32 and CM (Computer Music) modules, is heading towards version 2.
As well as addinga few enhancements, it will hopefully correct a few incon
sistencies in what is otherwise a super program.
Morefrom Roland on 0252 816181.

ing the additional expense of a Combiner
multi-dongle holder. I should think so, too!
Fancy being forced to pay another £170 for
the privilege of plugging two dongles into
your machine!
The Polyframe concept - in case you've for
gotten - is to provide a core editor program
into which you can load instrument modules
for a wide range of synths. You only buy what
you need and can expand the system as your
instrument collection grows.

Digital recording
If you sneaked around the educational section
you might have spotted the K..AT (£65) on the
Gateway stand although it is being handled by
Q-Logic (0796 2001). It's a small flat box con
taining nine buttons which can be configured
to perform different functions by a desk acces
sory program.

Its main aim it to provide remote keyboard
functions for a sequencer and three of the keys
are marked Start, Stop and Record. It comes
with configurations for C-Lab and Steinberg
sequencers but it could be used with any soft
ware which uses keystrokes for control. It can
simulate up to 14 functions and store up to 32
configurations. A review is in preparation.
Digital recording is a recurring theme in
these pages. It's definitely the way recording is

• Steinberg have announced the release of Cubeat Version 2. Cubeat is the

entry level version of the top-of-the-range Cubase sequencer. Its major new
feature is the inclusion of a Drum Editpage. Steinberg distributor Evenlode
Soundworks also announced that they have sold their 20,000th Steinberg
sequencer into the UK adding that there aremore Steinberg sequencers in the
UK than in any other country.
More fromEvenlode Soundworks on 0993 898484.
• The name Kurzweil used to mean mega instruments at mega prices

convert a mono sample to a stereo one. It costs £89.95 plus £1 p&p and it's

although the latest range of synths and expanders is eminently more
affordable. These range from the Pro 1 expander (£1,529) to the K1200
(£1,899) 88-note synth. If you have one and find programming a little dif
ficult you'll be pleased to hear about K-Edit (£169), an ST voice editor for

available from Microdeal on 0726 68020.

said instruments.

• AVR have released Stereo Replay, a stereo sound sampling cartridge

compatible with all STs. It has dual analogue to digital Ins and Outs.The
software lets you swap between mono and stereo formats and you can even

e

MIDI

Flags

Options

Edit

Copy

nature lets you add to it in eight-track incre
ments. Up to 16 ADATs can be linked for full
128-track sequencing! Of course, it will have
an ST front end for control purposes
It was previewed at Frankfurt and Sound
Tech hoped to have it up and running for the

pletion date is still on course for the end of
the year. The price is yet to be announced, but
it should be cheap for such a system.
One of the nice things about the IMS is the
vast range of music products on show. See
below for a quick roundup of some of the

IMS but it was not to be. However, the com

more interesting items.

• The G2 MIDI controller (around £400) from Philip Rees (0608 811215), shaped like a
guitar with chord buttons on the neck and a bridgeplate which you strum.
• Printsgeneratedby around £4 million worth of computer equipment, based on infra-red
images of musicians and spectroscope analyses of musical pieces. At prices ranging from
25p for a mini postcard up to £20 for a framed print, how could you go wrong? Available
from Van Der Graph (0582 793103). Make super presents.
• MandolinPuzzles' (071 278 2757) musicposters and jigsawpuzzles.
• Artist Connection (071 437 6900), a new artist management company which guaran
tees to get your demos seen by all the majorA&R men. Ask Artist Connection for their sim
ple questionnaire in the first instance.
• Soundwaves (081 951 0413), a new magazine devoted to New Age music.
• A new range ofbooks to support Yamaha's (0908 366700) SY and TGinstruments.
• The Tascam (0923 225235) DA20P DAT-Casio DA-7 look-alike (see last month's Atari
ST User for more about DATs) but with XIR sockets and slight cosmetic differences. It
costs £499plus VAT.

C-Lab's Notator V.31. showing
the graphic Arrange window

going and one day even home studios will be
digitally-based - and at affordable prices, too.
Meanwhile, the Alesis ADAT modular record

ing system (distributed by Sound
Technology) is setting a few hearts aflutter. It
is based on Super VHS tape and its modular

Dr.T's Omega - The benefits of bundling
Bundling software with hardware is
not a new idea but bundling software

with software is something of a rarity,
certainly in the ST music world.
Dr.T's Omega is a collection of
pieces of Dr.T music software, most of
which can be bought separately. The
benefits of bundling are savings for the
customer and, hopefully, some sort of
integration in the software.
As there are rather a lot of parts to
the package and as normal service has
been interrupted by the IMS, we'll take

! Functions

HPt
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4
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FuzzTone
BstiBass
BassSnar
HlHat 2 till
HlHat 1

have to read the individual manuals

6 MajrFuzz HU
7 Bass H
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KCS record screen
lima

an overview this month and conclude

with a closer look at each program
next month.

Omega is a mega bundle and con
tains four major programs - KCS V4.0,
KCS Level II, Tiger and the Graphic
Song Editor - plus several utilities. If
you're not a Dr.T aficionado these will
require some explanation.
KCS or Keyboard Controlled
Sequencer is Dr.T's premier sequencer
program. KCS Level II is an identical
program but with additional bells and

pled and doesn't really fit in. There
isn't an Omega manual as such. You
and work out how the bits fit together
yourself.
Dr. T has something of a reputation
for producing highly numeric pro
grams, more for the computer buff
than the musician. Although the inter
face is now Gem-based and the layout
more graphic, the programs still retain
a level of numeracy which makes
them particularly appealing to the
computer-literate.
The software contains some great
ideas. The MPE (Multi Program
Environment) lets you load up to eight
program modules into memory
(including Quickscore and the Graphic
Song Editor), ram permitting, which
can share data with KCS. You can,

MESSAGES:

KCS record screen showing the
modules loaded in the MPE
Edit Settling Play Repeats Display Uidgcts Utilities

therefore, customise the sequencer by
adding extra features and program
ming routines.

(Programmable Variations Generator)

By way of example, Omega includes
three MPE utilities although only one
is really practical. That's Control
Change, which changes one type of

and a Master Editor. The PVG is an

controller data into another (some

algorithm composition generator

other sequencers use a Transform or
Process function to do a similar thing

whistles. These include the PVG

.id
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(more next month).
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Tiger stands for The Interactive
- and often more).
EiSPS
[BlJJiJJidLd 3E2
Graphic EditoR and lets you edit music
The second is a fix to allow you to
Tiger, The Graphic EditoR, running in the MPE
data in graphic form. It includes
edit long notes. It's to do with the way
Quickscore which can show and print
KCS stores them and really shouldn't
music in notation form. The Graphic Song Editor (I don't under
be necessary. The third gives each note a zero duration, ostensibly
stand why this isn't called the GSE!) lets you arrange sections of
for use with drum machines (drum sounds tend not to have a dura
music into longer pieces by dragging them, graphically, around an
tion) although even the manual points out that this is unwise prac
arrange screen.

There are four disks, none of which are copy-protected - 10 out of
10 here - and installation on to a hard disk is straightforward. The
bundle contains separate manuals for each piece of software.
There's a lot of documentation here and the binder, large though
it is, is just too small to hold it all. The Graphic Editor manual is sta-

tice. But these examples illustrate the potential of MPE.
Next month - the Omega program parts dissected!
Dr. T's Omega costs £299.
More from Zone Distribution,
Abbeville Road, London, SW4.
Tel: 081 766 6564.

Although A
pulled out i
the British

Music Fair,
ST was still
evidence at
show. So wi
our die-har

muso, Ian

Waugh
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YOU MUST BE CRAZY

Yes making money with your ATARI becomes incidental when you know how!
Your ATARI is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is

NOT TO BUY YOUR DISKS AT THESE PRICES
DISKETTE 100% CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

irrelevent. Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own HOME BASED
BUSINESS

\
\

\

This may be the most important move you will ever make!

\

REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else' "ditch".
Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively
short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than
playing games. The benefits are many and varied. Full or pan time.

50 DSDD 3.5".

FOR FREE DETAILS SEND S.A.E. To:

100 DSDD 3.5"

DISKETTES

"•-

\
S

200 DSDD 3.5"

,.£36.C

500 DSDD 3.5"

£155.(

*

S

3.5" Hish Density

5.25" HD

5.25" DSDD

womeVased

-

Only 40p each

55p each

STAR OFFER

Dept (ASTU29), 31, Pilton Place. King &
Queen Street, Walworth, London SE17 1DR

200 DSDD 3.5" £72.0

•

Plus 2

JL,

100 capacity boxes

ATARI REPAIRS

s
s
s

s
s
s

^

Atari Approved Service Centre
All Atari products repaired, Computers, Printers,

50 capacity lockable box 3.5"

Mouse mats

£2 '

80 capacity lockable box 3.5"

3.5"head cleaner

E2.<

Monitors, Disk Drives etc

100 capacity lockable box 3.5"....

Atari trained engineers
All work fully guaranteed

Banx Stackable box

Free estimates
'*•

Full range of ST's repaired

ONLY IF BOUGHT

s

WITH DISKS

s

TOTAL SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY

s

Let us take the effort out of your repairs.
Collection and delivery arranged

081-467-0131

s
V

AVON MICRO CENTRE

203 Southborough Lane,

Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,

Bromley BR2 8AR
All offers subject to availability E/OE

s

DIAL A DISC

Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 OAH
Telephone: 0789 292269

ProFlight is the most realistic military flight
simulator for the home computer, based on the
Tornado fighter which has just seen front line

Only
£34.95
r j T^

_g
m%>

a

ProFlight
^kAJ

N

action in the Persian Gulf.

Feel the excitement of being at the seat of a jet

capable ofclimbing to 30,000 feet in less than two
minutes and test your skill at firing deadly missiles
during dog fights with enemy jets.

Unlike other programs, ProFlight doesn't forget its primary role as a
simulator and its secondary job of being a shoot-'em-up, made accurate by
using exact flight equations to mathematically model the flight of the aircraft
and its missiles.

You are tested at everything real pilots face each day buthelped inyour task
with a comprehensive manual
written by a Tornado expert.

To order, please use the
form on page 148.

I f this first release in Shoestring Software's
kids series is anything to go by, the
full price educational market for
the ST will soon have a range of cheaply
priced but well executed games to

Robot Attack

c?

j-

d?

contend with.

Robot Attack is an arithmetic driller for six

m^i

to nine-year-olds which covers multiplication
tables. The child plays the part of a mathe
matician with the task of saving his home

mm

Making multiplication

town from robotic invasion.

This takes the form of typing in the
answers to problems fast enough to prevent
small robots onscreen breaking through with
parts of a giant robot. Each wrong answer
allows the giant robot to be constructed one
stage further.
Correct answers zap the leading robot on
screen and add to the score. The game ends
when the robot is complete.
Although a simple variation on the hang
man theme, the game is beautifully presented
- although the rather tinny tune jars some
what after a while. Other releases planned are

fun to learn. Correct

answers stop the
giant robot from
taking over

BS^Bs~—=^—^B

••••rlil
[5 x
1==|3
I*
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Moon Letters - a spelling game for over fives,
and Picture Mix - a jigsaw game for younger
children.

If they come anywhere near the quality of
Robot Attack they should be worth a look,

0|

£?

'

•ajMlifrJ^fl

£?

especially at these low prices. Shoestring's phi
losophy is to allow parents to purchase the
subjects they want at a price which won't hurt
the wallet when the child eventually outgrows
the program.

Pat Winsta

School Time Maths
Another maths program aimed at a similar age group as Robot Attack, School Time Maths covers

ROBOT ATTACK

counting, addition, subtraction and multiplication and is another nicely presented offering.
Two main options are available - Things and Numbers. Things is particularly suitable for
younger children who still haven't grasped the size of numbers and need to count to get some idea

78 Carmarthen Road

of magnitude.
Each option uses the same main screen - a blackboard
on which an animated teacher writes the question then
waits for the answer to be selected from an abacus in the

lower part of the screen. The abacus also has another
function in that answers are not registered until the
mouse is clicked, so the child can place the pointer on the

first number in a sum then count either up or down
according to the second number to reach the answer.

The Things option has the teacher placing quantities of
small pictures on the screen while the Numbers option shows sums in figures. Throughout each
option sample sound is vised extensively so that the teacher literally talks the child through the
problem. Although the sound is a little fuzzy - nothing like the quality of the congratulatory jin
gles which follow success - the whole effect is of the computer as a sympathetic, praising teacher.

£2.99

Shoestring Software
Waun Wen, Swansea
SA1 1HS
Tel: 0792 649060

SCHOOL TIME
MATHS
£14.95
Kidsoft/B.Ware

the ST.

Following her success in the earlier game in managing to marry
Henry, Henrietta's wedded bliss is now marred by Henry's disappear
ance.

He's been kidnapped and turned into a fat frog by an evil witch
while exploring so Henrietta must infiltrate the castle and rescue her
beloved. Why on earth she bothers with such a wimp I'll never
understand, still...

Five levels of the castle must be tackled in order to kiss the frog,
each needing a different type of word manipulation. Flash puts a
word on the screen, blanks it and asks for it to be retyped.
Complete shows some letters of a word, the rest to be filled in by
the child after guessing the word.
Crack-It concerns alphabetical substitution codes where the shift
is one or two places either backwards or forwards. I found the chil
dren needed the cipher key supplying but were then able to perform
the substitution themselves.

Hang-Up is the inevitable hangman game which crops up every
where while Jumbles consists of anagrams.
Throughout the game clues are available, but use of these shows
up in the analysis section at the end.

and a wife'*
determinati

to rescue he

husband af
he's been

B.Bytes Computer
Systems

turned into

19 Southfield Road

frog, can ah

Hinkley, Leics
Tel: 0455 613377

HENRIETTA'S BOOK

OF SPELLS
£24.99
Scetlander Limited
74 Victoria Crescent Road

Glasgow G12 9JN
Tel: 041-357 1659

Henrietta's Book of Spells
Hooray for Henrietta, a maths program and the first in a series from
Scetlander, showed how games written for schools can be translated
to home computers. Now they have come up with another gem for

on how robi

Each correctly answered task moves Henrietta closer to the end of
a level in single hops. Although animation is very basic it is fun to
watch and the kids soon become immersed in the atmosphere.
Linked to the five levels are magic letters to be found on the com
pletion of each, the letters finally making up a magic word which is
the key to freeing Henry.
With comprehensive word editing facilities and copious reporting
options for parents and teachers, this is a package which is well
worth the price and will provide both sound educational value and
lasting pleasure for both primary and senior school children.

children's

learning

r
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f Master CAD
Master CAD

How would you like to produce powerful 3-D designs on
your ST? Now with Master CAD you can enter the world of
professional CAD which will allow you to project twodimensional figures into three dimensional images.

requires 1 Meg
or more of

memory for
you to
use it.

Master CAD is simple to use and within a short space
of time you will be able to create astounding effects
easily without spending endless hours building
data matrices, or learning to manipulate a
primitive and confusing user interface.
Master CAD outputs to Hewlett Packard
Plotters, HP COLOUR PRO, HP 7550, HP

$24,95

DRAFT PRO, Epson FX80 or Atari
SLM804 Laser.

TO ORDER, PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 148 OF ST USER

-CALC

Figure it out!

SPREADSHEET

A3D spreadsheet at a remarhablu low price

ATARI ST

If you need a spreadsheet for your ST, then you need 3D-Calc. This feature-packed program
has everything the small business or home user is likely to need.
That includes its own integrated editor and programming language, graphics for chart
production and extended statistical functions.

And it's yours
lor only

The full version requires 1 Meg of memory, but areduced feature version included means you ©9fl Q •» j
can also run 3D-Calc on a 520 ST with half a megabyte of memory.

•&£•*••

WWi

Other features include:

* Spreadsheet size up to 13 pages x 2048 rows x 256 columns
* Holds up to three spreadsheets simultaneously in memory, with
up to three windows open per spreadsheet
* Works in Mono or Colour in high or medium resolutions
* Integrated text module with data export from spreadsheet
allowing formatted data output, mail merge and label printing
* Graphics module includes bar and line diagrams, pie chart,
multiple bar and line graphs, stacked bar graphs and function
graphs
* Enhanced statistical analysis includes averages and distribution
parameters, scatter diagram with best fitting curve, regression
and correlation, T-tests, Wilcoxon tests etc
Extended database functions
Reads ASCII and Lotus 1-2-3 files

* Includesfile format description to allow users to integrate
spreadsheet data into their own programs
TT compatible

To order, turn to the Reader Offers order form on page 148 of this issue

t takes a special kind of crazy to make an
otherwise normal looking human being
choose to operate a bulletin board sys
tem. Very often he's placing valuable equip
ment at the mercy of others, and giving a lot
of time, and not really minding a bit.
A little acknowledgement, the occasional
"thank you", and periodic uploads of fresh
public domain software seem to keep these
types happy. However (you knew there had to

I

Users and abusers,

£?

A warm welcome
from MAX

be a however to this, after reading the title,
didn't you?), there are a few things that can,
shall we say, bother a system operator.
The bothersome users of a bulletin board

fall into some broad classes, which are not

necessarily mutually exclusive nor all that
well-defined. Some are truly obnoxious, while
others can get the sysop upset with a third
party, the world in general, or with...
ummm... the sysop.
Something for
everyone on MAX

The owner
Let us introduce the first, and most obnox

either discover the Help files or puzzle out the

ious, of those users capable of sending an

he'll go on at lengths - typing slowly- asking
why the files he wants aren't always there,

operator's blood pressure sky-high. We'll call

and why the BBS isn't tailored to his interests

and error...

him the owner, because that's how the crea

and needs.

ture behaves - like he owns the BBS. Not

likely to endear himself to the sap who pays

The only good thing about this creature is
that he will either get bored and suck some

The apologist

the bills, no?

other sysop's BBS dry, or get the message that

Then there's the apologist, who gets the sysop
mad at himself. What happens is the sysop
will complain publicly about some owner or
bull on the system, and the apologist will then
leave a message saying he's sorry for spending
so much time downloading a file, or that he
tried various commands before going for Help.
Why is the sysop mad? Because a valued
user has felt badly about the sysop's com

There is a broad range of symptoms dis

he's being a pig.

played by an owner. Firstof all, there is gener
ally no respect given to all the other users of

the system. He'll log on at 7pm and stay there
downloading files until the system - or opera
tor - hangs up on him.

The bull
Next in our BBS zoo we have the bull. Owners

tend to be bulls, too. A bull behaves like he's

At other times he'll call for a chat with the

sysop, and if the sysop's not there, he'll leave
a nasty message complaining about the
sysop's inattentiveness. If the sysop is there,

in a china shop, crashing about, spending
tremendous amounts of time discovering the
variety of error messages the BBS keeps on
file.

Now, this sort of behaviour is not really
frustrating to a sysop unless he's
waiting to use the BBS himself.

What really gets the sysop is that
tVJour nail
IREPLYT

[H.lelpM*

to Msa

Ulnitial He)<

CRMj Re-read ft
[SELJect Confs

tJ'oin Confen
UJSERS? List I

i settings

a full-scale bull will refuse to

;er info

admit that it might be faster to

[TSJTxt Search

read the Help files, and if he does
have a question, he'll pose it to
the sysop himself.
This sysop has a standard
response: silence. Any question

Doors Menu.
B;
list or Conf

lay Bulletin H.
Yours Since.

E06 nin. left) Main Board Cc

adequately answered in the Help
files does not need further atten
2 FN 8N1

The MAX main menu

2400

00:03:44 00:25:0

tion. Fortunately for sysops, most
bulls are self-curing. They will

The MAX factor...
MAX is one of the biggest private bulletin board systems around. With no fewer than nine
lines it shouldn't be too difficult to get online at any time of day or night.
If your modem is at a loose end of an evening, why not give MAX a call? The numbers
marked with a * can be called before you subscribe, while the others are reserved for people
who have forked out their £25 annual subscription.

Node 1:0905 52536 (Subscriber Only Node for 9600+ Users)
* Node 2:0905 754127 (Non-Subscribers Node for 9600+ Users)
Node 3:0905 57822 (Subscriber Only Node for 9600+ Users)
* Node 4:0905 754151 (Non-Subscribers Node for 300-2400 Users)
Node 5:0905 56610 (Subscriber Only Node for 300-2400 Users)
Node 6:0905 56335 (Subscriber Only Node for 300-2400 Users)
Node 7:0905 57112 (Subscriber Only Node for 300-2400 Users)
Node 8:0905 58030 (Subscriber Only Node for 300-2400 Users)
Node 9:0905 58042 (Subscriber Only Node for 9600+ Users)

<^?

BBS structure by trial and error... and error...

plaints, while the real object of the whole
mess never read the rotten complaint anyway!

£?

What sort i
BBS user at

you?
The twit

Jon Brooks,

Last, and probably least, is the classic twit.
Twits are usually lacking in most of the social
graces, including courtesy.
He'll go right past the sysop's request not to
post messages offering to pirate software, and

sysop ofMA

then post a message offering to pirate soft
ware. Requests for clean language are met with
profanity, and when the offending messages
are wiped from the BBS, the twit will be abso
lutely outraged.
Twits tend to run in groups, and will
descend on a BBS like a horde of locusts. Twits

either grow up: mentally, not physically youth is not a prerequisite for one to be a twit
- or discover a BBS operated by a fellow twit
who tolerates them.

The cracker - what the press erroneously
terms a hacker - who delights in trying to
crash remote systems to cause maximum dis
comfort and damage, is a true twit.

The decent user
Thank goodness there is the decent user. This

is the person who will upload files someone's
looking for, read the messages and pipe up if
he's got something to say, and will feel a
twinge of guilt - needlessly - when he down
loads that neat-looking big file or can't find
anything half-decent to contribute. They may
not be thanked, but they're the ones responsi
ble for the continued operation of a BBS.

BBS gave Ei
McKendricl

few categor
to consider.

Gasteiner Mouse
And when you've finished playing
games, you won't do better than this
mouse. It's a real winner! Replace that
sluggish ST rodent with this elegant,
high resolution Gasteiner product.

To order, please use the form en Page 148

RRP: £26.95

Our Price £17.95

HiSoft - Your 2nd Manual

NEW RELEASE

Want to know more about the secret, and not-so-secret

OBiBEan

Master Sound 2
Capture any sound you hear
and replay it in seconds
It's so easy to use: Simply connect the sampler to your
ST or STE, load the software and immediately you have
the ability to capture sounds with amazing accuracy.
Connect your compact disc player or personal stereo and
digitise sounds to incorporate into your own games and
tunes.

The supplied software provides complete control over the
sampled sounds: Cut and paste them, flip and fade them
and you're still only using a tiny fraction of the sound
processing tools available.
Best of all, the comprehensive instructions will soon have
you creating your own public domain demo disks complete
with IFF picture files.
The perfect sound sampling package for beginners and
experts alike.
Master Sound 2 is a complete hardware and software
sampling system for only £34.95 (RRP £39.95).

workings of your ST? Your 2nd Manual, written by
Andreas Ramos, contains all you'll ever need to know —
how to do repairs and recover lost information, hints and
tips, short-cuts, and much more. Also included are two
free double-sided disks - a Public Domain Disk containing
lots of goodies, and a HiSoft Demo Disk with full demo
versions of five great programs. So what are you waiting
for? We have limited stock - buy today for only £12.95

SAVE HONEY Ml THE ENVIRMNEIIT
In 1989 Western Europeans threw away over 128 million printer ribbons. They weighed over
9,000 tonnes in total and would reach right around the world if laid end to end.
A used ribbon cartridge is being thrown away somewhere in the UK every second of every day.
You can help put an end to this environmental waste and save some money at the same time
thanks to RE-INK, a revolutionary new spray which brings new life to exhausted fabric printer
ribbons.

RE-INK is cost effective and simple to use. Simply open up your plastic ribbon cartridge, spray a
few squirts of RE-INK's special ink and lubricant formula and your ribbon is good as new sometimes even better!

* REMwill save up to90% on what you currently spend on new ribbons
* REM-treated ribbons give clearer, blacker print than new ribbons
* ffi-Mis avery high quality ink - no blotchy orpatchy ink
+ REMls universal - itworks with all fabric ribbons

* MM can extend the life ofyour printer with its special lubricant oils

BEST OF ALL, RE-INK IS AVAIL
ABLE IN THIS SPECIAL READER
OFFER FOR ONLY _

"Is it real or is it Master Sound?"

£12.95

-Amiga Computing, May 1990

Immsno ih Hiqh PmomAHti Qraphks Prog/mmsM
Then here's how to write them

This accurate and up-to-date book from SIGMA Press shows how to
produce vivid 3D solid graphics. Not just pretty pictures, but every
thing you will need for your graphics project, even to writing a
flight simulator. Contents include assembler programming, screen
mapping and all the transformations you will need to pro
duce superb full-colour graphics.

At Only j£> JL JL • !Sr 5§
this represents a superb value reference book for the serious
ST User

H a r d disks are wonderful things, but
they do bite back if you're not care
ful. Mine completely freaked out the

other week during a fire alarm in the building
where I work, caused by an electrical fault

which presumably sent a nasty power spike

Not quite UNIX - or
even CP/M for that
matter - but a

usable command

line interface with a

rudimentary control

n
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language and macro
facilities
1>l ib

through the system.
Everything was gone in a second, and

while the ST stuff was backed up fairly well,
the MSdos and Mac partitions proved a lot
more difficult to restore. The latter in particu
lar, as the excellent Vault backup utility can
not read Mac partitions, and Mac backup

ABOUT
COPY

AUTO
CREATE

DR

DIR

DIR/P

DISKCOPY

BOOT

EMDIF
IF

EXEC
1HPORT

FONT
IHSPEED

NEIJDIR
RENRME

OUTPORT
SHELL

OUTSPEEO
SHUTDOWN
TOTOP

CD
DATE
EJECT
FORrtAT
LIB

CLEAR
DELETE

ELSE
FROHTOP
MOUNT

PATH

REM

SIZE

STR1NG

UERS1 ON

UOL

TYPE
UOLUME

TYPE/P

UNMOUNT
SO

S1

S2

S3

S4

»5

S6

$7

S3

S9

STYLE

TIME

URITE
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programs are risky to use on ST hard drives.

One effect of this disaster was to scupper

a

the promised review of the new Version 5 PC
operating systems, which will be held over to
next month, but every cloud does have a sil

ver lining: it's amazing how starting from
scratch forces you to reconsider fundamentals
- such as how much mass storage space to

Uses and abuses

(Z?

allocate to the various environments.

Every time something like this happens and I tend to be fairly accident prone - I find

have always irritated me, and the Font/DA
Mover is a horrible kludge that should have

that MSdos and the Mac have to make do

been done away with long before System 7.
Another nuisance is the way that data files
refuse to be loaded by anything other than
the application which originally created them
- in principle this is a good idea, much more
convenient than Gem's "Install application",
but what if you need to read a Microsoft
Word document and only have, say, Nisus

with just that little bit less of my precious
hard drive than before. That surely is a good
sign with regards to the maturing of the ST:
quite simply, many of the tasks that used to
require recourse to "alien" software can now
quite adequately be performed under
Tos/Gem.

Another hidden benefit, although it does
not necessarily appear so at the time, is that
the rebuilding of the directories encourages
you to dump useless old utilities and look
around for new ones.

Maclrritants
Rummaging around the Macintosh files list

available?

The Imposter solvesthis problem, although
perhaps not very neatly as you still have to
fiddle about with ResEdit.

Empty Folder which then needs to be labori
ously edited to give it its proper name.
The NameFolder utility basically follows the
Gem convention by prompting the user for
the folder's intended name before creating it.
As an IN1T, it needs to be copied to the
System Folder and the computer must be reset
before it will install itself - represented by a

rather Atari-like filing cabinet on the startup
The third utility is a bit of an oddity: a
command line for the arch enemy of com
mand prompt typists and mouseclicker
supreme? Yet CL1M, despite its rather sparse

As long as you can obtain the relevant

set of available commands, can be a real time-

application's icon - and several of the more
common ones are provided - the Mac can be

saver for software developers and others wish
ing to bypass the Finder for repetitive

fooled into loading the document into what

operations.

on the electronic conferencing system CIX,
for example, I found three little items which I

Folders are essential for keeping a large

accessory like NeoDesk's CLI on the ST, but
you can't have everything and I suppose the

had never used before, yet go a long way
towards curing some of the ills of the Apple

hard disk in some semblance of order, but

very existence of a CLI is shock enough for the

choosing the menu item New Folder from the
Finder desktop will generate something called

the end of DIR/P.

Since the user interface is the Mac's major
selling point, widely praised for its friendli
ness and generally regarded as Gem's big
brother and role model, you may wonder
what there is to improve. But I have always
liked the Mac for what it could do rather than

how it did it, and indeed prefer Atari's Gem in
some respects.

The silly pull-down menus, for example,

( OK

Apple devotees who thought they had seen

Provocative thought
~~

j Named Folder Copyright

"
1989

by

David Sumner

Creating the illusion of a vast array of
applications: the Imposter does away with
unreadable documents that are unable to
find their creator

According to well-informed industry sources,
we are close to the first 386-based Dos emula

tors for the ST. Don't get me wrong, I am as
anxious as anybody to run Windows 3 at a
usable speed and can't wait to get the first of
these gadgets for review, but I can't help won
dering what it's all about.
Most buyers of emulators, after all, want to
be able to take their work home from a PC-

infested workplace, and much of that work, I
suspect, consists of Lotus 1-2-3-generated
spreadsheets, Word Perfect documents and
similar.
The current batch of V30 and 286 emula

Just a neat

dialogue box to
fill in, no need
for the editing
cursor: the Mac

copies Gem for
more user

friendliness

disaster lea
to the

discovery o)
utilities to

improve the
Mac user

interface. A

where will i
Dos emulat

It would have been nice to have it as a desk

FolderN ame

c

hard disk

screen.

ever program you want. A bit messy, but often
indispensable.

machine's user interface.

This month

tors are more than adequate for this, and if
you really needed the extra speed and power
of a 386 - the first Intel chip to be actually
superior in performance to the ST's Motorola
68000 - would it not be better to buy a PC
anyway?
Just a thought to set the cat among the
pigeons... Good reasons for 386 (and, the
mind boggles, 486?) emulators on a postcard,
along with your other opinions, questions and
tips, to: Aspects/Emulation, c/o Atari ST User,
or via email to gminnerup@cix.

arms race e

Gunter

Minnerup
investigates
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READER OFFERS •

Passing an exam . •.
applying for a job ...
whatever you want to do in life
you need to be able to SPELL!

STITCH UP
YOUR
BOOKIE

... for only \J~7V.
£24.95!

READER OFFER

There's mounting alarm about the

practising spelling painless but also

appalling standards of spelling loadsof fun as well.
SPELL! is unique. It lets the user
among Britain's schoolchildren. MPs,
teachers, parents and employers are learn at his or her own pace. They

all stressing the vital importance of can take aslong asthey like - ortake
onthe computer in a high-speed chal
being able to spell correctly.

WmmmB

Pro-Punter is a remarkable piece of software that gives you a

much higher than average chance of winning on the horses.
Officially proven to the racing press and other magazines by
sending time and date franked letters by Post Office mail, ProPunter has shown that it can predict winners with remarkable
accuracy.

Yet most homes have what could

lenge!

And this one package is ideal for
be the ideal means of teaching
everyone - with the lowest agegroup
spelling - the computer.
Instead of zapping aliens it could suitable for under-5s, while the more
be turned into the best weapon of all

advanced words will stretch even the

to deal a body blow to baa spelling. most able students.
It includes fivedifferent tests, each
With the help of a brilliant new soft
making use of more than 5,000
ware packy^^-rr^
age that not words - so much variety that you'll
makes never getbored.

And it is also cautious with your money. If it thinks there is any
doubt about the outcome of a race it will advise you not to bet.
For a short period, the best news of all is that you can save over
£32 off the recommended price if you buy it from us.

•

S DIFFERENT TESTS

• OVER SrOOO WORDS
•

RRP

£57.50

Our Price

£24.95

FOR AGES STO IS

SPELL! only costs £8.95. It is now avail
able on disc and tape for six ofthe most
popular home computers. Please use the
order form on Page 148.

SAVE £32.55

A must

TROJAN

e&drc

for Atari ST

Gameplayers

Coruulfu J
The Trojan Phazer gun
opens up a whole new
hase of computer enterinment. This advanced

\j—

ight phazer presents a

hallenge of skill and
accuracy for Atari ST
•' gameplayers of all ages.

tey&r€cr 3a*rt¥ The pack includes two

lir i*np>rave
JZ^a^i&e

free games, Orbital

Destroyer andSkeetshoot,
which willtest your shooting skills
to the extreme and a full manual.
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Advanced features of the
Trojan Phazer include:
•k Opto-electronic circuitry to give

excellent accuracy j
* Plugs into the Amiga joystick port
* Long (1.5 metre) lead
* Comfortable hand grip
^- i
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To order, turn to the Reader Offers order form on page 148 of this issue
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f you have access to Micronet, are a keen

adventure fan but don't fancy either
Shades or Trash, you might be interested
in taking a peek at the Crystal Dragon area on
page 81056 (*81056#).

Run by the long suffering Heloise, this area
is specifically aimed at fans of adventures, SF

and fantasy. Browsing through the pages
you'll find reviews on all manner of games,
books, videos, films and anything else any

C?

body can be bothered to send in a review
about!

It seems that draconian crystalline lifeforms feed mainly on input from outsiders namely people just like you or me. If nobody
sent in any articles the dragon would just fade
away and never be heard from again.
Fortunately, one thing people enjoy doing

is having a good row, and the letters area pro
vides the perfect stage for this. Updated every
couple of days or so, discussions in the letters
cover every topic imaginable - and one or two

UH
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Live role playing
C?

atmosphere of the game. If you see a strangely
dressed individual walking towards you mak
ing clicking noises you see him as a skeleton,

that aren't.

The latest letters hold views on the relative

merits of Dungeons & Dragons compared to
other role playing games, but in the past there
have been topics such as: "Cowardice and its
role in Live Role Playing", "Why Bladerunner

not as a person pretending to be one, and
react accordingly.

I'd better mention that if you suffer from
claustrophobia or don't like the dark very
much, maybe you ought to stay away from
Labyrinthe. The central area is reasonably well
lit but once you're in the gaming area the
only light available is from your own torch!
Some of the tunnels can be quite tight too and

is or isn't a good portrayal of the book of the

totally dissimilar name (Do Androids Dream Of
Electric Sheep?), and "Why the person who
wrote the review of a certain video should

have his head surgically inserted somewhere
unpleasantly dark and moist".

The most popular topic appears to be Star
Trek: The New Generation with "Kill Wesley
Crusher" the most popular phrase of all!
In conclusion, the Crystal Dragon is a

elves with coloured faces and wicked looking

ordinary games players and Star Trek fans,

daggers, manic fighters covered in leather
armour and wielding swords as long as they
are tall, and many more!
Don't worry though, you won't be attacked

and an even better forum to air your own

until you join in a game, and these take place

views - the more controversial the better, so

down one of many corridors and tunnels
leading off from the central area.

wonderful forum in which to see the views of

long as you're prepared for the deluge of let
ters in hot reply!

After paying for your game and locating
your gaming party you can select your charac

Labyrinthine

ter. Labyrinthe recommend that beginners
start off with the Warrior. It's the simplest to

Now, now, I can see what you're thinking but

master because all you have to remember is

live role playing (LRP) has nothing to do with

that when a big horrible thing attacks, try to

fur-lined handcuffs, rubber truncheons and

hit it and not let it hit you!
Other characters available are priests, who
are useful for healing injured party members;
wizards, who are good at magic but fairly
weak; elves, who are strange characters with
odd powers, and many more.
Labyrinthe games are very similar to

copious amounts of silly putty. Close
though...
LRP tends to involve lots of strangely
dressed people running around in caves - or

forests or anywhere - waving huge rubber
swords and shouting at the tops of their
voices. At least that's how it seems at the first

Dungeons & Dragons, the main differ

glance... and the second, third and fourth too.
Dare to venture closer to the game and
you'll find what surely must be one of the

ence being that instead of rolling a die

most fun ways to play an adventure game you

Your own skill determines whether or

could ever find!

not you hit the attacking skeleton, your
own ability at balancing dictates
whether or not you fall down, your
own speed decides whether or not you
get out of the way of the ghouls in

Let's study one LRP in particular,
Labyrinthe. Based in

a series of natural

underground caves, Labyrinthe is certainly
atmospheric. It may not look like much from
the outside but after wandering down a long
tunnel you feel like you've passed into
another world!

The first thing to see is the armoury. After
being suitably impressed by the size of the
weapons on view you can spend the next few
minutes gawping at the "people" wandering
around in the starting area. You'll meet giant
ores and ogres bearing huge clubs, sinister

to see if you've hit someone or set off a
trap, you actually perform the action!

time!

If you find an item of treasure, you
find it by looking carefully as you pass
through them on your quest, not by
being lucky with a small six-sided plas
tic object. Mind you, it is also your own
skill, or lack of it, that causes you to set
off any traps. It is this aspect of LRP
that will see you becoming lost in the

the occasional low ceiling provides yet
another hazard for the taller players.
All in all, Labyrinthe is great fun whether
you just want to run around shouting yourself

hoarse and hitting everything that moves
with the weapon of your choice, or alterna

tively, you want to role-play to the full and be
an evil megalomaniac magic user with the
idea of hitting everyone else over the head
and stealing their treasure after they've pol
ished off all the monsters.

Labyrinthe can be entered through a portal
cunningly disguised as a hole in the ground
which goes by the name of Chislehurst Caves
in Kent, not far from the centre of London.

You can get more details from Labyrinthe
themselves on 0689 855851 or write to PO

Box 225, Orpington, Kent.
• Watch out for coverage of Adventures in
ST Gamer, our new games magazine within
ST User.

Matthew \

gazes deep
Crystal Dr
then leaps
without

looking int
Labyrinthe
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these handsome binders

will hold 12 issues of your
favourite
magazine
securely in place. Why
rummage through cup

All prices include postage, packing and VAT for
UK orders. Europe and Overseas orders incur
additional postage charges as shown. Please
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allow up to 28 days for delivery

25 assorted disks

back

issues when you can

keep them safely together
in one place?

£7.50
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£20.00
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Amiga
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rugged PVC, bound with
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these are the perfect way to
protect your micro.
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These sturdy closeable
boxes will protect your
disks from damaging dust
particles
Each one also features

the Atari ST User logo and
can hold up to 50 disks.

ONLY £4.95!
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£34.95
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£26.95
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£22.95
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Don't clash with the tartans
I f you make up publications which

include bitmap graphics, particularly

A File Edit Options Page Style Text Graphics Help

scanned images which have been

dithered to simulate grey scales, you'll no
doubt have been hit by the dreaded tartans.
These are the cross-hatch patterns which are
generated when you scale bitmaps and the

software has to approximate to where the pix
els should lie.

fflSTLS'.IHG

They vary from looking like slightly moire
fringes to completely ruining an image. So
how can you make the best of bitmaps with

HARRIER,IMG
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out giving unintentional support to the clan
Stuart?

The best solution by far is to use the
bitmap at actual size. If you can possibly help
it, don't scalethe image at all. With an image
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at full size, there can be no distortions and

the bitmapwill print with maximum clarity.

Cut and crop
Unless they're going for some special visual
effect, professional graphic designers don't

Select whole pixel scaling and preserve aspect ratio to keep bitmaps clean

scale images, they crop them. You'll usually
find that an image contains more information

than is strictly necessary and you can safely
crop a good part of the graphic's frame with
out losing anything essential.

What happens if you crop an image,
though, and the DTP automatically rescales it
to fit the frame? In the caseof a program like
Timeworks Publisher ST, you can rescale the
picture while preserving the aspect ratio and
enforcing whole pixel scaling.

Thistechniqueis also particularly appropri
ate if you have to rescale an image. Preserving
aspect ratio, which holds the proportions of
frame height to width constant, ensures that
the graphic isn't elongated or stretched verti
cally.

Forcing whole pixel scaling restricts the
exact sizes you can obtain for the image, but

onlyallows an integer ratiobetween the origi
nal size of the bitmap and the size at which it
is finallydisplayedand printed.
Don't be fooled by the whole page screen
representation of a graphic. Even though it
may appear "tartanned" at full-page view, this

Trouble on the border lands
There are few things that DTP programs can be fairly blamed for in page design; in most
cases it's theperson using the program who lacks thedesign skill. However, one nasty which
can almost certainly be laidat the doorof the programs themselves is the text frame border.

One ofthe most obvious giveaways thata page has been produced electronically iswhen
call-outs orboxes are framed much too close to thetext they contain. This happens because
the DTP includes the facility to print a text frame black, rather than leaving it showing
onscreen only, for alignment.

It's very easy to set the frame to black, rather than drawing a separate frame around the
text, sizing it and pushing it behind. However, unless you do use this second method, the
distance of the frame from the text is fixed and is aesthetically ugly. The other solution to
the problem would be the ability to set a default offset for the text from the text frame bor
der, but there are few DTP programswhich offer this.

In PageStream this problem shows itself whether you use column or object text. In
Timeworks all text is framed anyway, so you should always use a secondary frame.
Fleet Street Publisher, a program which can normally do things the others can't, has the
same difficulty with text block frames.

Charles

Did you know, by the way, that Mirrorsoft are looking for a caring partner to take over
publication of Fleet Street Publisher in all the countries where it's now sold? It must be a

company which will continue to develop the product. Any takers?
Desk File Edit Laaout Uieu Stale Fornat Text Object Global

If you use columns in
PageStream to create tent

may simply be the automatic scaling applied
by the DTP when resizing the page view.
Change to actual size, or even better, double

^A

boses, you will find that they

size - which effectively doubles the display
resolution - to get a closer approximation of

can be given borders. The

the printed image.

borders are much too close to

the text, though, to look good.
Better to create a border as a
separate object around the

Close to the truth
Further to last month's

snippet about GST and a
new version of Timeworks

The lazy man's
way to boxing

•

m

•
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torn.

text in

PageStream

Publisher ST, things are
definitely stirring in St Ives.
I've been summoned to see

something special next
month and will report back
here as soon as I get the
chance. You'll read it
here first.

Keeping in touch
I greatly value all the correspondence, tips andproduct information Atari ST User readers

send me. Ifyou know ofany useful time-savers, workarounds for unintended software fea
tures orareabout to release some exciting DTP-related product, please letmeknow.

I'dlike to be able to keep other ST users as up-to-date aspossible with improvements in
all areas of desktop publishing.

Michael on

problem-frei
bitmap imat
and perfect
text framing
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ATARI 520 STE

ATARI 1040 STE

DISCOVERY PACK
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ATARI1040STE, MOUSE, MANUAL

Mouse, Owners Manual, First Basic,
Neochrome, ST Tour, Indianna Jones,

BUSINESS MODULE:- ST WORD, ST CALC, ST

SuperCycle, Dragons Breath, Anarchy,

BASE

Atari CX40Joystick

CREATIVE MODULE:- HYPERPAINT 2,
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MUSICMAKER 2, FIRST BASIC

Plus FREEI Oursoftware pack comprising:
Wordprocessor, Mail Merge, Database,
Eleven Great Games, Disk of Desk
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Last Christmas there was a huge discrep
ancy between what I thought I'd spent
and what was actually left in my
account in the cold light of January. Both
Michtron, with their Personal Finance

Look after the

Manager Plus, and Digita, with Home

Accounts, claim to help with cash manage
ment but can they keep you out of the red?
At first glance the products are similar.

Both use Gem and allow you to set up a num
ber of accounts, which would normally corre
spond to those you have with banks, building
societies, credit cards and so on.

As you issue cheques or use the plastic you
enter the details against the relevant account.
Youcan also record regular payments, such as
standing orders and direct debits, and transfer
funds from one account to another.

Budgets can be set for various categories of
expenditure. Home Accounts allows you to
budget a different amount in each period,
whereas PFM only lets you set a single target.
You can then produce graphs to compare

Vital
statistics
When the Romans wanted to know

about the future, they opened up a
crow and looked at its liver. Of
course, modern businesses are

much more sophisticated. When we

want to forecast next year's sales,
we add 10 per cent to this year, or
test the wind with a wet finger.
If you have data from previous
years there are a few simple

pennies
actual spending against budget. In PFM you

religiously. Are you prepared to do that and is
it worth the effort, When good financial man

can input the balance from your latest bank
statement and, provided you have entered all

agement is all about looking forward, not

the details correctly, it will tell you which

back?

cheques have not yet been cleared.

tures, including the ability to calculate inter

Neither package lets you export data in any
format that other programs could read, but
Michtron have a 3D spreadsheet which will
read PFM data files into spreadsheets for each
account. This would allow you to do forward

est. To make either package work for its living
you have to type in all your cheques, cash

to do in PFM itself, but it will cost you

card withdrawals and credit card transactions

another £30 or so to achieve this.

Overall, I find PFM easier to use, but by the
time you read this there will be a new version
of Home Accounts, which has additional fea

The quarterly sales in column C
are up and down, but the four-

A

planning which would be somewhat difficult

File Edit Bange Hark Options Chart Help
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E shows the trend. The function

MEAN(E3:E6) was entered in cell
E6, and replicated to the rest of

Sales
88/1

the column. The REGR function in

' "rCE'CHESBliUESHrs Sun Moving
1265

F3 writes a factor to F3 and
89/1

calculation easier. The sales
11

1/

replicated down to row 22 JI

TV
T5~

1212

376

1221

1.45

1153

325

1193

1.45

754

256
545
325

1148.25
1165.5

1.45
1.45
1,45

338
487

1142.25
1273.75

547

1296
1349.2J

t~

1543

4

1216

98/1
2
3
4
91/1

1662
1288
1632
1423
1294

321
294

A

has statistical functions that you

1239,26:

694,92
694,92

694.92
694.92
694.92
694.92

and takes a

peep into th
future

1165,43
1856.85
1483,92

1165.43
1172.66

1399.96
1486.82
1159.64
1128.55

694.92

File

Edit

Options Tape

Special

600 j

won't find in most commercial

products. Regression, for example,

helps with forecasting by showing,

400;;

mathematically, how variables are

200;; 1
000;;

related.

So, if an ice cream manufacturer

thinks sales are determined by

I

1 J !
11

=i

j

j

BOO;;

average hours of sunshine, he can
type the figures into two columns of
the Opus spreadsheet, and use the
The graph shows how well
the regression matches
the past and what it
predicts for the future,
based on projected hours

600 J3/1Ij2

3

4 90/

2

3

A ?1 s1 t
Quarter

3

LiSales^FcastJ

of sunshine

SALES = FACTOR * SUNSHINE t CONSTANT.

will be a good or bad summer, and
plug the figures into the equation to

1.45
1.45

694,92
694.92"
694.92

and lets you see the trend clearly

moving average to smooth out some
of the peaks and troughs.
Opus, a shareware spreadsheet,

and then all the ice cream man has
to do is decide whether he thinks it

1487.25

1.45
1,45
1.45

1236.36
1696.14
1625,8

The chart of raw sales against the
moving average shows how the
average smoothes out the lumps

use them. Even ordinary averages
can show up trends, or you can try a

Opus works out the values of Factor
and Constant from the data provided

1165

forecasting

Forecast

694,92
694,92
694,92

FSTt

a degree in Arcane Mathematics to

like:

Constant
L45
1.45

6*3

constant to G3, which have been
replicated to make the rest of the

forecast in H3 is created by the
formula F3 * D3 + G3, which is

Tactor

374
273

techniques you can use to create

equation, which will be something

the cash,
attempts soi

period moving average in column

forecasts, and you don't really need

REGR function to determine an

Phil Trory
keeps track

Home computers a necessity
The latest fashionable management guru is Charles Handy, whose ideas on the future of

Remember that this only gives a
prediction, which is based on past

work are influencing some of the largest companies in the land. According to Handy,
large corporations will be run with only a few core employees.
Other work will be contracted out to smaller specialist companies or given to tempo
rary and part-time staff, many of whom will work from home, communicating by tele

trends and the weather forecast. Use

phones and computers.

find out the forecast for sales.

graphs to see if the figures look
reasonable and never regard
statistics as more than a guide to
what may happen.
You can get Opus from the ST
Club, Goodman Enterprises and
other PD libraries.

The message for you, me and Atari is that computers at home may, in future, be a
necessity and not just a luxury. They will be running serious business applications and
making money for their self-employed owners.
The buying decisions will be made by cost and value-conscious individuals, not cor

porate departments with bottomless pockets. This could be just what Atari are looking
for but the time to consider the market is now.
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A subscription to 4ta#i SI l/ser will bring
you 12 months of the best news, reviews

computing seriously or prefer to play toprated games, we have something for you

and features for the ST, delivered direct

from our Six of the Best package of sub

to your door. Plus, as a special thank you
for your commitment to Atari ST User we

scriber offers. Subscribe TODAY and
choose one item from the selection

can offer you a great choice of sub
scriber bargains. Whether you take your

below, and remember - these offers are
exclusive to subscribers.

15 Issues for the price of 12

MIG29
The definitive flight simulation, Mig 29Fulcrum sees
you flying a variety of missions basedon reallife sce

We will send you Atari ST User for 15 months for the
price ofa 12 month subscription. This offer includes

narios. Included in each software pack is a 128 page
manual, full instructions and a giant poster.

offers - an unbeatable bargain.

ALL cover mounted games and other in-magazine
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Armalyte

Gasteiner Mouse
An essential tool for desktop publishers, graphic

artists, spreadsheet operators and anyone who takes
their computing seriously. This mouse is a top qual
ity, precision product.

This conversion of the highly successful C64 version

really does justiceto the original. Armalyte is a top
quality shoot-'em-up with intricatelandscapes and
excellent animation - It's a totally addictive game
that won't disappoint.
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the best whe j
rfeatfs yjhw ygu pr mmfth arte/ mmilh mAim £JT U^r:
12 issues delivered to your

• FREE 32 page dedicated
games supplement

home at NO EXTRA CHARGE
FREE cover disks with

quality software

•

Aspects of the Atari ST

for serious users

> All from ONLY £34.95.

Great reader offers

Supercars II

Switchblade II
This hugely successful follow up to Switchblade will

keep you amused for hours as you battle your way
through six multi-directional scrolling levels in your
quest for the Fireblade. Can you face the challenge of
vanquishing the evil Havoc?

Another blockbuster from Gremlin,Supercars II is a

fast-moving overhead racing game with superb
graphics and sound. There are three difficultylevels
with seven tracks on each. This is without a doubt

one of the best driving games of the year.

—\ 4>*S
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM (including FREE monthly disk)
Please tick the appropriate box

Subscriptionorders received before 21 October

12 months' Subscription (Including monthly cover disk)

will commence with the November issue

New

UK
Europe/Eire
Rest of World - Airmail

£34.95
£39.95
£54.95

9505
9593
9500

Renewal

MojterCard

VISA

Payment: please indicate method (•)

9506
9599

Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Europress Publications Ltd
Expiry

9501

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect

Date

MY CHOICE OF GIFT (UKsubscribers ONLY)
Mig29
3 Extra Issues
Gasteiner Mouse

Name.

Armalyte

£15.59
FREE

Switchblade II

£9.95

Supercars II
-Signed -

FREE 9310
FREE 9311
FREE 9312

Send to: Europress Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port,
South Wirral L65 3EB (No stamp needed if posted in UK)

Order at any

By phone: 051-357 1275

time of the

Address-Post Code .

Daytime telephone number in case ofqueries -

day or night
Don t forget to give your name,
address and credit card number

By fax. 051-357 2813

General queries: 051-357 2961

_J^
hew! It was just our luck
that when the hot summer

weather finally arrived, we
had one of the most difficult tasks

of the year to perform - deciding
the winner of our ST World

Supercharger SCPlus 286
Competition.
The Supercharger, with the

SuperVGA video boardincluded
in the prize, provides the ST with
hi-res, full IBM PC compatibility.
With a 1,000-plus pile of entries
we sweated through days, agonis

ing over the witty one-liners, the
rhyming couplets, the one which
simply said "Stop
around, just send the
thing", the sonnets and the para
phrased famous quotations.
From the obscure - "It will get

my boyfriend off my back (!)" through the religious- "Although
a heavenly Atari fan, I need to
work with church colleagues who
use PC software, God forgive
them!" - to the family-conscious "If I had one of these, The family

t'would please, Even the wife
might, learn a bit from a byte" the standard of entry was varied,
if not always original.
Entries came in from all over

the world, including the USA,
South America and most of

Europe.

After many harrowing judging
sessions, when personal threats
were made and grown men and

women wept openly, we moved
on to higher planes and, in the
final analysis, there was unani
mous agreement! The winning
entry is a pleasant little ditty
which seems to sum up the whole
raison d'etre of the Supercharger

Whoopsl
^dertherubbleinthe^^c^ce

Sorry, we're not in right now but..
You know the feeling. You're desperate to contact someone, you pick up
it's the dreaded answerphone. While the water gushes from your burst

^^dZrwTnowtnenlmeof
r—o-opensdowneveryone

to leave amessage, finishing with apromise that he'll get back to you.

who didn't win.

the phone, the number rings out and it seems that someone answers -but
pipe, the plumber, in rhyming couplets that don't scan, jovially invites you

Things weren't quite that urgent, but must have become pretty desper

ate when our publisher, Richard Williams, actually picked up his phone
and called one of our contributors the other day. The response came from
the inevitable answerphone. "Unfortunately one of my eyeballs appears to

have exploded so I've just popped out to the optician's..." said the alarmine recording.

...

,

The good news is that, although he'll have ared blotch in his eye for a

while Peter Hickman remains fully sighted. He may have to cut down on
the number of program listings he takes to bed to read before lights out,

SCPlus 286 Co-Computer.

however.

From A J Hardy of Dover Close,
Alresford, Hampshire, it reads:

inspiration for acompetition. Tell us, as briefly as possible, about the fun
niest/strangest/most ridiculous answerphone message you've ever heard

Supercharger plus Atari

subscriptions and other gorgeous goodies will be awarded at the ,udges'

The best in every way

Would open up new worlds for

And the excellent news for you is that the episode has given us the

There are two categories: Non-fiction and Fiction. Prizes of games, STU

us to wish him happy IBM-com

patiblecomputing. Although
Atari ST Userincorporating ST
World will probably remain his
number one mag, if he is tempted

,to buy a PC magazine,he could
do worse than to invest in a copy

of our sister title, PC Today.
Thanks to everyone who
entered, and also to those who
filled in the ST World reader sur

vey on the other side of the page.
The information and views

expressed have helped us with the
planning of future issues.

you llhke the next one even more. We

'SftSR^^about 6
warear-Hh

' P lningthesoft-

1'racy laws and how to stavnnf.,•

side of aprison cell °Stay°nthl
•Reviews of the latest software

exZvSampiinSSu^"withan

discretion.

• Public domain

•And the very latest ST news

What more is there to say?

any time now. It only remains for

If

Coming up
in ST User

,

me

Mr Hardy's prize should be on its
way down those Hampshire lanes

missing your Prize and w«^ed

down hasn t producea

We had just as much difficulty
picking a winner for the Virtual

Virtually impossiblei

Reality Competition. Some entries
were very alike and others, while
making excellent use of the tech
nology, were not really leisure sce
narios.

aUNCH

The winning entry, however,

cleverlyuses the system for educa
tion but also as a game. It comes
from Peter Ware of Preston, who

with a friend will be taking a look
at Virtuality at W Industries'
Leicester office.

you could also explore the solar sys

Peter would like to base a piece
of software on the Space Shuttle.

tem.

He says unlike just a take-off, orbit
of the Earth and again simulation

But the experience could be doubled-up into a space shoot-'em-up,

with laser weapons just in case any
nasties are out there. We'll bring

pictures of the two at Virtuality
soon.

Pascal

RLEKIN 2

HighSpeed

- your dreams can come true
Harlekin 2 is a unique collection of utilities and

'

applications foryour Atari STand TTcomputers. All
programsare available froma single desk accessory,

providing maximum convenience while taking up only
one slot on the Desk menu:
Harlekin II

Pascal 1.13

extremelypowerfulappointment diary/calendar/
ideas organiser calledthe Manager. This allows
you to make notes ofany size and assign dates,

I

times, priorities, icons and alarms to them. Then

Version 1.13of thisnew, already immensely popular

printout yournotes by day, month, year etc. for a
complete time management system,

compiler is now available. Additional features are:
•

inline assembler

dynamic printer spoolerthat takesjust as much

•

help desk accessory

memory as it needs, comprehensive printerfilter.

•

full macroprocessorallowing keyboard shortcuts

for Harlekin's modules and extensive keyboard
macros, all totally under your control.
'
0 27/86/1391
© 11:58

FIST

communications package allowing X-Modem and

•

reviewers and users

This new version of
simulator includes

graphics, the ability

alike.

For those not in the know, Highspeed Pascal comes

from Denmark, is extremely fast and friendly to use
and is very closely compatible to the immensely

more control over

the view angle and

more ... it even

graphics unit from the PC.

send your master diskback to HiSoft, togetherwith

Compilation speed is roughly 20,000lines per minute

your remittance.

with excellent code generation for the ST and the TT.

HiSoft C

Priority Order Form
Yes, please rush me

The ideal way to learn the difficult C

language is with an interpreter and HiSoft C
for the ST has all you need:
"

tryout your new Cprograms quickly

•
•

interactive editorwith on-linehelp
debugger with single-step

•

extensive GEM toolbox

works on the TT!

•

complete manual with C tutorial

Registered users can upgradeby sending theirmaster

HiSoft C is alused and
well re-

disk back, together with £2.50.

popularTurboPascalon the PC, even including the

Harlekin 2 is available now at a price of £59.95

its users §BF
reviewers

H Highspeed Pascal 1.13 @£99.95
: j Your FirST BASIC book @ £14.95

ready widely
has been
ceived by
.^ " and

j

[] HiSoft C Interpreter @£59.95
G HiSoft BASIC 1.3 @ £39.95
D HiSoft Devpac 2.25 @ £39.95

&h.

So take \
out of C \v
language
^

copyfiesf of

L j Harlekin version 2 @ £59.95

L ] Lattice C 5.06.02 @ £149.00
[ ] ProFlight Tornado Sim @ £39.95

and easily

set-up, a pause key,

absolute-address variables

Upgrades from earlierversionscost £7.50 inclusive, or

inclusive. Upgrades from version 1 cost£24.95; just

our Tornado flight
improved colour
to save your cockpit

more compact libraries

*

£2.50 from version 1.1.

many, many more utilities too numerous to

ProFlight 1.2
We arc pleased to announce the release of version 1.2
of ProFlight, our im
mensely popular
Tornado flight simulator, loved by

*

Y-Modem protocols plusfull modem set upand

wire-bound manual.

printing, word wrap and more.

i/o-mapped mathsco-processor support
faster, improved editor

an extensive dial directory.

mention in thissmallspace,plus a 150-page,

complete editorwithsearchand replace, blockmarking with themouse, external clipboard with
cut copy and paste, fullpage setup optionsfor

*
•

Name:
Address:

alike.

the hassle
and learn the

Your FirST
BASIC the official guide

everybody's

talking about.

Whenyou're ready, move up to Lattice C 5.

The comprehensive reference guide.and.tuto.rial to the popular FirST BASIC
package which issupplied with your new Atari 1ST computer.
•
•

Fullcommand referencetforFirSfWisiC \
Extensive tutorial, guiding yq^prough using BASIC from first
principles. Includes mariy examples plus how to use GEM

Detailed descriptions ofall the ill \1 and'other.opcratiiig system
libraries supplied with FfrSTBASIC ;.
/"]
Concepts chapter'which explain^ in• easy.to.-.understand language, the
modern, structured aspects of FiiSTBASIC \

• Many technical appe§^ces giving afomnating insight into the
workings of the AtariZS%

;!

$

j;

;

Use the order form to obtaif&Ar PirSzhASimMtd well iiiclude afree mouse mat
printed with the STASCIlcharacteiiet completely free ofcharge

HiSoft
High Quality Software

The Old School, Greenfield
Bedford MK45 5DE UK
Tel: 0525 718181, Fax: 0525 713716

Post Code:

m

I enclose a Cheque/Postal Orders
I would like to pay by:

II

Access/MasterCard/EuroCard etc.

U

VisafTrustCard etc.

Card No:

Expiry Date:

Signature

All prices include UK VAT and postage within
the United Kingdom. Goods will normally be
despatched within 2 working days of
receiving your order. Call, write or fax for

exportprices. All offers subject to availability.
Please post this coupon to. HiSoftat:
The Old School, Greenfield, Bedford
MK45 5DE UK.

Tel: +44 525 718181, Fax: +44 515 713716
Free mouse mat with
every order!

*
P.S. BASIC 2and Devpac 3ate still under development -more news next month.

SEE US AT
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Vidi... No 1 in UK & Europe (Leading the way forward)

QlCQMM
Get the most out of your ST by adding
***— I

"The Complete Colour Solution'
.

The Worlds ultimate creative leisure product for your

Atari ST. Captures dynamic 512 or 4096 colour

images from video into your ST in less than a
second.

r.

iSF'."".
I *%>- •jf.

And Look No Filters
Images can now be grabbed from either colour
video cameras, home VCR or in fact any still video1
source. The traditional method of holding three filters

in front ofyour video camerais certainly a thing of
the past. Because Vidi splits the RGB colours

•Actual unretouched digitised screenshots

electronicallythere are no focussing or movement

problems experienced by some of our slower
competitors. Lighting isalso less of an issue as light
is not being shut out by lens filters. Put all this

THE SOLUTION ENABLES YOU TO ..

together with an already proven Vidi-ST /

Capturecolourimagesfrom any still video

VidiChrome combination and achieve superb quality
512 or 4096 colour images. (4096 colours only
availableon STE). Mono images can be grabbed in

Grab momo images from any video source

real time from moving video.

source.

Haveperfectfreeze framefrom any video.
in real-time.

Digitise up to 24 monoframes on a 1 meg
ST

Animate 16 shade images at a choice
of speeds.

Grab 3-D images from TV.

Replace many scanner features.

You will see from independent review

comments that we are undoubtedly their first choice.

Add images for D.T.P. applications. .
Importimages into art packages in mono
or colour.

'Fu-ll colour demonstration disk available for only £1.95 to cover P&P.
Livingston Scotland
Telephone 0506-414631
Fax 0506-414634

